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Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of RIGHTS OF LIVING CREATURES.
Transport).-The answer supplied
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melby the Minister of Housing isbourne North Province) .-By leavet
Investigation was carried out in conjunc- I movetion with the State Electricity Commission
and the Melbourne fire brigade, resulting in
the following conclusions and actions.
The area still contains small shallow
pockets of coal dust and during hot, dry
periods, is subject to fires either accidentally
or deliberately lit with little possibility of
spontaneous combustion.
From 1st March, 1974, three bulldozers
with rippers have been scarifying the area,
mixing the coal dust with earth where it is
in small quantities and where pockets are
extensive, assembling it for removal to the
State Electricity Commission's disposal area.
These actions should prevent the possibility
of any future fires of this nature.
Where the coal dust is of greater depth
and where the commission has no intention
of building its houses, the recommended
method of prevention of fire is to blanket
the area with filling.

DEMOLmON AND REPAIR
ORDERS IN BRUNSWICK WEST.
(Question No. 794)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of TransportIn respect of the electoral district of
Brunswick West, how many demolition
orders, and repair orders, respectively, were
operative as at 31st December, 1973, and
how many have been issued this year to
date?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

In the electoral district of Brunswick West
the following number of orders were operative as at 31st December, 1973:Demolition orders
4
Repair orders . .
16
Orders issued from 31st December, 1973,
to 13th March, 1974Demolition orders
2
Repair orders . .
2

That this House of Parliament expresses
grave concern at the in·creasingly callous
disregard of modern man for the rights of
all living creatures and calls upon the
Victorian Government to institute moves to
educate all peoples rto .the end that the
environment is preserved and dignity
accorded to all creatures.

Last year a horror trip of more than
2,000 miles from Derby, Western Australia, to Benalla, Victoria, killed 66
wild donkeys. Unbelievably, no action
was taken by any Government in
Australia to stop this senseless
cruelty and commercial exploitation.
No prosecutions were launched in
Western Australia, South Australia
or Victoria.
I am the first to acknowledge that
animals do not have a vote and make
no contribution to party funds. I am
well aware that in the debate which I
have initiated the rights of animals
will be discussed for the first time
in the Victorian Parliament. Had I
attempted to launch this motion in
the Legislative Council 100 years ago,
sanctified as it was by the presence
of the landed gentry, it would have
been denounced as an interference
with the right of the landowner to
deal with animals and Aborigines as
he saw fit.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.57 p.m.,
and read the prayer.

It is shameful that the law should
deny humane treatment to any living
creature. It is shameful that the law
does not forbid the capturing and
transportation of wild pregnant
animals and those with young at foot.
The rounding up or transportation of
wild animals, if it is to be allowed,
must be subject to rigid supervision.
If wild donkeys are considered
vermin and must be disposed of, let
them be killed humanely with bullets.

SWAN HILL PIONEER
SETTLEMENT BILL.
This BiH was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister
for Tourism), was read a first time.

This motion is moved in the hope
that Her Majesty's Government and
the Parliament of this State will
recognize the claims of the lower
animals to be treated with humane
consideration.

1Erginlatint <t!nuuril.
Tuesday, March 19, 1974.
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The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Should
capital punishment be abolished for
all living creatures?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It
will be the dawn of a new era for the
Liberal Party when Mr. Hauser agrees
to the abolition of capital punishment.
I hope the claims of the lower animals
to be treated with humane consideration will be recognized and that the
right of the community to be assured
that these claims shall not be forgotten amid the triumphs of advancing
science will be established.
About 2,500 years ago Plato saidThe degree of civilization of any people
may be judged by their attitude to wildlife
which is entirely at their mercy.

The range of barbarities which
humans have inflicted upon the
animal kingdom can be matched
only by man's inhumanity to man.
From time immemorial the white
man has considered himself superior
to the black man. Does anyone deny
that? The seizure of the simple
natives of Africa and their transportation to America less than 200 years
ago is but part of the heartlessness
which exists even today towards all
living creatures.
No human Government has ever
recognized the jus animalium which
surely should form a part of the jurisdiction of every system founded on
the principles of justice and humanity.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Did
the Romans recognize it?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1 do
not think so. The Romans denuded
Northern Africa of lions.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-And trees.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They
wanted trees to build warships, but
they took the lions to the amphitheatres and the Colosseum of
Rome.
I therefore propose that consideration for the welfare of animals
should be formally acknowledged by
the State of Victoria.

Living Creatures.

"Do not kick him," said Pythagoras to a man who was abusing a
puppy. " In his body is the soul of
a friend of mine. I recognized his
voice when he cried out ".
The question is not whether animals can reason or talk, but whether
they can suffer. It has been established that animals are just as sensitive to pain as we are.
I trust that the motion will have the
support of every member of Parliament. After all, a politician's best
friend is his dog. A dog's affection
is warm and lasting; his admiration
unbounded. He never envies your
seat and hardly ever bites it. Some
people do not like animals; that is
their loss. W. C. Fields said, " Any
man who hates dogs and little children cannot be all that bad." Of
course, he really meant the reverse.
Man's role as the superior species
was to exploit all the lower animals.
The white nations of Europe, c-onsidered as the most advanced civilizations, believed they were justified
in colonizing, exploiting and exterminating the native tribes whose
continued survival was felt to be inconvenient. The native tribes in this
instance included the American Red
Indians and the Aborigines of Australia.
Birds are still destroyed for their
feathers, and animals for fur garments. The extent to which animals
are exploited in the " rag " and cosmetic trades throughout the world
must be reckoned in millions of
animals every year.
This gives
cause for even greater concern when
related to the fact that so much
misery, pain and death can be
avoided by replacing animal products
with alternatives, many of which are
now on the market.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER.-Is this
an argument for the introduction of
synthetic meat?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.No; one must be sensible about these
matters. I referred to humane consideration. The use of animals for
the enhancement of female beauty
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should owe less to the agony of the
trapped animals and more to the
imagination and techniques of the
fashion designers. After all, thousands of years ago the young bride
had nothing but a feather to adorn
the beauty of her hair.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINs.-The
original streaker!
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.It takes as many as 100 skins
and the infliction of much suffering
to make up a single mink coat. Millions of animals die each year for this
purpose alone.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-And
are bred for that purpose.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.That is so. The time has certainly
come to investigate and condemn the
use of animals for luxury items. I am
not speaking about food.
The Hon. S. R. McDoNALD.-What
about the destruction under permit
of kangaroos?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.That is a problem encountered by
farmers because kangaroos cannot be
allowed to eat what the cattle should
eat.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-Does
Mr. Galbally agree with Senator
Murphy that kangaroo fur should not
be used for commercial purposes?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.I do not know what Senator Murphy
said on the matter, but I am opposed
to the unnecessary use of animals
for commercial purposes.
The Hon. K. S. GRoss.-Has Mr.
Galbally ever bought a fur coat for
his wife?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Hopefully, not up to date. The fate
of the tiger exemplifies the peculiar
crudity of the desire for skins. Because of extensive hunting, this
species has been reduced in number
to fewer than 2,000 in the entire
world. As the tiger becomes scarcer,
the skins become more valuable. As
the skins become more valuable they
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become
particularly
fashionable
among a certain class of people.
The demand increases. If it is met,
the tiger will disappear from our
planet. I make no reference to the
Richmond Football Club, the home
of the tiger!
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Does Mr.
Galbally believe an animal bill of
rights would cover the problem?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.I prefer to deal with t~is matter by
Act of Parliament in accordance with
the considerations which would be
applied in particular cases, and not
in an over-all blanket way.
The
matter requires just as much consideration as does Mr. Hauser's
approach to capital punishment.
The magnificent polar bear, admired more as a rug than as a living
animal, is shot by Eskimos and tourists, to be dragged home where the
skin is put on the floor. The coat of
the Persian lamb loses its curl after
birth, so it is killed within a few
hours, often in the presence of the
ewe.
The S. R. McDONALD.-That practice has been abolished.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-·
No, it has not been abolished,
although some attempt has been
made to abolish it. The finest kid for
the best quality kid gloves comes
from India. A concoction made from
herbs is poured boiling hot over the
young goats and they are then skinned
alive to make the white gloves that
are worn on ceremonial occasions.
Persons who wear coats made of
animal skins like to ensure that their
garments receive maximum exhibition
in public. It is terrible to have one of
those coats if nobody sees it! All
these matters are due for consideration and must be dealt with seriatim,
not in a blanket form as Mr. Hauser
would have it where, when a man
is condemned to death for murder, he
automatically goes to the gallows.
Rodeos, in which a flank rope is
used to inflict pain upon the unfortunate horse, causing him to buck~
are a mindless cruelty.
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The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL-How
can one stop the horse from bucking
the rider?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.The rider has a choice, but the horse
has not. In bullfighting, the bullfighter may decide to stay at home
with his lover, but the bull is condemned to die that day. Calf dogging
is a cruel and vicious assault on a
young animal and should not be permitted. If people want to throw
creatures to the ground, they should
try out their skill with one another.
A person has a choice whether to
enter a ring and be thrown down.
The· practice of calf dogging should
be abolished immediately.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Does
Mr. Galbally include boxing in his
remarks?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.There again, the boxers have a choice;
the animals have no choice. I am
sorry that Mr. Hamilton has com- .
pletely missed the point of my
remarks.
Meanwhile, in the seas that gird our .
native shores, a different form of
cruelty is taking place. Mankind,
having almost wiped out the whales
in the northern hemisphere, is now
venturing into a particularly . obnoxious form of slaughter by the use
of explosive harpoons which burst
the intestines of the whales. No
words are adequate to describe the
beauty and bulk of these gigantic
monsters of the deep. The death, in
all its horror, of these defenceless
mammals is the final refutation of our
care for God's creatures. The explosive harpoon enters the whale's
body, and the magnificent animal
thrashes around in agony until it is
finally overthrown. It reminds me of
the day when 4,000 pheasants fell
and King George V. said to the Prince
of Wales, "I think we overdid it a
bit today".
A
little-known
poet,
Ralph
Hodgson, once wrote a poem which
I commend to the House. He said'Twould ring the bells of Heaven
The wildest peal for years,
If Parson lost his senses
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And people came to theirs
And he and they together
Knelt down with angry prayers,
For tamed and shabby tigers
And dancing dogs and bears
And wretched, blind pit ponies,
And little hunted hares.

I commend the motion to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. P. D.
BLOCK (Boronia Province) , the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS
DEATHS AND MARRIAGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of.. the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of
Housing), for the Hon. MURRAY
BYRNE (Minister for State Development and Decentralization), was
read a first time.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY . (ART
AND HANDICRAFTS GALLERIES)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization) , was read a first time.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid on the table by
the Clerk:Health Act 1958-Plumbers and Gas-fitters
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 90).
Local Government Act 1958-Private Street
Construction (Notices)
(Amendment)
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 86).
Metric Conversion Act 1973-Metric Conversion (Pipeline Permits) Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 87).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 724 to 729)
(six papers) .
Second-hand Dealers Act 1958-Secondhand Dealers (Exemption No. 4) ·R-egulations 1974 (S.R. No. 88) ,'
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Supreme Court Act 1958-Supreme Court
(Amendment of Claim) Rules 1974 (S.R.
No. 89).
Town and Country Planning Act 1961City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965-Amendment No. 92, 1971.
Cranbourne Planning Scheme 1960Amendment No. 2, 1970.
Shire of Lillydale Planning Scheme 1958
-Amendment No. 20, 1971.
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme
1965--Amendment No. 54, 1972.

VETERINARY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE (CONSEQUENTIAL
AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from March
12) on the motion of the Hon. W. V.
Houghton (Minister for Social Welfare) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) .-This Bill is a result of
the transfer of the control of the
Veterinary Research Institute from
the University of Melbourne to the
Department of Agriculture. As the
Director of the Veterinary Research
Institute was previously a member of
the Milk Pasteurization Committee
and the Stock Medicines Board, it
was necessary to amend the Act because in the past, as a university representative and a non-public servant,
he received a fee for attendance at
these meetings. This is no longer
necessary.
There is nothing in the Bill to
which objection can be raised, and
consequently the Labor Party supports it.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-Like those of
Mr. Kent, my remarKs will be brief.
Not a great deal can be said about
the measure. The necessity for the
proposed amendment arose because
of an oversight when the original
legislation was passed transferring
the control of the !Veterinary Research Institute at Parkville from the
University of Melbourne to the Department of Agriculture. As the
Minister and Mr. Kent outlined, the
director of the institute in the past
has been a member of the Milk
Pasteurization Committee and, the
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Stock Medicines Board, ·and it was
thought desirable for the director to
continue in these two capacities. For
that reason the amendments con ..
tained in clause 2 are proposed.
The Country Party believes the
measure is worthy of support.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
STOCK (ARTIFICIAL BREEDING)
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
(adjourned from
The debate
March 12) on the motion of the Hon.
W. V. Houghton (Minister for Social
Welfare) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
a
Province) .-The Bill follows
review by the Subordinate Legislation Committee of regulations under
the principal Act and will give legislative backing to some regulations
which were considered to be . doubtful. In recent years there has been
a tremendous growth in artificial
breeding, which is certainly a human
intrusion into the lives of animals. I
do not find the practice repugnant; of'
course, I am unable to speak for the
animals involved. Certainly, it does
not seem to be fulfilling their natural
desires. However, from a practical
and commercial point of view,
tremendous benefits have resulted to
persons engaged in the dairying and
beef cattle industries in the development of a higher standard of production.
The Bill will ensure that adequate
control is provided for what is
understandably an important, delicate
and often dangerous procedure. The
purpose of the exercise is to continually improve the quality of cattle
so that the human race can be more
efficiently provided with milk and
butter, and that the meat requirements of a hungry world-and maybe
also the capital requirements of
hungry farmers-will be met. Anybody who has had experience of the
· cattle.. industry appreciates the
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developments in artificial breeding.
Even the stud breeders, who at first
were a little apprehensive of the
effects of the artificial breeding
industry on their interests, have no
hesitation in accepting it. Certainly,
the high prices being obtained by
stud breeders is an indication that
they have not been prejudiced in any
way.
Provision is also being made to
ensure that the technician, which is
the dignified term used for the
person who performs the act of
insemination, shall be thoroughly
qualified and that his qualifications
can be reviewed at specific periods.
There is also provision for a review
of the approval granted to particular
bulls.
Obviously, it is a simple and
straightforward measure which is
designed to expedite things that have
been going on for a long while, and
the Labor Party supports it.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-The main
purpose of the Bill is to rectify
deficiencies in the earlier legislation.
As the Minister explained when outlining the Bill, the Subordinate
Legislation Committee, when examining regulations made under the Act,
concluded that the Act and the
regulations were not entirely in
order. Without going into detail,
it is fair to say that the
recommendations of the committee
on this subject are further evidence
of the value of the existence of a
committee to oversee the regulationmaking powers under various Acts.
In this case the committee came to
the conclusion that the Act was
defective and that the regulations
were not completely in order.
Mr. Kent outlined his views on the
value of the artificial breeding
industry. A great deal could be said
about the subject but I do not think
any purpose will be served by my
following his example.
Clause 5 will rectify some of the
weaknesses of the earlier legislation
because the regulation-making powers
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under the Act will be made more
specific. This is in line with the
recommendations of the Subordinate
Legislation Committee.
The Country Party supports the Bill
because it will validate some of the
things that have been done before
and will enable the objectives of the
principal Act to be fulfilled.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
PUBLIC LANDS AND WORKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of
Housing), for the Hon. MURRAY
BYRNE (Minister for State Development and Decentralization), was
read a first time.
CARRIERS AND INNKEEPERS
(LICENCES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for Local
Government) , was read a first time.
BITTERN LAND BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of
Housing) , for the Hon. MURRAY
BYRNE (Minister for State Development and Decentralization), was
read a first time.
PUBLIC LANDS AND WORKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-On behalf of my
colleague, the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Under a 1968 amendment inserted
in the Public Lands and Works Act
1964, the Minister of Public Works
is empowered to delegate any of his
duties in accordance with sub-section
( 1) of section 8 of the principal Act
for which estimated costs are not

Public Lands and Works [19 MARCH, 1974.]
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by the Government Statist shall be
made under the direction of the Chief
Secretary and not of the AttorneyGeneral as presently provided.
The existing provision was originally enacted as sub-section ( 1) of
section 2 of the Registration of
Births Deaths and Marriages Act 1915
(No. 2). Research has shown that
the Bill as originally drawn empowered the Government Statist to
make such cancellations of his own
volition. The Parliament of the day
considered that such cancellation was
too serious a matter to authorize one
person to undertake and it amended
the Bill to provide that the AttorneyGeneral should have the power of
direction. Apparently, that Minister
was chosen on the ground that the
inheritance of property could be
affected.
So far as I have been able to ascertain no difficulty of the kind envisaged
by the Parliament of the day has
arisen in recent years, and experience
suggests that there is no longer any
reason why the direction of the Attorney-General should be required.
My colleague the Attorney-General
agrees with this view. In my view,
however, it is necessary that such
cancellation should be made under
the direction of the Minister administering the principal Act.
Accordingly, the Bill amends
section 41 of the principal Act by
substituting for the word " AttorneyGeneral " the words " Chief Secretary".
It was ordered that the debate be
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
adjourned until the next day of
Walton, for the Hon. R. J. EDDY
meeting.
(Doutta Galla Province), the debate
was adjourned.
REGISTRATION OF' BIRTHS
DEATHS AND MARRIAGES
It was ordered that the debate be
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
adjourned until the next day of
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE meeting.
(Minister for State Development and
CARRIERS AND INNKEEPERS
Decentralization) .-I move(LICENCES) BILL.
That this Bill be now read a second time.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Its purpose is to amend section 41 Local Government) .-1 moveof the Registration of Births Deaths
That this Bill be now read a second time.
and Marriages Act 1959 to provide
Its
purpose is to repeal the sections
that a cancellation of a false or an
illegal registration of a birth or death of the Carriers and Innkeepers Act

more than $4,000. I point ·out that,
in terms of today's purchasing power
in the building industry, the sum of
$4,000, adopted by Parliament in 1968
as the maximum permissible delegation, is now equivalent to approximately $2,500.
It will therefore be evident that
works which cost less than $4,000 in
1968 and which normally would be
the subject of quotations are now the
subject of contracts and public advertisement. This involves an enormous amount of paper work and
contract documentation which is
unnecessary and is inhibiting the
department's work in the more important areas of its functions. These
increases have also led to a consequential increase in the number of
documents requiring the Minister's
personal attention and signature,
which impose an undue burden upon
him.
With increasing demands upon the
department, every effort must be
made to increase productivity by
whatever means are available within
reason.
The approval to increase
the Ministerial delegation and the
consequential amendment to the
Public Accounts and Stores (Amendment) Regulations 1968, under the
Audit Act, will have a marked effect
in this regard. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province),
the debate was adjourned.
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The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-Members of the
Labor Party know of no reason to
delay the passage of this measure.
We commend the · Minister for his
colourful description of the timehonoured carrier on whom people
have learnt to lean throughout the
generations. It is considered that it
is no longer necessary for a carrier
to become licensed by applying to
the Magistrates Court; this procedure comes under another section
of Government administration. Members of the Labor Party wish the
carrier well; irrespective of how he
is registered the fact remains that he
still has to do a bit of ·carrying. The
Opposition does not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern
Province) .-Members of the Country Party support
the Bill which repeals certain sections of the principal Act. On occasions somebody finds in old Acts
of Parliament sections which should
be wiped out. This is one example.
At present a person who wishes to
obtain a carriers' and innkeepers'
Strangely enough, even tho~gh licence must apply to the Magistrates
they are redundant, many earners Court. This procedure had its origins
have continued to apply under the in the dim distant past. The proold Carriers and Innkeepers Act. visions of the Commercial Goods
Somehow or other it seemed to carry Vehicles Act now cover the situation,
a little prestige that they were and any person who wishes to be a
licensed carriers under the Act, par- carrier can obtain a licence under
ticularly as this indicated that they that Act, although it is not easy to
had been proved to the satisfaction do so.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The reof the court to be of good character
and repute. The provisions of the quirements are most stringent.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.principal Act have long since become
unnecessary, and most carriers do That is so. The applicant must have
not comply with them; nor does any- certain qualifications, ability and
body enforce them in view of the need, which he must prove, before
obtains a licence. There is no
alternative provisions under the he
requirement for these archaic proCommercial Goods Vehicles Act.
visions in the Carriers and InnThe existence of the dual pro- keepers Act, and therefore members
cedure came to light in a strange way of the Country Party offer no obwhen it was discovered that a large- jection to the Bill.
scale reprinting of the forms under
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
the old Act had become necessary, Province) .-I direct the Minister's
and somebody realized that the proce .. attention to one matter which may or
dures themselves were unnecessary. may not be important. According to
That is why the Bill is presented to my copy of the Carriers and Innthe House, and I commend it.
keepers Act, section 22 has already

1958 which relate to the licensing of
carriers. Under the provisions of the
principal Act, which has its origins
long past in time-in Great Britain
first, and later in the early days of
settlement in Australia-any person
desirous of carrying on business
as a carrier by land-of course,
the only alternative then was by
water-for hire was required to obtain a licence from the Police Court,
as it then was, and the Magistrates
Court as it became after several permutations.
Upon satisfying the court that he
was of good character and reputation
and upon the payment of a fee of one
shilling, originally, now a fee of 10
cents, the applicant was issued with
a carrier's licence. For many years,
as members of the Country Party will
be aware, the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act has been in operation
and contains several licensing provisions. Quite clearly the provisions
existing in the Carriers and Innkeepers Act have long since become
redundant.

The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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· been repealed in the schedule to Act
No. 8247. It appears that this section
is included amongst those sections
now being repealed. I merely draw
the Minister's attention to this matter
and ask the honorable gentleman
whether it is in order to repeal a
section twice.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to repeal of provisions as to carriers' licences.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 thank honorable members who have spoken for
their ready acceptance of the measure.
I thank Mr. Clarke also for raising
a small issue. When Parliament is
repealing a given number of sections,
say, from "A" to "Z" inclusive, of
course it repeals such of them and
such parts of them as are still in
operation. Apart from section 22,
which is no longer in operation,
various parts of the various sections
originally incorporated in the principal Act have disappeared with the
passage of time; there is no need
to repeal them. This Bill repeals
such parts of sections 13 to 25 of the
principal Act as are still in· force.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
BITTERN LAND BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
It provides for the development for a

golf course of portion of a public
recreation reserve situated at Derril
and Loders roads, Moorooduc. The
recreation reserve comprises 78·81
hectares and has been placed under
the control of the municipality of the
Shire of Hastings as a committee of
management.
The shire council considers that, to
meet the needs of the municipal
district, portion of the reserve should
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be developed for golf. A nearby
reserve already caters for such sports
as football, cricket, basketball and
tennis.
As the council is not in a position
to develop a golf course, the shire
president convened a public meeting
for the purpose of deciding whether
a golf club should be formed in the
shire to finance and carry out the
development. The council has stated
that the meeting resolved that a golf
club should be formed and it supported the council's view that there
is a definite need in the shire for
golfing facilities.
The puvpose of the Bill is to
empower the municipality to grant
a lease of so much of the reserve as
is sufficient for the development of
a golf course by the golf club. Any
lease will provide that on the expiration thereof the golf course and all
improvements will revert to the committee of management of the reserve.
It may then be run by the shire
council as a public municipal golf
course.
The lease will also provide that
members of the public may use the
golfing facilities at reasonable times
and on payment of reasonable green
fees. As to what times and fees
would be regarded as reasonable the
lease would, before submission to the
Governor in Council, be subject to
comment by the Department of
Youth, Sport and Recreation. The
term of the lease will not exceed 21
years. This will allow sufficient time
for the golf club to amortize its
capital outlay.
The portion of the reserve to be so
leased contains 56· 74 hectares. The
balance of the reserve will be
developed by the municipality for
other recreational pursuits.
Clause 1 of the Bill cites the short
title. It also provides for the commencement of the legislation and
gives the interpretation of "corporation " for the purpose of the Bill.
Clause 2 provides that the municipality as committee of management
may lease that portion of the reserve
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shown in the schedule for the purpose of a golf course. It also sets
out the conditions of leasing. The
schedule contains a plan on which
the land which may be leased is
shown hatched.
The Bill will allow for the local
public to enjoy golfing facilities which
might otherwise not be developed for
quite some time and I commend it to
the House.
The Hon. D. G. ELUOT (Melbourne Province) .-The Labor Party
knows of no reason for delaying the
passage of the Bill. I know a little
about the Momington Peninsula and
its rapidly growing population, and
it seems that the Shire of Hastings,
in its wisdom, has seen fit to increase
the sporting facilities in the area.
The Labor Party wishes it welL The
Minister of Water Supply mentioned
that an area of 78 · 81 hectares would
be available for sporting purposes.
That is approximately 170 to 180
acres, which is more than adequate
for a golf course.
A factor that the Labor Party is
pleased to note is that this golf course
will be available for use by the public.
Many golf courses in Melbourne are
not available to the public-and
rightly so, because they are privately
owned. Golf is a fast-growing sport
and I understand that there are
between 60,000 and 70,000 registered
golfers in the metropolitan area
alone.

The proposed golf course will be
supported and patronized by people
in the fast-growing area of Frankston.
It will be a nice little rural outlet for
the people of Frankston-more so
than for people who would have to
travel from Melbourne. I cannot see
the proposal being anything other
than a success. The Labor Party
supports the Bill and wishes residents
of the area happy golfing.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-I know the area well and
have been most impressed by the
development that has taken place in
this recreational project. The Country

Bill.

Party supports the proposal to establish a golf course on this land, but I
wish to direct the attention of the
Minister of Water Supply to one or
two points which cause me concern. I
understand that the term of the lease.
will be 21 years, and that at the end
of that period all the improvements
of the golf club will revert to the
corporation.
In a couple of instances in Northern
Province extensions of leases have
been granted where golf clubs have·
been established on unimproved land,
such as this, and have done a .good
job by erecting proper club houses.
and laying out fairways, greens, and
so forth. I should have thought that
to improve the golf course to a high
standard, expenditure would be considerable, and I am doubtful whether
the amount could be recouped over
the period of 21 years which. is envisaged as the term of the lease. I
ask the Minister of Water Supply to
consider whether it would be desirable to have inserted in . the lease a
provision to enable it to be extended
beyond the 21 years or beyond 31st
December, 1996.
I raise this query because, if only
a limited lease is available it may be
difficult to get people to form a golf
club and improve the course to the
desirable state of perfection. Leases
which have been granted in .northern
Victoria have been for fourteen or
fifteen years, but they have been
renewable and have been renewed.
Occasionally the rent has been increased. In the case of the Murrabit
Golf Club, although the lease was
renewed the rent was not increased
as the club has done an outstanding
job.
I ask the Minister to consider increasing the period of the lease or
inserting a provision to allow it to
be renewed. I do not know whether
a golf club has already been formed
in the Shire of Hastings; it may be
that the shire council has an agreement with people who are prepared
to form a golf club on the land. If
I were establishing a golf club under
these conditions I would request that
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a clause be included in the Bill to
allow the club to renew the lease at
the expiration of the proposed period
of 21 years.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-I am surprised
that a provision such as that mentioned by Mr. Clarke has not been
inserted in the Bill. It provides that
the lease shall be for a period not
exceeding 21 years and I would have
expected that at the end of that
period it would be subject to renewal. That is the first point I raise.
I agree that the land in question is a
suitable site on which to construct
a golf course, but I estimate that the
cost of constructing a first-class
course would be in the vicinity of
$200,000, which would be a large
amount to recoup in such a short
time.
I come to my second point. The
Women's Electoral Lobby raised a
very important question-whether
women should be accepted as members of the proposed club. I have
raised this question with prospective
associates and they are happy to be
known as associates. A number of
golf clubs in New South Wales have
women as members, enjoying full
membership rights. I believe it was
a worth-while exercise but as I have
said the prospective associates here
do not wish to become full members
and are content to be associates.
The third point I raise concerns the
area itself. It will be used exclusively
for all sports, and that is commendable. Besides the proposed golf
course, an area will be available for
horse riding and for the playing of
other sports. The area of land will
be used in the public interest. The
by-laws of the proposed golf club
and regulations of the Shire of
Hastings must ensure that the rights
of the public to use this public land
will be protected.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
CJause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Corporation may grant
development lease).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I thank honorable members who have spoken in
general agreement with the Bill.
There is no doubt that there is a
need for a golf course in the Bittern
area.
Mr. Clarke referred to the term of
the lease not exceeding 21 years. I
should have thought that if a golf
club conducted itself well and did
a good job--and I have no doubt this
one will-after 21 years it would
automatically receive a renewal of
its lease. I understand that it is
usual for the term of 21 years to be
incorporated in Bills and for the
leases to come back to Parliament
for renewal upon expiration. I have
no doubt that renewal would automatically be granted.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-What
about paragraph (e) of sub-clause
(2) of clause 2?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-That
situation would be covered. Probably
many golf courses and recreational
areas are under the same type of
lease in this State.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Has
the honorable gentleman ever heard
of one being referred back to Parliament?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-No, I
cannot recall it in my nine years as
a member of this House.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-! cannot recall it in my 28 years in the
House.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-If it
is the wish of the Committee that
I report progress and seek information from the Minister of Lands, I
shall be happy to do so.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-I certainly ask the M;inister to consider the deletion of paragraph (e) of sub-clause (2) of
clause 2; That might solve the
problem, because it would be exceptional if a lease had to be brought
back to Parliament for renewal. I
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understand that many similar organi- recognized a weakness in the Bill.
zations operate under Acts of Parlia- From what the Minister has said I
ment and that they do not have to understand that the course will revert
refer their leases back to Parliament to a municipal course at the end of
on expiration, but that agreement can 21 years. That is highly desirable.
be reached between the corporation
The clause was agreed to, as was
and the club. Paragraph (f) of subclause (2) of clause 2 specifically the schedule.
states that the lease shall be subject
The Bill was reported to the House
to approval by the Governor in Coun- without amendment, and passed
cil, and surely that is sufficient safe- through its remaining stages.
guard. I ask the Minister to consider
the deletion of paragraph (e) of
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
sub-clause (2) of clause 2.
(Al\IIENDMENT) BILL.
The sitting was suspended at 6.29
The House went into Committee
p.m. until 8.3 p.m.
for the further consideration of this
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister Bill.
of Water Supply) .-During the
Discussion was resumed of clause
dinner adjournment I took the 2 (Amendment of No. 6299 s. 17) .
opportunity of consulting the MinisThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
ter of Lands on the question raised
by Mr. Clarke who wished to have Local Government) .-Prior to the reparagraph (e) of sub-clause (2) of porting of progress, I circulated a list
clause 2 deleted from the Bill. Para- of proposed amendments and I also
graph (e) provides that a lease made available to the principal
under this section shall not be speakers for the other parties copies
granted for a term expiring after 31st of my notes on the amendments so
that they would be fully informed
December, 1996.
and able· to study them. Since then
I was under the impression that the fhe amendments have· been p'rinted
term of the lease was 21 years and . and further checking has shown ' a
that it would be renewed after that couple of minor drafting improveperiod, but I was informed by the ments which I have had inserted· . in
Minister of Lands that that is not so. ink so thaf members can· see · the
Sub-clause (2) of clause 2 provides, difference between the ·amendments
inter aliaas now .circulated and as originally
A lease under this sectioncirculated. A further amendment to
(a) shall provide that upon the .expira- clause 7 is proposed but this is purely
.
tion or sooner determination of the consequential
upon
an
earlier
··· term thereof all buildings erections
extensions and improvements built amendment to the clause proposed
erected constructed or made on the in the amendments as circulated.
' leased land shall absolutely revert to
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Meland belong to the corporation as
committee of management;
bourne North Province) .-I thank the
This is agreed to by the golf club Minister for allowing honorable
which is ·erecting the course and the members a week in which to consider
course will revert to a municipal golf the amendments. Members of the
course. I believe this is in line with Labor Party agree with many of them
the wishes of the people. The shire as they are purely machinery amendcouncil will be the corporation. I ments. In due course the amendsubmit that explanation to the House. ments which we intend to oppose
will be considered.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (MelThe Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Northbourne Province) .--1 agree that that
should be satisfactory so long as the Western Province).-The Country
Minister gives an assurance. Mr. Party appreciates the courtesy of the
Clarke raised the point validly and Minister and agrees that the amendhe had a duty to do . so, having ments are of a drafting· nature.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
<:lauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7, providing, inter aliaThe principal Act shall be amended as
follows:(a) In section 79(i) in sub-section (1) the words
" and also from the lists (if
any) delivered in accordance
with the provisions of the
last
preceding
section "
shall be repealed;
(ii) in sub-section (3) the words
" or in any list delivered in
accordance with 'the provisions of the last preceding
section" shall be repealed;
(iii) in sub-section ( 4) the words
"Unless by any list so
delivered it appears otherwise " shall be repealed;

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government).-! moveThat. sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph (a)
be omitted with the view of inserting the

following sub-paragraph:. (i) In sub-section (1) the expression
commencing with the words " from
the last rate" and ending with the
words "last preceding section"
shall be repealed;
that, in sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph
(a), the words " or in any list delivered in
accordance with the provisions of the last
preceding section " be omitted with the view
of ·inserting the expression cc as the same
appear in or from the said rate or v:aluation
~d re~rn (·a~ the case may be), or in any
h.st delivered m accordan!-=e with the provisions of the last precedmg section "; and
that .sub-paragraph (iii) of paragraph (a)
be omitted with the view of inserting the
following sub-paragraph:Oii) sub-section ( 4) shall be repealed.

The provisions of section 79 of
the Act relate to instructions to
the municipal clerks on the preparation of electoral roles.
The
three amendments are identical
in principle. Section 78 of the Act
was repealed by clause 6. Honorable
members appreciate the complexity
of amending local government Acts
and Bills. The repeal of section 78
was meant to simplify procedures for
the preparation of voting lists. Since
the Bill was before the House five
months ago, the draftsman has made
a further examination of these provisions and it became apparent that the
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repeal of redundant provisions ought
to go a little further. The three
amendments simply have that effect.
There is nothing of substance in
them as they are all consequential
on the repeal of section 78.
The amendments were agreed to.
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 8In sub-section (2) of section 149 of the
principal Act for the words " vacant land "
there shall be substituted the words " ra~e
able property ".

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat the expression " for the words.
'vacant land' there shall be substituted the
words ' rateable property ' " be omitted with
the view of inserting the following expression:for the words " vacant land whose usual
place of residence is outside the municipal
district to vote as such owner " there.
shall be substituted the words " rateable
property whose place of residence is outside the municipal district to vote as such
owner nor for any person who is not a
natural born or naturalized subject of
Her Majesty to vote ".

Two principles relating to· voting
emerge in the Bill. One is ·that
property owners, whether naturalized
or not, have the right to vote; and
the other is that compulsory voting.
should not apply to absentee owners.
Perusal of those two principles in
·combination reveals the possibility of
a further anomaly. Although aliens
are given the right to vote it would
be extremely harsh to force them to
vote in those municipalities where
compulsory voting applies before
they were required by law to vote at
State and Federal elections. It would
be difficult, particularly . for those·
whose knowledge of the English
language was limited, to comprehend
that not only were they exempt from
voting but could not · vote at State
and Federal elections yet they must
vote at municipal elections.
The amendment will exempt aliens
from compulsory voting until they
are naturalized, although entitling
them to vote in respect of property
they own.
·
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I do not
wish to be political about this but
it will be recalled that, during the
second-reading debate, I pointed out
that it was Labor Party policy that
new Australians who conform to the
laws, pay their rates and accept their
responsibilities should have a vote
at municipal elections. Many new
Australians stand for election as
councillors but other new Australians,
who are not naturalized, cannot vote
for them. Some find this difficult to
understand.
However, I appreciate the reason
behind the amendment.
Not all
new Australians speak the English
language and, as they come from
countries where voting is not compulsory, do not understand the electoral system. In these circumstances
it would be wrong to force them to
vote in municipal elections or fine
them if they did not.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The provisions
of this clause are· wise. But, when
new Australians are given the right
to vote, there should be no requirement that proceedings be taken
·against them if they do not. ~e
amendment will mean that there will
be -no difficulty arising from their
failing to comprehend the difference
in voting at 'State and Federal and
municipal elections. As I indicated
last week, there are a large number
of new Australians in municipalities
in electorates represented by Country
Party members and my party is
pleased that this provision for them
is being made.
The amendment will have effect
only where voting is compulsory. As
a municipal councillor for twelve
years, on many occasions I tried to
persuade the council of which I was
a member to revert to voluntary
voting. I thought it was more
democratic. I took the attitude that
if a person was interested in his
municipality he would vote and, if
he was not, he would not vote. At
a recent by-election in Swan Hill, in
the province represented by Mr. Dunn
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and myself, the magnificent percentage of 15 · 8 of ratepayers voted.
Admittedly, the by-election was held
at the height of the fruit season.
Generally, a percentage of 35 is good
where voting is voluntary and 85 per
cent is good where it is compulsory.
In any case, most municipalities
refuse to take "the bit in their teeth "
and take proceedings against the
15 per cent who do not vote.
Having agreed that new Australians
will be permitted to vote, I am glad
that compulsory voting will not be
forced upon them until they are
naturalized. In these circumstances,
I suggest that the Minister seriously
examine
a
suggestion
of
the Country Party. If this is to be
done for new Australians, the same
privilege should be extended to aged
people. There is a good case for
having a blanket provision that
people over 70 years of age shall not
be required to vote. I am sure that
municipalities would appreciate the
Minister seriously considering the
matter. Admittedly, old people can
use the postal voting facilities. However, my party and I believe that,
where compulsory voting applies in a
municipality, persons over the age of
70 years should not be compelled to
vote.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) .-I disagree with the
remarks of the two previous speakers
in that the Bill provides that new
Australians shall be given the right
to vote at municipal elections and
now the Minister proposes an amendment which will mean that new
Australian ratepayers shall not be
compelled to vote or face a fine for
not doing so. We are endeavouring
to educate people from other
countries into our way of life and
they are being given every opportunity of doing so. They are being
told that they have a right to vote
in municipal elections and then they
are being informed that if they do
not wish to vote, they do not have
to do so.
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In the inner-suburban municipalities of Melbourne, the majority of
residents or ratepayers are from other
countries and, accordingly, the
number of votes cast in a municipal
election will be relatively small
because the only persons who will be
compelled to vote are the Australians
-the new Australians will be able to
please themselves. I have been a
councillor for just on nineteen years
and I suggest that the introduction of
this system could lead to the sort of
malpractices that occurred in municipal elections in past years and the
names of new Australians who have
been educated into our way of life
will be utilized for other purposes.
The Minister for Local Government
is endeavouring to assist these
people. They are being asked to fit
into our way of life. It is up to the
councillors who face election to
move among these people and tell
them that they are expected to vote;
that they should voice their opinions
about whom they wish to represent
them on the council; and that if they
do not follow this course they can
be fined. The Minister is saying that
this will not take place. Under the
amendment, municipalities will be
told that they cannot prosecute new
Australians who do not vote. I do
not suggest that a municipality
would carry it to the extent of having
the person fined, but Parliament
should endeavour to ensure that they
are advised that they are being given
the opportunity of fitting into the
Australian way of life and that they
are expected to vote if they can understand what they are doing rather than
telling them that they will not be
fined if they do not vote. That is
not the right attitude to adopt.
The Hon. A.. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I understand
Mr. Eddy's point of view which is
submitted following a long experience in local government; Mr. Eddy
will agree that both he and I share
the same view about the objective
desired by the clause and by the
amendment. I am mildly surprised
to hear Mr. Eddy put a view which
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was in opposition to the official view
espoused by the spokesman for his
party after having full opportunity
of considering the matter. I do
not propose to reiterate the facts
which I have stated previously. However, I do suggest that it would be
completely inequitable to force an
alien to vote when he was not entitled to vote in other elections.
Moreover, it would be completely
confusing for him.
I regret that I omitted to place before the Committee one other factor
which would have convinced Mr.
Eddy. Many property owners who are
aliens and would now be entitled to
vote if they so desired could be precluded by the laws of the countries
of which they are currently citizens
from voting in the land in which they
reside. They could be placed in an
invidious position if compulsory
voting were applicable to them in
that they would have to disobey
either the laws of the country
of which they are a subject or the
laws of the country in which they
are resident. I would not want to do
that to them. Mr. Walton was perfectly correct in the principles that
he enunciated in supporting the
amendment before the Committee.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Confusion has arisen in
one or two municipalities and perhaps
the Minister could resolve the problem by answering a short question.
Does compulsory voting, where
applicable, apply only to ratepayers
resident within the municipality?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Yes, compulsory voting will apply only to natural
born or naturalized residents of the'
municipality.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 9, providing, inter aliaThe Principal Act shall be amended as
follows:-

*

*

*

(b) In sub-section (1) of section 160 the
words " surveyors or " shall be
repealed;

*

*

'*

*
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(g) In sub-section (1) of section 542 for
the words " their surveyor or "
there shall be substituted the word
"its";

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat paragraph (b) be omitted.

This is purely a drafting amendment.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS (SouthWestern
Province) . - Honorable
members may be aware that amendments to the Local Government Act
do not apply to the cities of Melbourne and Geelong unless those
municipalities are specifically named.
The city surveyors of the two cities
are specifically referred to in the
Acts relating to those municipalities
and therefore the amendment will
not mean a. change in title.
I understand that some years ago,
by resolution, the City of Melbourne
changed its city surveyor's title to
city engineer.
More recently the City of Geelong
decided that its city surveyor should
be described as the city engineer,
·which is a far more appropriate title.
When further amendments to the
Local Government Act are being
examined, I ask the Minister to consider having these amendments
apply to the cities of Geelong and
Melbourne.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 shall certainly
do that.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat the following paragraph be inserted
to follow paragraph (g):( ) In sub-section (1) of section 543
the words " surveyor or " shall be
repealed.

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 10 (Power to remove
-officers) .
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) .-Clauses 10, 11 and 12
relate to municipal officers. I do not
oppose the amendment that will be
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proposed to clause 11 but clause 10
proposes the insertion of a new
section 159 which states, inter alia159. Subject to section 160, the provisions of the Health Act 1958 and the terms
of appointment of an officer the Council
may remove any officer from office but
shall give such officer( a) two weeks notice of its intention so
to do or in lieu thereof shall pay the officer
two weeks' salary; or

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is what
the award provides.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-The provision specifies that the council may
give two weeks' notice. This is a
dangerous position.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-Order!
Is Mr. Eddy now
discussing clause 10 or the proposed
amendment to clause 11?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Perhaps I can
assist you, Mr. Chairman. Clauses
10, 11 and 12 bear a close relationship. It would be of convenience
to the Committee and would ensure
comprehension if these clauses were
discussed together, although I appreciate that the clauses and the amendments thereto will need to be put
separately.
The CHAIRMAN.-With the concurrence of the Committee, I shall
adopt that procedure.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) .-These clauses con·
tain virtually the same provisions as
those to which I have raised objection. My party proposes to oppose
these clauses.
They are dangerous for the officers of the council
because they provide that they may
receive two weeks' notice from the
council or payment in lieu thereof.
Councils have never before had the
opportunity of doing this.
Under
the provisions of these clauses the
officers will have no right of appeal
or-the right to ask for an inquiry into
why they were being dismissed.
It would be simple for an impetuous councillor, while representatives of the press were present in the
council gallery, to move that an officer be dismissed. Whether or not
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the council supported that motion,
the officer would be placed at a disadvantage because when the newspaper was published, the headlines
would say, " Council to dismiss officer ", whether it be the town clerk,
city engineer, city valuer or electrical
engineer. The rights of the officers
are not stated. At present, an officer
with, say, nearly nineteen years' service can be dismissed only if he does
not carry out his duty or if he is
doing the wrong thing by the council
financially. Honorable members will
know to what I am referring. In all
councils or shires there are many
impetuous councillors who may be
hostile to one municipal officer or
another. The Minister should ensure
that these officers have the right of
appeal or to have an inquiry made
to ascertain the reasons for their
dismissal. An officer may not understand why he was dismissed after
10, 12 or 15 years' service. My party
will oppose these clauses.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 am certain
that, within this Committee and
among municipal officers at large,
and throughout the community as a
whole, there is some confusion
about the application of these
clauses. If I failed to ·explain them
adequately when the measure was
first before the House, I apologize
because the fault of lack of communication was mine. As I have said, the
three clauses are inter-related but
they encompass different subjectmatters.
Clause 10 relates to section 159 of
the principal Act which in turn
prescribes the conditions under which
any officer of a municipality may be
dismissed. For the Hansard record
it should be noted that I place
emphasis on the word " any ". Every
officer of a municipality has widespread protection. At present, if his
dismissal is contemplated, the matter
must come up at one council meeting
and be listed for discussion at a
special council meeting. When the
special council meeting takes place,
the dismissal may or may not be
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authorized. If it is, it is on the
terms of the award which pro ..
vides for a fortnight's notice or salary
in lieu thereof, unless the officer is a
professional man such as a town
planner with a contract of service, in
which case the dismissal would take
place subject to the contract of service or the payment of compensation
prescribed by it.
The prescription of two council
meetings, one being a special me~t
ing, gives a double opportunity for
publicity which can only be adverse
to the officer concerned. When no
inquiry is created section 160 relates
to certain officers whom I shall
mention later. Section 159 applies to
the general run of officers, reference
to two meetings and then dismissal
in accordance with the terms of the
award or the contract of employment.
This does not occur anywhere else in
any· form of service. One abides by
the terms of the award or the con-,
tract of service as the case may be.
There is no reason why. save in
respect of certain unnamed officers,
that should not be the case in
municipalities.
Under the terms of section 160 of
the principal Act which is dealt with
in clause 11, the position is different.
Here the term "officer" bears a more
restricted meaning. It is expressly
set out in the section of the principal
Act and is clarified by the provisions
of the Bill now before the Committee.
Section 160 was always intended to
deal only with the principal officers
with statutory responsibilities in
respective fields, namely, the municipal clerk, the municipal engineer, the
building surveyor and certain other
expressly named officers who have
statutory responsibilities and who
could be subject to victimization in
carrying out the duties imposed on
them by legislation.
That has been the purpose of
section 160, and the senior officers
referred to in the section whose
career is in local government
have a right to the protection of the legislature against
arbitrary dismissal. They are expressly granted by law a right of
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appeal to an inquiry appointed by
the Government into the grounds for
their suspension or dismissal. They
do not have a right of reinstatement,
and perhaps they should. It has been
argued that this appeal is a rather
nebulous right and that victory is a
Pyrrhic one because there is no
obligation on the municipality to
reinstate the officers. However, an
opportunity is given of clearing their
names against false accusations or
victimization. I agree that it is a
doubtful right.
The publicity is
invariably adverse even when the
officer wins and, as I have said, there
is no right of reinstatement.
The Hon. R. J. LoNG.-But at least
the officer's name is cleared.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes. I
could mention several cases of men
who have obtained other jobs in local
gQvernment suitable to their qualifications, and whose careers would
otherwise have been completely
finished in their chosen field, to which
they may have given a lifetime of
service. It is certainly not intended
to derogate from those rights; it is
intended to clarify them.
Tonight I have circulated to the
principal speakers on behalf of the
Labor Party and the Country Party
Gopies of legal opinions obtained by
the department over the years. I am
certain that it will be conceded that
these opinions differ from lawyer to
lawyer. I have copies available if
honorable members are interested in
obtaining them.
The law clearly needs clarification.
A law which is uncertain does not
assist a municipality or an officer.
The Government is seeking to clarify
the position and make sure that the
right of appeal applies to those people
to whom it was intended to apply.
If there is any doubt to whom it was
intended to apply, I invite honorable
members to examine the secondreading speeches made on the Bill
which inserted the right of appeal.
At that time the view was that the
right of appeal should apply to the
principal officers, as .I have already
said.

(Amendment) Bill.

Clause 12 of the Bill affects the
status of officers in different ways,
but it does precisely what has been
assumed in some quarters and even
in this Chamber.
It re-defines
"building surveyor," but in such a
way that it reduces no one's right.
It makes plain that the only person
who is required to hold the formal
certificate of qualification is the man
appointed by the council as building
surveyor and not the assistants who
may be undergoing training or seeking to obtain the full qualification. As
the law is now, the assistants may be
deemed as requiring the certificate
before they can be appointed as
assisting building surveyors. Again
the process is one of clarification of
rights. The field is being widened
and opened up.
Representations were made by Mr.
Walton during the second-reading
debate for the extension of the draft
Bill to include municipal electrical
engineers. I agree that the municipal
electrical engineer has functions
independent
of
the
municipal
engineer, and that in some respects
he has more authority. He could be
subject to the same consideration as
the officers to whom I have referred.
Therefore, at the appropriate stage
I propose to move an amendment
extending the right to an inquiry to
municipal electrical engineers.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-1 thank
honorable members for considering
these three clauses simultaneously
because it assists the debate. I am
mainly opposed to clause 11. I find
it difficult to accept the principle put
forward by the Minister, which has
received no approbation from outside
his department. It is purely a
departmental amendment, clarifying
a doubtful situation that has existed
for many years, and ensuring that
only officers who have a statutory
obligation to their council receive the
benefits provided by this clause. r
do not agree with that proposition.
This may be where the Minister
lacks municipal experience in the
sense of having sat in a municipal
council.
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I am aware that Mr. Eddy and
many honorable members probably
take a different view, but it is not
always the principal officer who has
the skids under him. An officer
down the line who has been asked
by his principal officer to do a job
may be dismissed through a direction
of the council that is contrary to the
Local Government Act. The man
refuses to do the job and is dismissed.
However, he loses the right to an
inquiry.
The Hon. R. J. LoNG.-Where does
one stop?
The Hon. A. J. HuNT.-! tried to
draw the line.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That
is always a problem. The Minister
is interfering with a practice of many
years' standing. The Minister and
his department have decided that this
should be altered but no difficulties
have previously been encountered by
municipalities.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes, they
have. The honorable member should
look at the legal opinions.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-1 have
looked at the legal opinions, and
many consider that all officers should
be included. I agree. These men
can easily lose their jobs and the
benefits that have existed for many
years under the Local Government
Act. As a result they may be forced
to enter a field to which they are not
accustomed. As the Minister said,
a man's career may be completely
finished. He was referring to the
principal officer, but that applies
equally to the subordinate officer who
would step into the principal officer's
shoes. If he is dismissed from his
job, his career also is finished. The
Minister is taking away the right to
an inquiry that might clear the officer
and give him an opportunity of obtaining another job in a decent
fashion at another municipal council.
For the reasons stated the Opposition intends to oppose the three
clauses.
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The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-Members of
the Country Party appreciate the
views put forward by Mr. Walton.
Nevertheless, we will not support the
Opposition's amendments. Although
we agree that there are isolated instances of bullying and victimization
of certain council officers and employees by certain councillors, by and
large the 211 municipal councils in
Victoria are comprised of publicspirited men and women who have
the best interests of their municipalities and their employees at heart.
I hasten to assure the Committee
that a majority of councillors is required to reach a decision which
would be detrimental to an officer or
employee. An occasional councillor
may be unreasonable, but the majonty of councillors are fair and just.
Therefore, if there is a dispute or
loss of confidence, it is preferable for
the officer to go in order to restore
the smooth running of the council. On
the other hand, if one of the councillors is at fault, every three years he
meets his peers and there is every
likelihood that the electors or the
ratepayers will deal with him.
The Country Party believes it is
correct that the senior officer should
have the right of an inquiry on dismissal. It also believes that the
further amendment, which has been
moved with regard to the municipal
electrical engineer is correct because
he is the senior officer in his department and the senior officer in each
department should have the right to
an inquiry on dismissal. .However,
the Country Party considers that the
provision that other employees of
the council are to be given two
weeks' notice in such situations is
reasonable. I conclude with the
comment that the smooth running of
the meeting or the organization is
more important than the individual.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) .-1 did not propose to
enter the debate during the Committee stage, but I now feel that I should
do so. Mr. Walton was so delightfully
wgue in his definition of clause 11.
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that I do not believe any honorable
member could understand it. From
what Mr. Walton was hinting at,
when talking about the municipal
building surveyor, although he has
a number of assistants, how far down
the line do we go? Do we stop at
the first, second or third and so forth?
Ordinary common sense would prevail
in this situation and any municipal
council that was doing its job properly would fix the blame on the
principal person concerned, who is
the municipal building surveyor.· If
the councillors felt that the building
surveyor had erred in his duty,
naturally he would be the man they
woud be shooting at and the one
against whom they would use these
provisions. Over the years difficulties have been experienced with this
provision and it is important that
the law should be certain and that
there should be a cut-off point. I
agree with the Minister for Local
Government that the cut-off point
·should be as set out in clause 11.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I neglected
to thank the Minister for Local
Government for including the municipal .electrical engineer. Following
representations I received from
the . municipal electrical engineer
of the City of Northcote, who pointed
.out that they were not included,
I raised.this matter with the Minister.
Only a few officers hold the position
of municipal electrical engineer and
they are employed by municipalities
.which operate electrical undertakings
of. their own. They receive the same
salary as a city manager or a town
clerk and also attend all council
. meetings.
The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higinbotham Province) .-I seek clarification of the clause, which does not
state whether the deputy municipal
clerk or the deputy municipal engineer will receive protection under the
Act. These two officers are frequently
called upon to take the place of the
municipal clerk or the municipal
engineer, and there is no chance of
the council ·being called together to
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place the official seal on their appointment. In other words, if the town
clerk is absent ·for ten days on sick
leave or for some other reason, his
deputy is required to act without
protection. It seems that it would do
no harm to spell it out in the clause
so that these officers are not acting
without protection. It is obvious that,
if the council made an official appointment, provisions concerning dismissal and so forth would apply, but
some councils meet fortnightly and
others only every three weeks. I consider that the officers in question
should be protected.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-I ask the Minister
for Local Government one question:
Would a municipal health officer
come under this provision or is he
under the separate control of the
Department of Health?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The· municipal
health officer is separately dealt with
under the Health Act.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) .-Concerning the
Minister's reply to the question asked
by IMr. Elliot, in a number of municipalities the health officer is the chief
planner for the municipality. I believe
the Minister should further consider
his position. because, when the health
.officer become~ the chief planner for
the municipality, he becomes part of
the Local Government Department.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Mr. Fry raised
a point which concerned me for one
moment and sent me scurrying to· the
Acts Interpretation Act where it was
my. recollection the situation was
dealt with. It is in fact dealt with in
sub-section (2) of section 30 of the
Acts Interpretation Act, which provides-Where an Act passed on or after the
first day of August One 1thousand eight
hundred and ninety, whether before or after
the commencement of this Act, confers a
power or imposes a duty on the holder of
an office as such, then unless the contrary
intention appears the power may be exercised
and the duty shall be performed by the
holder for the time being of the office.
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This means that where a person is
Clause 11acting in a position in which he is
For sub-section ( 1) of section 160 of the
subject to dismissal or suspension as Principal Act there shall be substituted the
the result of some action performed following sub-section:, ( 1) The provisions of this section shall
whilst he is acting as building surveyor, municipal engineer or muni- apply to the municipal clerk, the municipaf
engineer, the municipal valuer (if he is an,
cipal clerk, he is entitled to an inquiry officer
of the municipality) and the muniin the same manner as if he were in cipal building surveyor (all of whom are
fact the respective officer at the hereinafter called " officers ") .'
time.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J. Local Government) .....;_I moveNicoi).-Order! A division has been
That, in proposed new sub-section (1) of
called for on the question that section 160, after the word "engineer", the
words " the municipal electrical engineer "
clause 10 stand part of the Bill.
be inserted.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (MelLocal Government) .-Before the
division is taken, I take it that in bourne North Province) .-1 have
view of the fact that the Committee already thanked the Minister for
debated the three clauses together, having done this. So long as it is
the other parties are treating the clearly understood that members of
division on this clause as a test on .the Labor Party oppose both clauses
11 and 12, I shall not call for a
all three clauses.
division.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (MelThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
bourne North Province) .-The Min·Local·
Government) .-f accept the
ister's argument is tempting, but the
fact
that
as the three clauses were
Labor Party intends to· oppose all
debated
together,
the Opposition has
three clauses by division.
clearly established· the principle on
The Committee divided on the which it stands.
clause (the Hon. G. J. Nicol in the
The amendment was agreed to, and
chair)the ·claus~. as amended, was adopted,
Ayes
20
as were clauses 12 to 14.
Noes
6
Clause· 15, providing, inter aliaAfter
section 166 of the Principal Act
Majority
for
the
there
shall
be inserted the following
clause
14
section:Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block

Granter
Grimwade
Gross
Houghton

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Kent
Knight
Tripovich
Walton.

Bradbu~

Campbe I
Clarke
Crozier
Dickie

Fry

Mr. Byrne
Mr. Gleeson
Mr. Hamilton

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hunt
Jenkins
Long
McDonald
Swinburne
Ward
Wright.

Tellers:
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Storey.
NOES.

Tellers:

Mr. Eddy
Mr. Elliot.
PAIRs.
Mr. Galbally
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Trayling.

166A. (1) Nothing done or 'omitted and
no contract entered into by any officer of
the council shall if the act or· omission ·Occurred or the contract was entered into
bona fide in the course of his functions as
such officer subject any such officer personally to any action liability ·claim or demand
whatsoever.

The Hon. ~ J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat, in sub-section ( 1) of proposed section 166A, after the word " officer" where
second occurring, the words " or employee ''
be inserted.

The clause as originally discussed
in the House provided that ari
officer would not be personally liable
for anything done bona fide in the
course of his duties. The Municipal
Officers Association asked, with substantial justification, that the clause
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The amendment was agreed to,
be extended to apply to all employees, so that no employee should and the clause, as amended, was
at any time become personally liable adopted, as was clause 16.
for anything which he did bona fide
Clause 17, providing, inter aliain the course of his duties. I had
Section 197 of the Principal Act shall
some concern about meeting that request in view of the fact that this be amended as follows:might also extend to actions of negli(b) In paragraph (b) of sub-section (3)
gence in connection with a motor
the words " or an overall length of
vehicle, but on reflection decided that for
more than 6 metres " there shall be subunder the common law, the employer stituted the expression " an ovel'lall length
is liable in any event in those cir- of more than 6 metres or having a height
cumstances. Thus the Government of 244 centimetres or more ".
has reconsidered the matter and conThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
cedes that the submissions made by Local Government) .-1 movethe Municipal Officers Association
That, in paragraph (b), the expression
are well based. Hence the amend" 244 centimetres " be omitted with the
ment is now submitted to the Com- view
of inserting the expression " 2.44
mittee.
metres".
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The Minister
has moved an amendment to add the
words " or employee " after the word
" officer " where second occurring.
However, the word "officer" appears three times, and it would seem
that the words "or employee"
should be inserted in the other places
as well.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Mr. Wright
has pointed out a drafting error in
the form of the amendment which I
have circulated. There are three references to the word " officer " in
sub-clause ( 1) . By leave of the
Committee, to meet the clearly valid
point raised by Mr. Wright, I seek
leave to withdraw the amendment as
I tendered it.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 move.That, in sub-section ( 1) of proposed section 166A, after the word " officer" whereever occurring, the words " or employee "
be inserted.

I thank Mr. Wright for his perspicacity. This is an indication of the
·careful study which the principal
speakers for the other parties have
given to the Bill, and it is greatly
appreciated.

Nothing is wrong with the reference,
but those engaged in the exercise of
metric conversion have pointed out
that a reference to 244 centimetres
is not a reference to a preferred unit.
It should be 2·44 metres.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 18 to 21.
Clause 22 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 23 and 24.
Clause 25, relating to inspectors of
municipal administration.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-As indicated in the second-reading debate,
the Labor Party intends to oppose
this clause which changes the title
of inspector of accounts to inspector of municipal administration.
The Opposition considers that this
is a further intrusion into the autonomy of municipal councils. The Government has stated its intention of
giving greater autonomy to municipal
administration and it seems odd that
this Bill proposes to place a spy in
the administration of a municipality.
This person will question all municipal administration and not just
examine municipal accounts as was
done in the past. Has Mr. Long, who
is interjecting, been a municipal
councillor?
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The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higinbotham
Province) .-The Minister is aware
that municipalities in my province
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-In that are opposed to this clause. The honcase I can understand Mr. Long argu- orable gentleman received a long
ing these matters. I have yet to find letter on the subject from one of the
two members of the Government most senior and most talented town
party who agree.
clerks in Victoria. The opposition
There is no need for the proposed from senior town clerks is two-fold.
intrusion into the autonomy of muni- Town clerks have an institute of
cipalities.
Council members are municipal administration for which
elected by ratepayers and, if the rate- they have letters patent and of which
payers are not happy with them, they they are proud. It has been in existcan replace them at the next elec- ence for 40 years. As town clerks are
tion. I know that the Minister will responsible persons, they have every
say that this spying applies only to right to feel that something which
the town clerk, the city engineer and they have started, even by name only,
the city electrical engineer and has although perhaps a minor point,
nothing to do with councillors. That should be left to them. This institute
is probably true, but it will place was started by a town clerk in
senior municipal officers in an in- Shepparton in 1937 and has drawn
vidious position. In future they will the town clerks together to discuss
feel that the person who was the problems of the community, at no
inspector of municipal accounts may expense to the ratepayers. It could
be looking at their administration. therefore be argued that every muniThe Labor Party opposes this clause. cipality in Victoria has profited from
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North- their deliberations.
The second point the town clerks
Western
Province) .-Earlier the
Country Party drew attention to the make is that the persons concerned
fact that there was some disquiet are not inspectors of municipal
amongst the municipalities about this administration. To be appointed they
clause, probably more than on any must hold only qualifications of
other. However, not one municipality auditors. They have no expertise in
which members of the Country Party management of practical matters and
represent has asked us to oppose in some cases they are asked to con.,.
the clause. Therefore, it would be duct quizzes of town clerks who are
unreasonable for us as a party to by far their superiors in qualifications
support Mr. Walton and the Labor and experience in these fields. The
changing of the title to inspector of
Party in this regard.
municipal administration may prompt
I repeat a comment I made earlier some of these men to inquire into
about audits and seek the Minister's fields beyond their ken to which town
reply.
There is a feeling that clerks object unless they are specifiaudits are being overdone in local cally ordered by the Minister not to
government. In some cases three do so.
separate audits or general "goingThe objection of the town clerks
over " of the books are carried out.
concerned,
who represent the two
For example, Department of Health
claims are subject to a Government largest municipalities in Victoria,
auditor, and a senior council officer should have some bearing on this
goes over the books with a fine tooth proposal and, even at this late stage
comb. An audit is also undertaken by if it is possible to accede to their
the Department of Health and there wishes on the question of the title
are numerous follow-up inquiries. only, it would not hurt anyone but
Will the Minister inform me if there would make a lot of people happy.
can ·be any alleviation of the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
difficulties?
Local Government) .-1 know the

The Hon. R. J. LoNG.-l have a fair
amount of legal experience.
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identity of the town clerk to whom
Mr. Fry referred. He is a gentleman for whom .I have great respect.
Not only is he a first-class town clerk;
he is one who has played an important part in the work and development of the Institute of Municipal
Administration. It is clear that his
first objective was to ensure that
nobody pinched the initials "!.M.A."
which apply to the Institute of
Municipal Administration because of
use of a ti tie such as " Inspector of
Municipal Administration." But, as
Mr. Knight says, those initials are not
copyright. They already exist in the
title " Inspectors of Municipal
Accounts."
An analogous story is much to the
point. Only a fortnight ago, at a
function of another professional
institute, the pr'esident told me that
he had just met my Parliamentary
colleague. Mr. so and so. The name
was one I did not know as belonging
to a member of either the Federal or
a State Parliament. I learnt from the
man that he was a representative of
the Mutual Life and Citizens Insurance Company-the M.L.C. I told
him that he should not worry about
the misunderstanding as I was often
mistaken for a teacher of the
Methodist Ladies College.
However, if it will make anyone
happier. I am prepared to have the
new title scrapped and the title
" Superintendent of Municipal Administration " inserted in its place.
If anyone wants to press the matter,
I will agree to an amendment.
The Hon. R. J. LONG.-1 will press
it.
·The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The second
branch of the argument was
developed as a make-weight to protect the initials " I. M.A." I would be
as much opposed asany other honorable member to the functions of these
inspectors proliferating so that they
became inquisitors. Certainly, so
far as I am concerned, they will not
be inquisitors of municipal accounts
or administration.
Most honorable members are aware
that, almost two years ago, I wrote to
the Municipal Association of Victoria

(Amendment) Bill.

-and the Institute of Municipal
Administration is well aware of this
-asking for its advice on measures
which ought to be taken to reduce.
not increase. the supervision of
municipal affairs by the Government.
It is always possible that people in
Government of any kind, whether
municipal, State or Federal-it may
be only a handful of them-will seek
to increase their powers and functions. That tendency needs to be
resisted. Centralization of power
needs to be resisted and it should be
ensured that authority is exercised
where it is best capable of being
exercised and that responsibility for
decision making is taken where it
really belongs.
I admit that unfortunate tendencies
may appear from time to time. Once
during the period of my Ministry a
report by an inspector into the
activities of a municipality traversed
questions of chairmanship. I instructed that the matter be deleted
from the report and stated that it was
something entirely for the municipality. It is for the Minister of the
day to ensure that these things do
not occur and that the inspectors
perform their proper function.
Those functions do go beyond the
mere supervision of municipal
accounts. Because of their experience covering a wide range of
municipalities inspectors are frequently called upon to adv~se .a
municipality on a problem which It
has not encountered before but which
inspectors, with their breadth of experience, have.
Occasionally, inspectors undertake
arbitrations. During my term of
office there have been two cases of
disagreements - friendly disagreements but disagreements nevertheless-between municipalities and
retiring officers, on long service l~ave
entitlements and accrued holiday
pay in which inspectors have
arbitrated. Recently, the services of
an inspector were offered for. an
arbitration which would have avoided
a public inquiry of the kind which the
House was considering earlier. The
officer concerned accepted the offer
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which could damage him but the
municipality - unfortunately in my
view-did not.
One of the other functions of
inspectors is to investigate complaints
made under section 181 of the Local
Government Act where pecuniary
interest is alleged. Provided that a
prima facie case exists, a complaint
must be investigated. But I would
be loath to have police enter into
municipalities at that stage with all
the implications of malpractices that
would create. An inspector who
knows the municipal field can often
talk confidentially to the municipal
clerk concerned and find that there
is little or nothing in an allegation.
However, if there is anything in it,
he must follow it up.
These are the sorts of ways in
which these officers function and their
functions are always subject to the
approval of the Minister who takes
full responsibility for them, as I have
always been prepared to do. If any
honorable member is aware of any
over-zealousness, I would be happy
to hear about it.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You
would not be happy, but you would
want to hear of it.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I thank
Mr. Swinburne for his observation.
I would be unhappy to hear about it
but I would certainly prefer to know
of it so that I could take any action
necessary to put the matter right.
If honorable members cannot produce
any such instances, then the criticism
of excessive prying must fail.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-We were
concerned about the future, not
necessarily the present.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Reference
was made to excessive auditing. No
one hates to see duplication of this
more than I do. This is, in part,
covered by the request I made to the
Municipal Association. The matter is
difficult and it has taken the association some time to report upon it.
I will certainly take this up with other
Ministers. I see no reason why the
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same accounts should be audited oveF
again under different Acts. It would
be amongst the practices I woUld
be happy to eliminate when reducing ..
rather than increasing, the degree ·Of
supervision of municipalities.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) .-As the Minister is in such
a receptive frame of mind, I think
I should press for the deletion of the
words to which reference has been
made. I am at a loss to understand
why the wording of the Act should be
altered. I have received a number of
objections from municipalities. Most
of them would result from fear of not
knowing what would follow if the
wording were altered. Shakespeare
once asked, " What's in a name? "
A difference in name could lead inspectors of municipal accounts to
believe they had increased powers.
It recently came to my notice that
an inspector of municipal accounts~
in reporting to a municipality, suggested that it should take over the
local waterworks trust and sewerage
authority. I do not know what that
has to do with the inspection of
municipal accounts.
I speak personally and as a result
of representations made to me by
municipalities in suggesting to the
Minister that, if there is no particular
reason for the new ·words, the wording should be left as it is.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON
(Melbourne North Province) .-My
party has complained about the provisions of clause 25. ·The Country
Party has also complained, but no
specific council has asked that party
to oppose the clause. Moreover, two
members of the Government party
have spoken against it. At least the
Minister should reconsider the clause
and, as I suggested previously, move
that progress be reported.
The Committee divided on the
clause (the Hon. G. J. Nicol in the
chair)Ayes
24
No~
8
Majority
clause

for

the
16
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Bradbury
Byrne
Cam{>bell
Crozter
Dickie
Dunn
Fry
Granter
Grimwade
Gross
Hamilton
Hauser

M·r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Eddy
Elliot
Galbally
Trayling
Tripovich

Mr.

Mr. Hider
Mr. Houghton·
Mr. Hunt
Mr. Jenkins
Mr. Long
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Storey
Mr. Swinburne
Mr. Wright.
Tellers:
Mr. Clarke
Mr. Ward.
NOES.

Mr. Walton.

PAIR.

Mr. Thomas.

Clauses 26 and 27 were agreed to.
Clause 28, providing, inter aliaAfter section 539A of the Principal Act
there shall be inserted the following
sections:" 539B.

*

*

*

*

(9) After the Minister has considered
the order, the objections and a report
thereon by the Town and Country Planning
Board the Governor in Council may confirm the order with or without modification.

*

*

*

· ( 14) On confirmation of an order by the
Governor in Council and where any order
is varied or revoked the council shall submit a notice giving the relevant title particulars of any land under the operation of
the Transfer of Land Act 1958 which( a) abuts the mall;
(b) has ·appurtenant thereto rights of
carriageway over the malltog_ether with a copy of the order or the
order as varied or revoked (as the case requires) to the Registrar of Titles who shall
make such entries as he deems necessary
upon any Crown grant certificate of title
instrument plan of subdivision or other
document.

*

*

*

first obtaining the consent in writing of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works.

*

*

*

*

539c. ( 1) Where a council considers it

desirable that ·any street or road or any part
of any street or road be closed to through
traffic it may prepare a proposal which
shall include(a) a plan showing( i) the street or road or part thereof
concerned;
(ii) points at which it is proposed to
erect barriers to prevent the entry
of vehicles;
(8) After the Minister has considered
the order, :the objections and a report thereon
by the Road Safety ~and Traffic Authority
the. Governor in Council may confirm the
order with or without modification.

Tellers:
Mr. Kent
Mr. Knight.

Mr. Gleeson
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*

( 17) The council shall not prepare a pro-

posal under this seetion in respect of a road
or any part of a road declared or pro.claimed under the Country Roads Act 1958
without first obtaining the consent in writing of the Country Roads Board or in
respect of any street road or portion thereof
declared to be a metropolitan main highway
under Part VI. of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958 without
The Hon. J. M. Walton.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The first two
amendments which I shall propose to
clause 28 are merely tidying up
amendments. The third amendment
follows the transfer to the Country
Roads Board of responsibility for
metropolitan main highways and
the final two amendments are
minor drafting improvements. Accordingly, with the concurrence of the
Committee, I move-That, in sub-section (9) of proposed
section 539B, the words " thereon by the
Town and Country Planning Board " be
omi1tted with the view of inserting the
words " by the Town and Country Planning
Board on the proposal and the objections ".
That, in sub-section (14) of proposed
section 539s, the words " On confirmation
of an order by the Governor in Council and
where any order is varied or revoked " be
omitted with the view of inserting the
words " On the coming into operation of an
order or ·any V•ari.ation or revocation of an
order".
That, in sub-section ( 17) of proposed
section· 539B, the words and expressions
" or in respect of any street road or portion
thereof declared 1to be a metropolitan main
highway under Part VI. of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958
without first obtaining the consent in writing of the Melbourne ·and Metropolitan
Board of Works" be omitted.
That, in paragraph (a) of sub-section ( 1)
of proposed section 539c, the word " entry "
be omitted with the view of inserting the
word "passage".
That, in sub-section (8) of proposed
section 539c, the words " thereon ~ the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority ' be
omitted with the view of inserting the
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words "by the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority on the proposal and the objections".

The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted, as was clause 29.
Clause 30Section 555A of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:(a) Af.ter par:agraph (b) of sub-section
( 1) there shall be inserted the
following par:agraph : " (c) the fees (not exceeding in
respect of each vehicle $50
per annum) to be paid for
the right to leave any
vehicle standing during
specified hours in any
street road or parking
area rrescribed by the
counci as a resident parking area or in any particular part of any such
street road or parking
area.";
·
(b) In paragraph (b) of sub-section (1)(i) for the exv.ression "Thirty
cents
($0 .30) "
there
shall be substituted the
expression .. Sixty cents
($0.60) ";
(ii) for the expression .. Fifteen
cents ( $0 . 15) " there shall
be substituted the expression
.. Thirty
cents
($0 .30) ".

The lion. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat proposed paragraph (c) of subsection ( 1) of section 555A of the principal
Act, as contained in paragraph (a), be
omitted with the view of inserting the
following expression and new paragraph:and
(c) the fee (not exceeding $50 per
annum) to be paid by any
resident or residents of ·any part
of the municipal district of the
municipality designated by the
council as a part in which a
resident parking scheme is to
operate for the right to leave one
vehicle standing in any parking
area in streets and roads within
that part without being subject to
any periods fixed by the council as
periods which vehicles may be left
standing in those parking areas.

The Road Safety and Traffic Authority objected to the wording of the
amendment proposed in the original
Bill. The Melbourne City Council
also expressed grave doubts whether
the amendment as drafted would
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achieve the objective which the
council had sought in proposing the
resident parking scheme. The redraft
more accurately defines what is
intended and meets the minor criticisms raised in the House during the
second-reading debate.
Under the scheme incorporated in
the amending provisions, persons
holding resident parking permits will
be able to leave their vehicles in
specific parking areas without regard
to the time limits expressed for those
areas. It makes it a simple procedure. The parking signs will display
the time limits and the words
" Authorized residents excepted ".
Similarly, the amendment relating to
fees has been drafted to meet this
intention.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat paragraph (b) be omitted with the
view of inserting the following paragraphs:( ) In paragraph (a)· of sub-section ( 1)
the word " and " shall be repealed;
( ) In paragraph (b) of sub-section.
(1)( i) for

the expression " Thirty cents
($0. 30) " there shall be substituted
the
expression
" Sixty
cents
($0.60) "; and
(ii) for the expression "Fifteen cents
($0.15) ''there shall be substituted
:the expression " Thirty cents
($0.30)".

The amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted, as were clauses 31 and 32.
Clause 33 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 34 and 35.
Clause 36 was negatived.
Clause 37 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
was clause 38.
Clause 39 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 40 to 44.
Clause 45 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
was the remaining clause.
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.The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I propose the
following new clause to _follow clause
35:AA. Section 691 of the Principal Act shaH
be amended as follows:( a) In sub-section ( 1) the words " by
such Order " shall be repealed; and

(b) In sub-section (5) the words "in
special Order " shall be repealed.

su~

The Hon. K. ·J. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The Minister
for Local Government omitted to
comment on my suggestion that
persons of 70 years or over should
not· be compelled to vote.
'J"he Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I apologize to
Mr. Wright for having omitted to
acknowledge his suggestion at the
appropriate stage. I undertake that
it will be carefully examined ,when
further amendments ·to the Local
Government Act are considered.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, · and the amendments were adopted.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-Over a long
period many amendments have been
made to the Local Government Act.
One can understand the confusion of
town clerks, councillors and officers
of municipalities who require to look
at the ramifications of this Act. It is
time that the Minister for Local Government examined the position to ensure that another consolidation of the
Act is carried out. The last consolidation of the Local Government
Act took place in 1958. On many
occasions both in this Chamber and
outside, local government has been
referred to as the third arm of gov·emment. Honorable members will
now understand what that means.
I strongly urge the honorable gentleman to arr~nge for a consolidation
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of the Act when the next amending
local government Bill is introduced
in this House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) (By leave).Mr. Swinburne made a similar suggestion during the second-reading
debate. I thank Mr. Knight and· Mr.
Swinburne for their comments and
I apologize to Mr. Swinburne for failing to acknowledge what he said.
In the welter of detail that was raised
concerning this major Bill affecting
a great many aspects of municipal
life and affairs, I omitted to do so.
The need for consolidation has
diminished somewhat since the enactment of legislation which enabled
automatic reprinting of Acts. The
Local Government Act is currently
being printed with amendments up
to those included in 1971 and together
with further amendments made inferentially by other Acts in 1972.
However, the majority of municipalities subscribe to an even more
up-to-date service. 1My copy of the
Act is certainly up to the minute and
fully annotated by the publishers.
Most municipalities ~are right up to
date with an index and cross-index
which I find most valuable.
The Hon. S. R. McDoNALD.-It
might be a good idea to buy a copy
for this ~House.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I thank
Mr. M·cDonald for that interjection,
and I will ensure that one is provided
for the Parliament,ary Library. It
will be available to the House when
matters affecting local government
are debated, but I do not think a
copy is necessary in the Chamber at
all times. I thank honorable members
for their suggestions. Eventually
what will be needed is not a consolidation :but a revision and reenactment in a simplified form. It
would be an enormous undertaking
to do that with the longest Act of
this Parliament. It will not be
achieved in a short time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read ·a third time. .
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LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-By leave, I
moveThat leave of absence be granted to the
Honorable Stanley Edmond Gleeson for the
remainder of this session, on account of
absence from the State on official business.

Mr. Gleeson is the Victorian branch
delegate selected to attend the 23rd
Parliamentary seminar conducted by
the United Kingdom Branch of the
Commonwealth 'ParHamentary Association. We are happy to have Mr.
Gleeson representing the Parliament
of Victoria.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
BEEF PRICES SEA LAKE PRIMARY
SCHOOL NEWBOROUGH
HIGH
SCHOOL ENCEPHALITIS CONTAINER BOXES-DARTMOUTH DAM.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for St~ate Development and
Decentralization). - By . leave, I
move-That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday, April 2.

The motion was ~agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province).- Recently much
concern has been expressed that the
price of beef at various sale-yards
throughout Victoria and other parts
of Australia has taken a rather remarkable dip, to the detriment of
the producer. On an average the
prices of cow beef, bullock beef, steer
beef or vealers have dropped by 30
per cent to 35 per cent in the p~ast two
months. Accompanying the lower
prices has been a justifiable consumer
outcry on why the benefits of them
have not been passed on to the
purchasers of beef in the butcher's
shop.
The Hon. S. R. 1MCDONALD.-ls the
honorable member worried about the
consumer or the producer?
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The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! am
primarily concerned with the price of
beef in the shop. A considerable
amount of publicity has been given to
this situation in the press, and on·
radio and television. I do not often
agree with the Graziers Association
of Victoria, but in this instance I am
inclined to agree with the president
of that organization that it is hard to
justify the allocation of blame to the
producer when the price that he receives for his beef has dropped .by
approximately 30 per cent to 35 per
cent. Therefore, the producer should
be eliminated as the guilty party,
although certain blame could be
attributed to him for withholding
stock at one time or another. However, that is his right and the fact
remains that that would not have
such a depressing effect on the price
at auction.
The export trade has
dropped a'larmingly, . and with the
revaluation of the· Australian dollar
the purchase of beef has become less
attractive.
When considering the retailer's
point of view, one finds that a remarkable number of butcher· shops have
closed over the past year or two
because of low profits. That does not
apply equal'ly to the processors, who
have their own wholesale set-up and
their own shops. Some of them even
have their own production units.
Therefore, where does the blame lie
for the non-reduction of the price
to the consumer? Evidently it lies
somewhere between the producer
and the retailer. This has an important effect on the household budget.
Many people find it impracticable
to include meat in the weekly diet.
Rarely does a piece of steak find its
way to the table of the average
worker and his family.
I earnestly suggest to the Government that the Meat Industry Committee is fully capable of investigating the problem immediately. Not
only would this greatly assist Victoria but the report of the committee would be eagerly sought by the
other States in the Commonwealth.
In 'spite of the absence overseas of
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the worthy chairman of the committee,
I suggest that there are
sufficient able men on the committee to engage in this investigation
forthwith. I ask the Government to
take immediate action because it is
vital that if there is a reduction in
price to the producer in spite of the
alibis put forward by' the component
parts of the meat industry, the blame
should be sheeted home to the guilty
party.
1be Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-I raise a matter of Government administration or
Government neglect. Victoria has
many fine educational facilities but
there are examples of Government
neglect in the State. I refer to the
degrading toilet facilities in schools
particularly primary schools, which
are tolerated by many thousands of
children in Victoria. This matter is
not often referred to in the House
but one of the most dangerous aspects of a primary school may be the
inadequate, unhealthy, degrading
toilet facilities.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The
honorable member has referred to
this matter before.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-I have,
and tonight I received from the
Minister an answer from which I
learned that some action is being
taken. I have a file from which I
shall quote a few instances of a twoyear battle to alleviate a basic health
hazard to the children in the Sea
Lake Primary School, which is in the
electorate represented by myself and
Mr. Wright. Many honorable members, if they visit schools in their
electorates-no doubt many do-will
discover similar instances of children
being forced to use unhealthy facilities. Sea Lake Primary School has
a large attendance of students and in
a letter which I received from the
school committee on 15th February,
1973, the following complaints were
made:Of the eight compartments in the girls'
block four have been sealed off. A further
two are functioning badly. Water lies in
big pools on the concrete paving. Teachers
and pupils have to paddle through drainage
water to reach toilets.
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toilet has no flush system
the urinal.
Despite health
regulatJOns no handwashing facilities exist
in this block. Pans frequently leak on to
floors.

The parents threatened to boycott
the Sea Lake Primary School in 1972
because of the large incidence of
stomach disorders amongst the
pupils attending the school. However, they discontinued that threat
because of promises made by the
department. I raised the problem
with the Minister of Education early
in 1~72 and on 3rd August, 1972, I
received the following letter from
the Minister:I refer to your representations on behalf
of the Sea Lake Primary School Committee
regarding toilet facilities.
The Public Works Department has been
asked for an urgent report on this matter·
following the principal's letter to the depart:
ment on 27th June, 1972. On receipt of this
report funds will be made available for any
works considered necessary.

By 15th March, 1973, 1nothing had
been done and the parents of pupils
again contacted honorable members
representing the area asking for some
action to be taken. On that date the
Minister of Education saidA report recommending the replacement
of the toilet block together with an estimate
of cost for the project, is expected shortly
from the Public Works Department. When
the report has been received it will receive
immediate attention.

On 21st August, 1973, I received a
letter from the Acting Minister of
Education in which he advisedThe Public Works Department has advised
that the preparation of a scheme and estimate for the construction of a new toilet
block has been delayed because skilled
draughtsmen have been engaged in the
preparation of plans for other more urgent
projects.

Are there more urgent projects than
the unhealthy situation prevailing at
this school? What are the priorities
of the department? On that occasion
the Acting Minister of Education
further statedThat department has been asked to
expedite the matter and to forward a
scheme and estimate as soon as possible.
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On 17th October, 1973, I received
advice to the effect thatExpenditure has now been authorized for
the erection of a new toilet block at the
school and the matter is in the hands of the
Public Works Department for the preparation of contract specifications preparatory to
the invitation of tenders.
We are hopeful that work will commence
in the not too distant future.

I have raised this matter in the
House on previous occasions and I
intend to frame the correspondence
that I have received and keep it as a
memento. Finally, today, in answer
to a question which I asked the Ministed for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education, I received this answer( a) The new toilet block at Sea Lake
Primary School has not proceeded because
of delay in the completion of contract documents in the Public Works Department. It
was necessary for that department to direct
its resources to other major urgent projects.
(b) It is anticipated that tenders will be
invited in April, 1974, and that the work will
be completed within six months of the date
of acceptance of a tender.

I have learnt in a short career in this
plrace to be careful of the word "anticipated ". However, I accept the Minister's assurance to some degree, that
this project will go ahead as planned.
In the meantime, I shall continue to
raise this matter in the House and
shall quote any further letters that I
receive in an effort to procure adequate and healthy facilities for the
Sea Lake Primary School.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) .-I raise an urgent matter
concerning education. Parents of
pupils attending the Newborough
High School informed me this evening that today they received a circular from the staff of the school informing parents that they would not
be teaching classes for the remainder
of the week but that normal school
work would resume next Monday.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-That is
not unusual.
The Hon. D. E. KENT.-It is not
unusual but the reason for this is to
bring attention to the disruption
caused to the school by the proposed
transfer of a mathematics and science
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teacher. This action will completely
disrupt. the school programme. The
teachers have taken this action as
they believe it is one of the few ways
in which they can bring the problem
to the attention of the public. The
transfer has been made despite full
teaching ~oads existing at the school.
If the transfer is carried into effect
it will deprive many of the childreri
of the opportunity of being taught
mathematics and science and will
also disrupt the whole teaching
programme throughout the school.
The teacher to be transferred is
happy and established in the school
and no reclassification of his position
is involved. I understand that the
matter has been brought to the attention of the Minister of Education and
I ask that the honorable gentleman
deal further with this problem.
The Hon~ K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-I bring an
urgent matter to the attention of the
House and to the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization
and Minister for Tourism for further
discussion with the Minister of
Health. I refer to the devastation
caused to the tourist industry in
Mildura and Swan Hill by· the outbreak of encephalitis. I believe a
loss of $3 million has already
occurred or will be incurred in the
next few months in this field. The
outbreak of encephalitis is currently
widespread throughout eastern Australia.
Outbreaks generally occur at a
time of heavy rainfall and this
is the third occasion in this century
when this disease has been prevalent.
There is a very slight chance of anybody contracting the disease. Firstly,
migratory birds which are infected
have to be bitten by a mosquito at
the appropriate time. It has to be a
certain type of mosquito. Then the
mosquito has to bite a person.
Thousands of people would be bitten
before one person actually contracts
Seven deaths have
encephalitis.
occurred during this outbreak and
22 cases have been recorded. The
cases have been as far apart as
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Ballarat, Geelong, Nhill and Sea Lake,
and in some instances people affected
have not visited the northern area
~eferred to as the Murray Valley for
a considerable period-in one instance, 35 years.

It is totally and manifestly unfair
that this outbreak should be referred
to as " Murray Valley encephalitis ".
As I have stated, many of the victims
have contracted the disease whilst
living hundreds of miles from the
River Murray and, in some cases,
have not been in the immediate area
of the River Murray. I suggest that
rather than naming the disease after
some nebulous or mythical place, it
would be fairer to name it after the
person who isolated the strain of encephalitis. As Sir Macfarlane Burnet
has been credited with isolating the
present strain, perhaps it would be a
good idea for the authorities to name
it the " Burnet encephalitis ".
Last week the Minister for Tourism and the Minister of Health had
talks on this important matter.
A statement was issued saying that
Government departments and authorities were to cease using the
term "Murray Valley encephalitis".
Unfortunately, many reports in a
sheaf of newspapers which I have
still refer to officers using the term
" Murray Valley encephalitis ". The
Minister should ensure that the use
of this term is discontinued because
it is inappropriate and inaccurate.
An excellent suggestion has been
n1ade by the Mildura and District
Tourist Authority, whose leader,
Councillor Lloyd Beasy, is an
enterprising and able councillor
of the City of Mildura. The
suggestion is that a map be prepared by the Department of Health
showing the whereabouts of outbreaks of the disease in each instance so that it can be graphically
illustrated that few cases have occurred in the Murray Valley. Only two
cases have occurred at Mildura, and
one case was reported at Swan Hill
a few weeks ago. Five thousand
fruit pickers have come to Mildura,
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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not one of whom has contracted the
disease.
People have gone there
fishing and shooting and been safe.
Even the Minister and his departmental heads went to Mildura-I
give the honorable gentleman every
credit for setting an excellent example-and he has come back safely
to Melbourne. It is abundantly clear
that the Minister and his colleagues
should take some action to clear the
Murray Valley area of this unwanted
stigma.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-1 raise. a
problem which is concerning my
constituents in Yarraville and Williamstown, and which comes under
the direct control of the Minister of
Transport. I refer to the unloading
of container boxes from overseas at
the Yarraville raiiway siding and at
the Williamstown railway siding at
Morris Street. The operations commence at an ungodly hour. I do not
wish to refer to a matter under consideration by a committee of which
you, Mr. President, are chairman, but
a great deal of noise is caused by
these operations. Last night the Environment Protection Authority took
audio tests for decibel counts at
Williamstown. The noise begins at
about 7 p.m. and continues until the
early hours of the morning, when
local residents are in need of sleep.
This occurs also at the Yarraville
railway siding. Why cannot the containers be placed on trains in the
North Melbourne railway yards
which were constructed for the use
of container vessels? When they are
taken from the Swanson Dock, which
is the only container dock in Victoria, costs which are incurred by
the people of Australia will increase.
There is no need for the freight
to be carried miles away to Williamstown. I know the area, as does
the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, because
he approached it ma·ny times during his courting days. I have seen
his good ~ady, who is a good friend of
mine, here tonight.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-This is hardly a matter of
Government administration.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-If the
Minister lived in the area now, he
would be complaining to me that it
was a matter of Government administration.
I hope the Minister's
father-in-law-who is one of the
best-known doctors in the areadoes not complain to me on behalf
of his patients there.
The containers are taken from
Swanson Dock and loaded onto
railway sidings approximately 4
miles away in Mor~is S~reet. Th.e
distance to Yarraville IS approximately 2 miles. There is a railway
service through to Swanson Dock.
Why cannot the containers be loaded
onto trains? Honorable members are
always hearing about the efficiency of
the railways under the Government's
administration. A manager was appointed, and I have great faith in
him.
Vehicles that cause pollution and noise should not be used for
this purpose. I do not wish to speak
in detail about the noise problem,
which I discussed recently with you,
Mr. President, but the noise of these
operations is dist~rbing th~ sleep of
my constituents In Yarravllle, Footscray and Williamstown. It is time
the Minister of Transport corrected
this type of inefficient .operatio~ of the
railways. The contamers which are
sent to South Australia should be
loaded on trains.
There are only three container ports
in Australia namely, Fremantle, Melbourne and Sydney. If the containers
are to be forwarded to South Australia, why can they not be loaded at
Swanson Dock on the railhead which
is established there? The Government said that it was established for
this purpose. Traffic is held up on New
Footscray Road because of the use
of the railway line to Swanson Dock.
The container boxes should be placed
on trains, which are the proper transportation for them, and sent to South
Australia instead of being shunted
around, which is inefficient and causes
Session 1974.-141
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disturbance to my constituents. The
people of Williamstown and Yarraville are unable to sleep because of
the increasing noise problem. I ask
the Minister of Transport to investigate the rna tter.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-I wish to raise
a matter with the Ministry of
Water Supply. I refer to the progress
which is being made in the construction of the Dartmouth dam. Honorable members are familiar with the
fact that the project has been discussed for a long time. In 1972 a
complementary measure was enacted
to bring about an agreement between
Victoria, New South Wales, South
Australia and the Commonwealth.
Will the Minister outline the current situation to me and other interested persons? This rna tter is of
immense importance to individuals
and entire communities, not only in
Victoria but also in New South Wales
and South Australia. The people of
Adelaide rely on water obtained
The
from the River Murray.
figure stated in t~e ag~e~ment w~s
approximately $64 · 5 mllhon, and If
the cost at the time of the letting of
tenders is exceeded by 10 per cent,
the agreement is subject to review.
The Minister of Water Supply and the
Premier visited north-eastern Victoria
recently to inspect the works being
carried out at the Dartmouth dam.
I ask the Minister to advise the House
of the present position.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) . Tonight an honorable member asked
a question on a matter which I presume he regards as being of importance to the House on the administration of Government business. The
honorable member has not seen fit to
remain in the House long enough to
hear the reply, which would seem to
indicate that the question he raised
was of more importance to him than
the answer. Acting on the assumption that the honorable member was
unavoidably called away from the
House, I advise him that I shall draw
attention to the matter which he
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raised. I am surprised that the honorable member did so, because he knows
that other honorable members and I
had the privilege of serving with him
for several years on the Meat Industry
Committee, and during that time the
answer to the honorable member's
question became obvious. I deplore
the absence from the House of the
honorable member on a matter which
he evidently regards as importa_nt. If
he did not regard the matter as Important, he should not have raised it.
Having raised the matter, he should
have remained long enough to listen
to the answer.
The

Hon.

MURRAY

BYRNE

(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-Two matters
were raised in relation to education.
I have no personal knowledge of the
toilets at Sea Lake Primary School
but I am certainly sympathetic to
the problems that have been mentioned by Mr. Dunn. I should like
to be able to defend the Public Works
Department. High priority is normally given to a question of health.
I was somewhat concerned about
the answer given to me by the
Minister of Education on this
matter. I regret that I am not
Minister of Public Works as I should
Hke to give the honorable member the
answer he deserves.
The transcript will be referred to the Minister
of Education and to the Minister of
Public Works. If Mr. Dunn does
not obtain satisfaction, I should be
grateful if he would contact me. He
has the right to raise the matter in the
House, of course, but I should like
the opportunity of giving him my
support if required.
Mr. Kent raised the question of
the transfer of a teacher. There
are more than 37,000 teachers, and
their transfers are controlled by
the Teachers Tribunal on which the
teachers have direct representation.
I do not think the honorable member
has ·an the information. I know the
problems confronting a teacher who
is transferred. There are a million
reasons for transfers a~d, naturally
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enough, many teachers seek transfers themselves. I will ensure that
the matter is referred to the responsible Minister.
Every member of this House must
be concerned about the subject of
encephalitis which was raised by Mr.
Wright. If honorable members are
not concerned, I suggest that they
should take the trouble of going into
the area. One of the great tragedies
is that completely inaccurate publicity has been sprea~ th.rougho~t
the countryside. This disease IS
found in practically every country of
the world but it has now become
labelled "Murray Valley" encephalitis.
If anybody wishes to see the effect
of bad publicity, they should visit
the Murray Valley area. One of
the purposes of my portfol~o
is to " sell " the State, but m
a matter of weeks the people in the
area have lost millions of dollars as
a result of the spreading of completely inaccurate informa~io~. As
Mr. Wright has properly md1cated,
encephalitis can be contracted all
over Australia. I thought it was
found only north of the Divide but
the Deputy Leader of this House told
me that in 1951-he indicated that
this was not a private matter-his
wife, M'rs. Dickie, caught encephalitis
in Bacchus Marsh and she had never
visited the Murray Valley.
People in the north of Australia
can suffer from this disease. As the
honorable member indicated, the
disease did not start in the Murray
Valley and is not confined to the
area. It is irrelevant whether the
area concerned is the Murray Valley
or Queensland or, unfortunately,
Bacchus Marsh. I have been into
the Murray Valley on a number of
occasions, and have received several
deputations and had discussions with
the Minister of Health at Government level.
An instruction has
been sent out that the adjective
"Murray Valley" should be deleted
from all official communications
because it has nothing to do with
the disease.

Adjournment.
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Mr. Wright raised the question
of a map. The Government . has
agreed to draft a map which will
clearly show the fortunately small
numbers of people who have contracted the disease. I do not underrate the seriousness of the disease,
which is unpleasant and frightening.
However, one can gain a true perspective when one looks at the map
and sees the number of people who
have been infected, where they live
and possibly where they have been.
I believe that will put the position
fairly and properly.
Mr. \Vright also referred to
tourism. Tourism is a major industry in his province and all credit
must go to the people of Mildura
who over· the years could have been
adversely affected by problems of the
dried fruit industry and the Common
Market if they had not allied themselves closely with the tourist industry. The efforts they have made
in industrial development have been
of immense advantage to the people
of this State and the nation. The
Goveniment has agreed, after discussions with the local people, to promote the area. The Murray Valley
is one o.f the great tourist areas of
the State and it will be properly promoted as a tourist attraction. I hope
that over the next month or so the
Government will afford extra assistance in the promotion of the area.
The Government is conscious of the
problems local people are facing, the
unwarranted and bad publicity they
are receiving and the effect. it is
having on the whole communtty.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-Mr.
Knight referred to. the prob~e~ of
noise in the Yarraville and Williamstown railway yards on the discharging or unloading of containers
and their transport to South Australia. I sympathize with the people
for whom he speaks. One would
rather be wakened by a barking dog
or a bawling calf than by the noise
of a load of containers being dumped
on to rail trucks. I will refer the
matter to the Minister of Transport.
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-Mr. McDonald
raised the question of Dartmouth
dam. It is an exciting project. I have
visited it twice since becoming Minister of Water Supply and have been
impressed with what I have seen.
Mr. Swinburne accompanied the Premier and myself on the last visit and
I am sure he would agree that the
project is going well.
Mr. McDonald asked whether
tenders had been received and what
was the present position. Tenders
have been received and are currently
being considered by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission,
which is the constructing authority
for the River Murray Commission.
These tenders will be analysed and
the States of South Australia and
New South Wales will be consulted
in conjunction with the Federal
Government. I hope I will be able to
announce the successful tenderer at
ari early date.
It is hoped the tender for the
main bank, which is the largest contract ih the whole project, will be a
figure which will keep the contract
price under $70 · 4 million, which
allows for the 10 per cent escalation
in costs. I trust that the project will
proceed as planned. The main dam
bank received world-wide interest,
and companies from many overseas
countries tendered for this section.
I pay. tribute to the staff under the
resident engineer, Mr. Barry Smith,
and the employees of the contractors
for the work that they are doing. They
have entered into the spirit which
pervades this exciting project and I
believe it will be completed on time.
I hope, early in 1975, to be in a
position to invite you, Mr. President,
and other members of this House
and members of the Legislative
Assembly to see this project for themselves. It is a project which will
interest all members of Parliament
and one which is well worth a visit.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.31 p.m.
until Tuesday, April 2.
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LALOR HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 207)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of Education( a) When does the Minister of Education
expect that the promised new science
block at Lalor High School will be built
and ready for use?
(b) When will the school obtain the services of a librarian?
(c) Will the Minister examine and act
on the inadequate toilet and drinking
facilities?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) The contractor who is to build the
new 3-story block at Lalor High School
commenced work on the 13th March. This
building incorporates four science rooms
and the specified completion for the contract is 17th February, 1975.
(b) As soon as one becomes available.
(c) The provision of additional toilets
and drinking facilities is included in the
contract for the additions.

TOURIST FUND ALLOCATIONS.
(Question No. 208)

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North Eastern Province) asked the
Minister for Tourism(a) What assistance has been granted to

organizations by the Department of Tourism
during the financial years ended 30th
June, 1972, 1973, and during this financial
year (to date)?
(b) What is the present delay in servicing
the applications on hand?
(c) What amount of finance is involved
in these applications?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for Tourism).-The answer
is( a) Assistance from the Tourist Fund
provided to municipalities throughout Victoria during the years concerned is1971-72 $230,542 (general)
$101,255 (boating)
1972-73 $442,770 (general)
$249,645 rboating)
1973
$181,336 (general)
to date $ 94,211 (boating)

Notice.

In addition, during 1972-73 on my application $688,900 was provided from the
rural employment relief grant scheme,
and $355,410 from the metropolitan employment scheme.
(b) Despite the expenditure of an additional $1 million during 1972-73, the delay
in servicing applications on hand is between
five and six years.
(c) The total value of applications on
hand is $4,594,453.

HOUSING FOR DECENTRALIZED
INDUSTRY.
(Question No. 209)

The Hon. I. A. · SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister of Housing(a) How many houses have been approved by him under the Decentralized
Industry (Housing) Act 1973 since its inception, giving details of the numbers built
and purchased, respectively, and where
these houses are located?
(b) What amount of money has been
allocated to the department this financial
year?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer is( a) Total approvals 119.
Of the 119, 10 houses are under construction at Nagambie and 1 house has
been purchased by the authority at Seymour and leased to a decentralized industry.
The balance of 108 houses are being financed by the authority on a first mortgage
basis for either approved decentralized industries or their key employees in the locations listed belowTown

Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Broadford
Camperdown
Castlemaine
Casterton
Cobram
Co lac
Churchill
Echuca
Koroit
Kyneton
Maryborough
Mil dura
Morwell
Nhill
Rainbow
Rochester
Seymour
Shepparton
Stawell
Swan Hill
Traralgon
W.angaratta

Number

38
1

2
1
8
2
1
6
1
1

1
3
1
1
1
1

2
2
3
4
1
1
1
1

5
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Number
Town
3
Warragul
9
Wodonga
1
Woodend
1
Warrnambool
5
Yarrawonga
(b) $400,000 by semi-Government loan
allocation.

The guards are as pres·cribed in Regul·ation 4 of :the. Labour and Industry (Tractor
Safety) Regulations 1972. This regulation
came into operation on the 1st of October,
1973 and applies to the whole of the State
of Victoria.

SAFETY SHIELDS FOR POWER
TAKE-OFF EQUIPMENT.

(Question No. 214)

(Question No. 210)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
of Water Supply, for the Minister of
Labour and IndustryWhat measures has the Government taken
to compel manufacturers to supply and fit
safety shields to power take-off equipment?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer
supplied by the Minister of Labour
and Industry isThe Labour and Industry Act 1958,
section 175 (3) makes it mandatory for
manufacturers to supply and fit safety
shields to power take-off equipment.

PORTABLE CLASS-ROOMS.
The Hon. M. A.
CLARKE
(Northern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
EducationHow many portable class-rooms are now
in use in each of the high schools in the
Northern Province, giving the number at
each school?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization).-The answer
supplied by the Minister of Education isPortable class-rooms are in use in the
following high schools in the Northern
Province:-

Number of
portable
class-rooms

High school

Nathalia ..
Numurkah
..
Boort
Charlton
St. Arnuad
Wedderburn
Kerang

1
9

Technical wing under construction.

2

1
1
Nil
6

1
10

Rush worth
Shepparton
Shepparton Girls
Mooroopna

..

Nil
7

Cohuna
East Loddon
Echuca

3
2

Kyabram ..
Rochester ..

4
4

6

Technical wing is under construction, tenders are being called for
a Commonwealth library.
Two-story block-contract being negotiated by Public Works
Department.
Blocks G, E, J are under construction. Blocks B, D, H being
planned by Public Works Department.
For staff /administrative improvements and additional class-roomsthe tenders close 26th March, 1974.

FREEWAY F2.
(Question No. 215)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Social Welfare, for the Minister
of TransportIs i:t the intention of the Government to
disrupt communities by continuing the F2
freeway to link-up with Fl9?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isThe Country Roads Board is investigating
the route of Freeway F2 to link up with
Freeway F19 having special regard for sociological and environmental factors.
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FISHING LICENCES AND
REGULATIONS.

NANDALY BYPASS ..
(Question No. 217).

The · Hon. K. I. WRIGHT ·(NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for Social Welfare, for the Minister
of Tra~sport( a) Have plans been completed for the
Nandaly bypass for the Calder Highway;
if so, when is it expected that work will
commence?
(b) What advantages are expected from
a bypass at Nandaly?

The . Hon.

W.

V.

HOUGHTON

(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport is.
(a) Yes. It is expected that the construction of the 5,000-ft. deviation of the
highway will commence during the 1974-75
financial year.
(b) The new alignment will eliminate the
present sub-standard alignment and improve
safety.

MINISTRY OF TOURISM
CALENDAR.
(Question No. 218)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North-

Western
Province)
asked
Minister for Tourism-

the

Did the Ministry of Tourism produce and
distribute an attractively-illustrated calendar for 1974; if so, were any tourist attractions in the North-Western Province
included in the illustrations; if not, will he
ensure that in future State-wide publications this situation will not occur?

The

Hon.

MURRAY

Notice.

BYRNE

(Minister for Tourism) .-The answer
isThe Ministry ot Tourism did publish and
distribute a 1974 calendar, tne theme being
"Victorian Waters".
No attraction in 'the North-Western
Province was featured. However, Echuca
was featured in the calendar for the month
of September.
Firstly, as the number of provinces far
exceeds the number of months in the year,
it is not possible to feature an attraction
from each province every year. Secondly,
the Ministry .of Tourism calendars conform
to a selected theme, such as " Victoria's
and
" Victoria's
Bushland
Heritage "
Gallery " and appropriate photographs are
selected to conform to the :theme rather
than feature any particular province.
However, I will ensure that the practice
of selecting photographs from as wide an
area of the State as possible for each
calendar is conrt:inued.

(Question No. 219)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North-

Western
Province)
asked
the
Minister of Housing, for the .Minister
for ConservationHave discussions taken place with New
South Wales authorities in order to obtain
uniform licences and regulations for both
amateur and professional fishermen on the
River Murray and other inland waters; if
not, is it intended to hold such talks?

. The HQn. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied.
by the Minister for Conservation isSome time ago a series of meetings were
held between Ministers and senior officers
responsible for fisheries, wildlife and boating activities in an endeavour to arrange
uniformity of licences and regulations between Victoria and New South Wales.
Agreement was reached on a number of
points such as bag limits and minimum
lengths but no finality was reached in relation to the reciprocity of licences.
Although the subject has been raised
again, it would appear unlikely that any
early agreement will be achieved in respect
of reciprocal licence arrangemez:tts.

DONALD MEAT WORKS.
(Question No. 220)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT . (North-

Western
Province)
asked
the
Minister for State Development and
DecentralizationHas a decision been reached on an application for a $90,000 loan by Donald meat
works; if not, when is <;me expected?

The

Hon.

MURRAY,

BYRNE

(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization).-The answer
isAlthough tentative inquiries have. been
made, no formal application for a loan has
been lodged with the Victorian Dev~lppmen't
Corporation.

FISH HATCHERIES.
(Question No. 221)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North-

Western
Province)
asked
the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
for ConservationHas the Government considered the
establishment of hatcheries for the breeding
of native fish for release into Victorian
inland waters to combat the rapid increase
of European carp?
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The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conservation isThe release of native fish into Victorian
waters would not combat the rapid increase
of European carp. This species breeds so
rapidly and regularly, grows quickly to
such large sizes and has feeding habits
which make the water so dirty and turbid
that any native fish sharing waters with
carp could not survive.
The Fisheries and Wildlife Division has
plans if funds are available to set up a pilot
scheme in the coming year for the development of Murray cod at Lake Charlegrark
in north-western Victoria. It is proposed that
cod which breed in this area be developed
for the stocking of appropriate streams.
In addition, the division is drawing up
plans for consideration of the Government
for the establishment of a warm water research station and hatchery in the Murray
Valley ·area for the development of such
native species as golden perch (yellow
belly), Murray cod, catfish and possibly
blackfish and Macquarie perch.

" SELL VICTORIA " ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN.
(Ques.tion No. 225)

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister
for TourismIn connection with the current campaign
to " Sell Victoria to Victorians "(a) How many film or video-taped commercials have been made?
(b) What areas do these commerci·als
sell?
(c) What television stations have been
used within Victoria?
(d) What is the over-all appropriation for
this campaign-press, television and radio?
(e) Who produced the commercials?
(f) What is the name of the advertising
·agency planning the advertising?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for Tourism) .-The answer is( a) Seven.
(b) Otway--Geelong Region (2)
Goulburn Valley (2)
Central Highlands (2)
General Travel Concept ( 1)
(c) ATV-0 Melbourne
GTV-9 Melbourne
BTV-6 Ballal'lat
GMV-6 Shepparton
AMV -4 Albury
TCV
(BCV-8
Bendigo;
GLV-10
Traralgon; BCV-11 Swan Hill)
L
STV-8 Mil dura

1974.]
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(d) (i) Approximately $420,000 over two
financial years.
(ii) The regions, if fully operative, could
be expected to be involved in the expenditure of up to $30,000 each in .the " Sell Victoria Campaign " involving in all some
$30,000.

(iii) The tourist industry and local hotels
and motels in conjunction with regional
tourist committees are combining in each
region in promotion which has been equal
in all cases so far to the cost of promotion
met by the Government and the regional
tourist committees.
(e) The industry and regions employ
their own advertising agents; the Division of
Tourism is employing Colourtape Productions Pty. Ltd.
(f) Foote, Cone and Belding Pty. Ltd.

As the " Sell Victoria Campaign "
is being undertaken wherever possible with
the tourist regions and with the tourist industry it is quite probable that the modis
operandi may vary from time to time and
region to region.

KERANG PUBLIC OFFICES.
(Question No. 226)

The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) asked the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister· of Public
Works( a) What plans have been made for the
improvement of the rented State public
offices in Kerang?
(b) When will any proposed improvements be carried out?
·
(c) When will the new permaner1t State
public·offices be built in Kerang?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The
answer
supplied by the Minister of Public
Works is( a) Officers of the Public Works Department are currently investigating proposals
to improve the standard of office accommodation occupied by Government departments at Kerang.
(b) The implementation of any such
proposal is dictated by its economic feasability and the availability of funds.
(c) There are no immediate plans for the
erection· of State Public Offices at Kerang.
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DENTAL SERVICES
(Question No. 228)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister of
Hea'lth( a) What number of Government-run
dental clinics have been established in Victoria during each of the past ten years,
giving location and capacity in each case?
(b) What future action is the Government proposing to expand dental services
'throughout the State, in particular for those
unable to afford existing dental care ·and
treatment?

Notice.

with the treatment of the medical disability
for which the patient is admitted .to hospital. Dental treatment in these cases is
not available to out-patients.
(b) Two additional public dental clinics
are expected to be established during ;the
present year, one at the Bendigo and
Northern District Base Hospital and the
other at Mildur:a Base Hospital. Additional
clinics at other locations will follow in
future years although final locations have
not been fixed.

TOURIST PROMOTION FOR
MURRAY VALLEY.
(Question No. 229)

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by fue Minister of Health is-

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister
for Tourism-

(a) The only Government run dental
clinics in existence are those of the School
Dental Service. At present there are only
two fixed clinics, one in Nicholson Street,
Fitzroy, and the other in Williamstown
Road, Footscray and both have been in
operation for longer than ten years. There
is also a dental van service which provides
dental services to school children in outlying country areas.
The following municipal councils, with the
assistance of Government subsidies, provide
dental services for pre-school age children.
Cities of Altona
Brunswick
Essen don
Fitzroy
Heidelberg
Melbourne (6 clinics)
Prahran
Preston
Sandringham
South Melbourne
Shires of Eltham
Whittlesea.

At the appropriate time, will he consider
the allocation of a special amount of money
to assist tourism advertising for Murray
Valley towns affected by the encephalitis
outbreak?

The Department of Health also meets the
cost of dental attention provided for wards
of the State, etc.
A dental service for pensioners and public
patients has been conducted by the Royal
Dental Hospital for many years. During
the financial year 1972-73 dental services
have been set up by the following hospitals:
The Geelong Hospital: A dental clinic
with one chair, which has not been used
for some years, was ·again brought into
operation.
Central· Gippsland Hospital (Traralgon).
Ballarat and District Base Hospital.
For each a single chair clinic was established to provide a dental service for public
and pensioner patients.
In addition many public hospitals provide
urgent dental treatment for in-patients
where it forms part of or is conne·cted

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for Tourism) .-The answer
isYes. I have only as recently as last
week-end spent time with the local members
in the Murray Valley area and the previous
week received deputations from people living in the Swan Hill area. I have assured
them of financial backing and we are liaising
with local municipalities and tourist bodies
in an effort to minimize the adverse effects
of the recent unfortunate publicity given to
these areas.

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY HALLS.
(Question No. 230)

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province)
asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) How many school assembly halls
were constructed during 1973?
(b) How many school assembly halls will
be constructed in 1974, giving the location
of each school?
(c) What is the current priority list of
applicants not included in the 1974 programme?
(d) In 1973 and 1974, have there been
any cases where schools have moved up the
priority list, except when a new school has
been completed, or when a school· has been
removed from the list because of a decision
not to proceed; if so, what are the details
in each case?
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The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-As the answer
supplied by the Minister of Education
includes some pages of statistical information, I seek leave of the House
for it to be incorporated in Hansard without my reading it.

Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:(a) A total of ten (10) assembly halls
were completed during the 1973 calendar
year.
(b) (i) During 1974 it is expected that
eleven ( 11) assembly halls will be completed at the following locations:Glenroy H.S.
Horsham H.S.
Kew H.S.
Niddrie H.S.
Nunawading H.S.
Orbost H.S.
Belmont T.S.
Corio T.S.
Daylesford T.S.
Geelong East T.S.
Syndal T.S.
(ii) Subject to finance being available it
is expected that tenders will be invited for
assembly halls at the following schools
within the next few months and it is anticipated construction will commence before the
end of 1974:

Broadford H.S.
Chadstone H.S.
Cobram H.S.
Koonung H.S.
Macleod H.S.
Morwell H.S.
Terang H.S.
Vermont H.S.
Glenroy T.S.
Kangaroo Flat T.S.
Preston East T.S.
Watsonia T.S.
(c) Assuming that finance is available to
permit the above projects to proceed the
list for the remaining schools which have
requested grants is as follows:Blackburn T.S.
Rochester H.S.
Monash H.S.
Mount Wav·erley H.S.
Whitehorse T.S.
Hadfield H.S.
Banyule H.S.
Heywood H.S.
Merrilands H.S.
Colac T.S.
Foster H.S.
Kyabram H.S.
Maffra H.S.
Altona H.S.
Parkdale H.S.
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Monbulk H.S.
Mortlake H.S.
Oak Park H.S.
Bell Park H.S.
Maroondah H.S.
Buckley Park H.S.
Red Cliffs H.S.
Sunbury H.S.
Macleod 'f.S.
Wattle Park H.S.
Templestowe H.S.
Beaufort H.S.
Casterton H.S.
Bayswater H.S.
Oberon H.S.
Nathalia H.S.
CasUemaine H.S.
Braybrook H.S.
Sunshine West H.S.
Werribee H.S.
Jordanville T.S.
Preston Girls H.S.
Horsham T.S.
Myrtleford H.S.
Upper Yarra H.S.
Wonthaggi H.S.
Hamilton T.S.
Benalla H.S.
Belmont H.S.
Watsonia H.S.
Golden Square H.S.
Westall H.S.
Trafalgar H.S.
Broadmeadows T.S.
Keon Park T.S.
Mooroolbark T.S.
Monterey H.S.
Cohuna H.S.
Ballarat Girls H.S.
Clayton T.S.
Lalor H.S.
Flemington H.S.
St. Albans T.S.
Kingsbury T.S.
Echuca H.S.
Br.oadmeadows H.S.
Niddrie T.S.
Geelong North H.S.
Mitcham T.S.
Prahran H.S.
Moorleigh H.S.
Moe H.S.
Moorabbin H.S
Eaglehawk H.s·.
Portland T.S.
Thornbury H.S.
Hurstbridge H.S.
Korumburra H.S.
Koo-Wee-Ruo H.S.
Mirboo North H.S.
Northcote T.S.
Knox T.S.
Warrnambool North T S
Blackburn South H.S. · ·
Collingwood T.S.
Donvale H.S.
Lake Bolac H.S.
Upfield H.S.
Y arrawonga H.S.
Euroa H.S.
Dromana T.S.
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Newlands H.S.
Boort H.S.
Hopetoun H.S.
Baimsdale T.S.
Irymple T.S.
Donald H.S.
(d) (i) Yes. Five schools, namelyCobram H.S., Kangaroo Flat, Preston
East, Watsonia and Colac technical schools
were moved up the priority list to honour
undertakings given in each case as to the
date on which a grant would be available.

In the case of Colac and Kangaroo Flat
technical schools, these schools would have
been the next two schools on the department's waiting list ito be contacted regarding
the availability of a grant.

The degree of movement was as
follows:Watsonia T.S.-Moved up 16 places.
Preston East T.C.-Moved up 13 places.
Cobram H.S.-Moved up 4 places.
(ii) Robinvale High School was removed
from the priority list because of the inability
of the advisory council to finance their
share of the cost.

SEA LAKE PRIMARY SCHOOL.

Notice.

SEWERAGE REPAIRS AT NORTH
WILLIAMSTOWN.
(Question No. 234).

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
M'inister for Local Government( a) What is the cause of the delay in
completing the sewerage main repairs at the
intersection of Ferguson and Power streets
and Station Road, North Williamstown?

(b) When it is estimated that they will
be completed?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Loca·l Government) .-The answer
is(a) The Melbourne and . Metropolitan
Board of Works maintenance staff has been
heavily committed on urgent sewer ·repair
projects for several months. In this case,
it was found possible to restore flow
through the collapse by means of. sorne temporary fluming which enabled other works
wherein flow could not be maintained to be
repaired, thus achieving the maxi"nium service to the greatest number of peOple.
(b) Repair work has already started and
and it is estimated that the roadways will
be cleared before Easter.

(Question No. 233)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentra'lization, for the Minister of
Education( a) Why has construction of a new toilet
block at the Sea Lake Primary School not
commenced, despite expenditure being
authorized in October, 1973?

(b) When will tenders be called, and

when will the project be completed?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization). The answer
supplied by the Minister of Education
is<a) The new toilet block a1t Sea Lake
Primary School has not proceeded because
of delay in the completion of contz;act documents in the Public Works Department. It
was necessary for that department to direct
its resources to other major urgent projects.

(b) It is anticipated that tenders will be
invited in April, 1974, and that the work
will be completed within six months of the
date of acceptance of a tender.

TRAVELLING ALLOWANCES FOR
SPECIALIST TEACHE.RS.
(Question No. 235).

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) Is the Minister of
that teachers employed in
city and serving a region
with travelling allowances
ment?

Education aware
a specialist capaare not provided
from the Govern-

(b) Will the Government provide travelling allowances instead of relying on local
committees to do so?

The Hon.
MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) No.

(b) If the honorable member will supply
details the matter will be further inves·
tigated.
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HEYTESBURY FARM
ALLOCATIONS.
(Question No. 236).

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) asked the Minister for
Social WelfareWhat criteria are to be used in the allocation of farms ·to be made available at
Heytesbury by the Rural Finance and
Settlement Commission?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer isSection 8 of the Land Settlement Act
1959 requires the Rural Finance and Settlement Commission to rallocate the allo·tments
to the applicants it regards most suitable
having regard to( a) each applicant's farming experience
in the kind of farming for which the land
in the opinion of the commission is best
suited;
(b) each applicant's prospects of success
as a settler in that kind of farming;
(c) such evidence as each applicant
furnishes of his thrift and capacity to deal
with the financial matters involved in that
kind of f,arming: Provided that an applicant
shall not be rejected by reason only of lack
of capital;
(d) where applicants in other respects
are equal, the war service, if any, of each
applicant; and
(e) such other matters as the commission
deems relevant.
In reg:ard to (e) the commission has
deemed that age, marital status and personal character are relevant matters.

CENTRES FOR THE MENTALLY
RETARDED.
(Question No. 238)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister of
Health-
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statistical, I seek leave of the House
for its incorporation in Hansard without my reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:(a) Numbers of mentally retarded in
State-owned training centres·

Ararat
Beechworth ..
..
..
Sunbury
Stawell (Pleasant Creek)
..
..
Janefield
Children's Cottages (Kew)
Sandhurst
Warrnambool
St. Nicholas, Carlton : :

Male

Female

Total

267
71
442
105
177
552
66
117
87

118
176
432
86
307
311
70

385
247
874
191
484
863
66
117
157

1,884

1,500

3,384

In addition, 93 persons are in residence
in subsidized privately operated training
centres while another 2,714 persons attend
subsidized day training centres.
(b) The numbers of persons awaiting admission to State training centres are~ost urgent
408
Urgent
210
Pending
924
1,542
(c) New places in State training centres
occupied in each of past ten years1964 St. Nicholas
12
1965 St. Nicholas
96
1966 St. Nicholas
50
1967 Janefield
48
Children's Cottages (Kew) 48
1968 Stawell (Pleasant Creek)
66
1969 Janefield
96
Children's Cottages (Kew) 66
1970 Nil
1971 Children's Cottages (Kew)
48
1972 Warrnambool
64
1973 Nil
Total

594

Works in progress at the present time
areKingsbury Training Centre
120 beds
Children's Cottages, Kew
52 beds
Colac Training Centre
164 beds

( a) What number of mentally-retarded
persons are at present placed in State
centres, giving the names of the centres
and the numbers involved?
(b) What number of mentally-retarded
,persons are at present awaiting placement
in State centres?
(c) In each of the past ten years, what
number of new places have been provided
in State centres for the mental retarded?

The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) asked the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
for the Minister of Education-

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-As the answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is largely

When will the brief for the new consolidated primary school at Cohuna be completed by the Education Department and
forwarded to the Public Works Department?

COHUNA PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 239)
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The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and

Decentralization) .-The answer sup-

Decentralization) .-The answer sup-

plied by the Minister of Education
is-

plied by the Minister of Education
is-

The brief for the new primary school at
Cohuna has already been forwarded to the
Public Works Department.

INQUIRY INTO STUDENT
BEHAVIOUR.
(Question No. 240)

Proportion of
migrant students

School

1501
1912
253
3890
4710
3988

Yarraville
Footscray
Footscray
Footscray West
Brooklyn
Kingsville

74 per cent
80 per cent
80 per cent
53 per cent
55 per cent
60 per cent

Special
migrant
teachers

2
4

2
1

1
3

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE {Northern
Province) asked the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
for the Minister of Education-

RIVER MURRAY WATER
INQUIRY.

Has the Director-General of Education
instituted any inquiry into alleged misbehaviour by students travelling on the
Clunes to Maryborough train at the commencement of the first term of 1974; if so,
what are the results of this inquiry?

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister of Water Supply-

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
isNo instances of misbehaviour on this subsidized rail service have been reported to the
transport branch of this department at the
commencement of the first term.
However, following advice from the honorable member the secondary division of this
department has asked the principals of Maryborough high and technical schools to
investigate the matter.
The principals found that some of the boys
had been involved. Disciplinary action by
the principals has been taken to obviate
similar happenings in the future.

MIGRANT STUDENTS AND
SPECIAL TEACHERS.
(Question No. 242)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) What is the proportion of migrant
students enrolled in each of the following
schools:-Francis Street, Yarraville; Hyde
Street, Footscray; Geelong Road, Footscray;
Argyle Street, West Footscray; Millers Road,
Brooklyn; and Somerville Road, Kingsville?
(b) How many special migrant teachers
are engaged at each of these schools?

(Question No. 243)

Has a working party been established to
inquire into the control of water-flow and
water quality in the River Murray; if so(i) who are the members of the working
party and any sub-committees set up; and
{ii) what are the terms of reference of
the inquiry?

The Hon. F.
J.
GRANTER
(Minister of Water Supply) .-The
answer is long and detailed, and I
seek leave for it to be incorporated
in Hansard without being read.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as folrows:Yes. On 2nd March, 1973, at the request
of the Premier of South Australia, a meeting
was held between the Prime Minister and
the Premiers of New South Wales, Victoria
and South Australia on the River Murray,
the powers of the River Murray Commission
and problems of water quality in the River
Murray. The meeting agreed to establish
a working party of senior officials of the
Australian
and
State
Governments
concerned.
(i) Current membership of the working
party and of technical sub-committees it
has created are as follows:Working Party
A I. McCutchan-Department of Environment and Conservation, Commonwealth.
A F. Reddoch-Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission, New South
Wales.
W. E. Bromfield-State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, Victoria.
R. J. Shannon-Engineering and Water
Supply Department, South Australia.
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on-Salinity
G. Kelleher-Department of Environment
and Conservation, Commonwealth.
J. B. Cuneen-Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission, New South
Wales.
I. R. Meacham-State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, Victoria.
R. J. Shannon-Engineering and Water
Supply Department, South Australia.
K. E. Johnson-River Murray Commission.
Water Quality
R. Baden-Department of Environment
and Conservation, Commonwealth.
C. Settle-Department of Environment
and Conservation, Commonwealth.
D. D. Moore-Health Commission, New
South Wales.
W. H. Martin-Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission, New South
Wales.
B. A. Longton-State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, Victoria.
J. D. Smith-Environment Protection
Authority, Victoria.
D. F. Pearce-Engineering and Water
Supply Department, South Australia.
Irrigation Farming Practices
W. P. Dunk--~State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, Victoria.
K. R. Garland-Department of Agriculture, Victoria.
(Nominations from other Governments
are not yet finalized.)
Biological Conservation
B.
D. Dexter-:Forests Commission,
Victoria.
J. C. F. Wharton-Fisheries and Wildlife
Division, Victoria.
(Nominations from other Governments
are not yet finalized.)
(ii) The working party's terms of reference as announced on 2nd March, 1973,
were:1. Examine and recommend in an initial
report urgent interim measures which might
be implemented in the short term to deal
with the salinity problems of the River
Murray waters and the means by which
those measures might be financed and
operated.
2. Examine and recommend types of
measures which need to be taken to protect
and where necessary improve the quality
of the River Murray waters in respect of
(a) long term salinity control, and (b)
other forms of water pollution.
3. Examine and recommend changes which
would be required in the River Murray
waters agreement to enable the River
Murray Commission to undertake the
measures referred to in 2.
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4. Inquire into and report on other matters referred to it by the Steering Committee.
5. Membership of the working party shall
comprise one official each from the Australian Government and the State Governments. The Australian Government will
provide the Secretariat.
6. The working party is empowered to
create sub-committees and to co-opt as
necessary to fulfil the above terms of
reference.
7. An initial report is to be made by the
working party to the Steering Committee
within six months. The Steering Committee
shall comprise the following Ministers:The Australian Minister for the Environment and Conservation,
The New South Wales Minister for Conservation,
The Victorian Minister of Water Supply,
The South Australian Minister of Works.
I would add that in accordance with term
of reference 7 the working party issued
an interim report in September, 1973, dealing under term of reference 1 with works
which might be proceeded with in the short
term to intercept saline inflows to the
Murray. A copy of this report is available
in the Parliamentary Library.
In December, 1973, the Steering Committee referred a further matter to the working
party, under term of reference 4, as follows:
-"Referred to the working party for in·
vestigation and report on the effects of
present and proposed management of the
River Murray on conservation of flora and
fauna on the main stem of the River Murray,
including its storages as well as riparian
and adjacent land, and the means by which
any problems identified in these areas may
be mitigated or overcome, having regard
to the other existing or proposed beneficial
uses of the River Murray Waters." It was
to facilitate its dealing with this matter that
the working party set up the " Biological
Conservation " sub-committee referred to
above.

iGrgislatinr Assrmbly.
Tuesday, March 19, 1974.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 3.19 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

COUNTRY ELECTRICITY TRIF1FS.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) . -

Is the Minister for Fuel and Power
aware that the Chairman of the State
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Electricity Commission has blamed
country people for losses incurred
by the commission as the result of
concessions granted to country areas?
If so, will he inform the chairman
of the commission that country
people have received no concessions,
and in fact, that they have had to
pay for most extensions? Will he
also ask the chairman for an explanation -of his statement?
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-Victoria was the first
mainland State to introduce standard
tariffs. In fact, few countries in the
world have the standard tariffs provided by this State. Country tariffs
were reduced and, in certain circumstances-which I support-subsidies
of up to 60 per cent of the costs were
given. The Chairman of the State
Electricity Commission made a factual statement.
If the Victorian
eountry centres were charged under
the system applicable to New South
Wales country areas, their charges
would be much higher. The value
of the subsidy is $8 million.
DARTMOUTH DAM.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).Can the Premier inform me whether
he has contacted the Prime Minister
regarding the proposed slowing
down of work on the Dartmouth
dam, and if not, why? Will the honorable gentleman tell me what
information he has on the subject?
and
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-It has not yet been
necessary to contact the Prime l\1inister about the slowing down of
works on the Dartmouth dam. The
question could arise-I hope it will
not-when tenders are considered for
the main contract, which is the construction of the main wall of the
dam. The tenders have closed and
they are now being considered.
If the escalation in prices and costs
takes the tender price above a certain figure-which is possible-it will
be open to any of the f.our Governments to ask for reconsideration of
the project. I hope that will not
happen. If it does, tben will be the
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time to take up the matter. The.
honorable member will be aware, as
all honorable members are, that one
of the recommendations to the
Federal Government of the Coombs
committee, which considered projects inherited from the previous
Federal Government, was that perhaps work on the Dartmouth dam
and
other
water
conservation
schemes should be slowed down or
stretched out.
The four Governments concerned
have, between them, spent approximately $9 million on all the preparatory works at Dartmouth. I an1
sure the House joins with me in
hoping that the scheme will go
ahead in the fastest possible economical way. This is a vital water
storage work on the River Murray
system which will bring benefits to
three States of the Commonwealth.
ENCEPHALITIS.
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-Because
the incubation period for encephalitis
has been exhausted since the opening of the duck season, and since
the harvest has been brought in at
Mildura with no new cases of encephalitis reported, can the Minister
of Health assure the people of Victoria that their fears of contracting
this disease need not be so great?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health).-This is a very serious
question, particularly as it affects
many people in the Murray Valley
and other parts of Victoria. The name
Murray Valley encephalitis tends to
be a misnomer because it embraces
the northern parts of New South
Wales as far as Bourke, and even
Queensland. There has tended to be
a general over-statement of the risk
that confronts the public and the
people in the areas concerned, although, as I stated earlier, the
individual risk for those who contract
Murray Valley encephalitis is very
high and must be viewed most
seriously.
I have had discussions with my
medical advisers in the Department
of Health at the Fairfield hospital
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and I have been advised by them that
the outbreak will have completely
abated when a double incubation.
period has passed from the last reported case. Unfortunately, owing to
seasonal and climatic factors in
Queensland and northern New South
Wales, there appears to have been a
continuation of the outbreak. This I
very much regret, but I hope we
shall be able to see an end to the
outbreak shortly.
COUNTRY ROADS BOARD.
Mr. EBERY (Midlands).-! dire~t
a question to the lVIinister of Transport. A number of shire·s in my electorate are concerned about a question
on notice by the honorable member
for Kara Kara and the answer to it
regarding the responsibility of the
Country Roads Board. I ask the Minister whether the main roads will be
completely,taken over by the Country
Roads Board.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The question asked by
the honorable member for Kara Kara
was misunderstood in my office and
was supposed to refer to highways.
I regret the error that was made in
the answer given to the honorable
member, and today I have dictated
a letter to him explaining the situation. What will happen is that the
highways division of the Board of
Works will be transferred to the
Country Roads Board as one unit.
FAIRLEA FEMALE PRISON.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I direct
a question to the Minister representing the Minister for Social Welfare.
In the light of the Premier's recent
statement that he intends to relocate
Pentridge prison ~nd build a new
prison in another part of the State,
and the fact that on two occasions
the Government has prepared plans
for the building of a new female
prison, what plans does the Government have for replacing that antiquated fire hazard known as the
Fairlea Female Prison?
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Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I will discuss this
matter with my colleague in ancther
place and request him to provide the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition with
a written answer, but it is not true
to say that Fairlea is an antiquated
fire hazard. As the honorable member is aware, a number of new
cottages have been erected for the
use of inmates.
POLICE PROMOTIONS.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-1 ask the Chief
Secretary whether it is the Government's intention· to ignore the advice
contained in the St. Johnston report
that promotion in the Victoria Police
Force should no longer be on ability
but that in future length of service
should play a major part.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
- I t is not the Government's inten-

tion to ignore that advice.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
EXTENSIONS.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-Bas
the Minister of Public Works recently
inspected the extent to which the
Melbourne Harbor Trust works at
Webb Dock have extended into Hobson's Bay? Is he aware of the fact
that local residents are disturbed because they consider that the beach
front will be destroyed by this work?
Finally, did the Melbourne Harbor
Trust obtain permission from any
authority to press out into Hobson's
Bay?
Mr._ DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The honorable member has
asked three questions. My answer to
the first two questions is, " No ". My
answer to the third question is that
I understand that the Melbourne
Harbor Trust advised the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works,
the Ports and Harbors Division of the
Public Works Department and the
Fisheries and Wildlife Division of the
Ministry for Conservation, the three
organizations responsible for carrying out the environmental study of
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P~rt Phillip Bay, and also the consultants, Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
in Holland, that the proposed extension of Webb Dock was proceeding.
If the honorable member provides
me with more information regarding
the first two questions, I shall be
happy to make further inquiries.

ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGN.

Mr. RAMSAY {Balwyn).-I ask the
Minister of Health: Is it a fact that
the Victorian Government has re ..
fused Commonwealth money for the
conduct of the- anti-smoking campaign in this State? If so, why, and
has this adversely affected the quality
of the campaign being conducted in
Victoria?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-I saw a report in a newspaper and I issued a statement on
this topic, but unfortunately it was
not published. Simply, the position
is that in 1972-73 Victoria did reject
Federal funds for the anti-smoking
campaign. The funds were for the
appointment of Federal officers who
were mainly to be involved with
statistics and liaison. The Government considered that this was not a
fruitful expenditure of funds in the
anti-smoking campaign, particularly
as it is the Anti-Cancer Council in
Victoria to which all State authorities
refer for advice and information on
the anti-smoking campaign. Therefore, the position is that following
certain suggestions by the "State
Government to the Commonwealth
Government, a sum of $40,000 was
approved by the Commonwealth
Government for payment to Dr. Nigel
Grey, of the Anti-Cancer Council,
and with support and encouragement
that money is being used effectively
in the anti-smoking campaign.
ILLUMINATION OF CROSSINGS.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-Following the death of two people on
Sunday at the level crossing next to
the Kensington railway station, at
the corner of Macaulay Road and
Bellair Street, can the Chief Secretary
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advise whether it is proposed, in conjunction with the Victorian Railways,
to replace the boom gates? If it is
not proposed to replace the boom
gates at that crossing, will the Chief
Secretary consider improving the
illumination at that intersection because at present the illumination is
pretty low? Further, as an experiment, will the Chief Secretary consider installing the Mexican-style of
" policeman " on either side of the
railway line as it is some distance
from the pedestrian lights?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-Primarily, this is a question for the
Minister of Transport. From time to
time, honorable members of the
Opposition ought to know the
protocol and ought to know-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
If the Chief
Secretary believes he is not the
proper Minister to answer the question he may refuse to do so, and the
question may be redirected to the
Minister of Transport.
Mr. ROSSITER.-There is a section of the question which I can
answer and, if I am allowed to continue, I shall proceed to do so.
Illumination at intersections, pedestrian crossings or other places, is a
question which the Government has
indicated it will take up with the
view of providing better lighting. In
conjunction with the Minister of
Transport, I will investigate the particular problem.
ANTHRAX OUTBREAK.
Mr. HANN (Rodney).-Following
the announcement of an outbreak of
the dreaded disease anthrax at the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works farm at Werribee, can the
Minister of Agriculture indicate to
the House how many cattle have been
affected by the disease, whether any
human beings have been affected, and
what portion of the farm has been
quarantined?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I cannot answer the
question in detail and I invite the
honorable member to place it on
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notice. However, so that people are
not overcome by emotion about the
disease called anthrax, I point out
that it is not an unusual disease and
that regrettably outbreaks do occur
often around this State as well as in
other States. So the fact that it has
occurred on the Board of Works farm
is not peculiar or any cause for
alarm.
FAMILY PLANNING CLINICS.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).
-I ask the Premier whether he is
aware that he was reported as having
stated, in reply to a question asked
of him during the election campaign
at a meeting of the Women's Electoral
Lobby, thatIf re-elected, we will allow and encourage the advertising of family planning clinics
and contraceptives, and we are prepared to
remove the present legal bars to legislation.

Has the Premier been correctly
reported, and if so, when does he
intend to legislate on this matter?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-The report is quite
correct, and draft legislation is being
prepared now.
WHEAT STABILIZATION PLAN.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-I direct
a question to the Minister of Agriculture. Has the honorable gentleman, as a member of the Australian
Agricultural Council, been officially
informed of the negotiations between
the Federal Minister for Primary
Industry and the Australian Wheatgrowers Federation on the wheat
marketing plan? If so, are the details
in line with the Minister's thinking as
Victoria's representative on the
council?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I found some of the
question difficult to hear, but I think
I have the gist of it. Following a
previous question from the honorable
member for Benalla, I explained Victoria's viewooint and the stand that
was taken by Victoria at the Australian Agricultural Council meeting
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in Tasmania in rejecting the proposals of the Commonwealth. Further
we stated clearly the sorts of criteria
which we believed fair in any stabilization plan. Subsequently, the
Minister for Primary Industry met
with representatives of the Australian
Wheatgrowers Federation and reached agreement on most aspects
of a future wheat stabilization plan.
The only notification I have had of
this agreement was contained in a
telegram which I received from the
Minister for Primary Industry, and it
did not spell out all the details, so I
am not in a position to indicate to
the honorable member exactly what
the final arrangements will be for the
wheat stabilization plan. However,
before the end of this sessional
period a measure will be introduced
into this House which I am sure will
provide a satisfactory wheat stabilization agreement for Victoria.
PRE-SCHOOL CHILD CARE
REPORT.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-Can
the Minister of Health indicate the
reason for the further delay in the
publication of the report on pre-school
child care, bearing in mind that the
report was completed last November
and given to the Minister and that
on 5th March the honorable gentleman gave an assurance in the House
that the matter would be decided last
week?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health) .-I expect that the report will
be available to honorable members
and the public tomorrow evening.
SEIZURE OF MILK.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West) .-I direct a question to the
Minister of Health. Is it correct that
a health inspector at Broadmeadows
seized milk which was being taken
from a milk depot in private cars,
and if so, can the Minister give any
report on the circumstances of this
occurrence?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health) .-Officers of the Department
of Health were much concerned when
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they heard yesterday of the seizure of
100 pint bottles of milk and 75
.quart cartons at Metropolitan Dairies
Pty. Ltd. in the northern suburban
area, principally Broadmeadows. The
seizure was made by a Mr. Hicks,
who is an employee of the Broadmeadows City Council and not an
inspector of the Department of
Health. Immediately the information
was obtained by the Department of
Health, an inspector of the department went to Broadmeadows to
examine the situation.
I understand from reports that
Mr. Hicks seized the bottles and
cartons because exposure of the milk
to sunlight and the state of the
vehiCles may have constituted a contravention of certain regulations. It
must be understood, however, that
the milk was in sealed containers,
and therefore there was very little
likelihood of the milk being contaminated by the vehicles in any way.
Further, we are not aware that certificates for the seizure of the milk
were issued.
The matter is still under consideration by the department. We are
n1uch concerned at the action of
Mr. Hicks which did not help the
situation resulting from the strike by
drivers at a time when mothers and
young children were in need of milk.
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Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).Has the Minister of Health seen an
article in today's issue of the Herald
indicating that the Mildura Tourist
Development Association intends to
draw up a plan of the area in which
reported cases of encephalitis have
occurred? If so, will the department
assist this association to highlight
the fact that the reported cases of
encephalitis are spread throughout
Victoria and New South Wales?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health) .-The Department of Health
is very much concerned that the
Murray Valley encephalitis outbreak
has had a serious effect upon. tourism
generally in the whole of the Murray
Valley area. I agree entirely with the
comments of the Deputy Leader of
the Country Party regarding the
extent of the outbreak. I assure him,
and hope he will assure the people of
Mildura, of the full support of the
Department of Health in attaining the
objective of a map delineating the
extent of the ~area in which cases have
occurred.

SEIZURE OF MILK.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Can the Minister of Health inform the
House of the position which Mr. Hicks
holds as an employee of the City of
Broadmeadows and whether he is
fully qualified as a health inspector?
Concerning the comments made by
BOXING.
the Minister about the possible effects
Mr. TREZIS'E (Geelong North).- of sunlight on milk and the grounds
Will the Minister for Youth, Sport and on which it was seized, were the
Recreation advise the House what statements made by the Minister the
stage has been reached regarding the result of a representation from qualiintroduction of legislation to cover fied people of his department or were
and protect the sport of boxing in they merely the ·Minister's personal
opinions?
1974?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The Vic- Health) .-In regard to the latter part
torian Government is at present of the question, I have gone into this
awaiting advice from the Federal matter fairly carefully with the health
Government about what action it will inspector who was on the site.
take regarding the introduction of I assure the honorable member that
legislation. It is desirable that legis- the area in which the milk was dislation should be introduced on a charged or delivered from the dairy
unifOrm basis and we are awaiting into the vehicles was protected and
that advice.
in shade.
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Mr. WILTON.-Was it the opinion
of the Minister's officer or of the
Minister? ·
Mr. SCANLAN.~It was the opinion
of my officer, and I have had further
discussions with· other officers who
have been involved in this matter.
Mr. Hicks is a health inspector of
the City of Broadmeadows.
FOOTBALL INJURIES.
Sir EDGAR TANNER (Caulfield).Is the ·Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation taking any steps to protect
footballers from serious injury on the
football field?
l\1r. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
is, "No".

without .Notice;
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promoti·on asked by the Leader of
the Country Party mean that the:
present system of promoting police-.
men on the grounds of efficiency ancl
ability will remain unchanged?
·
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The matter is under consideration
and examination and I cannot answer
the question in either the affirmative
or the negative.
SOCCER.
KIRK\:VOOD
(Preston).-,
In view of the statement made by the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation on 12th March, that soccer is
not being well attended, what steps.
will the honorable gentleman take to
promote the game in Victoria?
Mr.

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
I\fORWELL AND MIRBOO
Sport and Recreation) .-1 have had~
RAILWAY LINE.
an investigation made in my depart-·
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-1 direct a ment and to the best of its knowquestion to the Minister of Transport. ledge, as at about 9.50 a.m. today,
It relates to the Morwell and Mirboo no application for assistance has been
Railway Removal Bill and to a made by a soccer organization. l\1y.
request previously made to the department and I are only too anxious.
Minister to meet a deputation from to assist soccer and we hope the
the Morwell and/ or Mirboo shire governing bodies concerned will
councils and also to the re- make an application so that the best:
quest made by the Mirboo Shire way to help this worth-while sport
Council to a number of Gippsland can be determined.
Parliamentarians, the Minister for
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Local Government and the Premier.
TEACHERS.
Will the Minister give the House an
Mr.
SKEGGS
(Ivanhoe).-! ask the.
assurance that he will meet a deputaMinister
of
Education
whether it is a
tion from the Mirboo Shire Council
fact
that
there
is
an
acute
shortage·
prior to the resumption of the debate
of
physical
education
teachers
in
on the Bill to discuss with councillors
secondary
schools.
If
so,
when
can
the ramifications of the Bill and the
requests made by the council in relief be expected?
respect to it?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education)
.-Victorian high schools
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-In response to a tele- have never been staffed with physical
gram I received from the Mirboo education teachers to the level which
Shire Council yesterday, I arranged the Government would like to see
to meet its representatives here today. I believe the next decade will
tomorrow afternoon, and I have sent see much greater emphasis on pre-.
a letter to the honorable member ventive medicine and less attention
being given to building large
inviting him to be present.
hospitals all over the State.
POLICE PROMOTIONS.
With this in view, the Education
1\'lr. BAXTER (l'llurray Valley).- Department has tried to appoint more
teachers
to
Does the answer given by the Chief physical education
For example, 150,
Secretary to the question on police high schools.
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have been recruited from
United . States of America

the
and

Canada.

has

The

Government

encouraged . the department of
physical education at the University
of Melbourne to proceed with its
course and even to introduce a degreelevel course. The latter is now under
consideration.

without Notice.

STATEMENT IN DEBATE.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-During the sittings of the
House last Wednesday, I undertook
to consider the tapes of speeches
made by the honorable member for
Swan Hill and the honorable member
for Broadmeadows with a view to
ruling on a point of order raised by
the honorable member for Swan Hill.

The Government has provided, at
a cost of approximately $1 million,
I have considered carefully the
new facilities as Rusden collegewhich is adjacent to the Monash tapes and read the Hansard report.
University
where secondary I am of the opinion that the records
teachers are being trained in this will prove that in his speech the hondiscipline. In addition, in conjunc- orable member for Swan Hill did not
tion with the Commonwealth Govern- refer to ex -councillor Mellor as a
ment, the Government has financed " no-hoper ". I am further of the
the start of physical education schools opinion that the honorable member
at Preston and Footscray institutes of for Broadmeadows did not accuse the
technology with a view to increasing honorable member for Swan Hill of
the number of students who can be referring to ex-councillor Mellor as
trained
as
physical
education a " no-hoper ". He quoted his own
teachers.
These four steps will interpretation of the honorable memgreatly improve the staffing of ber for Swan Hill's argument. Thereschools in this important area.
fore, I rule that there is no point of
order.
VICTORIAN INLAND M'EAT
AUTHORITY.
PAPERS.
Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine).The following papers, pursuant to
Owing to the reluctance of the
Minister of Agriculture to answer the directions of several Acts of
questions without notice on matters Parliament, were laid on the table by
relating to the Victorian Inland Meat the ClerkAuthority, I direct the honorable Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) Regulationsgentleman's attention to question on
Regulations
amended Nos. 724 to 729
notice No. 756 and ask him whether
(six papers).
he intends to answer that question
and, if so, when. It is a simple Statutory Rules under the following Acts:question.
Health Act 1958-No. 90.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of.
Local Government Act 1958-No. 86.
Agriculture) .-It is not a simple
Metric Conversion Act 1973-No. 87.
answer. The honorable member for
Second-hand
Dealers Act 1958-No. 88.
Sunshine will appreciate that the Victorian Inland Meat Authority is a
Supreme Court Act 1958-No. 89.
separate and independent authority.
Town
and Country Planning Act 1961When the honorable member asks a
City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965,
question, I have to refer it to that
Amendment No. 92, 1971.
authority for its advice and the compilation of the numerous figures which
Cranbourne Planning
Scheme
1960,
Amendment No. 2, 1970.
the honorable member requires. The
honorable member will be pleased to
Shire of Lillydale Planning Scheme 1958,
know that I have received advice from
Amendment No. 20, 1971.
the authority and, with its assistance,
I have compiled an answer which I
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme
1965, Amendment No. 54, 1972.
forwarded to the House today.

Ministry of Transport [19 MARcH, 1974.] (Transport Fund) Bill~

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(TRANSPORT FUND) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
of
Transport), by leave, moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to amend the Ministry of Transport Act 1958 with
respect to the establishment of an
account to be called the Transport
Fund, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
(UNORDERED GOODS AND
SERVICES AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister for
Consumer Affairs), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
Division 4 of Part II of the Consumer
Protection Act 1972 and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
MOTOR CAR (BLOOD AND BREATH
TESTS) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to make further provision with
respect to testing for the presence of
alcohol in certain persons.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
PHARMACISTS BILL.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Mr.
Health) , by leave, moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to re-enact with
amendments the law relating to the
registration of pharmacists and for
purposes connected therewith.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
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CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2).
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Co-operative Housing Societies Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(INTEREST SUBSIDIES) BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of .Public
Works) .-1 move--'f.hat this Bill 1be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Sewerage Districts Act to implement the
announcement in the Treasurer's
1973-74 Budget speech that, over a
period of two years, interest concessions to those water and sewerage
authorities operating within the
metropolitan planning area would be
phased out. Under existing legislation these authorities receive subsidies from the Government to meet
the cost of interest payments on
their borrowings in excess of ·3 per
cent per annum.
The initial purpose of this concession was to assist development of
country areas and as an aid :to decentralization ; however, it was
never intended that the special concession would be available within
the metropolitan area. It does not
apply to the Melbourne and Metropoitan Board of Works. An examination of subsidized authorities has
revealed that only the Dandenong
and the Springvale-Noble Park
sewerage authorities levy rates lower
than those levied by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works for
the general metropolitan area. In
arriving at the decision to phase out
interest subsidies to water and
sewerage authorities, it was never
intended that ratepayers would, as
a result of the withdrawal of these
concessions, be required to pay
higher charges for services than
those imposed by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works.
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As a· consequence, the amendment
now ·proposed applies only to the
two sewerage authorities mentioned.
If these authorities receive no subsidy at all, they would still levy
lower. sewerage rates than those
currently levied by the board.
Accordingly, the amendment proposed in clause 2 of the Bill provides for the phasing out of interest
concessions.
Clause 3 inserts a schedule in the
Act which specifies the two authorities presently concerned in the
phasing out programme. It is proposed that in the 1974-75 period,
the authorities will be paid twothirds of their normal subsidies,
while in the 1975-76 period the concession paid will be reduced to onethird. After that, the . specified
authorities will receive no subsidy at
all. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. CURNOW
(Kara Kara), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that .the debate be
adjourned to Tuesday, April 2.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2).
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It contains three amendments, one

of a machinery nature only, and two
of some importance, both to prospective borrowers and existing members of co-operative housing societies. In recent years, there have been
innumerable instances of members
of societies seeking additional advances to assist them to add rooms
and effect other improvements to
their homes as a result of increases
in their families.
As there is always pressure on
societies, whether financed from institutional sources or from the home
builders' accounts, to spend up to
the limit of their loan accommodation as quickly as possible, only in
the odd case has a society been in

Societies

·

a position to make an additional advance to a member. Usually a member is obliged to seek second mortgage money, at a much higher rate of
interest, from some other financial institution. Where there is a large
number of societies in a group, it is
not. unusual for at least one of the
societies to have available some uncommitted funds, and it has been
suggested that, in · such circumstances, that society be permitted to
make a second mortgage advance to
a person who is a member of
another society in the same group
and with the same registered office.
A similar proposal adopted in New
South Wales several years ago has
operated with considerable success.
The amendment to section 34 of
the principal Act, proposed in clause
2 of the Bill, will enable societies
to assist members of societies in the
same group by providing second
mortgage finance on much more
favourable terms and conditions than
are obtainable at the present time.
Clause 3, which also seeks to
amend section 34 of the principal
Act, relates to the machinery matter
to which I referred earlier. The Sale
of Land Act of 1962 brought in the
power of compulsory transfer and
mortgage back to a vendor in cases
where houses are brought under
terms contracts. For the first time,
therefore, the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act needed extension of
meaning so that " purchase " would
also include the paying off of a
liability or mortgage under a terms
contract as defined in the Sale of
Land Act 1962. At that time, probably the most suitable amendment
would have been to extend :the meaning of purchase on the lines I have
just mentioned.
However, to avoid somewhat difficult amendments to both sections 5
and 34 of the Co-operative Housing
Sa:cieties Act, it was decided to
amend one section directly and the
other by reference. Possibly, it
would have been more suitable to
have made section 5, the objects
section, the principal section, and

(Amendment)
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make section 34 subject to it. However, in the drafting, it was done in
reverse order.
Unfortunately, when the age limit
provision applied to existing dwellings was abandoned in 1970, the
words " subject to section 34 " became redundant but were not repealed and they have remained in
section 5 without any real meaning.
While that history could be explained if ever the sections in question became the subject of discussion before the courts, it does ~con
firm criticism by members of the
legal profession that the present
form of the section leaves much to
be desired, and could even lead to
considerable legal argument. It is
considered that insertion in section
34 of a provision similar to that contained in sub-section (2) of section
5 of the Act will remedy the position.
It is the Government's intention to increase to $15,000 the
maximum amount of advance which
may be made· by a society tn any
one member.
Sub-section ( 1) of section 76 of
the principal Act provides that, in
any case where a society makes an
advance which, when reduced by
the value of the share capital of
the member, exceeds 80 per cent
but does not exceed 95 per cent of the
value of the security, the Treasurer
of Victoria may indemnify the society
against such amount of any loss
sustained by the snciety in respect
of that advance as is directly attributable to the fact that the amount
of advance, reduced by the value
of the share capital of the member
exceeded 80 per cent of the value of
the security. The advance limit currently fixed for that purpose is
$13,500.
Following the increase in the advance limit to that amount last year,
further increases in the costs of obtaining a home have made that limit
somewhat unrealistic, and prospective home-owners, particularly in the
lower income groups, have been
forced to either continue to live in
high rental accommodation or seek
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finance at substantially higher interest rates. The proposed increase
will play its part in reducing the
deposit gap.
Clause 4 contains the necessary
amendment to section 76 and as
societies' rules relating to advances
are tied to that section, societies
will be able to take advantage of
the new limit for advances generally
without the need to further amend
their rules. Although it is less than
six months since the statistics relating to the operations of co-operative
housing societies were drawn to the
attention of honorable members, the
updated figures indicate the continuing success of the· srcheme in· this
State.
Co-operative . housing is in its
twenty-ninth year and, during that
period, more than 1,600 societies
have made just over 80,000 advances,
of which 9,225 or 11 · 5 per cent
have been indemnified advancesthat is, advances to families with
limited means. To date, only six
claims have been made under the
indemnity provisions of the Act.
Four claims, involving a total amount
of $2,130, have been settled, and the
other two are under investigation.
When it is realized that societies
have raised loan accommodation aggregating more than $470 million,
the losses are insignificant and tend
only to highlight the tremendous
success of the scheme since 1945.
I ,commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 2.
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS
DEATHS AND MARRIAGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
March 6) on the motion of Mr.
Rossiter (Chief Secretary) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
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Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-The
Bill amends section 41 of the Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages Act 1959. As the Minister
stated, it is a simple measure. However, there are one or two matters
which I do not understand and perhaps the Minister will be good
enough to enlighten me on them.
In 1915 the Government of the day
introduced the original Bill with the
intention of enabling the Government Statist to make certain corrections in cases of misinformation
relating to births, deaths and marriages. That Bill passed through this
House but in another place it was
decided that the Government Statist
was not the appropriate person to
deal with such an important matter
and
the
Bill
was
amended
and
returned
to
this
place.
This House accepted the amendment
and consequently the AttorneyGeneral must authorize changes
regarding illegal, unlawful or wrong
entries of births, deaths and marriages.
I should like to know why, in this
amending Bill, the Government has
not reverted to the previous position
whereby the Government Statist
makes the necessary alterations
without the need for Ministerial
direction. The Government proposes
to transfer the Ministerial directive
powers from the Attorney-General to
the Chief Secretary. Victoria will
remain the only State in Australia
where a .Minister must exercise
authority over alterations to the
register.
If honorable members
examine the legislation in other
States, they will note that the
Government Statist in those States
can take the appropriate steps-that
is, make the necessary alterations in
the register and initial them-without
referring the matter to a Minister of
the Crown. As Victoria set out in
1915 to do that, and as the other
States have been able to get by quite
well and effectively without a Minister of the Crown having an overall directional power, it is extraordinary that Victoria has not fallen

Births Deaths

into line and given the Government
Statist the necessary authority to
make such changes. Certainly no
reason has been given for not adopting that policy.
When the matter ·was debated in
another place in 1915, it was stated
that because it involved legal matters, the Attorney-General should
have an over-seeing power. What
has happened in the years in between indicates that no legal problem
is involved in making an alteration
Therefore, the
in the register.
method that is adopted in the other
States appears to be the ·most appropriate way of handling the matter.
~erhaps the Chief Secretary will
mform honorable members why Victoria believes a Minister must have
the requisite power whereas in no
other State is a Minister required to
exercise control over the Government Statist in this way.
The Opposition ·would also like to
know what is regarded as an error.
When explaining the Bill, the Chief
Secretary in his second-reading
speech saidIts .purpose is to amend section 41 of the
Registration of Births Deaths and Marriages
Act 1959 to provide that a cancellation of a
false or an Hlegal registration of a birth or
death by the Government Statist shaJll be
made under the direction of the Chief Secretary and not of the Attorney-General as
presently provided.

Again, I ask the Minister why it
is necessary to have Ministerial
approval in Victoria when the other
States do not require it. Possibly,
Ministerial supervision may have
been introduced owing to a turmoil
which arose prior to 1915 following
a statement made by the then Government Statist, Mr. Lawton, who
saidIn October la·st, a woman was convicted
of having obtained .from the Commonwealth
Government maternity bonuses to the
amount of 75 pounds by making .false statements to the Registrar of Binths and Deaths
and therefore causing him to reg,ister fifteen
births which had not taken place.

Apparently, that statement started
the chain of events which led to the
introduction of Ministerial control,
but I do not believe anything like
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the situation to which the then
Government Statist referred has
occurred since. 'If it had not been
for the hysteria following the false
registration of fifteen births and the
woman collecting child endowment
for those registrations, it is doubtful
whether the Attorney-General would
have been mentioned in the legislation, and Victoria 1would have adopted the procedure which is followed
in the other States.
I do not know ·why the Government Statist should not make alterations in the register. There would
be no question of facts being erased
as the Act provides that any alteration must be made in the ·margin.
The original alleged facts would
remain in the record and ·would not
be erased for all time. If a legal
argument arises on whether information is false, on whether someone
was born on a · certain date, or on
the parents of some person, the original information would still be on
record. I do not know why a busy
Minister, such as the AttorneyGeneral. or the Chief Secretary,
should be required to supervise the
work of a senior public servant-the
Government Statist-when making
corrections to the register.
~s I previou~ly mentioned, complicatiOns may anse from the provision
of wrong information. For example
I am not sure whether the body of
a child who is born alive but who
subsequently dies after a short
period, and whose body is then dumped, would be registered as a birth
because obviously the child would
be dead. What is to be done by the
authorities in this circumstance?
Does one register the birth or the
death of the child? It appears the
people can make errors in such circumstances. However, the errors
could occur simply because the Act
is not clear on what action should be
taken.
I should imagine that in a case of
the type cited by me, a coronia!
inquiry would be held into the cause
of death. The child would have no
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name or antecedents and no information would be known about it. I ask
the Chief Secretary whether in this
situation a birth is registered or
whether merely a death is registered?
One could ask the question: How can
one register the death of a person
who has never been born?
MR. WHITING.-In days gone by
many persons were not registered.
Mr. DOUBE.-I suppose that is so,
and if one goes back far enough
there was little registration of anything. I do not know the attitude
of the Chief Secretary on this situation. I am not sure what the honorable gentleman had in mind when he
referred to the illegal registration of
a birth. Would it be illegal to register the birth of someone who lived
only two hours? I am not speaking
about still-born babies but about
people who live for only a short
time and because of certain social circumstances the birth is not reported
to the police and the body is dumped.
Would it be illegal to register the
birth of a person found in those
circumstances? Can the Chief Secretary state what is the situation?
When explaining the Bill, the Chief
Secretary said that it ·was one of the
simplest Bills he had seen in his
Parliamentary life. Perhaps the hon·
arable gentleman will be able to give
some information on that aspect of
illegality of registration. I should
like him also to indicate whether he
can answer my first question and
inform ·me why Victoria is the only
State which needs to have a
different rule on the erasure of
and
illegal
entries.
mistakes
As I said, Ministerial approval is not
necessary in any other State of Australia, but Victoria is keeping a close
check on this matter by placing it
under the eagle eye of the Minister.
The Opposition does not propose to
vote against the Bill, but one or two
matters contained in it are puzzling.
Mr. WIDTING (Mildura).--In the
unfortunate temporary absence of
the honorable member for Benambra,
I wish to state that the Country
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Party does not view the proposed
amendment to the Act as of great importance. It relates to the cancellation of a false or an illegal registration of a birth or death. As the honorable member for Albert Park
pointed out, previously this could
be done by the authority of the
Government Statist, but since 1915
the Attorney-General has had to give
his approval for a cancellation. This
measure transfers that authority
from the Attorney-General to the
Chief Secretary.
Perhaps the Attorney-General is
busier than the Chief Secretary, and
the Chief Secretary has graciously
decided to accept this extra burden
to his Ministerial duties. Generally,
the Government Statist has the right
to make alterations to the register
by the usual notations in the border
of the document, and that situation
remains as it is at present.
The Bill simply transfers the authority for cancellation of an entry
from the Attorney-General to the
Chief Secretary, and the Country
Party has no fear about supporting
the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to,
Clause 2 (Amendment to the
principal Act).
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Albert
Park indicated that the Opposition
had two queries. The first was why,
·in the transfer to the Chief Secretary's department of the responsibility for ensuring that an alteration to
the register has been duly attested
to by the Government Statist, it is
not the Government Statist but the
Minister who should attest to the
fact. The Government takes the view
that the Chief Secretary should be the
responsible person, whether or not he
is busy. From time to time the House
has heard of cases in which Parliament . is responsible for the actions
of a Minister and a Government. In
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reverse, Ministers are responsible to·
Parliament. I shall expound on this·
argument no further than to say that
the Chief Secretary for the time being will be responsible.
Since 1915 there seems to have
been no activity in the field of people·
giving illegal reasons why the birth
of a child not should be registered. It
is for this reason that the responsibility is being removed from the
Attorney-General's department.
The second question asked by the
honorable member for Albert Park
referred to the registration of a child
which is born dead, then dumpedto use the honorable member's word
-and found by another person. On
this point the Act is quite clear. Subsection (1) of section 12 in Part
II-Registration of Births and Deaths
-of the principal Act providesThe father or mother of any chitld or stillborn child born in Victoria or the occupier
of the house in Victoria ·in which any birth or
still-birth or death happens shall, or the legally qual·ified medical .practitioner or nurse
present at such birth or sUN-birth or death
may, in the case of the birth or still-tbirth of
a child, within six,ty days next anter .the day
of such !birth or stiB-birth and in case of a
death, within seven days next after the day
of such death, give notice of such birth or
still-birth or death to the Government Statist.

This means that there is still a requirement to have a birth, still-birth
or death registered. That is the law,
and the Government Statist is responsible for compiling the records
of births still-births and deaths. If
the body of a child is found, the
police also have a duty to report on
this to a coronial inquest. That is the
reason why registration must be
effected. Sub-section (3) of section
14 statesNothing in this section shall prevent .the
regdstration of the birth or stnl-birth of any
child born at sea or in any State or territory
of the Commonwealth of Australia other
than Victoria of parents whose ordinary
place of abode is within Victoria; lbut the
Government Statist may, upon a statutory
declaration by the parent or .guardian of
such child of .the particulars required, register the birth or still-birth of the child according to .the ·information of the person making ·the said declaration.
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This provision covers children born
outside the State of Victoria. Subsection (1) of section 15 provides--After the expiration of twelve months following .the hirth or still-hirth of any child,
unless such child has been .born at sea, ·it
shaH not be lawful to register .the birth or
still-~birth of such chHd except in accordance
· with the regulations under this Act.

The regulations state the requirements where there has been no proper immediate registration of the
birth, still-birth or death of a child.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert .Park).-I thank
the Chief Secretary for his explanation, but the last matter he raised
did not answer the question I asked.
Of course one knows that it is a
wrong to conceal the birth of a child
and that the parent, doctor, midwife
or occupier of the house where the
birth occurred has a duty in this regard, but ·the case I referred to .concerned · a body which is found
dumped. It is unlikely that a parent,
doctor, midwife or anybody else
concerned would volunteer any information about such a birth. I am
speaking of the birth of a child which
was not wanted. If the body of a baby
was found in these circumstances
should a birth or a death be registered?
The Minister's answer regarding
the observations on the birth by the
parents, although interesting, did not
cover the point. Is it legal or illegal
to register the birth of a person who
is dead? His place of birth is not
known-he may have dropped out of
an aircraft! The point I am making
is not a major one but it is an area
in which there is some confusion.
What does the Registration of Births
Deaths and Marriages Act provide in
the case of a dead ch'ild which was
born two hours earlier and dumped?
Is it registered as a birth or a death?
That is the point I am making.
The Chief Secretary said that it is
necessary to keep alterations to the
register under the control of the
Minister. In 1915 this House gave
the Government Statist the power to
make the alterations. Another place
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said that the power ought to lie with
the Attorney-General.
Fifty-eight
years have elapsed 'and the Government now says that the AttorneyGeneral should not be in charge of
this situation. I suggest that the
Chief Secretary should not· be in
charge of it. Similar Acts in South
Austrnlia, Western Australia, Tasmania, Queensland and New South
Wales do not require a Minister to
be in control. They trust ·the Government Statist to do a statistician's
job.
In 1915 Victoria proposed to give
the power to the Government Statist
but by the action of another place
it was transferred to a Minister. I
cannot understand why the Government still maintains that a Minister
should be in charge. There must be
something different about Victoria
compared with :the other States.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I. 'support the view of the honorable member for Albert .Park in respect of th~
responsibility of the Government
Statis·t. For some reason the responsibilities of the Chief Secretary ·have
been eroded. The honorable "gentleman has lost the responsibility of the
administration
of
prisons
and
fisheries and wildlife.
The Ministry of Chief Secretary
has been relegated to a minor portfolio in this State. The Opposition
cannot understand this and is concerned about it. We respect the
rights of the Minister in this·· case
but we consider that it is a 'feeble
attempt to return some responsibility
to the honorable gentleman.·· The
procedure could be handled as i.t is
'in other States without any trouble
by the Government Statist, who
would- be under the responsibility of
the relevant Minister. Legislation· is
needed to achieve this result. I
should have thought the Chief Secretary would be more concerned
about his department falling down
about him.
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·MR. JoNA.-What gives you that
idea?
Mr. WILKES.-The Opposition
considers that the Chief Secretary,
not the Minister for Social Welfare,
should be in charge of prisons.
MR. JoNA.-You have argued that
the administration of the .Police
Force is a full-time job.
Mr. W.JLKES.-M·embers of the
Labor Party have argued that the
administration of the Police Force is
an important job. A debate on the
Police Force would be out of order
at this stage; otherwise I should
accommodate the interjection.
Mr. ROSSITER.-The debate on the
Chief Secretary 'is also out of order.
Mr. W'lLKES.-I do not think it is.
This is a belated attempt by the
Government to give the Chief Secretary more responsibility when, as :the
honorable member for A'lbert .Park
has said, the pow·er could have been
handed to the Government Statist.
If it is desired to give the Chief
Secretary some work, ~he Government should consider the administration of prisons, fisheries and wildlife and some of the other responsibilities which the honorable gentleman has lost.
The Minister says that from time
to time members of the House have
said . that Ministerial responsibility
ought to start and finish here and
that Ministers ought to be responsible to Parliament. Members of the
Opposition do not disagree ·with that
view. However, we do not understand rwhy this was not brought into
line with that of other States where
the Government Statist has the full
say.
The clause was agreed to.
The BiH was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.

Bill.
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The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause
2, providing, inter alia<1) In this Act, unless inconsistent with
the context or subject-matter" Building " means a building work or object or any part thereof or appurtenances :thereto.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I moveThat in sub-clause ( 1), the following interpretation be inserted before the interpretation of "building":-" Alter" in relation
to a building means to modify or change
the appearance of a building whether by
way of structural or other works, by painting plastering or any other form of decoration or by any other means and " alteration " has a corresponding interpretation.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader o'f the
Opposition) .-I would be delighted
to agree to the amendment if I knew
its purpose. If the Minister will give
some reasons for the amendment, the
Opposition can consider whether it
will support it.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-As -I
said during the second-reading debate, the Country Party does not disapprove of the principle of the
measure. Its objective is good, but
the Country Party is not happy with
the Bill. Some constructive suggestions have been made by the Minister and by the Leader of the Opposition. In order to assist the
Country Party, the Minister and honorable members, progress should be
reported until later this day so that
honorable members can study the
amendments to be proposed by the
Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister 'of Public
Works) .-I should have thought it
was obvious to the Leader of the
Opposition that the addition of the
interpretation is simply giving a
more precise meaning of what is
meant by " alter ". In effect, " building " simply means " a building work
or object or any part thereof or
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appurtenances thereto ". The pur- to by all parties. I do not believe
pose of the amendment is to inter- there is any political content in this
pret what can and cannot be done measure.
to an historic building.
Many amendments are to be proReferring to the suggestion by the posed and the Country Party has
honorable member for Benambra, I not had the opportunity of studying
thank the Leader of the Opposition closely the Opposition amendments,
for allowing me to have this morning which I have examined since this
an advance copy of his proposed morning. As neither the Opposition nor the Country Party has had
amendments.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-The Country the opportunity of studying the Government's proposed amendments, I
Party did not have them.
propose to accede to the suggestion
Mr. DUNSTAN.-! am coming to that progress be reported until tothat matter.
I appreciate the morrow so that the other parties
courtesy of the Leader of the Opposi- will have the opportunity of examintion in carrying out the assurance ing the amendments which have been
that he gave me last week when I circulated.
indicated that it would help me to
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambr.a).-I
have a copy of his proposed amendments in advance. I received them thank the Minister for his considerathis morning. The Leader of the tion and courtesy. When the House
Country Party and the honorable was assembling, I mentioned to the
member for Benambra have rightly Minister that it had been reported at
said that they have not had the the Country Party meeting this mornopportunity of examining the amend- ing that the National Trust had subments to be proposed by the Leader mitted to the Government various
of the Opposition, or the amendments suggestions about what it wanted. I
to be proposed by the Government. I could not find the Premier · and
might add that the Opposition has I asked the Minister about it.
not had the opportunity of studying The honorable gentleman informed
me that he had received only
the latter amendments.
If there are any
telegram.
Because it is an important Bill and asuggestions
from
the National
one which is unique in its concept Trust, the Country Party
like
in this country-admittedly the to have them in order towould
consider
ground has been covered by legislation in the United Kingdom-! ap- them in the light of the amendments
preciate the desire of the Opposition to be proposed by the Opposition and
and of the Country Party to improve the Minister. I thank :the Leader of
the Bill and to put forward repre- the Opposition for now supplying me
sentations that have been made to with a copy of the trust's submissions
their respective parties by organiza- to the Opposition.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
tions which are vitally concerned that
this Bill should be the best that Par- Works) .-The honorable member for
Benambra is not entirely correct in
liament can produce.
During the second-reading debate, saying that the Government has not
politics did not enter into the matter. received submissions or representaThis is not a political Bill but one tions from the National Trust. I told
on which Parliament should do its the honorable member that I perbest with contributions fr.om all sonally had received only a telegram.
However, the Minister for Local
parties in both Houses.
Government may well have received
Mr. B. J. EVANS.-Should that not submissions as he has been responsapply to all Bills?
ible for preparing the Bill. To enable
Mr. DUNSTAN.-It should, but the Country Party to make itself
some Bills involve political principles au fait with the National Trust subor policies which cannot be agreed missions, perhaps I could suggest
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that ·progress be reported for one
week instead of until tomorrow so
that consideration of the . measure
can be proceeded with in the knowledge of the amendments that are
to be proposed and all the submissions that have been made, although
three months have been. available for
this to be done. Accordingly, I now
suggest that progress be reported
until next week.

houses and restaurants, ·photographers' ·shops and undertakers' establishments.
The Opposition is concet:ned that
once again the Government is introducing a Bill following a prosecution,
although prosecutions under_ the Labour and Industry Act seem to be rare.
The Minister of Labour and Industry may advise me, but my underMr. HOLDING .{Leader of the standing is that in this case the galOpposition) .-I will not resist the lery concerned had been operating
generous response by the Minister for ten years before it was prosecutbut I inform the honorable member ed. For how long and under what
for Benambra that many of the circumstances have many of these
amendments which will be submitted galleries been operating when the
inspectors
visited
by the Opposition have been based departmental
them?
A
period
of
ten
years
in opupon submissions which it received
from the National Trust, and per- eration is an incredibly long time for
haps the- honorable member can bear a breach of the Act to have taken
Ultimately, the successful
that in mind when considering the place.
prosecution
resulted in a penalty of
amendments. Certain aspects of the
trust's submissions could not be $5.
acceded to because of the procedural
In many fields · covered by the
forms within the Parliament.
Department of Labour and Industry,
Both the Government and the Op- particularly that of industrial safety,
position have circulated three pages the provisions of the principal Act are
of amendments and it is not neces- not being sufficiently covered. It
sarily easy to understand them. I would be incorrect for me to attempt
will be happy to discuss the Opposi- to debate the whole aspect ·of labour
tion's amendments with the honor- and · industry under .this proposed
able member for BenQmbra or any of legislation. I quote section 8 of the
his colleagues. I thank the Minister principal Act to indicate the attitude
of members of the· Opposition to the
for his courtesy.
Department of Labour and Industry.
Progress was reported.
It providesFor :the PUll>OSe of promoting .the industrial ·welfare of .the people throughout Vic-

LABOUR AND INDUSTRY (ART
toria and for. the better exercise of the
AND HANDICRAFTS GALLERIES) powers conferred upon or transferred to the
Minister by or under this or any other Act
BILL.
there shal•l be a Department of Labour and
The debate (adjourned from March Industry to consist of6) on the motion of Mr. Rafferty
( a) a Minister of Labour and Industry
(Minister of Labour and Industry)
who shall be a responsible Mini-ster
of the Crown ; and
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
(b) a Secretary to the Department and
such other officers and employes
Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).(·whether permanent or temporary)
'The Bill relates to the inclusion of art
as are deemed necessary .
.and handicraft galleries in the Fifth
Schedule to the Labour and Industry The Act then sets out requirements
Act. The Opposition does not con- for industrial safety, industrial rela;sider that this is a major measure ; tions, the training of persons for
it merely adds these establishments industrial services and generally the
to the Fifth Schedule shops, which regulation of trading under the relein the main are food shops, eating vant legislation. In this case a
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breach has taken place, a prosecu- that some of the provisions of the
tion has been launched and now an Labour and Industry Act might be
amendment is submitted to make breached in the wider application of
legal what was previously illegal. this measure.
This is justified, but generally, the
As I understand it, the main purmorale of the officers of the depart- pose of these galleries and handiment can only be adversely affected. craft shops is to display objects of
I know of the problems of the in- art that are offered for purchase, and
spectors. Too often reports have they provide an outlet for people
been made but prosecutions have not who have developed an initiative in
followed. Too often the staff has this field. This activity started durbeen overworked and consequently ing the drought year when many
the natural reaction is that these farmers' wives found themselves in
responsible officers, ·who are pre- such straitened circumstances bepared to carry out the provisions of cause of poor returns from the land
the principal Act, have been thwart- that they turned to the production
ed with a resultant and continuing of objets d'art to obtain an econodrop in morale. When people can mic reward, and it gradually developerate in breach of the Act ·with oped. It was necessary to seek retail
total immunity the legislation is outlets in one form or another. One
outlet is the Jolly Jumbuck situated
brought into disrepute.
on the outskirts of Bairnsdale, in the
Members of the Opposition do not electorate of my colleague, the honbelieve the opening on Saturdays and orable member for Gippsland East. It
Sundays of the shops referred to in performs a valuable function for the
the Bill will be a major problem. tourist industry in the area.
Originally, we sought an adjournMembers of my party see no great
ment of the debate for fourteen days
to consult the appropriate trade harm in these activities. The openunion organization. We have not ing of galleries on Saturday and
received any response from the union Sunday afternoons, as most of them
on this issue. Members of the Oppo- do, gives families an opportunity
sition qualify their position by indi- of looking at the various works of
cating that, if evidence is brought art or samples of the skill of the·
forward of exploitation through lack people concerned. There is a vast
of supervision and of trading outside difference between the manufacture
normal trading hours, they retain the of, say, 10,000 saucepans to be reright to reopen the matter with the tailed through large supermarkets.
and the production of 1,000 objets
Minister.
d'art which represents the skill of
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).- individual persons. The opening of
This simple amending Bill has been these establishments at week-ends
introduced to bring legality to the gives families an opportunity of
actions of certain people ·who have going out in their leisure time as a
been operating outside the law. The group to seek items to grace their
Fifth Schedule to the principal homes, and to this extent the articles
Act lists a number of busi- they purchase become an expression
nesses such as restaurants lend- of the personality and tastes of the
ing libraries, newsagents, and retaN people concerned. Most of the art
nurseries, and the measure proposes galleries are located in the more
to add art and handicraft galleries. affluent areas south of the Yarra
Some concern has been expressed River, but there had been a gradual
that the inclusion of these industries extension through country areas.
weakens the tight net cast around Galleries are now located at Metung
occupations now not covered by the in the electorate of Gippsland East
Fifth Schedule. The honorable mem- and at Port Albert in the electorate·
ber for Reservoir expressed concern of Gippsland South.
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The extension of trading hours for
art and handicraft galleries gives the
general public the oportunity of seeing paintings, pottery and objets
d'art in one form or another. It also
provides, in a minor way, for the
display of artistic works in one's
local community, just as the major
galleries, where usually the best
examples are found, perform this role
in metropolitan areas. I understand
from the owners of galleries that
very few purchases are made at the
week-end. I have been informed that
week-end sales would represent only
1 in 100. Families look at the objects
during the week-end, and I assume
that during the week negotiations on
price are carried out between the
astute housewife and the vendor.
There does not seem much harm in
allowing this Bill to pass, and consequently my party supports it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 ·was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing for an amendment to the Fifth Schedule.
Mr. .RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-I thank the
honorable members for Reservoir
and Gippsland South for their support of this Bill. The observations
of the. honorable member for Gippsland South are pertinent and much
of what he said represents the view
of the Government. Some of his
observations were additional to my
comments in my second-reading
speech.
Similarly, the honorable
member for Reservoir indicated his
support for the amending legislation
but he asked a question and made
some observations.
The honorable member indicated
that the gallery against which a
prosecution was launched and
against which a minor conviction was
recorded had operated for ten years.
He asked for my comments. I do
not know whether it had been
operating over that period of time.
If that ·were so, I do not knQIW why
no action had been taken beeause ,J

was not the Minister of Labour and
Industry at that time. I know that
a minor conviction was recently
recorded.
The honorable member for Reservoir also referred to section 8 of the
principal Act, which is ·well known
to me as Minister and to my department. The honorable member said
that too often inspectors made
reports but prosecutions did not
follow. That is not entirely correct.
From that he deduced that some
of the staff were thwarted and
that mora'le was 1low. All reports
of possible breaches of the principal Act are examined on their
merits. There is no evidence to
support the honorable member's
statement that the morale of the
staff is low. On the contrary, the
morale of the department is as good
as, if not better than, it ever was.
Additional staff has been obtained.
From time to time I have said that
there have been staff shortages, and
the honorable member for Reservoir
has made the same complaint. It is
not fair to say that the officers are
thwarted. That 'is not the case and
morale is not low.
The clause ·was agreed to.
The Bill was reported ·to the
House without amendment, and
passed through its remaining stages.
PUBLIC LANDS AND WORKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
March 5) on the motion of Mr.
Dunstan (Minister of Public Works)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).It is fair to say that this small BiH
is in line ·with the policy of the
Opposition. The ·Minister of Public
Works should receive help and cooperation ro ensure that his department can operate efficiently. The
Minister should be available for complicated decision-making which may
be necessary covering the erection of
schools to be produced at Holmesglen. I personally hope more schools
will appear in ·the electorate of Deer
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Park. Accordingly, the Opposition
does not object to the Minister delegating authority to responsib!e
officers in his department who will
sign documents, on behalf of . the
Minister, up to the amount specified
in the Bill.
The Opposition hopes something is
also done about the Public Accounts
and Stores (Amendment) Regulations
to enable works to flow quickly
through the Public Works Department thus ensuring the early erection
of buildings in various parts of Victoria.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).Likewise the Country Party offers no
objection to the Bill. I support the
comments of the honorable member
for Deer Park on expediting works
through the amorphous mess of
the Public Works Department. It is
sometimes difficult to get anything
done or to understand fully what is
done. However, it is. obvious that
inflation has taken its toll and it is
a sad reflection that the sum of
$4,000 is now worth about only
one half of what it was in 1968.
Accordingly, the figure of $10,000 has
been selected as the amount of maximum permissible delegation that the
Minister may give to officers of his
department.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-It may be $50,000
next year.
Mr. MciNNES.-As the honorable
member for Gippsland West interjected, the way the economy is going
it may be $50,000 next year. The
Country Party offers no objection to
the Bill but points out that the discretionary power which is to be
applied to the acceptance of quotations should be exercised carefully.
I assume that for works involving
amounts up to $10,000, instead of the
normal tender documents being
received and accepted, quotations
will be called. I hope the departmental officers make a close scrutiny
of the quotations.
It seems that
many quotations are marginal,
whilst others are excessive. Much
Session 1974.-142
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latitude is given to the officers concerned and perhaps it will be necessary for the Minister of Public
Works to ensure that proper consideration is given to all quotations
received. I hope 'it is borne in mind
that although these officers have the
technical ability to make decisions
on quotations, their decisions should
be kept closely under review by
the Minister so that the cost of
public works does not become an
undue burden on the community.
I believe it is a competitive burden
on the community because I often
hear prices for certain jobs which
seem to be unduly low but in a
number of cases prices seem to be
unduly high.
The Country Party does not wish
to involve the Minister of Public
Works in undue work but would
like him to get on with the job of
getting his department out of the
mire in which it seems to be.
Accordingly, the Country Party
wishes the Bill well.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Authorized delegation).
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works).-Referring rto the matter
raised by the honorable member for
Deer Park, the Public Accounts and
Stores (Amendment) Regulations will
be adjusted by the Governor in
Council following the passage of this
Bill.
In reply to the honorable member
for Gippsland South, I point out that
instead of public tenders being called
.for works under $10,000, three
quotations will be received from
the building industry. I can give an
assurance that these quotations will
receive close attention by the panel
set up in the department for that
purpose. The panel, which meets
every· Tuesday, will give the same
scrutiny to the quotations as is given
to public tenders.
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I thank the honorable members Act. This is a simple Bill, and as
representing the Opposition and the there is no unnecessary implication
Country Party for assisting in the in it, the Opposition does not oppose
speedy passage of the ·Bill.
the measure.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-This is a
-. The clause was agreed to.
small but interesting Bill. Transport
The Bill was reported to the is the life blood of our community.
House without amendment, and The Bill refers to an Ac,t which was
passed through its· remaining stages. passed in the early days of this
Parliament when · the modes of
only
transport .embraced _ not
CARRIERS AND INNKEEPERS
but
horse
and
wheeled
vehicles
(LICENCES) BILL.
other
animal - drawn
vehicles.
The debate (adjourned from March Under the original legislation it
5) on the motion of Mr. Rossiter was necessary for a person to be
(Chief Secretary) for the second of good character before he could,
reading of this Bill was resumed.
on -payment of' a fee of one shilling,
_.· Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).- obtain a licence and operate as a
The Bill amends the Carriers and carrier in his own right. The history
Innkeepers Act to update or unify the of this State and the photographs
procedure whereby persons must that are available reveal that Bourke
-obtain a licence if they wish to carry and Collins streets once carried many
on business as a carrier by land and horse-drawn· vehicles, both private
for hire. The previous procedure was and com-mercial. Honorable memfor a carrier to apply to a Magistrates bers know that the commercial
Court and if he was of goo~ repute vehicles would have been registered
for a fee of 10 cents he could obtain and the proprietors would have
a licence for twelve months to carry required licences from the Magisgoods. Under the Commercial Goods trates Court to perform their duties.
Vehicles Act a person must make The proprietor would -also need to
application to the Transport Regula- be a person of good .character and
tion Board and if he is of good repute high repute.
and well qualified to be a carrier on
With the passage of time, modes
payment of a fee he can obtain a of transport have changed. However,
c~rrier's
licence.
Therefore, at because of the prestige value or
present there ,are two types of. sentiment, ·some people- have conlicence which a · carrier can obtain. tinued to obtain a carrier's licence
The only people who apply to the under the Carriers and Innkeepers
Magistrates Court and obtain a· Act. In a sense, the passing of the
licence on the payment of 10 cents Bill will remove another corner-stone
are those who wish to retain a licence of our history. It will :also relieve
·which ·has been ,associated with a the Government of certain expense
family carrying business for many in printing new application ·and
years. There is no need for them- to ·licence forms.
obtain a second licence from the
The Bill is· necessary because toTransport Regulation Board.
day a . monster - the Transport
It was necessary to introduce the Regulation . Board - controls the
Bill because the Government is faced operation and conduct of carriers.
with the prospect of reprinting Recently legislation was enacted
forms which are required when an to empower the monster to
application is made to the Magis- set fees of such magnitude that some
trates Court for a carrier's licence. carriers were unable to continue in
To obviate the printing of the station- business. · Some of the old-time
ery and the unnecessary procedures, carriers would tum over in their
it has been decided to delete the rele- graves if they knew how the carrier
vant provisions from the principal· of today is treated. In the past,
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Ltd. when it established its under.:.
taking in the Shire of Hastings. lt
is unoccupied land, purchased for
public recreation. .
I was concerned that the Bill contained no reference to the Department of Youth, Bport and Recreation. I should have preferred appropriate provisions to be included ·in
the measure instead of undertakings
given by the Minister in his secondreading speech and published in
Hansard. To be fair to the Minister,
l raised this matter with the Department of Youth, Snort and Recreation and with officers of the
Lands Department, who assured me
that, on the basis of the Bill as it
stands and the responsibilities which
the Parliament has given to the nepartment of Youth, Sport and Re.:.
creation, the proposal can be satisfactorily administered. Therefore_,
the Opposition does not oppose the
measure, on the assurance that the
public generally will be given a~ple
opportunity of using ·the proposed
golf course.
Mr. WHITING {Mildura).-Under
this Bill the golf club concerned will
be given a long-term lease bv the
Shire of Hastings. If the situation
arises that the club no longer requires the land-that is difficult to
envisage-it will revert to the shire
as a reserve for recreation purposes.
This is probably the ideal situation
in any type of land usage.
The Country Party is pleased that
a golf course will be constructed in
the area. It is expected that it will
be a municipal golf course available
to the public. Nowadays, with the
rapidly increasing shortage of land
BITTERN LAND BILL.
for recreation purposes, this is a step
The debate
(adjourned from in the right direction. The Country
March 3) on the· motion of Mr. Party wholeheartedly supports the
Borthwick (Minister of Lands) for Bill.
the second reading of this Bill was
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).resumed.
·
This Bill brings to mind a similar
Can
situation in· my · electorate.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).- the Minister of Lands inform me
The· Bill deals with an area of land whether the legislation has changed
which.. was · the subject. of an ·.ex- rece.ntly · because ·certain peon I~
change with J:o.h~L ~y~agh~ · ·(Aust.) are in a position similar to th~1t

persons who engaged in .this .wonderful occupation were able to traverse
any portion of the State. In some
cases they laboured under immense
difficulties but they were not hindered
by .. People inspecting their loads C!r
weighing their vehicles to ascertain
if they were correctly loaded. In the
early days when animals. were used
to puH vehicles, only a certain amount
of produce could be carried.
The passing of this Bill will end
an era of which we, in Victoria, are
proud. The earlier settlers, .including
the carriers,. were the people who
developed this State and made possible much of. the progress that is
now evident. It was because of. their
sacrifice that only a s~all fee was
payable to obtain a carrier's licence.
Men who held carriers' licences were
considered to be citizens· of no mean
repute. Many members w:ho examine
the history of their families will find
some connection with this industry.
One of my ancestors was involved
in carrying in this .city in its early
days.
The Country Party supports the
Bill not because it will dispense with
a p~actice just for the sake of do_ing
so but because there now exists
other legislation dealing with the
licensing of carriers, although that
legislation does not convey to ~r
riers the status and honour whtch
the early legislation did.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.

1
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covered by the Bill and have been
unable to obtain a liquor licence for
a club house? I read into this Bill
that the persons establishing the
club house at the Bittern public recreation reserve will probably be
permitted to supply amenities such
as this.
Mr. BORTHWICK ('Minister of
Lands)
(By leave) .-The Lands
Department has no say in the issuing of a liquor licence.
. I understand that it is a requirement of the Liquor Control Commission that before it will issue a
liquor licence there must be some
guarantee of tenure of a property. One
of the reasons for the introduction
of a number of Bills in recent years
allowing corporations and committees of management, particularly
bowling clubs, to enter into leases
has been to enable them to provide
the court with appropriate evidence,
if they are so inclined, in support
of a licence application.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).! was interested in the Minister's
comments in answer to the query
raised because this point concerns
many people. I had a recent experience with a surf life saving_ club
and its application for a liquor
licence. Although the Liquor Control
Commission had a letter signed by
the Minister, it did not accept that
as security of tenure for the
club on the property. This point is
important to the honor.a~le member
who raised it and the Minister should
be quite clear whether the club will
have security of tenure under
the lease. The Liquor Control Commission is probably the strictest authority in this respect. Although the
Lands Department has a survey teal?
working somewhere, the team IS
well behind in the surveying of public lands. The surf life saving club
to which I referred has been disadvantaged in this regard.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.

Adjournment.
ADJOURNMENT.
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Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport) .-1 move-

of

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).1 direct a matter to the attention of
the Chief Secretary.
On the
evening of Friday, 8th March, two
elderly ladies were knocked down
near St. Teresa's Church, Lincoln
Road, Essendon, while on a school
crossing at which pedestrian operated
lights are installed but were not
operating at the time. It is Lent and
an evening service was conducted at
the church. One woman was killed
and the other was seriously injured.
The warrant governing the installation of these lights does not provide for their operating continuously. However, a large number of
people cross the street at this point
at all times. During peak hours, the
traffic count reaches 1,000 vehicles
an hour.
I ask the Chief Secretarv to direct
the Road Safety and Traffic Authority to examine the way in which
these warrants are determined-that
is, how many people and vehicles
must use a crossing to warrant the
installation of lights and what determines the period of operation of
the lights. Many parishioners of the
church have written to the lo:cal
municipality about this serious situation but it is really a matter for the
Road Safety and Traffic Authori~y
to consider. Is there no way In
which it c·an be arranged that the
lights operate when services are held
at the church or when, for any reason, children attend the nearby
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school in other than the usual hours?
These lights are time controlled.
Any humane Government would
seriously consider this important
matter immediately.
Many elderly people have almost
no hope of crossing the road at peak
periods. Because their eyes and
their judgment are not as good as
those of young people, they must
w~it for up to ten minutes.
The
Chief Secretary should particularly
direct the Road Safety and Traffic
Authoritv to examine the warrant
for the ·HP.:hts to which I have referred. They should be operating
when people use the crossing at
night.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).! direct to the attention of the Minister of Education a problem which
affP-cts a large number of apprentices in the woodworking trade
who have been unahJe to obtain
trade training at technical schools
during the first year of their apprenticeshio. I understand that it
will possibly bP- eighteen months before about I 00 woodworking and
cabinet making apprentices will be
able to obtain theoretical and trade
training at technical ·colleges.
One .reason for this grave situation is the salary of $117 a week
which is paid to tradesmen for trade
teaching. A tradesman must have
served an apprenticeship and worked
in industry for five years before he
is eligible to be appointed as a trade
teacher. When the salarv which he
receives is compared with wages
available in the industry-particularly in view of the likely flow-on of
increases in the metal trades industry-the difficulty the Education Department has in attracting people to
the teaching of apprentices can be
understood.
There is a shortage of about 10,000
skilled workers in the building industry and yet 100 apprentices in
trarles that are associated with the
industry cannot undertake their
education properly. This causes wonder about how manv trades are in a
similar position. I ask the Minister of
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Education to inquire into the situation
with a view to ensuring that these
apprentices are given the training
specified in their contracts of apprenticeship.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).I have another headache for the
Minister of Education. Unless extra
teachers are provided for Bell Park
North Technical School the teachers
there may stop work. I heard about
this situation only at the week-end.
Neither the parents nor the teachers
want a stoppage and I ask the Minister to look into the matter and to
act at the earliest possible opportunity.
~r. ROPER (Brunswick West).1 direct a matter to the attention of
the Minister for Local Government.
Certain protections are provided under the Uniform Building Regulations
for householders when factories or
other buildings are to be erected
alongside their properties. The local
municioality h~s a discretion to direct
that there· shall be at least 4 feet between the boundary of the property
and the wall of the building.
A case has come to my attention
in which the householder has what
is known as a class 4 dwellingthat is, a shop or factory with a
dwelling attached. I am sure that
the intent of the regulations is clear,
in that the shop or factory is regarded as the most important part
of the building. But in this case
there is a dwelling with a sma1l shop
in front. There are many buildings
like this. Because of the way the
regulations are drafted, the m'unicipality, the Local Government Department, and the Minister cannot
exercise any option to protect the
amenity of the woman concerned. A
13 ft. 6 in. brick wall is to be erected
18 inches from the side windows of
her house.

I ask the Minister to examine the
problem. Places which are used as
~hops but which are primarily dwelltngs should not lose their amenity
in this way. This woman will lose
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the complete value and comfort of
the house in which she has lived for
many years.
· Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! direct
a matter to the attention of the
Minister of Transport. It is related
to a question which I apparently
misdirected to the Chief Secretary
and concerns an accident at the
Macaulay Road level crossing near
the Kensington station at Bellair
Street. The Chief Secretary has
sain that he will cause an examination to be made of the illumination at the intersection-which is
very dim.
Something must be
done to avoid trouble there in the
near future. I ask the 1'.1inister of
Transport whether his officers have
yet had a chance to report about the
fatal accident on Sunday and, if so,
what is proposed to be done about
this level crossing.
There are few trains but a vast
.am"unt of road traffic along Macaulay
Road and it may be more appropriate
to retain the boom gates as they
are rather than use the traditional
bar gates. However, this might
be an appropriate place for the
Minister to try the experiment I
have mentioned before-the Mexican type " silent policeman ". There
are rio residents within the immediate vicinity and the " silent policeman" might be a means of slowing
down the road traffic. If there is any
area in the State where such an experiment might be appropriate, this
could be it.
Mr. BILLING (Heatherton).-I
raise a matter of concern to the
Minister of Transport, the Minister
of Forests, and perhaps the Minister
of Agriculture.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
· The honorable
member should direct the matter to
the attention of one Minister.
Mr. BILLING.-This is
gene.ral
·
matter.
. : ..
,.
Wheeler).-Ord~r!

a
.;

. The SPEAKER.-! .can call.o~ only
one Minister.. tO.· reply. .·..; · .: ~ . \ r .
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Mr. BILLING.-That will be quite
in order. I am sure that, with your
usual co-operation, Mr. Speaker, we
will get the job done.
The SPEAKER ..:._Order! Will the·
hnnnrable member advise me which
Minister he wants to answer on the
matter he raises?
Mr. BILLING.-! have already
dicated that, Mr. Speaker, but because of the noise in the House vou
mav not have heard ; it is the Minister· of Transport. In Sandown Road,
on the north side of Springvale railway station, thP.re is a fine stand of
old redgums. These trees have been
a feature of the landscape which has
been .iealously guarded by the ratepavers for as long as I can rememher, and I have resided in the area
for more than 50 vears. WhP.n construction of the roadwav and footpath was undertaken in 1957-58, the
Pn'!ineer of the time heedP.d the
pleas of rateoayers and councillors
to preserve the trees at all co~ts.
The matter re:ceived considerable
publicity and the Hera7d commended
ratepavers and councillors on their
determination that this stand · of
trees should be preserved.
A numher of residents have asked
me to direct the attention of the
Minister of Transport and other expert authorities· to the condition of
these trees which are now infested
with the parasite mistletoe with a
view to avoiding their destruction.
An urgent investigation should be
undertaken to see whether· they · can
be doctored. Many residents · are
perturbed that officialdom may take
the easy wav out and cut down the
lot. I appeal on behalf of the City
of ·Springvale and its ratepayers to
the Minister to take urgent action
in whatever direction is necessary
to have these trees treated rather
than eliminated from the landscape.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray):..;....;..J
direct the attention of ·the Minister
of Education· to a remarkable article
in the Teachers Journal regarding
a· transcript of· comments by Mr.
Gordon Seroell. ·the Director-General
of Public ·works,. on :the. ·Education

in-
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Department's building programme.
He attempts to remove the entire
blame for the great dilemma of building standards from the Public Works
Department and place it on the Education Department. He saidOf course, people are put off by the L.T.C.
type of primary schools. These are nothing
more ~than a string of class-rooms joined
by a corridor.
These are uninteresting, but they are what
the client can afford. It wants more and
more class-rooms at the very minimum of
cost.

This is the vein in which Mr. Serpell
talks of a client department-the Education Department .. It is scathing criticism. Mr. Serpell goes on to make
some educational comments concerning buildings when he said that, in
practical terms,. the Education Department's thinking led to a totally
unreasonable and wasteful over-expenditure of resources because too
many schools were being built. He
made this interesting comment, which
would delight the back-bench members of the Government party. We cannot afford this wasteful expenditure- of resources : better planning would
mean a rationalization of resources and the
building of fewer. larger schools.
I should like the Minister of Educa-

tion to inform me whether that is
Government policy on the growth of
Education Department buildings with. in the State. Mr. Serpell had. a
n serve" at teachers
as well. He
saidFin~lly, let it be .s~id thaJt while Public
Works Department staff are ready to discuss
wi·th school principals and staff the needs of
the school and the changes being made, we
cannot allow ourselves to be too much influenced by what .these people want.

These are remarks made by a senior
public servant who is obviously intimately involved in the Education
Department's building programme.
They are at variance with the views
expressed t.o the House by the Minister on a number of occasions. I
should be interested to know whether
the Minister of Education can clarify
the Government's thinking and indicate from where decisions of this
sort come? Can the Minister indicate
what is· the picture for the future?
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Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston).-The
Minister of Education is doubtless
aware that the Preston Girls High
School has experienced a wave of
vandalism during the school holidays
and that the school and the canteen
have been broken into, particularly at
week-ends. When a situation like this
has developed in a highly built-up
residential area, it is obvious that
something should be done by the
police in co-operation with the Education Department. The question of
lighting should be investigated to ascertain whether additional lights
can be installed on the school site.
It is a regrettable feature of society
that this vandalism should occur. It
is an unnecessary expense to the
community and I hope the department, in conjunction with other authorities, may be able to curb this vandalism which is causing inconvenience to the ordinary people and
more importantly to the students
who are disadvantaged by the rebuilding programme. The staff and
the pupils are under some stress until
the present building is completed. I
ask the Minister to use his best endeavours to overcome this type of
vandalism.
Mr. HANN (Rodn·ey).----1 raise with
the Chief Secretary the plight of a
boy who signed on as a police cadet.
The lad, who came from a country
town, was told that board would be
provided at the Young Men's Christian Association at $12.50 a week.
He has boarded at this institution
since 2nd February, and the board
has been increased to $16. The police
cadets have been informed that the
increase will be backdated to 2nd
February. Some of the lads are only
sixteen years of age and the· increased charges seriously affect
them ; a considerable part of their
wages is taken. I ask the honorable
gentleman to review the situation
and at least to waive the backdating
of the increase, which is for four
·
weeks from 2nd February.
lYir. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).
- I direct the attention of the MinIster for Conservation to a question
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which I placed on notice a fortnight
ago relating to the growth of algae
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coming from school or church. I have
already asked the Road Safety and

on the Gippsland lakes over the past Traffic Authority to examine the
three weeks. I thought the question
was elementary. I asked the honorable gentleman whether he was
aware of the particular phenomenon
and if so what investigations, if any,
were being made into this problem. I
should have thought that it would
not take a long time to answer.
The residents in the vicinity of the
Gippsland lakes are deeply concerned
about the growth of this algae, which
has appeared for the second time in
three years. They are concerned to
ascertain whether it is a natural
phenomenon with which they have to
live from time to time. Suggestions
have been made that this occurred
many years ago before man intervened. It is vital that this phenomenon should be investigated while it
is occurring. It seems that in the past
it has disappeared quickly following
a change in weather conditions. I
should like the investigating authority to take whatever steps are
necessary to ascertain on what basis
some action can be taken.
The algae appears to have its
origin in Jones Bay, north of the outlet of the Mitchell River into Lake
King, and it has spread widely
throughout the lakes. This growth accumulates along the beaches and inlets around the lakes and becomes
nauseous in appearance and smell.
One can appreciate that it is of no
help to an area which relies heavily
on the tourist industry. I should like
an assurance from the Minister for
Conservation that investigations are.
taking place and that the Government is taking a real interest in endeavouring to find a solution to the
problem.
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).Two questions were posed to me,
one by the honorable member for
Ponds.
The
GovernMoonee
ment is concerned to adopt a
humane
approach
for
elderly
people and children using pedestrian
or school crossings, or traffic-lightactuated crossings· either going to or

basis upon which they make their
warrants and look at the schedules
and
formulas
for
determining
whether there should be pedestrian
crossings or actuated signals and so
on. I shall take up the matter with
the proper authority on behalf of a
number of people, including the honorable member for Moonee Ponds,
who have raised this matter with me.
The honorable member for Rodney
referred to police cadets boarding at
the Young Men's Christian Association. That organization has been very
humane in taking in police cadets,
with the taking over by the Ministry
for the Arts of the Police Academy.
Mr. WILKES.-It is outrageous.
Mr. ROSSITER.-It is Government
policy on which the Government was
returned with a thumping majority
at the last elections. The Opposition
has dwindled ; look at its numbers! .
Mr. CuRNow.-We wish you were
the Leader!
Mr. ROSSITER.-That is the first
time I have agreed with the honorable member for Kara Kara-with
apologies to Mr. Premier! The
charge of $12.50 a week was a contract between the Police Department
and the cadet. It will not be increased and it certainly will not be
back-dated.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-I will take up with the·
Director of Technical Education the·
points raised by the honorable member for· Reservoir. His aim is to en-·
sure that a sufficient number of trade
instructors ·are attracted to technical
schools for the teaching of an in-·
creased number of ~pprentices.
In response to the representations
of the honorable member for GeelongNorth, I will obtain an immediate re-·
port on the Bell Park North Tech-·
nical School. I was not familiar with
·
the shox:tages at that school.
The article in the ·Teachers Journal'
was brought to· my attention only
half an hour. {lgo, and I have not ·had.
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an opportunity of studying it in detail. The suggestion is that money
could be saved by the building of
larger schools. From time to time it
has been suggested, for example, that
perhaps we are unwise in building
high schools for only 1,000 students.
During my trip to America in 1971 I
made a particular point of looking at
the larger high schools, many of
which were in the 2,500 to 3,000
student category. Some features of
the American educational system
could be copied.
· I do not think this was one of
those examples. Our system of building secondary schools for 1,000
students is preferable to building a
large school catering for 3,000
students. Admittedly, it would be
easier for the Public Works Department to build one school instead of
th_ree. Some .economies could probably be effected by building large
schools of this type.
However, from an educational
point of view, there are distinct advantages in having secondary schools
with a maximum of approximately
1,000 to 1,100 students. It is far
easier to give a degree of personal
attention. There is far less likelihood
of students being lost in a large
crowd, as is sometimes the case in
a university. This type of weakness
was evident from discussions I had
with American educational authorities. There was less tendency for a
student to be lost in a school of
fewer students.
There is also the valid point that
some economies may be effected.
Weighing the two factors together, I
consider that there is still considerable merit in retaining the Victorian
system of having a maximum of
1,000 to 1,200 students in secondary
schools.
.The honorable member for Preston
referred to vandalism at Preston
Girls High School. I will discuss the
matter with the Chief Secretary to
ascertain what can be done to reduce, if not eliminate, the vandalism.
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-1 will refer the matter raised
by the honorable member for Brunswick West to the Minister for Local
Government and ask him to reply
to the honorable member.
The honorable member for Melbourne referred to an accident which
occurred at Macaulay Road level
crossing which is protected by boom
barriers. Generally boom barriers
are regarded as an effective protection, short of grade separation.
The honorable member referred to
Mexican " silent policemen ". I am
not certain what a Mexican " silent
policeman " is and I shall be grateful if the honorable member will provide me with details on these
" quiet policemen " from 1\tlexico.
The
honorable
member
for
Heatherton referred to some sick
gum trees on the north side of the
Springvale railway station in Sandown Road. I assume that the trees
are on railway land. I shall ask offi·
cers from the Victorian Railways to
examine the matter and perhaps
solicit the assistance of ·the Forests
Commission.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-I thank the honorable member for Gippsland East for
his question, which we have delayed
answering in the hope that more
positive information would become
available. The honorable member
may recall the major algae bloom
at Lake Eildon following the 1967-68
drought. Scientists were on standby
from London to identify the bloom.
Algae blooms vary enormously. The
algae ·blooms in the lake are being
examined by the Environment Protection Authority and the Fisheries
and Wildlife Division.
I do not know when positive information will be available, but it
appears that the recent climatic conditions have been conducive to
blooms, not only in the honorable
member's electorate, but also in
other areas of the State. It is interesting that at Lake Burrumbeet
in Ballarat East there is an algae
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bloom in one lake but in an adjacent lake, where the water is deeper
and consequently cooler, no blooms
have occurred, although the circumstances appear similar.
The honorable member is accurate
in the history of algae blooms in the
lakes. I understand that the last
major occurrence was in approximately 1955. As soon as positive information is available on identification of the type of bloom and the
effect it may have, the honorable
member will be informed.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 6.19 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
The follow·ing answers to questions
on notice were circulated:-

LAND VALUATION BOARD OF
REVIEW.
(Question No. 733)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local Government!. What are the names and addresses of
those people successful with appeals to the
Land Valuation Board of Review resulting
from the general valuation of the Shire of
Korong on 30th September, 1967 and what
are full details regarding reductions in
valuations?
2. Whether the Minister is prepared to
examine written details of discrepancies in
the decisions handed down by the board in
relation to appeals by J. D. Ross; if not,
why?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
is1. The information is being supplied to
the honorable member by letter.
2. The board determined the case on the
basis of the facts and the evidence, and
knows of no discrepancies, although it is
not uncommon for an unsuccessful litigant
to consider that there are. The Minister
neither can nor will intervene as the decision of the independent and highly qualified
Land Valuation Board of Review is final,
save on appeal to the Supreme Court on a
point of law only-a course which has not
been exercised in this case.

on Notice.
POULTRY FEED.
(Question No. 734)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara} asked
the Minister of Agriculture!. Whether he is aware of the shortage
of bran and pollard which is used by egg
producers; if so, what action has been taken
or is being taken to alleviate the position?
2. Whether he is also aware that egg producers have advised that they will not be
sold f.a.q. wheat when present supplies
are exhausted and will be forced to use No.
1 or No. 2 off-grade wheat; if so, what
action he is taking to see that this threat
to the quality of eggs is removed?

Mr. I. W. SMITH· (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer is1. There has been a shortage of bran and
pollard for a number of years, basically
due to the loss by Australian flour mills of
export orders for flour. All the bran and
pollard produced by local flour mills is used
in Victoria and this is supplemented by
imports fro~ other States.
As bran and pollard are simply byproducts of flour manufacture, Government
action capnot alleviate the shortage.
Further, there are ample stocks of ingredients, such as crushed wheat and
crushed barley, which are better suited for
layer rations because they are higher
energy feeds than bran and pollard, and
they allow more efficient production.
There has been a trend towards such
higher energy rations· for laying fowls for
many years, and bran and pollard have not
been needed in layer rations to the same
degree as previously. As a result, they
have been diverted to other rations, such as
poultry grower diets or cattle feeds, where
high energy is not necessary.
2. The Australian Wheat Board advises
that it is endeavouring to supply stock feed
requirements with off-grade wheat of
various grades at appropriate price allowances because there are large stocks of offgrade wheat which, at this stage, appear to
be in excess of local requirements.
Tests have recently been completed at
the S.S. Cameron Laboratory, Werribee, to
check on the use of this off-grade wheat in
poultry rations. They have shown that offgrade wheats are adequate to support good
growth of chickens provided that variations
in protein levels of the wheats are taken
into account. Small losses in production
efficiency are compensated for by the lower
prices of these wheats.
It can be expected also that off-grade
wheat is quite suitable for egg production.
Experiments conducted by the department
over a number of year~ have indicated that
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egg quality is little affected by nutrition.
There is no evidence that the feeding of
off-grade wheats would have any effect on
the present high quality of eggs produced
in Victoria, and no action against. their use
is warranted.
The Australian Wheat Board further advises that no one is being forced to take offgrade wheats, but that it is having discussions with stock feeder buyers to explain
the position and to try to convince them
that off-grade wheats at ruling prices are
at le·ast equal in value .for money to f.a.q.
wheat. These talks are proving successful
as buyers are lodging orders for both offgrade and f.a.q. wheats.
The board is
accepting orders for both, but emphasizes
that it will continue to try to attract orders
for off-grade wheats.

COMMONWEALTH HUMAN
RIGHT~ BILL.
(Question No. 741)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
J\.t~omey-General-

Further to his announcement on 31st
January, 1974, that the Chief Justice ·of Victoria had written to him expressing grave
concern about the Commonwealth Govern~ent's proposed Human Rights· Bill and had
asked him to tell the public. of his concern1.. Whether he will lay on the table of the
Ubrary the Chief Justice's letter?
2. Whether the Chief Justice wrote to the
Attorney-General on his own initiative; it
not, whether the letter ·was in response to a
letter from the Attorney-General soliciting a
response and, in that event, whether he will
lay such letter on the table of the Libracy?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer isUpon perusing the Human Rights Bill introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament in 1973 I realized what havoc it could
cause to the administration of justice in this
State. I accordingly thought it necessary to
send a copy of the Bill to the Chief Justice
and said that I would like to discuss it with
him.

The Chief Justice wrote to me in reply on
;30th ; November last, and in his reply he
stated that the proposed Bill gave cc grave
concern so far as the general administra·
tion of the law and public confidence in the
judiciary are concerned ''.
. I do not consider it appropriate that 1
should lay ·the Jetter from the Chief Justice
on the table of the. Library.
·
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INSPECTIONS UNDER LIQUOR
CONTROL ACT.
.
(Question No. 773)

Mr. TREWIN (Benalla) asked the
Chief SecretaryIn respect of the month of February last1. How many members of the Police Force
were made available to the Licensing Squad
to carry out the special examination. of
licensed premises?
2. How many licensed hotels, clubs, restaurants," cabarets, theatres, and retail bottled
liquor shops, respectively, were inspected?
3. How many .unlicensed clubs, public
halls, and eating houses, respectively, were
inspected?
4. How many charges were laid under the
Liquor Control Act 1968?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is1. No additional members of the Police
Force were made available to the Licensing
Squad during the month of February, 1974.
However, 454 members were used on licensing duties within their respective police distric~s during that month.
2 and 3. The information requested is not
readily available as separate figures are not
kept of the number of each type of licensed
and unlicensed premises inspected by police.
During the month of February, 1974, a total
of 497 licensed premises and 533 unlicensed
premises were inspected throughout . the
State by police. Of the respective totals,
43 of the former. inspections and 326 of the
latter inspections were made by members
of the Licensing Squad.
4. A total of 228 charges were laid by
police ·for breaches of the Liquor Control
Act 1968 during February, 1974, including
54 by members of the Licensing Squacl

TUITION IN ENGLISH FOR
MIGRANT CHILDREN.
(Question No. 789)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of EducationHow many migrant children are receiving
tuition in English from teachers exclusively
engaged in this subject at schools within
the electoral district of Brunswick West, and
Brunswick Girls High School, Brunswick
Primary School, Moreland Primary School,
Moreland High School, Coburg High School
and Coburg Technical School, respectively
indicating-{a) how many migrant children
are at each school; (b) the various nationalities of these children; (c) how many " begin•
ners" from migrant families required special
English tuition in· 1974 and how many of
them receive special tuition;- {d) how many
teachers offer such classes, specifying fractions; and (e) what rooms are reserved ex..
elusively for this· purpose?
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu cation).-The answer is(a), (b), (d) and (e).
School

Brunswick High School

Brunswick Technical School ..
3585 Brunswick North Primary School

No of
migrant
children
223

Greek,
Turkish

161

Italian
Greek,
Turkish, Yugoslav
Greek,
Italian,
Turkish, Arabic
Greek,
Turkish,
Italian
Greek,
Italian,
Turkish, Yugoslav
Greek,
Italian,
Turkish, Yugoslav
Italian,
Greek,
Turkish, Arabic
No information ..
Greek,
Turkish,
Italian, Arabic
Greek.
Italian,
Turkish, Arabic
Greek,
Italian,
Turkish
Greek,
Italian,
Turkish
Italian,
Greek,
Turkish
Italian,
Greek,
Turkish, Arabic

413

4399 Brunswick North West Primary School

SO

4304 Brunswick South West Primary School

210

2890 Brunswick West Primary School

182

3941 Coburg West Primary School

299

4704 Pascoe Vale South Primary School
1213 Brunswick Primary School ..

2
137

2837 Moreland Primary School

212

Moreland High School

296

Coburg High School

240

Coburg Technical School

132

Brunswick Girls High School

391

(c) The number of non-English speaking
migrant children enrolled in the beginners
grade is not known at this stage. English
language experience designed on normal infant English programme lines are encompassed in each grade.

176
35
29
240

Accommodation
adequate. No special
rooms used.

3·4

One house of four
rooms.

4·2

3·1
1•8
2
1·5
2·4

A house used.

2

5·8

15,085
of

of

Primary
Secondary
Technical
Advisory

exclusively

teachers
Part time

In respect of the child migrant education
programme for-(a) primary schools; (b)
high schools; and (c) secondary schools.1. How many schools have special classes?
2. How many pupils receive tuition?
3. How many teachers are engaged, specifying whether full-time or part-time and
how many of such teachers are paid from
Commonwealth funds?
4. How many classes are taught in substandard accommodation?

Primary
High
Technical

3

2. Pupils receiving tuitionPrimary
10,467
High
3,001
Technical
1,617

(Question No. 790)

1\'Ir. ROPER {Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Education-

1. Schools with special classes-

Italian,

3. Number
engaged-

CHILD MIGRANT EDUCATION
PROGRAMME.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

Teacher
Rooms exclusively
exclusively
used migrant
used
education

Nationalities

191
28
17

Full time
172

75
41
16

Total
363
103
58
16

540

Salary reimbursement is sought for all of
these teachers.
4. The department has provided a priority
list containing 101 schools to the Commonwealth which to date has provided finance
for 32 units.

HOSPITAL SERVICES
(Question No. 796)-

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of HealthWhat is the density of hospital facilities
and services, as expressed in part by hospital beds per thousand head of population, for-(a) the whole State; (b)· the
Melbourne metropolitan area; (c) the
Latrobe Valley; and. (d) Morwell?

Questions
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Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

I assume that the honorable member
refers to acute hospitals in his question
and on this basis I have provided the
following details:The number of acute hospital beds
provided by public hospitals and private
hospitals per thousand head of population
as at 30th June, 1973, is(a) the whole State, 5·22.
(b) Melbourne metropolitan area, 4·37note (i).

(c) the Latrobe Valley, 6·16-note (ii).
(d) Morwell, 0·80-note (iii).

Note (i)-the figure for the metropolitan
area includes the teaching hospital beds
which are used on a State-wide basis and
not considered on a metropolitan area
basis only.
Note (H)-Latrobe Valley has been
taken to be the following census area:Morwell shire
Moe city
Traralgon city
Traralgon rural
Yallourn works area
Narracan shire
Note (iii)-when considering the beds
available in the town of Morwell, it must
be borne in mind that the public hospital
at Morwell provides local medical facilities
for residents in the town and its immediate
environs. Large hospitals with facilities
for more sophisticated treatment exist at
Moe, 9 miles west, 156 beds, and Traralgon, 9 miles east, 179 beds.
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HOUSING COMMISSION
APPLICATIONS
(Question No. 797)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport. for
the Minister of Housing!. How many tenancy and purchas¢
applications, respectively, are outstanding
in the categories of families with up to
3 children, 4 children, 5 or more
children, single male pensioners, or female
pensioners,
elderly
couples
requiring
Darby and Joan units, and any other
category, in the metropolitan area?

2. What is the average waiting time for
each of these categories in the metropolitan area?
3. How many tenancy and purchase
applications are outstanding in each of the
above-mentioned categories and any other
category, itemized and listed for each of
the country towns, as detailed in table
"C" of the 1971-72 Housing Commission
annual report?
4. What is the average waiting time for
each of the categories listed for each of
the co~ntry towns as itemized?
5. How many units to accommodate
each of the categories listed in the metropolitan area and country towns as itemized
are planned for the next twelve months?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1 and 2. Applications · for Housing Cornmission units, rental and purchase in the
metropolitan area, are as follows:Rental average
waiting time

Lone person-male and female
Darby and Joan-low rental
Childless couples ..
Families-one to four children
Families-five children and over
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1,210 12 months

290 18
728 24
6,923 9
111
7

months
months
months
months

Purchase average
waiting time

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
4 years
2 years

9,262
3. See schedule marked " A ".
4. See schedule of waiting times for
villas in provincial areas, marked " B ".
Waiting times of !-bedroom units in
country localities are difficult to estimate
because of limited vacancy rates in each
town.
5. The commission building programme
for the period 1st July, 1973, to 30tl) June,
1974, consists of 4,375 units.

The details of the programme for each
category is shown in the building programme BP-4 1973-74 dated 26th February.
1974 marked "C ".
The programme for 1974-75 is currently
being formulated but will not be known
in detail until after the Commonwealth
budget allocation for State housing is
announced.

Questions··: :
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SCHEDULE

"A ";

APPIJCATIONS-TENANCY AND PURCHASE.
Estate.

Alexandra
Allansford
Anglesea
Ararat
Avoca
:Bacehus Marsh
Bairnsdale
Balian
Ballarat
Balmoral
Beaufort
Beech worth
Belgrave
Ben alia
Bendigo
Berwick
Birchip
Boort
Bridgewater
Bright
Broadford
Buriinyong
.r.·
Q.lmperdown ..
Cann River
Carisbrook
Casterton
Castlemaine
Cavendish
Charlton
Chit tern
Churchill
c'Iunes
Cobden
Cobram
Cohuna
·colac
CUibinabbin
Coleraine
Corryong
Cowes
Cranboume
Creswick
Dartmoor
Daylesford
Dimboola
Donald
Drouin
Dunkeld
Dun oily
Echuca
Eden hope
Elmore
Euroa
Ferntree Gully
Foster
F.r:ankston
Garfield
Qeelong
Girgarre
Gisbome
Glenrowan

Lone person Low renial

2-bedroom

8

2

3

5

2
2
1

8

2
1
11

14
4
42

6
2
6

10
6
1
8
49

2
2
4
12

12

6

2
8

4

..

1-bedroom

1
9

..

1

24
2
2

20
1

3

33
28
4
69

1
1

6

3
5

27
60

..

3
1

..'6

1

23

4

14
1

6

25

12

5

1
58

7

14

23

2
1
3

1
1

5

16
3
10

..

3
8

4
6

4

s

S.
1

1
1
6
3

5

68

8·
18
26
17
41
-6
2
30
8
11

11

4

s

1
13
3

2

10
3

28
15

2

15
2

10

1
35

3

1
14

3

4
2
39
1
8

.. 33

43

2
18

1

..

4
2

1

11

68

4

5

63
171

16
27

4

1

11
.l

1

4

92

19
50

1

19

5

1

88
12
30

4
3

6
12

1

s

56
1

2
17
28
3
64
83
14
179

3
2

3

s

5

1
11
34
3

4

1
2

Total

13

2
2

2

5

1
4

17

1
4

37

6
8

2

3-bedroom

..

5
5

120
2

104
1
3

3

8~

2

396
2
4
4

3

3

8
11

149
18
247
11

653
3

8
·8

Q.uestiof!S .

SCHEDULE

Estate

Glenthompson
Gormandale
Hamilton
Hastings
Healesville
Heathcote
Heyfield
Heywood
Hopetoun
Horsham
Inglewood
lrymple
Kaniva
Kerang
Kilmore
Koondrook
Koo Wee Rup
Koroit
Korumburra · : :
Kyabram
Kyneton
Lakes Entrance
La~g Lang
Leitchville
Leongatha
Lilydale
Lismore
Longwarry
Macarthur
Maffra
Mansfield
Mary borough ..
Marysville
Meeniyan
Merbein
Merrigum
·-~
Mil dura
Minyip
Mirboo North
Moe
Mooroopna
Mornington ..
Mort lake
Morwell
Mt. Beauty
Moyhu
Murtoa
Murchison
Myrtleford
Nagambie
Nathalia
Natimuk
Nhill
Numurkah
Nyah West
Ocean Grove ..
Omeo
Orbost
Ouyen
Pakenham East
Paynesville
Penshurst
Point Lonsdale
Poowong
Port Fairy

..
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"A "--continued.

Lone person . Low rental . l·bcdroom

2-bedroom

3-bcdroom

1
18

25
8

3
6
' 1

1
8

2
1

26
7

5

8
10

2
3

6
10
1
4

2
2

3
1
1
1
1
8

4
3
1

5
20

1
1

1

28

15

6
17

3
2

21

6

2
9
11
2
1
11
2
1
16
2
6
4

4

1
1
3
3
1

2

1
1
2

5
4
6
8
l1
7
2
7
l1
1

..

2

10
9
10
4

5

3

2

1

2

13

3

2

52

2
21

s

1

10

5

1
10
2
1

3
24
32
43
1
27

5

23
7

1

..

1
9
1

6
1

1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
7
2
2

4

s

17
3

13

5

..
··'32

..

5
94

5
6
2
27
8
2
1
3
3
3

2

1

3

s

15
3

5

11
23
19
36
17

.. 3

9
2
3
3
1

12
14
47

3

s

14
17

9
35
24
56
15
8

.. 5
11

3
3
36

.. 2

27
14
321
44

1
3
16
3
1

1
2

5

11
106
9
87
54
380
1
100
10
7
20.
35
'9
19 .
.6.
S.
10
6
20
8
33.

3
1

.. 3

5
3

1
2

1
19

10

8

s

13
9
l

5

6.
5.2

1

11

38
136
17
1
21
14
2
82
9
8
18
22
3
11
21

6

2
2
2
2
1

Total

3

4

Questions
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SCHEDULE "

Estate

Portland
Portsea
Pyramid Hill ..
·Queenscliff
Rainbow
Red Cliffs
Robin vale
Rochester
Rosedale
Rupanyup
Rush worth
Rutherglen
St. 'Arnaud
Sale ..
Sea Lake
Seymour
Shepparton
Simpson
Skipton
Springvale
Stanhope
Stawell
Stratford
Strathmerton ..
Swan Hill
Tallangatta
Tangambalanga
Tatura
Terang
Tim boon
Tongala
Toora
Trafalgar
Traralgon
Trentham
Upwey
Violet Town
Wahgunyah
Wa:Jwa
Wangaratta
Warracknabeal
Warragul
Wa'rrnambool. .
Wedderburn
Welsh pool
Wemen
Werribee
Whittlesea
Willaura
Winchelsea
Wodonga
Wonthaggi
Wood end
Woorinen
Wycheproof
Yackandandah
Yarram
Yarragon
Yarrawonga ..
Yarra Junction
Yea ..
Total

..

7tb'February. 1974.
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A "-continued.

Lone person Low rental

12

9

!-bedroom

3

2-bedroom

5

1
1
1

2

43

2

1
2

3

2
6
19
4

5
.. 3
12

2
1

8

4

6
33

3
6

3

5

13

2
1
1

11

11

2
3
7
3
6
1

3

24
2
8
27
2

1
2
8
22
1

1
1
2
4

7
10
46
55
94

10
7
1

6

21

2

1
2

9

40

2
6

19
47
1
18

7
2
8
5

3
2

4

2
3
9

1
4

5
6
5

2
2
2

4

1,273

391

240

11

3
4

5
32
1
38
109
2
3
11

6
1
6
3

13

8
1
2
8

3

1

2
9

1
1
2

16
35

2

59
3
7

25
9
2
7
1
4
1
3
1
37
2
1
1
1
51
1
16
35
1
6
19
7
3
110
10
3

3
3
33
38
7
9
4
13
22
15
91
3
110
264
3
8
'20
32
10
2
36
26
2
19
12
13
2
4
1
80
51
2

5
1
132
4
47
123
2
1
7
37
15

5
184
20

11
5

1
2

Total

17

1
20
7

3-bedroom

1
6
2
9

1,608

2

5
32
2
28
8
10

2,223

5,735

11
8
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"·B ".

WAITING TIMES-PROVINCIAL TOWNS.
Estate

Anglesea
Anglesea
Ararat
Avoca
Bacchus Marsh
Bairnsdale
Balian
Ballarat
Beaufort
Beech worth ..
Benalla
Bendigo
Birchip
Boort
Bridgewater
Bright
Broadford ..
Camperdown
Cann River
Carisbrook ..
Casterton ..
Castlemaine
Cavendish
Charlton
Churchill
Cobden
Cob ram
Cohuna
Co lac
Colbinabbin
Coleraine ..
Corryong ..
Cranbourne
Creswick
Daylesford ..
Dim boola
Donald
Drouin
Dunkeld
Dun oily
Echuca
Edenhope
Euroa
Foster
Frankston
Geelong
Girgarre
Gisborne
Glen thompson
Gorman dale
Hamilton
Hastings
Heathcote
Heyfi.eld
Heywood
Hopetoun
Horsham
Inglewood
Irymple
Kerang
Koo Wee Rup
Koroit

Comment

Waiting time

6 months
6
3
24
24

Indefinite
Indefinite

months
months
months
months
Little demand. Depends on vacancies

12 months
6 months
Little demand. Depends on vacancies
9 months
12-24 months
No demand.
Little demand. Depends on vacancies
Little demand. Depends on vacancies
Indefinite
Indefinite
6 months
Little demand.
No demand
No demand
3 months

Depends on vacancies

No demand
No demand
Dependent upon new construction of villas
Small demand. Depends on vacancies

12 months
12 months
12 months
No demand
3 months
No demand
SmaH demand. Indefinite delay
Indefinite
Little demand. Indefinite delay
Little demand. Indefinite delay
Indefinite
4 months
12
12
3
6

months
months
months
months

No demand
No d(.mand
Little demand
Indefinite

12 months
4 months

Little demand
Indefinite
No demand
No demand

3 months
3t years

6 months

No demand
Indefinite pending new construction
Indefinite
Indefinite. Little demand
Indefinite. Little demand
Indefinite. Little demand

6 months
Indefinite
Indefinite
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Estato

Korumburra
Kyabram ..
Kyneton
Lakes Entrance
Lang Lang ..
Leitchville ..
Leongatha ..
Lismore
Longwarry ..
Maffra
Mansfield
Mary borough
Marysville
Meeniyan
Merbein
Merrigum
Mil dura
Mirboo North
Moe
Mooroopna
Momington
Mortlake
Morwell
Moyhu
Murtoa
Myrtleford ..
Nagambie
Nathalia
Natimuk
Nhill
Numurkah ..
Nyah West ..
Orbost
Ouyen
Pakenham East
Penshurst ..
Poowong
Port Fairy ..
Portland
Pyramid Hill
Red Cliffs
Robinvale ..
Rochester ..
Rosedale
Rupanyup ..
Rushworth ..
Rutherglen ..
St. Arnaud ..
Sale
..
Sea Lake ..
Seymour
Shepparton ..
Simpson ..
Stanhope ..
Stawell
Stratford
Strathmerton
Swan Hill ..
Tallangatta ..
Tangambalanga
Tatura
Terang
Tongala
Toora
Trafalgar
Traralgon
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Waiting time

.comment

9 months
6 months
12 months
Indefinite
12 months
9 months

9 months

Indefinite
No demand
Indefinite. Small demand
Indefinite
Indefinite
No houses completed as yet
Indefinite

6 months
18 months

No demand
Small demand

3- 6 months
18 months
3! years
6- 9 months
6 months
18 months
6
6
12
3
9
18

months
months
months
months
months
months

3!

years

12
9
6
9

months
months
months
months

No demand
No demand
Indefinite

No demand

12 months
6 months

No demand
Indefinite. Small demand

lnd~finite

No demand
No demand
18 months
18 months
24 months
No demand
24 months
24 months
12 months
15 months
9 months
9 months
12 months
9 months

5 months

Indefinite. Small demand
No demand
No demand
Indefinite
No demand
Little demand

12 months

Questions
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SCHEDULE "· B "-continued.
Waiting time

Estate

Wangaratta ..
Warracknabeal
Warragul ..
Warrnambool
Wedderburn
Werribee
WiJJaura
Winchelsea ..
Wodonga ..
Wonthaggi ..
Woodend ..
Wycheproof
Yarram
Yarrawonga

Comment

12 months
No demand
6 months
12 months
No demand
Indefinite
No demand
2 months
18. months·
12 months
Indefinite
6 months
12 months
18 months

SCHEDULE " C ".

1973-74 BUILDING PROGRAMME No.
DESIGNATION: BP-4 1973-74.
SUMMARY.

4~

(Question No. 799)

Zone "A" Programme.-Within 30 miles
of Melbourne. Page 2 Flats family
569
Page 2 Flats elderly person
466
Page 2 Flats excess accommodation 30
Page 2 Villas standard
857
Page 7 Villas defence
180
Total 2,102

Zone " B " Programme.-From 30 to 50
miles from MelbournePage 3 Flats elderly person
54
Page 3 Villas standard
336
Rage 7 Villas defence
Nil
Total

Zone
from
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

390

" C " Programme.-Beyond 50 miles
Melbourne-*
4 Flats group housing
38
4 Flats elderly person
284
4 Flats excess accommodation 30
5 Villas standard
1,447
7 Villas defence
84
Total

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ON
EDUCATION.

1,883

Total building programme 4,375
• For special reasons the following towns
are classified in zone ·" C ":-Bacchus
Marsh,
Broadford, Gisbome, Kilmore,
Kyneton, Woodend.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas)
asked the Minister of EducationWhat capital funds . were. expended or
committed on education in the . electoral
district of Dundas in the years 1971, 1972,
and 1973, respectively?
·
·

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer isIt will be necessary to obtain advice on
expenditure from the Public Works Department and the honorable member will be
advised by letter when the information
comes to hand.

DRIVING LICENCE TESTS.
(Question No. 800)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong
asked the Chief Secretary-

North)

Whether restrictions were placed on forward bookings for driving licence tests at
the Geelong office of the Motor Registration
Branch; if so, what was the reason for the
restrictions and what is the present situation
concerning such bookings?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isTests for driving licences are arranged
with the Geelong Motor Registration Office
by api>ointment but restrictions are placed
on forward bookings in order to ensure that
the testing officers are fully . employed on
such tests during the whole term of their
duty.
The situation as at 15th March, 1974,
was that a total of 552 appointments had
been accepted for driving tests to be conducted · between that date and 20th April,
1974, but .as there were 40 vacant appointment times between 16th April and 20th
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April, 1974, no bookings were being accepted
for tests to be conducted after 20th April,
1974.
When the appointment book has been
filled up to 20th April, 1974, appointments
will be accepted for driving tests for the
following week.

DOUTTA GALLA PRIMARY
SCHOOL
(Question No. 802)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of EducationWhat plans there are to improve staffroom accommodation at the Doutta Galla
Primary School?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer isWe recognize the need to improve staffroom accommodation at Doutta Galla Primary School and it has been planned to
visit the school to determine requirements.
If the school so desires, a spare class-room
may be used by the staff pending the modification that will be undertaken to meet the
school's needs.
·

ROAD OVERPASS FOR
BROADMEADOWS.
(Question No. 803)

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingWhether any Housing Commission funds
are committed to the building of a road
overpass in the city of Broadmeadows; if
so--(a) what is the location of the overpass; (b) what is the estimated cost; and
(c) how much of the cost will be met from
Commission funds?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Housing is(a) Riggall Street-Pascoe Vale Road.
(b) $714,000.
(c) The whole of the cost.

RECREATION PROJECTS IN
PRESTON.
(Question No. 804)

Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston) asked
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
RecreationWhether, as the City of Preston was informed by correspondence in 1973 that a
field officer would inspect the two projects
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accepted by the Minister, namely the Sullivan Reserve complex and the heated swimming pool, he will advise when it is intended that this field inspection will be
made?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
isA recreation officer will visit C. H. Sullivan Reserve and the T. W. Andrews
Reserve (heated swimming pool) on Thursday, 18th April, 1974.

MALLACOOTA LAND FOR
TEACHER HOUSING.
(Question No. 805)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationWhether the Education Department has
commissioned a valuer's report on the purchase of land at Mallacoota as a site for
single teacher units; if. so, what was the
substance of the report?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

An officer of the Teacher Housing
Authority has reported on suitable land for
the provision of single teacher units at
Mallacoota. The area involved is Crown
land and as there is no provision in the
Land Act whereby it can be sold direct to
the authority nor is there any provision in
the Teacher Housing Act 1970 to acquire
Crown land, the authority has sought with
the concurrence of the Department of
Crown Lands and Survey to have the site
reserved under section 14, Land Act 1958
for Public Purposes (Teacher Housing).

PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION.
(Question No. 806)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Health1. What form of services and subsidies
are currently offered in respect of preschool education in Victoria?
2. What was the cost to the Government
of each of such services and subsidies for
the years 1970-71 to 1972-73 inclusive and
what is the budgeted allocation· for
1973-74?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health) .-The answer is-

of

The form of services currently offered
for three to five year olds is as follows:Pre-school kindergartens829 catering for 43,315 children.
Pre-school play centres84 catering for 2,484 children.
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Annual Maintenance Subsidies
Pre-school centres:
Kindergartens: To the extent of the
award salary entitlement of the
kindergarten teacher and the
kindergarten assistant.
Pre-school play centres: To the extent
of the award salary entitlement of
the pre-school play leader and the
Total number of centres, 935, catering for
major proportion of the salary paid
46,332 children age three to five years.
to the play centre assistant.
In addition for younger children, 20 of
Toddler groups: Salary entitlement of
the day nurseries cater for 1,049 children the kindergartner.
under three years and, at 10 toddlers' groups
Day nurseries: Eighty per cent of the
provided at infant welfare centres, 429 chil- award salaries payable to staff approved
dren attend once a week with their mothers for subsidy purposes.
under the guidance of a kindergartner.
Subsidies on a $1 for $1 a year basis are
In addition through the Maternal, Infant paid to pre-school child development
and Pre-School Welfare Division guidance officers employed by municipalities. Subsiin the establishment of pre-school centres dies are also paid to various authorities.
and supervision are provided by the pre- towards the cost of kindergarten superemployed by them to the extent of
school advisers, and health education of visors
parents and medical examination of chil- the award salary.
Scholarships: Fifty scholarships
are
dren is carried out by medical officers.
available each year for the three-year
The following grants and subsidies are course at State College of Victoriaavailable:Institute of Early Childhood Development
and the allowance ranges from $1,700 to
Capital grants towards the cost of $2,120.
erection ofTen pre-school mothercraft bursaries of
Pre-school centres: Maximum $15,000 $600 plus an allowance for fares of $36 a
on a $2 for $1 basis.
year each.
Day nurseries: Maximum of $20,000
Costs: Capital grants-includes grants
being $6,000 on a $2 for $1 basis, · for pre-school centres, infant welfare
plus $14,000 on a $1 for $1 basis. centres and day nurseries.

Day nurseries22 catering for 533 (3-5 years).
(i) employing kindergarten teachers 3
-80. (3-5 years) .
(ii) employing
mothercraft
nurses
specially trained for pre-school
work 19-453 (3-5 years).

Capital grants-includes grants for}
pre-school centres, infant welfare
centres and day nurseries
Subsidies for pre-school centres, pre-1
school child development officers
and kindergarten supervisors

J

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

$360,000

$406,000

$356,600

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

$3 million

$4 million

$5 million

(allocation)
$6 · 2 million

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

$

Subsidies for day nurseries
Scholarships

238,000
112,000

$

318,000
131,000

$

393,000
186,000

1973-74

(allocation)
$820,000
1973-74

$

512,000
287,000

No costs are given in respect of the
salaries and other costs relative to staff
of the Maternal, Infant and Pre-School
Welfare Division who are involved in
activities related to the pre-school child.

Freeway railway line; if so-( a) where the
terminus will be located and why this
point was chosen; and (b) when it is
expected the line will be completed; if not,
when a decision will be made?

EASTERN RAILWAY.

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-the answer is-

(Question No. 808)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Transport-

The eastern railway project is currently
under review by the Public Works Committee.

Whether a decision has been made on
the point of termination of the Eastern

The Government is awaiting the report
of the committee.
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YARRA JUNCTION COLD STORES.
(Question No. 810)

·.Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Labour and IndustryWhether proceedings have been . commenced against Utility Cold Stores .of
Riversdale Road, Yarra Junction, by the
Department of Labour and Industry in
respect of arrears in the payment of wages;
if so-( a) what was the nature of . these
charges; and (b) whether the charges ha.ve
been heard and, in that event, in whtch
court and on what date; or, if no charges
have been laid, why?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-The answer
isNo charges have been laid.
The provisions of the Labour and
Industry Act make it clear that there is
·no mandatory requirement to launch a
prosecution whenever a breach of the law
IS detected.
Rather, the Act requires the
exercise of discretion in each particular
case.
In the case of Boer Bros. (Wholesale)
Pty. ·Ltd., the occupier of the premises at
Riversdale Road, Yarra Junction, the
breaches concerned the underpayment of
wages to certain employees. Once the
company had satisfied itself about what
additional amounts were due, it paid the
arrears in full. No useful purpose could
be seen in launching a prosecution against
the company.
.

SCHOOL DENTAL SERVICE.
(Question No. 811)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of HealthWhat services are currently offered by the
Victorian School Dental Service?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

The School Dental Service provides dental
attention for children of primary school age
within limits determined by the availability
of trained staff. Acceptance for treatment
is limited to those up to eight years of age,
who are then treated a:t each subsequent
visit to the school by dentists until they
reach twelve years.
.
In the metropolitan area there are two
dental centres, one at North . Fitzroy and
the other at Footscray. Each centre treats
schools in its vicinity which are in industrial
areas. Children are transported by bus to
the centres, the . schools being taken in
fegular rotation.

on Notice.'

In the country, priority is given to areas
of scattered population remote from .den~al
facilities and every. effort is made to mamtain annual visits to schools .iri such districts
by use of mobile dental units.
Children's institutions in provincial cities
and in the metropolitan area also receive
regular attention. One dental officer is
allotted specifically to the dental care of
handicapped children.
A dental therapy training school in St.
Kilda Road is now under construction· and
the first group of trainee therapists · will
commence the two year course of instruction in 1975. When these therapists become
.available they will .. be used, under the
general direction and control of dental. officers, to extend the School Dental Service
to many other areas of the State with a
view to the provision ultimately of dental
care for all school children .in Victoria.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL.
(Question No. ·S12)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power, for the Minister of .State
Development and Decentralization!. How many persons are employed in
each division of the Department of State
Development, specifying their Public Service
· ·
status?

2. Where offices of. each division of the
department are situated and how many
officers are located in each office?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fu~l
and Power).-The answer supplied
by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization is1. Central Administration.

Governor in Council appointee
under Act 8081
Administrative Division
Professional Division
Technical and General Division
Temporary
Exempt employees

1
8
1
3
4
1
18

Division of Industrial Development.

Administrative Division
Professional Division
Technical and General Division
Temporary

32
4
6
6
48

Division of Immigration.

Administrative Division
Technical and General Division
Temporary
· ·
Exempt

8
2
6.

3
19
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Division of Tourism.

Governor · in Council appointee
under Act 8081
Administrative Division
Technical and General Division
Temporary
. EXempt

2

69

27

35

23

Total

156
241

Number of
staff employed

2. Location of Office.
232 Victoria Parade, East Melbourne, 3002
480 Collins Street, Melbourne,

3000

66
16

Shenton
Reception
Centre,
41 Kinkora Road, Hawthorn,
3122
276 Collins Street, Melbourne

3

3000

52

3000

77

272 Collins Street, Melbourne,

Melbourne Airport

2

Victorian Government Tourist Bureaux.
Brisbane
3
Sydney
3

5

Adelaide
Mildura

3

Geelong

5

4

B~~r~
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3. What is the life expectancy of. these
homes?
4. Whether he has . received any complaints relating to the state of repair· of
railway ·homes within the electoral district
of Sunshine; if so, what is the nature of the
complaints?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer is1. 1950 to 1954.
2. No. The regulations of the day were
relaxed by Orders in Council in respect of( a) The height of rooms from floor to
ceilings.
(b) Ventilation.
(c) Sizes and spaces of members of the
timber framework.
The floor-to-ceiling height now meets the
requirements of the regulations.
3. Approximately 40 years. This could be
longer, depending on maintenance.
4. A Mr. T. O'Connell complained about
the state of an unoccupied house at 8 Alice
Street, in 'March, 1973.

The railways inspected the house and,
apart from heavy growth of grass and a
fence which needed some repair, found the
house in good condition. The railways remedied both matters to Mr. O'Connell's
satisfaction.

2

B~~~

on Notice.

Total 241

The railways receive requests from tenants
for repair work that ranges over a wide
variety of items. Painting is probably the
most common request.

In addition1 negotiations are currently in
hand to purcnase office accommodation and
residences for five promotion officers and
supporting staff in each of the five selected
areas-Ballarat, Bendigo, Latrobe Valley,
Portland and Wodonga.

The Australian Railways Union recently
has made a request for more frequent
maintenance.

RAILWAY HOMES AT SUNSHINE.

TEACHER STUDENTSHIPS.

(Question No. 813)

(Question No. 814)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Transport!. When the prefabricated railway homes
imported from England were erected in the
electoral district of Sunshine?
2. Whether these homes meet with the
minimum standards of the Uniform Building
Regulations?

Type

1969
Offers Accept

Primary .. 2,741
Secondary 2,718
Technical .. 727

2,079
1,861
418

1970
Offers Accept
2,798
3,607
553

2,214
2,477
470

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationHow many teaching studentships, indicating each category, have been awarded in
each of the past five years?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

Offers
2,822
4,549

779

of

1973
Accept

1971
Accept

Offers

1972
Accept

Offers

2,006
2,163
546

3,088
4,332
969

2,299
2,863
579

3,035
4,774
1,094

2,163
2,715
797

1988
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COHUNA HIGH SCHOOL.

ROYAL DENTAL HOSPITAL.

(Question No. 815)

(Question No. 817)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education-

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Health-

!. What is the staffing target established
by the Education Department in respect of
Cohuna High School?
2. What is the actual number of teachers
at the school?
3. When staff will be provided to make
up the shortage?

With respect to the Royal Dental Hospital,
Melbourne-!. What means test is applied to exclude
patients from free treatment?
2. Whether such means test prevents
patients from obtaining conservative treatment at the hospital and obliges them to
seek extractions from private <lentists?.
3. How many patients. were treated at the
hospital in the years 1972 and 1973?
4. What State Government contribution
is made to the hospital for subsidizing the
treatment of needy patients?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister . of
Education) .-The answer is1. 32·2.

2. 28·6.
3. One teacher was just transferred by
the staffing officer from Swan Hill. If this
teacher takes up :duty at Cohuna the actual
number of staff at the school will be 29 6.
Every effort will be made to appoint more
teachers to Cohuna as soon as possible.
COMPUI~SORY

DEPOSIT ON
:BOTTLES AND CANS.
(Question No. 816)

.. Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister for ConservationWhat action is being taken to investigate
and implement the placing of a compulsory
deposit on all bottles and cans?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The answer isAt a meeting last year of the Australian
Environment Council, which the honorable
member will be aware consists of Commonwealth and State Ministers responsible for
conservation and the environment, consideration was given to the problem of beer, soft
drink and other beverage containers.
The council resolved to ask the Commonwealth Government ·to conduct a public inquiry into the question of a uniform substantial deposit on all such containers and
means of implementing such scheme, its
economic, social and environmental effects
and other positive alternative or supplementary course of action to solve the environmental problems presented by the disposal
of these containers.
This request was subsequently agreed to
by the Commonwealth and at the present
time an inquiry is being held by the House
of Representatives Standing Committee on
Environment and Conservation.
The holding of such a public inquiry will
enable the effect of a ·c·ompulsory deposit
system to be assessed.

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health) .-The answer is~

of

1. A means test similar to that used in
ordinary acute public hospitals is applied to
determine eligibility for treatment. Briefly,
from the gross salary of the patient or of
the parent or guardian financially responsible (or, where both parents are working,
their joint income) deductions are made
according to the number of dependants and
for rental paid. If the net salary arrived
at is equal to or less than the national
minimum wage, the person is classified as a
"public patient".

In making this assessment, consideration
is given to family assets (excluding the
value of residence, family assets excluding
those of children should not exceed $6,000).
In addition, due regard is paid to any extenuating circumstances which may exist,
such as probable length of costly treatment
or stay in hospital (past and present),
illness amongst other members of family
and cost of treatment, unemployment or loss
of wages due to illness, etc.
2. The " public patient", if an in-patient,
is subject to the normal charges applicable
to a public in-patient in an acute public
hospital at present fixed by Order in Council
at $20 per day.
This charge includes all
medical and dental attention and appliances. Pensioners holding medical entitlement cards are, of course, admitted and
treated free, as in other public hospitals. In
the case of indigent persons, the normal
charge may be reduced by the committee
or waived completely depending upon the
income of the patient.
A "public patient", if presenting as an
out-patient, is required to pay a small fee
and also to pay an amount, assessed on a
sliding scale according to his ability to pay,
for provision of dental prostheses. Because
of the large number of applicants classified
as " public patients " who seek conservative
treatment at the hospital, it is impossible
to give immediate treatment to each person
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and a waiting period for other than urgent
treatment is usually necessary.
Many
patients who would be eligible to receive
treatment at the hospital prefer to go to a
private dentist rather than wait for S?me
time until their turn for treatment arrives.
Any person who needs it receives urgent
treatment for the immediate relief of pain
without a means test but, after such treatment, a " non-public patient" is referred
to his private dentist for any subsequent
attention that may be necessary.
3. Number of patients treated and number
of attendances for years ended 30th June-In-patients
Out-patients treated

1972

1973

1,976
37,416

2,699
33,471

39,392

36,170

Number of out-patient
attendances
166,844 189,488
4. The following maintenance grants have
been made to the hospital for financial years
as shown1971-72-$1,279,635
1972-73-$1,522,141

&gislatittt Asstmhly.
Wednesday, March 20, 1974.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) to.o~ the chair ~t 2.49 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
·
ABSENCE OF MINISTERS.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have· to announce that
the Premier and the Chief Secretary
will be delayed on business of State.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Is the
Attorney-General aware of any instruction being issued to public servants who are justices of the peace
advising them not to undertake court
duty; if so, can the honorable gentleman give any reason for the instruction?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-I am not aware of any such instruction.

without Notice.
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STATEMENT BY DIRECTORGENERAL OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leade\r of
the Country Party) .-Does the Minister of Education intend to heed the
advice which has been given by the
Director-General of Public Works
that emphasis should be placed on
the repairing of school buildings
rather than the building of new
schools, and his statement that the
present policy is crazy?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-First priority must, of
course, be given to the provision of
school places where none exist and,
as the Leader of the Country Party
knows, there are many parts of the
State-perhaps Shepparton in particular-where in recent years there
has been a marked need for additional
school accommodation.
I hope that in the years ahead the
Government will be able to increase
the a'llocation for school maintenance
because the department is celebrating
its centenary and many schools in the
State still occupy the original buUdings or sections of those buildings.
Moreover, many of the schools built
in .light masonry veneer during the
1950s are maintenance problems to
some degree at present.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of. the
Opposition) .-Has the Minister of
Public Works read the statement by
the Director-General of Public Works
published in the Teachers Journal?
Does the honorable gentleman endorse and accept responsibility for
those views and does he share the
criticisms which have been made by
the Director-General concerning cer..
tain aspects of the administration of
the Education Department?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-Firstly, I have read the
article in the Teachers Journal-! did
this at 9.30 p.m. yesterday. Secondly, I accept responsibility for the remarks made by the Director-General..
Thirdly, I share the viewpoint of the
Director-General in its fun context
but not in the part context which was
reported.
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PORTSEA LAND.
·Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).
-In view of the Australian Government's decision to transfer to Canberra the officer cadet school at Portsea and the Premier's announcement
that he welcomes the decision and
that if the land were given to the
State the Government would reserve
it as a national park, I ask the Deputy
Premier whether the Government
will consider at the same time declar. ing some of the water within the area
as a marine national park?
Mr. THOMPSON (Deputy Premier).
-That aspect has not been considered by the Government but undoubtedly representations will be
made along those lines and consideration will be given to them.
· I stress that repeated representations were made by Victoria to the
Commonwealth for the release of the
land occupied by the Army at Portsea
so that a national park could be
established. The Victorian Government wiH co-operate with the Federal
Government to bring that proposal to
~uccessful fruition as soon as possible.
LAND SETTLEMENT.
Mr. HANN (Rodney).-Following
the announcement that the Government . intends
to
reopen the
Rochester and Heytesbury land
settlement schemes, can the Minister
of Soldier Settlement indicate when
.applications can be made for both
~ Rochester and Heytesbury blocks and
. when the first farms will be allocated?
Mr. BORTIIWICK (Minister of
.Soldi~r Settlement) .-I am not in a
positiOn accurately to advise the
honorable member, but I am hopeful
. that the first applications will be
called early in the coming year.

· . STATEMENT BY DIRECTORGENERAL OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I address a question
to the Minister of Public Works
arising from his previous answer that
he endorsed the full context of the
remarks of the Director-General of

without Notice.

Public Works rather than the part
context that appeared in the press.
Is the honorable gentleman suggesting that the article that appeared in
the Teachers Journal was not complete? When he used the term " part
context " was he referring to other
items that appeared in the press?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The report that appeared
in the Teachers Journal arose from
unjustified criticism by the Victorian
Teachers Union,
the Victorian
Federation of State Schools Mothers
Clubs and the Victorian Council of
State Schools Organizations which
was reported widely in the daily press
last November. Following on what I
considered most unjustified criticism
of the Public Works Department, the
Director-General of Public Works,
on his own initiative although· he advised me and I endorsed his initiative,
invited representatives of those
organizations to discuss with him in
his office exactly what went on in
the Public Works Department, ,how
the department carried out its briefs
on behalf of the Education Oepart. ment, and tj:le relationship enjoyed
by the two departments.
At that s'"age the Director-General
of Public Works did not know that
his remarks were to be published in
the Teachers Journal. I have not
· ascertained whether, at that time,
there was a shorthand writer present
at the meeting but I believe there
was. I do not know for certain
whether or not his remarks were
taped. The remarks were made· by
the Director-General of Public Works
in good faith-he believed in confidence-and it is entirely unethical
for remarks made at the end of last
year or early this year to be reported
in the Teachers Journal without the
Director-General being so advised.
SEIZURE OF MILK.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Has the Minister of Health ordered
an investigation to be made by officers of his department into . the
actions of the health inspectors· of
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the City of Broadmeadows in confiscating a certain quantity of milk? If
so, can the honorable gentleman inform me whether it is the usual
practice for the Department of Health
to investigate actions of authorized
health inspectors of municipalities,
and whether the Minister was requested by an outside organization or
person to make this inquiry? If he
was, who was that person or
organization?
Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-Inquiries are continuing. It
is competent for the Department of
Health to take action in circumstances where complaints are made
about health matters.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-! ask the
Minister for Fuel and Power whether
it is a fact that experiments have
been carried out into the possibility
of extracting on· from Victoria's
brown coal ·deposits. If so, can the
Minister inform the House what progress has been made in these experiments?
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-Yes, for many years
experiments have been carried out in
Victoria, and particularly overseas,
for the production of oil, not · only
from brown coal of the type found
in the Latrobe Valley but also. from
other types. In fact, a refinery
operating in South Africa is producing
oil from brown coal. At present it
appears that the economics are
against 'the production of oil from
brown coal~ but recently five gentlemen from the German Democratic
Republic visited Victoria to inspect
our coalfields with the object of offering us certain technical knowledge
and licences and perhaps eventually
selling us some machinery.
Work is being carried out on the
hydrogenation of brown coal-that is,
removing all water from the coal
·before it goes through other technical
processes. · We are awaiting the report ·from these people and doubtless
when .it is· received it will be con; However, · : in · ·' Victoria
sidered.
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through the Ministry of Fuel and
Power, the University of Melbourne
and other organizations, work is being
carried out to ascertain, firstly, the
various qualities of Victoria's bro~n
coal, and secondly, ways and means
of producing other substances from it.
PRAHRAN HIGH SCHOOL.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).In view of the undertaking given last
year to Prahran High School that two
remedial teachers would be provided
to meet the urgent and acknowledged
need of the students at the school,
and the inability of the Education
Department to fulfil that need in 1974,
will the Minister of ·Education agree
to the transfer of one of the ·teachers
at the school, a Mr. Lapsly, from the
normal staff to the remedial staff as
recommended by the principal, the
district inspector, and the staff association, and as requested by Mr.
Lapsly, who has had some years of
training in this field and at present is
required simply for French teaching?
Will the Minister agree to Mr.
Lapsly's transfer to the remedial staff
and his replacement by a normal
teacher?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) . - Under the Teachers
Tribunal schedule, Prahran High
School is entitled to 43 teachers. In
fact, it has 60 teachers. The school
is entitled to 56 general subject
teachers
under
the
Education
Department target and it has
56 teachers. In addition it has· 4
specialist teachers of migrant English
working full time. Therefore, the
school has 60 teachers as against the
43 which would have been the number
to which the school was strictly entitled some years ago. Two remedial
teachers
were also
appointed;
one .of these teachers failed
to . report for duty and went
to Western Australia. The other
was not passed in the course he was
doing in· December. Consequently~
·these two teachers did not begin their
quties at Prahran High School. How. ever the· school still has 60 teachers
.fot l;029. pupils. . ·. :
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With a view to overcoming any
deficiencies the school may have in
remedial work, steps have been taken
to appoint a teacher who starts at the
school in the second term. At this
stage we are endeavouring to find
another teacher who can take up duty
immediately. In the meantime I have
informed the principal that if the
general subject teaching can still be
covered, any teacher within the
school may be seconded for remedial
teaching.

the matter with me, I would be delighted to show him the information
on which the judgment has been
made.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine).I address my question to the Minister
of Agriculture but before doing so,
I seek your guidance, Mr. Speaker.
I am having difficulty in obtaining
answers from the Minister of Agriculture to questions I have placed on
notice. In answer to a question I
asked yesterday during question
time, I was assured by the Minister
of Agriculture that a reply to question No. 756 was in the post or on
the way. The reply has not arrived,
so I presume the messenger has become lost between the Minister's
office and this building. I seek to
ascertain whether I am now permitted
to ask the question directly, knowing
that the Minister has already signed
a document on the particular question. Accordingly, I seek to ask the
following question without notice of
the Minister of Agriculture--

HELMETED HONEY-EATER.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).
-Can the Minister for Conservation
advise whether the Government is
in a position to spend $2 ·5 million
. to save the helmeted honey-eater; if
so from what sources are the funds
to' be made available and how are
they to be spent in order to save
. this bird? Further, will the honorable
gentleman table any evidence or
· document on which the Government
based its decision to spend .this large
amount of money in an effort to save
· this bird?

Mr. B~RTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The Feder~l. Govemment has agreed to subsidize the
. purchase of some 800 acres of land
. along Cockatoo Creek in the general
: area of Woori Yallock by provision
of a $2 for $1 grant. The grant will
.·. also apply to funds raised by public
appeal and this method of raising
funds is being considered at the
moment. There are fewer than 300
helmeted honey-eaters in this State.
It is an endangered species. As the
.helmeted honey-eater has been adopted as Victoria's fauna emblem, I
believe it is a worth-while operation
for the State and Federal Governments conjointly to embark upon an
exercise to preserve the bird. The
existing wildlife reserves in the area
are quite small and the habitat required for the bird to survive is
under threat. It. is presently pri.vately-owned land. If the honorable
member for Gippsland East would
care to call at my office and discuss

without Notice.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! A question has
been asked, I understand.
Mr. FOGARTY.-It has not been
answered.
The SPEAKER.-A question has
been asked, I understand, on notice .
That being the case, the honorable
member cannot ask the question
during questions without notice.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker. As I understand the
situation, yesterday the honorable
member for Sunshine directed a
question to the Minister of Agriculture and the Minister made a
statement to the House indicating
that the answer would be forthcoming that afternoon. Once the Minister answers a question, it becomes
the property of the House. If the
answer has not been supplied, the
Minister has made a statement to
the House which is not accurate.
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Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Mr. Speaker, if I
could address you on the point of
order-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Leader of
the Opposition on the point of order.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-Therefore, I submit,
Mr. Speaker, that the honorable
member for Sunshine would be perfectly in order in asking a question
of the Minister of Agriculture which
is designed to ascertain why an
undertaking the Minister gave yesterday had not been complied with.
I submit this would be perfectly in
order.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-As I recall yesterday's question time, and the point of
order raised by the Leader of the
Opposition, my answer to the honorable member was that I compiled
answers to the questions and forwarded them to the House yesterday.
In no way did I give the House an
undertaking that the answers were
here or would be here.
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister said
he had signed them and that they
would be delivered yesterday.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-I did not say
I had signed them, because one does
not sign this type of document. I
had compiled and forwarded the
answers to the House yesterday; that
is the answer which I gave the honorable member and that is the situation.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The position remains that if the Minister of Agriculture, in his wisdom, is willing to give
a rundown to the honorable member
for Sunshine, I am prepared to permit
it.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-It is impossible
to answer orally the written questions
of the honorable member for Sunshine, because they contain, from
memory, one and a half pages of
statistics. Although I have a good
memory, I do not carry figures of
that type around in my head. I am

1974.)
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aware that the honorable member
might require the figures in .a forthcoming debate, and therefore I took
some pains to ensure that the answers
were completed yesterday and forwarded. The answers having been
forwarded by me to the House in
good faith, as I usually do, it was out
of my hands when they would arrive. I assumed they would arrive
yesterday, but I certainly did not
give any undertaking to that effect.
EMPLOYMENT FOR APPRENTICES.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe).-! direct
a question to the Minister of
Labour and Industry. Following the
Minister's proposal on 20th February
that some of the resources of the
Commonwealth Employment Service
and the Apprenticeship Commission
in Victoria be married in an effort
to find employment for young people
who had qualified to enter apprenticeship but had encountered difficulty in
finding suitable positions, can the
honorable gentleman advise the
House whether the marriage has
eventuated, and if so, when it took
place?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-I am able to
announce to the House that the
honeymoon is not over. Last month,
despite the fact that more young boys
had registered to become apprentices
than in previous years, it became
obvious that a number of applicants
who had received certificates from
schools stating their suitability for
apprenticeships would not be able to
obtain jobs in the apprenticeship
field.
I approached the Commonwealth Minister for Labour and asked
whether he would agree to the
resources of the Apprenticeship
Commission being married, as the
honorable member put it, to those
of the Commonwealth Employment
Service to assist in placing these lads
in apprenticeships, probably in areas
which were not their first choice. To
his credit, the Minister for Labour
agreed to the proposal, and last
month of 2,000 boys awaiting placement in apprenticeships, 700 had
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already been suited. To that extent,
ther.efore, . the marriage has been
exceedingly successful, and I know of
no reason why it should not continue
to be so.
AIR POLLUTION.

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).Has the attention of the Minister for
Conservation been directed to a report
which stated that yesterday the air
above Melbourne showed a count of
6·4 parts per 100 million of sulphur
dioxide, which is the highest level
ever recorded in the metropolitan
area?
In view of the fact that
industry now needs licences to discharge pollutants into the air, can
the honorable gentleman explain the
reason for the increase in the sulphur
dioxide content of Melbourne's
atmosphere?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-One would have
thought that a person .of the perspicacity of the honorable member
for Albert Park would hardly need
to ask such a question. One is dealing with an existing situation, and
the Environment Protection Act was
enacted to bring about a gradual
improvement to the licensing system.
Mr. DousE.-But the pollution is
increasing.
Mr. BORTHWICK.-The honorable
member for Albert Park might be the
first person to relinquish voluntarily
the use of his motor car.
Mr. DousE.-1 seldom use it.
Mr. BORTHWICK.-The honorable
member should understand the
situation.
Mr. DoUBE.-The Minister has not
ans~ered the question.
Mr. BORTHW1CK.-1 am doing so.
The major contributor to the smog
situation is emissions from motor
cars. This Government was one of
the first to take action ·on· the problem
of exhaust ~missions and to propound
tighte'r exhaust emission controls
tht9ugh the Australian Trahspott Advisory -council · · ··
:

without· Notice.

With the number of vehicles ori the
road per head of population increasing, despite the excellent work of the
author_ity in licensing and imposing
ever-htgher standards on industry
until the new exhaust standards'
which were· approved by Australia~
Transport Advisory Council at the
last conference-and supported by the
Labor Party unanimously in the
House-are implemented in 1975,
~nder certain meteorological conditions there will be an increase in air
pollution. Victoria is fortunate with
its weather conditions.
Mr. DOUBE.-The Minister is .talking about smog.
Mr. BORTHWICK.-Smog is part
of what I am talking about. Victoria
has a lower incidence of heavy ·smog
days than most cities of the world.
GYMNASIUM FOR BELMONT
HIGH SCHOOL
Mr•.AUREL. SMITH (Bellarine).As an Impasse appears to have arisen
over the provision of Government
funds for · the building ·of i .multipurpose sports gymnasium at Belmont .High School, will the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation inform the House on the situation regarding a request for a grant froin his
departm~nt for this project?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-A community project of this nature between
the Education Department and a municipality requires the agreement of
the particular school. These projects
are ·administered by the Community
Schools Project Committee. A request
has been made through the Belmont
High School for funds. The Education
Department
has
recently
approved a subsidy system for
gymnasiums in- secondary schools
with a maximum of $39,000 on a $3
for $1 basis. A local contribution of
$13,000 would be required to attract
the maximum subsidy. ·..That would
come Jrom funds raised or through :a
diteet grant' by the~ school com.~ittee.
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The subsidy of $39,000 plus the local
contribution of $13,000 makes a total
of $52,000.
In the case of Belmont High
School that leaves $52,000 remaining. From correspondence entered
into with Belmont High School, it
appears that the $26,000 local contribution on a $1 for $1 basis which
would be required by the Department
of Youth, Sport and Recreation is
available from the South Barwon
Shire. This still has to be confirmed
in writing by the shire because to
date the shire has not made an official
application. Subject to that application being made and advice that the
South Barwon Shire supports the project, the sum of $26,000 will be available from the Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation. Therefore, all
that is holding up this project is official information from South Barwon
Shire that the $26,000 which is required to bring the whole project into
fruition is available from the council.
I have informed the council of this
situation and of the availability of
funds from both the Education
Department and the Department of
Youth, Sport and Recreation.
BETTING.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).! ask the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation whether, later this
year, the Victorian public will be provided with further means of gambling
on greyhound racing, trotting and
horse racing through the Totalizator
Agency Board. If it is a fact, what
new types of gambling will be introduced and when will they start to
operate?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-This is a
matter of Government policy.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
ANSWER TO QUESTION.

Mr.

DOUBE

(Albert

Park)

(By leqve) .-Mr. Speaker," I wish. to

make a personal explanation. I consider that during question time I was
misrepresented by the Minister for
Conservation, who seemed to attempt
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to convey to the House that I am a
reckless user of a motor car in that,
although I am the Labor Party
spokesman for conservation, I have
no regard for the damage which a
motor car can do to the environment.
I point out to the Minister that I seldom use anything other than public
transport to come to Parliament
House. In the past three weeks I have
used my car as my wife is ill at home
and I need to return there fairly
often.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr.
DUNSTAN
(Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(TRANSPORT FUND) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to create a Transport
Fund by the consolidation of expenditures ·which are now made on joint
transport projects by the separate
transport authorities. The measure
will also provide capacity for increasing the expenditures on joint transport improvement projects ..
This is a further step in the Government's programme to provide improved and better co-:-ordinated transport facilities. For some years now,
the separate transport authorities
have been co-operating in joint transport projects such as road-rail grade
separation, level crossing protection,
the provision of the Transport Information Centre and the like.
The rapidity of change in the transport area has meant, however, that
the structure for managing and coordinating transport efforts has had
to change accordingly. This process
of change is designed to enable more
direct and responsive action to meet
the needs for moving people and
freight.
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. The Government has given recognitiOn to the fact that the specialist
providers of transport and transport
facilities are in fact parts of one
industry and, although specialization
brings efficiencies, there is an increasing need for co-ordination and cooperation of effort by those who form
the individual sections of what is a
single transport industry. Although
it wishes to retain the best features
of the advantages of specialization in
transport, the Government appreciates the need for transport to be
viewed and operated as one industry
and has taken steps to ensure a total
approach to this industry.
Honorable members will be aware
of the consolidation within the transport portfolio of responsibilities for
public transport, railways and road
construction. They will also be
aware of action taken to create an
effective Ministry of Transport and
to implement recommendations contained in the report of the Board of
Inquiry into the Victorian Land
Transport System.
I have said
previously in this House that the
transport industry cannot be changed
overnight because of its size and
ramifications.
This measure is a
further step in the progressive
modernization of the transport
structure.
The very nature of the transport
industry means that there are projects which require joint effort from
the various sections of the industry
in management, finance and construction.
Co-operation between the
various sections of the industry and
transport authorities bas enabled
progress with many joint projects
but with the Government's increasing
activity in transport it has become
clear that there will be real advantages to the community from a more
consolidated approach to joint transport projects. Consolidation has been
and is being effected in the policy
area. The creation of the Transport
Fund will enable this process to be
furthered by increasing the Government's capacity to fund joint transport improvements.
Mr. Meagher.

(Transport Fund) Bill .

By collecting together into the fund
the current expenditures made by the
various transport authorities and
adding to these funds from increased
revenues recently gained by the
Transport Regulation Board and a $3
increase in the transfer fee for motor
cars, it will be possible to double the
existing expenditures in the joint
project areas.
The fund will also enable the Ministry to better co-ordinate and manage expenditures by not only having
a capacity to apply additional funds
to specific areas but also having a
flexibility to apply resources to areas
of greatest need-a flexibility which
does not occur when funds are tied
for particular purposes.
It is planned that the fund will be
used for any projects for the improvement, development, or better coordination of transport in Victoria.
Initially the fund will be used to
double the rate at which road-rail
grade separation projects and pedestrian overpasses are proceeding, to
improve level crossing protection at
railway lines, to embark upon a programme of construction of passenger
interchange facilities and to finance
greater research
for
transport
planning.
With the implementation of policies
recommended by the Board of Inquiry into the Victorian Land Transport System it is necessary that
greater attention should be given to
improved handling facilities by the
railways. It is planned to make allocations from the Transport Fund for
specific projects which will assist the
more efficient transfer of freight
between road and rail and particularly
regional freight handling centres in
country areas. The allocations to
each particular purpose will be made
according to the best use for the funds
available.
At present between $3 million and
$3 · 5 million per annum is being
channelled to such projects. It is estimated that the re-creation of this fund
will enable these expenditures to be
doubled.
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I turn now to the clauses. Clause 2
makes provision for the creation of
the Transport Fund and for the allocation from the Railways Board and the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tranlways Board of amounts which these
authorities now spend on joint transport projects. The clause also makes
provision for the payment by the
Transport Regulation Board of 10 per
cent of its income to the fund.
Clause 2 also requires the payment
of motor car transfer fees to the
Transport Fund. These fees now
finance the Level Crossings Fund, the
responsibilities of which will be
accepted by the Transport Fund. The
clause also provides for contributions
to the fund of additional moneys
appropriated by Parliament.
Clause 3 amends the Ministry of
Transport Act to provide for appropriate divisions in that Act. Clause 4
makes provision for payment of
motor vehicle transfer fees to the
fund, increases these fees by $3, and
makes provision for the transfer of
the balance of the Level Crossings
Fund and appropriations from the
Transport Regulation Fund.
This measure, by establishing the
Transport Fund and increasing the
revenues available for joint transport
improvement projects, will enable
the Government to take another
major step towards upgrading the
State's transport services. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. TREZISE
(Geelong North), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April 3.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
(UNORDERED GOODS AND
SERVICES AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs).-! moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to amend section 26
of the Consumer Protection Act 1972
which relates to assertions of rights
to payments for directory entries or
prescribed services.
Session 1974.-143
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Members will be familiar with
mock invoices for entries in business
directories. At first sight they appear
to be an invoice for an entry in some
well-known directory such as the
Pink Pages classified telephone directory. Many businessmen pay the
amount stated on the document
without realizing that they are being
hoodwinked. They pay a fee for an
entry in some obscure directory which
will not be published in the accepted
sense and which will not be widely
circulated.
These mock invoices are still circulating in Victoria despite the prohibition contained in section 26.
Those which have come to my notice
have emanated from businesses
which operate from addresses in New
South Wales.
Section 26 of the principal Act
implies a necessity to prove that the
directory entry was made or the prescribed service was rendered wholly
or partly in this State. The difficulty
of proving these matters in interstate
transactions has been such as to prevent the initiation of a prosecution.
In the case of directory entries, the
directory may never be published or,
if it is published, it may never be
circulated in Victoria. No indication
is given on the pseudo invoice of
any arrangement to publish the
directory in Victoria. No case for a
prosecution could be substantiated
under the present legislation unless
proof was available of the making of
or the intention to make the directory
entry wholly or partly in the State.
It is proposed to simplify section
26 so that this proof will be no longer
necessary. In order to establish that
an offence has been committed under
the amended section it will be necessary to prove only that an assertion
of a right to payment for a directory
entry or a prescribed service has
been made in Victoria.
This is not to say that the proposed amendment will remove all the
difficulties. New South Wales is the
only State which has yet to intro·
duce complementary ·legislation. The
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Government in that State has indicated its intention to do so and when its
enactment is in force it can be expected that the combined efforts of
the several States will stamp out
these snide businesses. Clause 2
contains the necessary amendments.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. SIMMONDS
(Reservoir) ,
the
debate
was
adjourned.·
.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 2.

Amendment) Bill.

extend the interpretation of incorporated nominal defendant to include any
deputy incorporated nominal defendant. This amendment is achieVed
by paragraph (a) ·of sub-clause (1)
·
of clause 2.
Section 16 of the Motor Accidents
Act 1973 excludes from benefits under
that Act a person who, whilst driving
an uninsured motor car owned by
him, was injured as the result of an
accident. Such a provision made it
necessary to extend the meaning of
" owner " in the Motor Car Act 1958
to include a motor car held on lease
and by agreement, registered in the
MOTOR CAR (FURTHER
name of the person who is in possesAMENDMENT) BILL.
sion but is not the legal owner. A
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of complementary amendment was also
.
Transport) .~I movemade to the interpretation of "proThat this Bill be now read a second time. prietor " in the Motor Car Act 1958.
Its. purpose is to make several imporHowever, the effect of the amendtant but unrelated amendments to the ment of the interpretation of the
Motor Car Act 1958 and for that word " proprietor " was confused and
reason I shall deal with its clauses paragraph (b) of sub-clau·se (1) · of
seriatim.
this clause makes the interpretation of
Clause 2 proposes to amend sub- "proprietor" consistent with the insection ( 1) of section 3 of the terpretation of" owner" in the Mo.tor
principal Act. Section· 51A of the Car Act 1958. The Recreation Vehicles
Motor Car Act 1958 enables a per- Act 1973 by reference makes the proson wish~ng to obtain a judgment in visions of the Motor Car Act l958
certain circumstances in respect of a relating to third-party insurance
cause of action arising out of the use applicable to vehicles registered purof a motor car to obtain the appoint- suant to the Recreation Vehicles Act
ment of the incorporated nominal Act 1973. It is therefore essential
defendant as the administrator ad that the meaning of the word
litem. There are cases where the " owner " be consistent in both the
consent of the incorporated nominal Motor Car Act 1958 and the Recreadefendant is. sought in the last few tion Vehicles Act 1973. Sub-clat,Jse
days of the statutory period of limita- (2) of the clause makes the approtions and if he is absent on leave or priate amendment.
through illness the seal cannot be
Clause 3 amends sub-section (5)
affixed to the instrument of consent
of
section 10 of the principal Act.
in the time required to allow the
This section prescribes the procedure
cause of action to proceed.
to be followed by a person when he
It is important to have the services seeks the renewal of registration. of
of the incorporated nominal defen- a motor car more than fourteen days
dant available at all times.
The after the expiry of the prior registraamendment proposed to section 53 tion. When renewal is sought in
of the principal Act by clause 8 will such circumstances the person conenable the Minister to appoint as cerned cannot complete the formalimany fit persons to be deputy in- ties at the Motor Registration Branch
corporated nominal defendants as he until he has produced, together with
considers necessary for the proper his application, a certificate of insuradministration of the Act. It is neces- ance which he has to obtain from an
sary as a consequence of the amend· authorized insurer at a place other
ment which I have outlined to than the Motor Registration Branch.
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This procedure has two adverse
effects. Firstly, the person seeking
renewal of registration is put to considerable unnecessary inconvenience
in having to obtain the certificate of
insurance and, secondly, the additional administrative work caused in
both the office of the authorized
insurer and at the M'otor Registration
Branch is considerable. More importantly it could result in the person
seeking re-registration driving an uninsured and unregistered motor car.
The amendment proposed by clause
3 provides for the alternatives of
delivery of a certicate of insurance or
nomination of an authorized insurer
in the normal manner.
Clause 4 amends section 27c of the
principal Act which directs the Chief
Commissioner how he will assess the
total number of demerit points which
are recorded against the holder of a
licence. Under the section he may
have regard only to points recorded
against the holder of the licenceIn respect of offences occurring within a
period of three years immediately preceding
the day which is the latest day from time
to time recorded in the Demerits Register
as a day upon which the holder of a licence
committed an offence referred to in the
Fifth Schedule to the Principal Act.

As the result of a recent case before
the court an anomaly in the wording
of section 27c of the principal Act has
become apparent. In accordance with
the decision of the court the period of
three years does not include the day
upon which the last offence or offences were committed. It is the
view of the court that the licence
holder must commit an additional
offence after twelve demerit points
are recorded against him before the
sanctions of section 27B of the principal Act can be imposed upon him.
This would appear to be inconsistent
with the intention of the Parliament
which brought down the Motor Car
(Traffic Offences) Act 1969. The
amendment proposed by clause 4 will
remove the anomaly.
Pursuant to the provisions of section 31 of the principal Act a pillion
passenger is not permitted to be carried on a motor cycle unless the
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driver has been licensed to drive a
motor cycle in Victoria for not less
than twelve months. One of the
effects of the section is to prohibit a
pillion passenger from being carried
by experienced persons who have held
interstate or international licences to
drive a motor cycle for periods longer
than the statutory twelve months.
This restriction is considered to be
unnecessary and the amendment proposed by clause 5 broadens the section to include persons who have held
licences to drive motor cycles in another State or Territory of the Commonwealth or in another country for
a period of twelve months. In some
States and Territories of the Commonwealth, and I suppose, in some countries, it is the practice to license
motor cycle drivers at the age of sixteen years. This is not the practice
in Victoria and the Bill provides that
the period of any licence which was
held by the driver prior to attaining
the age of eighteen years shall not be
recognized for the purposes of calculating the qualifying period of
twelve months.
Clause 6 amends sub-section (2) of
section 42 of the principal Act. It
requires a person nominating an
authorized insurer to declare his age,
physical disabilities, particulars .of
convictions for any offence under the
Motor Car Act 1958 and particulars
of offences for drunkenness. This
declaration is designed to provide the
nominated authorized insurer and the
Chief Commissioner of Police with
information upon which they could
base a refusal to insure a motor car.
The retention in the section of the
qualifications are not worth while
under the nomination system which
is largely used by persons wishing to
register and insure motor cars. Under
the system the authorized insurer
does not receive notice of his nomination for at least one month and at
that stage he cannot take advantage
of the information supplied to decide
whether he will accept the proposal.
In addition I am advised that the
information is not used by the Chief
Commissioner of Police and that
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only one insurance company uses it
for the sole purpose of meeting
inquiries from reinsurers. In the
circumstances the Government considers the provisions to be redundant.
The amendment proposed by clause
6 removes the statutory requirement
to declare such information and
enables the Governor in Council to
prescribe the content of the form to
be used when nominating an authorized insurer for the purposes of the
Act. The Recreation Vehicles Act
1973 requires, amongst other things,
a recreation vehicle to be covered by
a contract of third-party insurance,
and those requirements are met by
reference to the appropriate provisions of the Motor Car Act 1958.
Although the Chief Commissioner
may receive premiums for thirdparty insurance in respect of recreation vehicles he has no power under
sections 44 and 45 of the Motor Car
Act 1958 to make the various deductions which are also required with
respect to premiums on recreation
vehicles and to pay the balance of
the premium to the authorized
insurer. The appropriate amendment
is effected by clause 7.
I have already explained, in my
remarks on clause 2, the reasons for
the amendments proposed by clause
8 of the Bill. It has now become
apparent that the provisions of subsection ( 1) of section 92 of the principal Act cannot be used to furnish
a prima facie certificate to the courts
in the hearing of an appeal against
the decision by the Chief Commissioner of Police to suspend a licence
under the demerit points system.
Clause 9 remedies the deficiency by
making such a certificate applicable
in " any legal proceedings relating to
motor cars or trailers or arising out
of the use thereof ".
Clause 10 makes a number of
amendments to the Second Schedule
to the principal Act. Paragraph (a)
relates to the calculation of rated
horsepower for internal combustion
engines. The formula for calculating
the power segment of power weight
Mr. Meagher.
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unit which is used as the base for
determining a registration fee is contained in paragraph (a) of item 2
of the Second Schedule. It contains
expressions of quantity in the imperial
system of measurement and it is
desired to convert those quantities to
the metric system. Unfortunately,
the conversion of the constant 2 · 5 in
the formula to the constant 1613 is
beyond the scope of the Metric Conversion Act 1973 for the reason that
it exceeds the 12! per cent variation
allowed by the Act. It is therefore
necessary to seek the approval of
Parliament in respect of this metric
conversion. Paragraph (a) makes
the substitution and I assure the
House that the dividend expressed
in metric terms is exactly the same
as that which was formerly expressed
in imperial terms.
Paragraph (b) of the clause makes
a consequential amendment to paragraph (b) of item 2 of the Second
Schedule to exclude rotary engines
from its provisions.
Paragraph (c) relates to the calculation of rated horsepower for
rotary engines. No provision is .made
in item 2 of the schedule for the
determination of horsepower of
rotary-engined motor cars for the
purposes of calculating the power
factor in the registration formula.
A formula has now been devised for
rotary engines which will provide
registration fees consistent with
those which are applicable to conventional internal combustion engines. Paragraph (c) of the clause
incorporates the formula into the
Second Schedule.
I refer now to paragraph (d) of
the clause. Under the provisions of
the Metric Conversion Act 1973,
regulations entitled the Metric Conversion (Motor Car Act 1958) Regulations 1974 have been made and are
expected to be proclaimed to operate
from 1st July, 1974. Their purpose
is to convert the various imperial
measurements and quantities to the
metric system of measurement and
one of the amendments included is
the substitution for the expressions
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" hundredweight " or " part of a
hundredweight", the expressions
" unit of 50 kilograms " or " part of a
unit of 50 kilograms".
I inform the House of the existence of these regulations so that
there can be no confusion when it
considers the amendments to which
I am about to refer. In sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (b) of item
I of the Second Schedule to the Act
the expression "or trailer" is inconsistent with the direction given
in item C-trailers attached to motor
cars. The inconsistency lies in the
fact that in the first instance it is
provided that the weight of any
trailer shall be calculated to the
nearest unit of 50 kilograms whereas
item C provides that the fee payable
for the registration of a trailer shall
be calculated for each unit of 50
kilograms or part of a unit of 50
kilograms. The inconsistency is removed by the repeal of the words
" part of a unit of 50 kilograms "
where four times occurring in the
paragraphs of item C in the Second
Schedule relating to commercial and
private trailers. The effect of the
amendment together with clause 11
will be that any registration fee for
a trailer first registered on or after
1st July, 1974, shall be calculated to
the nearest unit of 50 kilograms.
Clause 12 amends the Third Schedule to the principal Act by substituting a schedule expressed in the
metric system of measurement. The
amendment is necessary because the
dormant Metric Conversion (Motor
Car Act 1958) Regulations 1974 have
already exhausted the power of the
Governor in Council to make appropriate amendments under the provisions of the Metric Conversion Act
1973.
The metric schedule contained in
the amending regulations is not that
which has been adopted by the
various States and Territories. It is
considered desirable in the interests
of uniformity that similar metric
expressions of axle distances and
gross permissible weights shall
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prevail throughout Australia. Accordingly, clause 12 prescribes the
appropriate metric measurements.
As a result of the reprinting of the
Road Traffic Regulations it has become necessary to amend the references to these regulations in the
Fourth and Fifth Schedules to the
Motor Car Act 1958. The amendments
contained in clauses 13 and 14 only
provide for the renumbering of the
relevant sections under the Road
Traffic Regulations 1973 and for a
change in the reference to the new
regulations.
Sub-section (SA) of section 22 of
the principal Act which was inserted
by the Motor Car (Fees) Act 1973
provides that( a) all fees for appointment paid under
sub-section ( 8'); and
(b) where the fee prescribed for: .tests
under sub-section {8) exceeds $4, the
amount of each fee above $4shall be paid to the Consolidated Fund."·

Sub-section ( 1) of section 3 of the
Motor Car (Amendment), Act 1973
provides thatall fees for appointments paid under ·sub:section ( 4) shall be paid to the Consolidated
Fund.

This latter provision is therefore
superfluous and is repealed under the
provisions of clause 15. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April
10.
LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BlLL.
The debate (adjourned from March
6) on the motion of ·Mr. Hamer
(Premier and Treasurer) for the
second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-The Bill, as explained
by the Premier in his second-reading
speech, makes a few minor alterations
to the Land Tax Act, mainly to rectify
a situation which has arisen with
respect to citizens who have overpaid
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land tax. At present a person has
only a limited period in which he can
claim a refund. The Bill enables the
taxation commissioner to make a
refund without any time limit. The
measure is unexceptionable in principle and is not opposed by the
Opposition.
·The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
·PRINTERS AND NEWSPAPERS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from March
6) on the motion of Mr. Rossiter
(Chief Secretary) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East).
-This is a minor, non-controversial
Bill to repeal the price restriction
placed upon the interpretation of
"newspaper," and the Opposition has
no objection to any provision contained in it. As the Chief Secretary
pointed out, for the first time since
1890 the Bill removes from the definition of " newspaper " any reference
to price. For several years now no
major daily or Sunday publication in
this State could be legally classified
as a newspaper because of the provision in the Act which restricts the
legal price of newspapers to 5 cents.
Obviously the Government is fairly
pessimistic about the future of the
economy because it has not attempted
to impose a new ceiling to replace
the 5 cents restriction but has simply
proposed its removal.
The Bill also widens the application
of section 21 to provide that any
stipendiary magistrate may take the
recognizances, which are referred to
in section 21, required from a printer
or publisher of a newspaper. This
replaces the provision which required
a stipendiary magistrate to reside in
the district in which the newspaper
was printed or published. Apparently
there are legal problems involved in
stipulating that the stipendiary magistrate must be attached to a particular
district and there is no reason why
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that provision should remain in the
Act. The Opposition agrees with the
removal of that provision and its
replacement with a phr~se ~hat
applies simply to any stipendiary
magistrate.
Further, the Bill increases the
maximum sum of the fee which the
Governor in Council may prescribe.
The fee, which is payable . to the
Registrar General, has not been
changed since 1956. The new fee
proposed by the Government appears
reasonable.
Finaily, the Bill empowers the
Governor in Council to prescribe
forms for the purposes of the Act.
This is to plug an apparent loophole
in the · existing legislation, which
does not specifically provide for
the Governor in Council to make
or prescribe forms of recognizance.
All in all, the Bill is without controversy and as the Opposition welcomes these amendments it does not
offer any opposition to the passage
of the measure.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).The Country Party generally supports
this Bill. It is a long time since most ·
newspapers which circulate in Victoria-particularly daily newspapers
-were priced at 5 cents each.
Obviously there have not been many
prosecutions under the Printers and
Newspapers Act for a long time, because it would have been discovered
that many jountals which are automatically classed as newspapers do
not come within the definition of
" newspaper " which is contained in
the Act.
Section 11 of the principal Act,
which defines a newspaper, is to be
amended. and the price limitation of
5 cents is to be removed. I should
like the Minister to examine this aspect and that of the time of publication. Section 11 states, inter alia,
that to fall within the definition of
a newspaper, that paper must bepublished for sale periodically or in parts
or numbers at intervals not exceeding
twenty-six days between the publication of
any two such papers or pamphlets or parts
or numbers.
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Many journals which are certainly
newspapers are published at intervals exceeding 26 days, and therefore
do not come within the ambit of this
definition.· For example, the Victorian
Dairyfarmer and the Countryman are
monthly publications. Because of
rising costs-which are not the responsibility of the Victorian Government-an increasing number of
newspapers will have to increase the
interval between their publication
dates. For example, the journal which
is published fortnightly by the Victorian Farmers Union may have to
be published monthly in the future
because of the increased cost of
postage. In that event this journal
will not fall within the definition of
a newspaper, but it is certainly a
newspaper which contains items of
general rural news. Many publications are not published within the 26day period, and as this Bill is
designed to amend section 11 by removing the price stipulation, the
Government should go all the way by
removing the 26-day publication
limit, or at least expanding it to a
more logical period.
The Country Party believes the
other provisions of the Bill are
logical. Obviously, any stipendiary
magistrate should be competent to
accept the surety, and not only a
magistrate of the district in which
the newspaper is printed and
published.
The provisions of clause 5, which
deals with increases in fees from $4
to $20, are probably quite reasonable. It is a fairly sharp rise, but not
as large as increases in fees brought
about by other Bills, such as the
transport Bill. I ask the Minister and
the Government to considerremoving
the 26-day publication limit from
section 11 of the principal Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and · committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3, relating to repeal of limitation as to price of newspaper.

(Amendment) Bill. ·.

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The honorable ·member for Murray
Valley, who led the debate for th~
Country Party, as is usual with his
contributions to debates in this
Chamber, spoke on the basis of common sense resulting from his research.
I ·thank the honorable member for
bringing to my attention the point l)e
raised. Like the honorable member,
I believe the period of 26 days between publication of news_paper. edi~
tions is unrealistic. The definition of
"newspaper " is being exami.ned,
and I as~ure the honorable member
that the Government will investigate
it before the Bill is transmitted
to another place. It would be too
sudden to concern ourselves with an
amendment i~ this place. I give ·t.h~
Committee the assurance that · the
point made by the honorable member
for Murray Valley will be examin~d.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was ·reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MORWELL AND MIRBOO
RAILWAY REMOVAL BILL. ·
The debate · (adjourned from
March 5) on the motion of ·Mr.
Meagher (Minister of Transport)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-This Bill
is designed to· allow the Victorian
Railways to remove the existing
spur line between Morwell il:~d
Mirboo North. I thank the Minister
of Transport for his assistance, which
enabled me to carry out research ·on
the measure, and for making available a railway officer to discuss the
proposal with me and agreeing to
meet with the Mirboo Shire Council
to discuss the implications of the Bill
before it came on for further debate
today. I also acknowledge my appreCiation of the efforts of other honorable members representing central
Gippsland districts in supporting the
submission to the Minister which was
made today by the Mirboo Shire
Council.

Alorwell and Afuboo
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It is of interest to examine briefly
the· short history of this spur line.
The Opposition acknowledges-as
does the Government-that the Victorian public does not take lightly
the closure of a railway line. Therefore; before moves in this direction
are made, thorough investigations
must be made to ensure that all facets
of public opinion are listened to and
that suggestions regarding the closure
of lines and. possible implications
are made known.

In 1886 the line was constructed to
the township of Mirboo North in three
stages. The first stage, which took
the spur line from Morwell to
Boolarra, was completed on I Oth
April, 1885; the second stage, from
Boolarra to Darlimurla, was completed in September, 1885; and the
third stage, from Darlimurla to
Mirboo North, was completed on
1st January, 1886. Since then the
line has provided the residents of
the area with a service which they
would not otherwise have had. The
terrain of the district is hilly, and
I assume that in the early days travelling was difficult. The line would
have provided an economic and satisfactory means of transporting goods.
That is not the case today.
It 'is interesting to refer to the 1972
report of the Board of Inquiry into
the Victorian Land Transport System.
On page 75 of the report certain
railway lines which were said to be
unprofitable and under-used are
considered. The report states, inter
aliaIn . the

c~ses

of the Lilydale-Healesville,
and Morwell-Mirboo North
lines, one year's savings plus the sale of
assets would equate over six, eight and
fourteen times respectively the loss of current annual revenue.

Ko~OJt-Hamilton

Even without the expansion of the
State Electricity Commission's Morwell open cut, consideration had been
given to the closure of the line.
When the Government decided to
close the line, it appointed an investigating authority to enable the
local people concerned to put forward
their opinions on whether the line
Mr. Amos.
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ought to be closed and what other
studies should be undertaken by the
Government to provide suitable
transport for the area. Sir Henry
Bland was appointed as the authority
to investigate the closure of this line.
In his report to the Government,
after taking into consideration all
submissions made to him and examining the economics of the line, Sir
Henry Bland stated that the cost of
the continued operation of the line
was $49,600 a year and the revenue
on a line proportion basis was
$12,100; therefore, the actual cost
saving amounted to $61,000. But
by closing the line and not diverting it around the State Electricity
Commission's open cut, the Victorian
Railways would save a net annual
figure of about $41,000. Sir Henry
Bland said that, on these figures, one
year's savings plus sales of assets
would equate over fourteen times the
loss of current annual revenue.
There are two areas of concern
involved in the closure of a railway
line. The first is whether that action
will stifle the economy and adversely
affect the development of the area
which will be denied that form of
transport. The second consideration
is whether such an operation will
seriously disadvantage the railways
economically when looked upon in
an over-all sense; in other words,
when a number of lines such as the
spur line in question are shown to be
running at an uneconomic level,
whether or not the savings effected
by closure can be used to provide
more efficient transport to the area.
The people who are represented by
the Mirboo Shire Council have been
concerned about three aspectsfirstly, the upgrading of the road route
between Morwell and Mirboo North;
secondly, the disposal of railway land,
particularly in the Mirboo Shire area
at M'irboo North; and thirdly, the
direct routing of goods from Melbourne to Mirboo North instead of
railing goods from Melbourne to another railhead and from that railhead
to Mirboo North.
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Although consideration was given
to the closure of the line by the
second Bland inquiry, no opposition
was raised, except by persons who
wanted direct assurances that their
transport needs would be catered for
and improved if the line were closed.
The Mirboo Shire Council is concerned about the upgrading of the
roads in the district. The main road
used by people travelling to M'irboo
North is the through road, part of
which is Mountain Hut Road which
leads to Leongatha. There are three
major roads in Gippsland-the
Princes Highway, the South Gippsland Highway and the road from the
Latrobe Valley to South Gippsland.
The residents of the industrial area
of the Latrobe Valley have access to
the sea playground at Inverloch and
South Gippsland via Mirboo North by
means of the road to which I referred
earlier, part of which is Mountain Hut
Road. It is essential that this road be
improved.
Already the Shire of Mirboo has
committed itself to certain expenditure in upgrading sections of the road,
and the Minister has given an assurance in this House that upgrading of
the road will be given priority. I
appreciate the Minister's assurance
and the information he gave to the
deputation today about his endeavours to obtain additional finance to
enable the upgrading to be undertaken.
The honorable gentleman
wrote to the Treasurer in January,
1974, seeking the funds required and
also gave an assurance that he has
given this matter priority because he
desires the road to be upgraded and
improved when the line is closed.
In the past another source of
finance has been tapped for Gippsland roads. When the continuation
of the Midland Highway bypass south
of Yinnar was made necessary by the
expansion of the State Electricity
Commission's operations in the Latrobe Valley, the State Electricity
Commission made an estimated contribution of $479,000 to the Country
Roads Board in the 1972-73 financial
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year as compensation. Perhaps an approach could be made through the
Minister for Fuel and Power ··feJr
simHar compensation in this case.
The second matter of concern to
the council is the disposal of the
railway lands at Mirboo North.
It is appreciated that the Minister
has discussed with his colleague,
the Minister of Lands, the favourable consideration of a request
by the Shire of Mirboo that the land
be granted to it in fee simple as a
measure of compensation for the
closure of the line. The lands in
Mirboo North are quite extensive and
they divide the town. The reversion
of the land to the Crown with the
Crown allowing only leaseholding or
some other form of tenure is not
desirable. At page 2 of the submission made to the Minister today the
Shire of Mirboo statedIt is the belief of council that if the Bill
is passed in its present form by Parliament
the railway held land in Mirboo North will
revert to the Crown.

That, of course, is true.
Because of the constr:aints of the Land
Act the Minister of Lands would be unable
to sell or donate the said land to council
in fee simple tenure. Control could only
be transferred by the land being vested in
council for municipal purposes; ownership
would remain with the Crown.

I have just referred to the next
pointThe land in question is in ·a most desirable
location in Mirboo North, and could be
suitably developed for housing, commercial
and community purposes.
This development could only occur, however, if council
had title to the land and therefore could
sell at its discretion.

Or the council could develop the land
under Part XLA. of the Local Government Act for decentralization ·purposes. But I emphasize that that
could be done only if the council
owned the land instead of holding it
by leasehold for some purpose under
the Land Act.
The council is appreciative of the
assurance given by the Minister that
he will again discuss this matter with
the Minister of Lands. I understand
that the Mjnister wrote· to the
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Minister of Lands, in November of
last year, explaining this position in
some detail.
In his report to. the Government,
Sir Henry Bland said-

Railway Removal Bill.

perhaps the Minister could confer
with the board and ask it to give
favourable consideration to any such
applications which are made.
It may be said that the GovernHowever resigned the locals may be to ment should not direct boards which
the · closure of the line, they do have a have some autonomy to do anything.
very strong case for the upgr:ading of the But in this case a Government policy
Mountain Hut road and for favourable is instrumental in denying a method
treatment being given to the Mirboo and
It would
Morwell shires with respect to the disposal of transport to an area.
of railway lands where they could be used be desirable if the Minister confor road and ·access purposes or were to sulted officers of his department
be used for community purposes.
and the board,· whose affairs come
It was thought that a simple amend- within his portfolio, to ensure that
ment to the Bill would enable the when applications to provide the
land to be donated to the Shire of type of service I have mentioned are
Mirboo in fee simple.
considered there should be full
knowledge of the complete ·circumClause 8 of the Bill providesNotwithstanding anything to the con- stances. I ask the Minister to take
trary in any Act the provisions of the Sale up that suggestion.
of Land Act 1962 shall not apply to the
These were areas of concern felt
sale by the board of any land authorized
by this Act to be disposed of.
by both the Mirboo Shire Council and
But that refers not to the donation, the Morwell Shire Council. · Certain
sale or disposal by other means of assurances were given today and I
Crown land but to private lands mention them, and the deputation itwhich the railways purchased when self, to place on record the facts that
the line was first built and which the Minister's response to the deputhey may now wish to dispose of. tation is appreciated and that the
As I have indicated, it was thought concern of the council was real.
that an amendment to the Bill
One further point has not been diswould have overcome the necessity cussed with the Minister by either
to amend the Land Act at a later the council or myself. It is the posdate to enable this land to be sibility of retaining the Boolarra to
donated to the Shire of Mirboo. I Mirboo North section of the railway
trust that when the Minister of line as a tourist attraction. If favourLands is approached by the Mirboo able consideration were given to that
and Morwell councils he will give proposition it would indicate that the
quick and. favourable consideration Shire of Mirboo-but not necessarily
to the donation to the councils the Shire of Morwell-could not exof that land which is now being used pect to obtain the railway land for
for railway purposes.
its own purposes. That is a matter
The third matter of concern is the. which must be taken into account by
provision of a direct route to Mirboo the Government when it considers
North area for the transportation of tourist matters. The Opposition does
goods from Melbourne by road rather not oppose the Bill.
than by rail and then by road or
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland ·South).
some similar method. The Minister -The Bill authorizes the removal of
told the deputation today that indi- the Morwell to Mirboo railway which
vidual road transport operators could traverses some 20 miles between the
apply to the Transport Regulation Latrobe Valley and Mirboo North.
Board for permission to provide such The honorable member for Morwell
a service. The board would make a has related some of the history of
decision according to the evidence the line and I will not cover the same
presented. However, as the area ground. In its 90 years of operation
may suffer a disadvantage as a result the railway played a most important
of the closure of the railway line, part in opening up what would have
Mr. Amos.
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been, in the early days, a rugged
stretch of country which probably
bore some of the heaviest stands of
timber in the State. The people who
opened up the area deserve tribute
and there is no doubt that the railway played a large part in the de~
velopment of the area over the
course of time. Time passes and economic considerations are now working against the railway. For the
reasons which have been stated it has
become necessary to close the line.
I do not think honorable members
can really argue against the proposal
because it would require $2 · 6 million
to realign, and the traffic offering is
not sufficient to warrant the expenditure.
The line has been closed to passenger traffic since 1968 but in more
recent years two return goods trains
a week have operated and at times
bulk goods traffic has exceeded this.
The main material carried has been
fertilizer, which I notice the railways
quaintly refer to as manure. In addition a quantity of bauxite has been
transported on the line. The Mirboo
North Times of 7th March this year
contains a statement by the station
master at Mirboo North that some
6,000 tonnes of bauxite will be shifted
this year. Usually, bauxite is the base
for alumina but in this instance it
is used as a water softener. The company which operates the bauxite field
stockpiles the product in Melbourne
after transporting it from Mirboo
North.
The Morwell-Mirboo line was one
of seven lines referred to in the report of the Board of Inquiry into the
Victorian Land Transport System,
commonly referred to as the Bland
report, which was submitted to the
Government in 1972. It was one of
two lines in the Gippsland area recommended for closure, the other being
the Nyora-Wonthaggi · line; the
Morwell-Mirboo line is the first one
to come under notice.
The Minister mentioned that in
October, 1973, he announced that the
line would not be rebuilt and that he
gave ·a number of undertakings,
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which were that the MOuntain Hut
road would be upgraded to improve
road transport facilities to the areas
between Morwell and Mirboo North;
that alternative handling facilities for
superphosphate carried by rail would
be built in the Morwell area; and that
special consideration would be given
to local needs in regard to future use
of land now used for railway
purposes.
I do not know to whom the Minister
gave the undertakings but I am sure
that it was not the Shire of Mirboo.
That municipality's first warning of the imminent closure came
quite recently, probably when the
Bill was introduced. However, I congratulate the Minister and thank him
for his courtesy in receiving a deputation from the Mirboo Shire
Council. Undoubtedly, the undertakings which were given will greatly
alleviate the worries of the councillors
about the future progress of the
negotiations.
For the benefit of honorable members, perhaps I should explain where
Mirboo North is situated.· It is positioned at a high elevation in the
South Gippsland hills and is half way
between the South Gippsland centres
of Leongatha and Meeniyan and the
Latrobe Valley. It is delightfully situated and its position becomes relevant
in this context because it is now
becoming a desirable residential area
for people who work in the Latrobe
Valley. It is a progressive area and
particularly suitable for those who
desire the best of both worldsEnglish-type countryside and a most
delightful place in which to live.
It is located almost midway between Leongatha and Morwell. Leongatha is a thriving town but I think
it fair to say that the people in the
town of Mirboo North share a community of interest with those of the
Latrobe Valley, whereas the interests
of most of the farming community
probably lie with Leongatha. Accordingly, transport communication
becomes important and relevant to
the town's future. It has been mentioned that for the first 10 miles the
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line runs through open country between Morwell and Boolarra, which is
the section that the State Electricity
Commission will use as a quarry for
brown coal extraction. Therefore,
this section of line must be deviated
or removed.
The remaining section of approximately 10 miles from Boolarra to
Mirboo North is rather attractive in
that it winds through hilly country.
It has been suggested that there may
be .some merit in considering this
section of line as a future tourist
attraction. Perhaps one of the greatest tourist attractions that the Victorian Railways ever had was the
Erica-Walhalla line traversing similar
country, but that line has disappeared
forever. However, economic considerations may completely negate the
idea and it may not be feasible to
operate the .line as a tourist attraction.
I do not know to what extent the
minds of the local people have been
directed to the future use of the line.
It therefore remains for consideration to be given to the disposal of the
assets and the upgrading of facilities in one form or another,
which should be the right of
people who live in the area, particularly when railway facilities are
removed. The honorable member for
Morwell has mentioned 'a similar case
in conjunction with the· Midland
Highway in which the State Electricity Commission has promised to
spend a substantial sum of money
on upgrading facilities in order to
ameliorate the loss of facilities for
the local people.
When explaining the Bill, the Minister said that the Mountain Hut road
·would be upgraded and that a request
was made to the Treasurer in January
this year for funds for the purpose.
It is my understanding that upgrading
the length of road involved would require $500,000 and that a recommendation has been made that the
programme should be put into effect
over a five-year period.
Now that full recourse is being had
to road transport, it must be agreed
that the period should be shortened.
Mr. Mcinnes.
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I agree with the Minister and the
honorable member for Morwell that
a strong case exists for the Treasury
to provide funds over two years
rather than five years. It is difficult
to envisage what an estimated cost of
$500,000 will become at the end of
five years-it will probably then be
$1 million.
·
Upgrading is needed now to handle
the bulk loads. The Bland report
referred to the fact that when heavy
transport is introduced on any section
of highway or road, unless provision
is made for passing lanes on hills,
the traffic slows down appreciably and
the danger increases. Undoubtedly,
the traffic in this area will increase,
which is another argument in support
of the approach to the Treasurer.
The honorable member for Marwell has also said that the continuation of the road, of which the
Mountain Hut road forms an important section of 8 or 9 miles, also
needs upgrading. This road is part of
the main road between Mo!Well and
the coast and is probably the major
outlet for residents in the Latrobe
Valley who wish to visit the desirable beach resorts-Inverloch is an
example-along the South Gippsland
coast. With the tanker traffic based
on the dairying complex at Leongatha and with increased week-end
traffic on the highway, this will become one of the comparatively few
high-class
connections
between
Gippsland South and the Latrobe
Valley. Consequently, a strong case
can be ·made for finance as soon as
possible.
The shire council has mentioned
that rights should be given for direct
access to Melbourne for road transport of commodities. A strong case
for this exists if the railway is to be
closed.
I hope the Minister will
sympathetically consider any approach for the issue of licences for
this purpose. This would be within
the purview of the Transport Regulation Board; but should it become a
question of a ruling I hope the Minister will keep in mind the importance
of the issue of such licences. Basically,
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the Bland report stresses the importance of the railways being competitive.
Consequently, the railways
would not be in favour of the granting of these licences. I hope the railways will play their part in the
communication system.
A strong case exists for the development at Leongatha and Morwell
of what the Bland report called
" regional freight centres ". A pilot
scheme -will soon come into effect at
Horsham. The two centres I have
mentioned would be ideal places for
a quick turn around for bulk handling.
An obligation rests on the railways
to make provision for facilities for
this purpose. In this regard, I believe
Leongatha would have a stronger
case than. Morwell. The rural population of the. rich farming community
surrounding Mirboo North probably
looks to Leongatha although, from
other points of view, there may be
some affinity with the Latrobe Valley.
A m9st important point mentioned
in the course of the discussions
during the deputation the Minister of Transport this morning concerned the future of the area of 50 or
60 acres of railway land located in the
centre of the town of Mirboo North.
This is a vital issue to anyone familiar
with the present situation. Mirboo
North is on a ridge. The topography
falls away on all sides and the railway
occupies prize land which must have
a major bearing on the future planning and development of the town.
In its wisdom the council could
put this land west' of the ThorpdaleMirboo crossing on the western side
to great use for residential, cultural
and sporting purposes, and even for
commercial facilities. It is located in
an ideal position and one can readily
understand the concern of the council
that, in due course, this area of land
will flow to it.
I understand from the honorable
gentleman that, as stated in the Bill,
unalienated Crown land-this was
originally Crown land-must revert
to the Crown.
Subsequent disposal then becomes a matter for t~e
Minister of Lands. Although the Mtn-
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ister is not present in the Chamber,
I hope, as stated to the deputation
this morning, the Minister of Transport will press with the honorable
gentleman that the needs of the
council should be considered.
In view of the loss to the town of
what has been a major utility over
many years, it is only fair that, by
way of compensation, this land should
be transferred to the shire council for
its free and untrammelled use in
future, and that a clear title in fee
simple should be granted or at least
made available on terms at peppercorn cost. It is fair and reasonable
that the land should be committed in
future in the interests of the ratepayers of this attractive town.
There is no doubt that the line will
be closed. One must view this closure
with som~ degree of sentiment, but
time moves on. Members of the
Country Party support the Bill in the
full assurance that the undertakings
given by the Minister of Transport
today to the deputation from Mirboo
North will in every respect be
honoured-! am sure that they will
be honoured. Therefore, members of
my party wish the Bill a speedy passage.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West) .-This Bill will be watched in
other areas as well as by those that
are directly concerned because other
railways will be closed and what is
provided for in this Bill could
create a precedent. Although the
electorate of Gippsland West is not
directly concerned, a number of its
electors live close to this area. I was
delighted to hear the support given
to the Mirboo council's proposals by
the honorable member for Morwell
on behalf of the Opposition. I am
glad that he did not revive the Labor
policy about land settlement but
would want the land to be granted to
the council in fee-simple.
Apparently, the honorable member
for Morwell has given his blessing
for the granting to the shire council
of a title to this land rather than to
have a land commission appointed or
adopt other suggestions that emanate
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from the woolly thinking in Canberra.
This view is readily supported by
members of the Country Party, and
I agree with them. If this principle
is adopted, and the municipality
is granted the railway land in feesimple and at no cost, I should
imagine the Minister will be inundated
with requests to close railway lines
for the land. Because property values
are going up greatly, I should imagine
other people would like to get their
hot little hands on it.
I can imagine the Melbourne City
Coundl suggesting Flinders Street
railway station as a desirable development on the basis that trains should
stop at Richmond and a bus take
over. Much as I admire the Mirboo
counci'l for making the request, which
is supported by the honorable
members for Morwell and Gippsland South, the best that can
reasonably be hoped for is that
the ·land will be offered to
the council at v~luation so that it can
properly plan and develop it, or perhaps dispose of it or retain it for the
use of its residents and ratepayers.
Alternatively, the land could perhaps
be used as an asset in the development of the community and town. If
a similar situation arises in the
future, I imagine that other honorable members wili be making the
same request with the element of
reality that Crown or railway assets
cannot be plundered for the benefit
of the municipality with the expectation that everyone will be happy to
agree to the situation for the sake of
peace.
When the State coal mines were
closed in Wonthaggi, doubt'less the
Wonthaggi borough would have been
delighted to gets its hot little hands
on the fre~hold of the railway properties. It was not able to do so, but if
it had I doubt whether the borough
would have had to strike any rates at
all. The situation in Wonthaggi is that
when Crown land, former State
coal mine land, is wanted, the
borough must pay the valuation price.
If that precedent is deviated from and
Mr. Maclellan.
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gifts of Crown 'land are given to municipalities, raHway lines will qe closed
at no direct cost to the municipality.
M·r. WILKES.-The honorable member's speech should be printed and
circulated to the municipalities.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-! should be
de'lighted if that were done because
it would show municipalities that the
Labor Party has at last seen the
light that freehold titles and freehold
land is the right principle for property ownership. That rule should apply
to municipalities and peqple. It is
rubbish to say that land should be in
public ownership and ieasehold
tenancies. This is the policy to which
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and his col'leagues subscribe because
it is the wisdom coming from the
Federal Government.
This request is a nice proposal but
could be dangerous if acceded to. It
would be better if the land were sold
to the municipality on long terms at
a conservative valuation so that there
is no suggestion that the council has
been treated differently from how one
would expect a council to be treated
with Crown lands in present circumstances. If the ·land is to be used for
municipal purposes, it is possible the
Crown should make a grant, but if it
is to be used for industry or housing
the usual practice which existed for
many years - that the council, municipaHty or instrumenta1ity pays the
valuation
price
should
be
followed. I support that principle
and I support the request of
the Mirboo council to obtain freehold land. I am de'lighted that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
'his colleagues have supported the
council in its request for the fee
simple freehold title to 60 acres of
land for the purpose of selling it
to people who will own their own
homes and not to permanent tenants
of some Government department.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Power to board to remove railway referred to in
schedule).
··Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-I thank honorable members for their contributions to the
debate. I have taken note of everything that has been said and will certainly consider the suggestions that
have been made. I repeat the assurances that I gave to the deputation
this morning. I have already 15een
in touch with the Minister of Lands
urging his sympathetic consideration
to the request of the shire. I have
been in touch with the Treasurer
pointing out the need to plan and
upgrade the Mountain Hut road. I
repeat my undertaking that I will
further discuss the matter with the
Minister of Lands, and I shall certainly ensure that he is aware of what has
been said in support of the council's
request. I stress that my main objective is not to close railway lines but to endeavour to rationalize the transport system so that it
can provide a better service to the
community at a price the community
can afford.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
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That referred to early in 1974. The
report continuedOver its 30-year history, I think it's made
a couple of small profits.

The report further statedLast night Mr. Smith blamed red-tape,
inadequate leadership, " cut throat competition", and the limitations on Victorian
Inland Meat Authority's activities for its
consistent financial failure.

My reason for moving the motion is
that the Age newspaper of 20th December, 1973, published a report of a
press statement by the Minister of
Agriculture the previous night in
which the honorable gentleman is reported as having said-

I point out to the House that the
Minister of Agriculture made that
statement on 20th December, 1973,
only a few days after the rising of
Parliament for the Christmas recess.
It seems strange that on such an im-·
portant matter the Minister would
choose to make a public statement on
this subject when Parliament was
in recess.
Having read the newspaper article,
I promptly contacted the office of the
Minister of Agriculture but I was informed by his private secretary that
he had departed on his annual holidays. The Minister of Agriculture says
by way of interjection that he did not
have any holidays, but I am relaying
to· the House information given to
me. His private secretary hastened
to assure me that although the Minister had gone on holidays it was
possible to contact him by telephone.
After receiving that information I
advised the private secretary that I
should like him to request the Minister to make available to me a copy
of his press statement because I
wanted to check whether he had been
·
accurately reported.
In March, 1973 the Government introduced into Parliament a Bill to
amend the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority Act. Its purpose was to
improve the financial position of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority and
to reorganize the funding of the
authority by the Treasury. The Minister for Fuel and Power handled that
Bill on behalf of the Government and
on 27th March, 1973, on page·4455 of
volume 312 of Hansard he is recorded
as having said-

The State Government will abolish the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority early next
year.

The authority showed a profit in 1971-72
and is currently showing a reasonable profit
record for 1973 . . .

·viCTORIAN INLAND MEAT
.
AUTHORITY.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I moveThat this House calls on the Government
to take no action in relation to the sale
or leasing of any meat works controlled by
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority until
such time as the operations of the said
meat works have been subject to a public
inquiry by the State Development Committee.
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I remind honorable members that
the M'inister for Fuel and Power
informed the House in March, 1973,
that everything was all right with the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority and
that as the Government had faith in
the authority it requested Parliament
to write off a debt of $2 ·5 million
owing to the taxpayers of this State.
Parliament accepted that proposition
and the Bill was passed without
opposition. However, nine months
later, instead of taking a real interest
in the operations of the authority, the
Minister of Agriculture trumped up
a press statement in which he men·
tioned a weekly loss of $60,000, and
then said that because of this monumental loss the Government in its
wisdom had decided to dispose of
the works. In addition to writing off
the debt of $2 · 5 million, the Government made available to the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority a sum of $1·6
million to upgrade the works of the
authority in Ballarat.
I invite honorable members to
The Bill is presented with the objective of consider the true position. The
bringing
the Victorian
Inland Meat annual report of the Victorian Inland
Authority to a position where it can Meat Authority clearly states that the
operate efficient inland killing facilities in
keeping with the rapidly changing conditions Ballarat works are in danger of losing
in the meat industry.
their export licence because they are
sub-standard. Who. will buy a busiThat was the opinion of the Govern- ness enterprise which has a debt of
ment in March, 1973 but for reasons $3 · 5 million and is in danger of losing
which were best known to itself, and its meat export licence? I suggest
which it is not prepared to make that nobody would be interested in
public, the Minister of Agriculture on . such a proposition and that what the
20th December, 1973, on behalf of the Government is really engaged in is
Government, informed the public first wiping off a debt of $2 · 5 million
that the Victorian Inland Meat owing to the taxpayers and then
Authority had inefficient leadership, providing a further $1 · 6 million of
and because cut-throat competition taxpayers' money to improve . the
had resulted in financial losses, the works to ensure the security of the
Government intended to sell the meat meat export licence. Once that
works controlled by the authority. position is achieved, it becomes an
I revert to the question of ineffi- attractive proposition for one of the
cient leadership. Under the principal friends of the Government who is
Act the Minister of Agriculture is involved in the meat industry.
empowered to decide, on behalf of
I have many friends in the meat
the Government, who will constitute indu~try who are vitally concerned
the management of the Victorian with the welfare of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority. The real Inland Meat Authority. They include
trouble is that neither the Govern- members of the Australasian M·eat
ment nor the Minister of Agriculture Industry Employees Union and of the
has shown any interest in the Bendigo and Ballarat trades and
authority.
labour councils. Their concern is

About nine months later the Minister
of Agriculture claimed that because
of red tape, inadequate leadership,
cut-throat competition and limitations, the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority was in financial difficulties.
in the press statement supplied to me
by the office of the Minister of Agriculture the honorable gentleman made
the point that the authority was
losing $60,000 a week.
It seems to me that the Government is in two minds. In March,
1973, the Minister for Fuel and Power
informed the House that the Victorian Inland Meat Authority had
shown a profit for the year 1971-72
and had a reasonable profit record
up to that time. The annual report
of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority reflects the position as
described by the Minister for Fuel
and Power. When speaking further
to the Bill before Parliament in March,
1973, the Minister for Fuel and Power
said-

Mr. Wilbon.
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justified, because the people represented by these organizations have
a vital stake in the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority.
Mr. STEPHEN .-How about giving
the local members a mention?
Mr. WILTON.-! take up the interjection of the honorable member for
Ballaarat South, because of a
statement made by the honorable
member for Ballaarat North in an
article published on 7th January in a journal which circulates in
his electorate. Under the heading,
" Victorian Inland Meat Authority will
not be sold", the article statesThe Victorian Inland Meat Authority
works will continue under the present
management and will not be sold to private
enterprise.
Mr. Tom Evans, M.L.A., said this yesterday, replying to Bendigo reports suggesting
the State Government should dispose of its
meat works at Ballarat and Bendigo.
He said that the Government had not considered such action.

That statement was made in January.
A back-bench member of the Government party told the people of
Ballarat, where the meat works
are located-! am not sure whether
they are in the electorate of
Ballaarat North or Ballaarat South,
but I assume the honorable member was speaking on behalf of the
Government-that the meat works
would not be sold. However, on 20th
December, 1973, the Minister of Agriculture said that they would be sold,
and I assume that it was a Cabinet
decision. Cabinet decisions prevail,
and back-bench members of the
Government party are not necessarily
informed of them.
In the article the honorable member for Ballaarat North was reported
as having saidIt was moving in the opposite direction
by introducing new and experienced administrators on the authority's board of
management and injecting millions of dollars
into the organization.

It is true that that has been done.
A debt of $2 · 5 million was wiped off
at the stroke of a pen, and the Opposition accepted that at the time on the
arguments that were advanced by the
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Minister for Fuel and Power, because
it believed the Government was
sincere in its endeavours to make the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority a
viable organization. The honorable
member for Ballaarat North continuedUnfortunately, the latest statement had
been made without prior consultation with
the authority or the Government.

Does that mean that the Minister of
Agriculture spoke off the top of his
head on 20th December? Did he make
that decision alone, and think..\t.bat
because he was about to depart':·for
his Christmas holidays he had better
release it to the press, or was it a
Cabinet decision? I believe it was a
Cabinet decision, but apparently backbench members· of the Government
party are not informed of what
Cabinet decides. The honorable member for Ballaarat North went on to
sayRecently the Government had authorized
the authority, by an Act of Parliament, to
use an additional $5 · 1 million to improve
its efficiency and production.

The honorable member stated that
$1·6 million was to be spent on
building expansions and upgrading
the Ballarat works. The report continuedMr. Evans said that as a further move
to make the authority more fully conscious
of local conditions, the Government had
appointed Mr. John Scott, of Scottsburn,
and Mr. Cyril Watson, of Bendigo, to the
authority.
The recent reorganization had brought
greater confidence and closer liaison between the union, employees and the management, he said.
He added that it was the Government's
intention to have the Ballarat works meet
export standards for virtually any reasonable market.

I believe the honorable member for
Ballaarat North made that statement
to the press in his electorate in all
sincerity. I accept that he believes
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
can be made a viable business enterprise, although it operates under a
board of management which the
Minister is reported to have said is
inefficient.
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I remind the House of the article
which appeared in the Age on 20th
December. I have seen no refutation
of it by the Minister, nor any statement by him to clarify the situation.
The honorable gentleman is quoted as
saying that there was "red tape, inadequate leadership and cut-throat
competition". That is self-condemnation by the Minister, because as
Ministerial head under the principal
Act he has . the power to take the
necessary steps to prevent red tape
from bogging down the authority or
to act if the leadership is inefficient.
He has the means to rectify these
prpblems. However, according to
the Minister, the Government chose
to dispose of the meat works. As I
said before, it appears that it was
necessary for the Government to
make this business more attractive
to · private enterprise, because obviously nobody would purchase a meat
works which had a debt of $3 · 5
million and which was in danger of
losing its export licence because it
was sub-standard. Businesses of that
type cannot be sold.
lri March, 1973, the Government,
when asking Parliament to approve legislation to reduce the debt
by $2 · 5 million and to alter the funding system of the authority through
the Treasury, made no mention of
its plans to dispose of the meat
works once the fiscal and operational
problems of the Ballarat meat works
had been overcome.
Many groups in the community
have expressed their concern about
the Government's decision. An example is the Victorian Farmers Union,
which has a vested interest in the
welfare of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority because of the role that
authority plays in the marketing of
stock in Victoria. The Victorian
Farmer, the official publication of the
Victorian Farmers Union, of 15th
January, 1974, contained an article,
which statedThe Victorian Farmers Union does not
agree with the State Government's decision
to dispose of the Ballarat and Bendigo
abattoirs, presently operated by the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. Wilton.

Meat Authority.

The union sent telegrams to the Minister for State nevelopment and
Decentralization,
the
Honorable
Murray Byrne, and to the Premier.
Mr. J. S. Gilmore, an executive
officer of the Victorian Farmers
Union, and a person experienced in
the operations of meat works through
being a member of the board of the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Cooperative which operates a meat
works in the metropolitan area, is
referred to in the same article. It
continuesEarlier the Minister of Ag~iculture, ·Mr
Smith· had stated in a press release that
VIMA had incurred substantial losses$60,000 a week during November-which
had forced the authority to cease export
from Bendigo and to seriously consider· the
continued export operation at Ballarat ..
VFU Meat Committee Chairman, J. S.
Gilmore said he did not agree that an
operation the size of VIMA with the throughput capacity it possessed could not be
operating at wholesale, export and interstate
.
levels.
" Many works, considerably smaller~ ope,
rate to this capacity," he said.
.
Mr. Gilmore questioned the Minister's
presentation of the loss figure of $60,000
a week during November.
.
" I suggest the actual loss figures over a
period of time should be made. available,
because quoting losses for a single month
only is not necessarily a true indication of
the over-all situation," he said.

That statement by Mr. Gilmore is
reasonable and I agree with it ... The
true ~ituation cannot be assessed by
picking out one month's operations
and saying that, because there was a
loss of $60,000 during that month,
the works should be disposed of. It
would . be fairer for the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority to assess the
operations over a five-year period,
bearing in mind the fluctuations that
occur in this type of industry and its
seasonal nature.
Because of his lack of interest in
this enterprise, the Minister took the
first opportunity available to substantiate the Government's decision. The
Opposition rejects that approach and
asks the House to carry the motion,
which calls for an inquiry. The
Labor Party considers that the appropriate body to conduct that inquiry
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is the State Development Committee.
This would not only give the Government an opportunity of stating publicly the reasons for its decision but
also give all interested persons
in Victoria an opportunity of
making submissions to the committee,
either to support or to refute the
Government's argument. The Government and the Parliament would
then he in a better position to make
a decision on this issue.
The Victodan Inland Meat Authority came into being many years ago
because the existing meat works
throughout the State were in financial
difficulties. One of the principal
.reasons for the difficulties was the
multiplicity of management that
exis,ted •at that time. The Government
of the day decided that the operations
would be better controlled by a single
authority and Parliament supported
that proposal, with the result that the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority came
into existence.
Over the years the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority has closed down and
disposed of several meat works and
has consolidated its operations at the
Ballarat and Bendigo works. As a
result the industry is now decentralized. In March, 1973, the Minister for Fuel and Power informed the
House that 800 people were employed
in the industry in those two provincial centres and that about $3 million
a year in wages was being injected
into those centres from the operations
of the works. If the Government
allows the meat industry, particularly the processing section, to be
confined in the hands of an ever-decreasing number of business organizations, some of which are of a
multi-national nature, there may be
a tendency towards collusion on
prices by the persons in control of
those meat works.
The existence of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority in the Victorian
meat industry is important to both
the producer and the consumer. Instead of baling out and wanting to
dispose of these works, the Minister
should have taken a greater interest
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in the workings of the authority; he
should have informed himself of its
day-to-day operations and, where
necessary, he should have taken the
appropriate steps under the power
given to him in the principal Act to
make the required changes, even to
the extent of introducing legislation.
If red tape is bogging down the
operations of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority and if the man~ge
ment is inefficient, as the Minister
is reported to have said in December,
why has the honorable gentleman not
done something to rectify the
position?
The honorable member for Ballaarat North does not agree with the
Minister because in January the honorable member said that instead of
disposing of the works the Government was moving in the opposite
direction. The State is entitled to
an explanation. The House should
agree to the motion and the Government should be prepared to accept it.
If the motion is rejected, what I have
said about the Government's handling
of this situation will stand unchallenged. What action did the Government take over the past twelve
months? Firstly, it reduced the debt
by $2 · 5 million; it just wiped it off.
Secondly, it provided a further $1 · 6
million of taxpayers' money.
Does each back-bench member of
the Government party who is supposed to represent graziers and
producers accept this proposition? Is
each of them prepared to say that
these works should be sold to private
enterprise? Is the honorable member
for Bendigo prepared to say that the
works should be sold and also to tell
the workers that their jobs will be
secure? Can the honorable member
for Ballaarat North guarantee the continued operation of the works if they
are sold?
What sort of contract could ensure
that? Will the contract contain a
clause that the purchaser shall continue to operate these works? When
a private organization acquires these
works, they will become its property
and the Government will be able to
····.
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do nothing- about their operation unless it is prepared to nationalize
them. The Labor Party would be
prepared to consider that proposition
sympathetically.
Last week, the local press reported
that the honorable member for
Bendigo said that he had made overtures to the Government to ensure
continued employment at the Bendigo
works. But back-bench members of
the Liberal Party are delightfully
vague about how this can be ensured.
When one examines the statements
they make to find any semblance of
a guarantee, none can be found.
What they say is just a lot of verbiage
which means nothing. The truth is
that the Government, once again, as
on many past occasions, is allowing
itself to be manipulated by greedy
industrialists. Yet the spineless
creature spread across the Government back-benches which considers
itself part of the Government lies
there in dumb submission.
I shall be delighted to hear from
any Liberal Party member who claims
to represent the producers what
guarantees he can give to his constituents and to retail traders and consumers if the meat works of this State
· are allowed to fall into an everdecreasing number of hands. This
would bring about a situation where
collusion could take place not only in
the purchasing of stock but also in
the retail marketing of the processed
meat .. All honorable members know
of a development in the meat trade. A
number of processing firms are
securing their own retailing outlets,
but there is still a significant number of independent retail butchers.
What guarantee can they be given
that there will be no collusion on
price?
The attitude of the Liberal Party
has been apparent over the years.
Comparatively recently, it was only
the action of the Australian Council
of Trade ·Unions which upset the
practice of price maintenance which
was rife throughout retail trade. That
practice was stopped not by Government action but by action of the
Mr. Wilton.
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trade union movement. Will it come
to that again in this case? Will the
Government abandon the producer
and the consumer? Will they have to
turn to the trade unions for
assistance?
I will be interested to learn how the
Minister justifies his actions and his
submissions to Cabinet I shall also
be interested to hear ~hether backbench Government members support
the decision. It is obvious that the
honorable member for Ballaarat
North knew nothing about it.
The
Victorian
Inland
Meat
Authority is vital to the meat industry
of this State. It is a bulwark against
the private· enterprise organizations
which would love to get their hands
on both the Ballarat and Bendigo
meat works at give-away prices. The
maintenance of the authority in an
operational capacity would provide
an alternative source of sales to the
producer and also some protection
to the consumer.
If the Government accepts the
motion it. will demonstrate to those
who have a vital stake in this question that it is prepared to put its argument on public display. If it is not
prepared to do that, I ask what the
Government is afraid of and why
it will not allow a public inquiry to
be held. If its case is good, surely
it wiH stand up to public examination. It would be only fair to allow
the Victorian Farmers Union, the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union, the trades hall councils
and the consumer organizations,
which are all vitally concerned, to
put their views to an inquiry.
If the House were able to study the
report of an inquiry it would be in a
much better position to make a decision. An inquiry would reveal any
shortcomings or difficulties confronting the Victorian Inland M·ea t
Authority. It would be the responsibi'lity of the Government to overcome
them and justify the actions it took
in March of this year when it wrote
off a debt owing to the taxpayers and
committed a further $1·6 million of
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the taxpayers' money. If the Government refuses to do that, it wiU stand
condemned 'by the Opposition as
allowing itself to be manipulated by
greedy individua~ls.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-As an amendment, I
moveThat all the words after " as " be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof
the . words " the Government, being well
aware of the difficulties that have been encountered by the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority, introduces legislation to permit
the sale or leasing of the authority's meat
works on the . basis that the meat works
will continue to operate at the present locations with a view to their ~uture expansion".

Mr. HOLDING ·(Leader of the
Opposition) .-I take a point of order
on two bases. Firstly, the amendment
proposed by the Minister constitutes
a direct negative of the motion moved
by the honorable member for Broadmeadows and as such should not be
permitted in its present form.
· Unfortunately, the Minister of Agriculture was not courteous enough to
provide the Opposition with a copy
·of his proposed amendment until
after the · honorable member for
Broadmeadows
had
commenced
speaking. As .the item has been on
the Notice Paper for more than two
weeks, and presumably the Minister
is acting on the basis of a decision
which carries the support of the
Government, I' should like it to be
noted by the· Goven).ment that, if that
is the basis upon which it will treat
with the Opposition, the Opposition
will respon~ in kind.
In the past strong objection has
been taken by Ministers when
members of the Opposition have,
within their rights under the Standing
Orders, moved a motion for the adjournment of the House without
providing the Ministers with prior
notice.
Mr. BuRGIN .-Is this a point of
order or a speech?
Mr. HOLDING.-! am going to
finish what I am saying; I am not
worrying about the twits on the other
side.
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Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Mr. Speaker, I rise to
a point of order on the remark by
the Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has raised a point of order
and has a perfect right to submit
arguments in support of it. When
the honorable member has concluded,
further points of order can be heard.
Mr. HOLDING .(Leader of the
Opposition) .-Your predecessors, Mr.
Speaker, have indicated to the House
that, as a matter of courtesy and
propriety, it is expected that when
the Opposition proposes to move an
adjournment motion the Government
should be given due notice. If you,
Sir, intend to let it pass without drawing the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture to the standards which
your predecessors have insisted ought
to apply, the odd situation will arise
that there is one rule for the Opposition with respect to adjournment
motions and another rule for Ministers of the Crown concerning amendments to motions moved by the Opposition. That is a courtesy matter,
and that is the way I put it to you,
Sir.
The second basis upon which I ask
you to rule the amendment out of
order, Sir, is a little more difficult,
in. that I have not been given
due notice of the amendment. It
relates to the propriety of the
amendment, which contemplates a
future legislative Act. By way of
substantive motions, the House can
draw the attention of the Government to an existing situation and require the Government to take action,
but I do not think it is proper, within
the forms of the House, for an amendment 'to a substantive motion, quite
apart from the question that it ought
·to be ruled out of order because it
negates the motion, to contemplate a
legislative act on behalf of the Government. I believe there is authority
for that proposition, but, owing to
the shortness of notice, I am unable
to quote it.
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If you reject that argument, Sir,
the House could find itself in the
interesting situation where substantive motions can be introduced once a
week requiring legislative action on
behalf of the Government. That is
a difficult proposition and, if it is
studied closely, I think it will be
found to be outside the forms of the
House. I should think that the
latter matter raises some difficult
problems of Parliamentary interpretation and you, Mr. Speaker, may well
require some time to consider your
ruling on that aspect.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-1 speak to the point
of order.
When I rose whilst
the Leader of the Opposition was
speaking, I did so simply to object
to the expression used by the honorable member in describing back-bench
members of the Government party
as " twits ". I proposed to ask for a
withdrawal, but that is now history.
I suggest that the amendment is
not in any way a direct negative to
the motion. On the contrary, it may
postpone the action proposed in the
motion but it certainly does not
oppose the action suggested by the
honorable member for Broadmeadows.
Accordingly, I submit that the amendment is in order.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-On the
point of order, I suggest that the
amendment is a direct negative to
the motion moved by the honorable
member for Broadmeadows. · The
honorable member for Broadmeadows
moved-

That this House calls on the Government

to take no ,action in relation to the sale or

leasing of any meat works controlled by
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority until
such :time as the operations of the said meat
works have been subject to a public inquiry
by the State Development Committee.

The operative words in the motion
are " to take no action ". The
amendment moved by the Minister
of Agriculture is that all the words
after "as" be omitted with the view
of inserting in. place thereof the
wordsthe Government, being well aware of
the difficulties that have been encountered
by .the Victorian Inland Meat Authority,

Meat

Authority~

introduces legislation to permit the sale or
leasing of the authority's meat works on
ilie basis that the meat works will continue to operate at the present locations
with a view to their future expansion.

Mr. RAFFERTY.-It means that no
action should be taken.
Mr. WILKES.-The Minister of
Labour and Industry should stick to
his own department where things are
in such a mess instead of trying to
interpret matters which are too
" heady " for him. The Minister of
Agriculture is attempting to shortcircuit the original motion in a negative way; he proposes that the Government should introduce proposed
legislation into this House to permit
the sale or leasing of the works on
the basis that the works will continue
to operate. The latter part of the
amendment is innocuous. However,
if you, Mr. Speaker, accept the amendment, you will be accepting a direct
negative to the intention and the
spirit of the motion before the Chair.
By means of a subterfuge, the
Minister is attempting to get· around
the intention of the motion moved
by the honorable member for Broadmeadows. Any proposal other than
to make the matter the subject of
a public inquiry by the State
Development Committee, as requested in the motion, must negate
that intention.
That is exactly
what the amendment proposes to do.
Mr. Speaker, you should reject the
amendment on that basis because,
whatever may be the intention of
the Government, the way in .which
the amendment is drafted constitutes
a direct negative of the motion.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-1 wish to
speak to the point of order. I -thank
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
for his support for the contention of
the Minister of Agriculture. The
motion moved by the honorable member for Broadmeadows. isThat this House calls on the Government
to take no action in relation to the sale
or leasing of any meat works controlled by
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority until
such time as the operations of the said
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meat works have been subject to a public
inq~iry by the State Development Committee.

The Minister of Agriculture
1noved as an amendment-

has

That all the words after "as" be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof
the· words "the Government, being well
aware of 'the difficulties that have been
encountered by the Vict~ria~.. Inland MeC'!t
Authority, introduces legislation .to, permit
the sale or leasing of the authonty s meat
works on the basis that the meat works
will continue to operate at the present
locations with a view to their future expansion."

Members of the Opposition have
argued . that the M'in~ster's ame_ndment constitutes a direct negative.
The· Minister is doing precisely what
members .·of the Opposition have
asked for, but in a different way. In
effect the Government proposes to
take ·~o action until something else
happens. The proposal of the Government is complementary to that o.f
the Opposition. It is not a direct
negative. The point of ord~~ raised
by the Leader of the Opposition and
supported by the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition must fail.
. Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds) .
-I speak to the point ~f order. I haye
listened to the semantics of the Minister of Labour and Industry. Members of the Opposition want a public
inquiry by the State Development
Committee.
The
Government's
amendment cuts right across the
motion and proposes to introduce
legislation to permit the sale or leasing of the meat works. Members
of the Opposition say that there
should be no sale or leasing until
an inquiry by an all-party committee has been held. The amendment proposes that legislation should
be enacted to permit sale or leasing.
Mr. WHITING.-Before an inquiry
is held.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-That is so.
I
point out, Mr. Speaker, that the drafting of the Government's amendment
abrogates the sense and the objective of the motion.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).I support the view that the amendment cannot be entertained because it
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is a direct negative. I gained the impression from members of the Government party that they do not know
the meaning of the phrase " direct
negative ". As I understand the procedures of the House, the amendment
cannot be allowed because the Government can achieve its end by voting
against the motion. Therefore, the
amendment should be disallowed.
It is unnecessary for the Government to move the amendment. All
it needs to do is to vote against the
motion of the honorable member for
Broadmeadows and introduce proposed legislation. Members of the
Opposition have no control over proposed legislation; they can only argue
on it when it is introduced. If the
Government wants to introduce Bill
to do this, that or the other,
that is its business; it is not
the business of the House to
instruct the Government on what
legislation should be introduced. If
the Government wants to abrogate
its responsibility and cannot work
out what legislation it should introduce, it may do so. It is ridiculous
for it to move the amendment.
If the Government wants to sell
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
property it must accept responsibil~ty
fur introducing the necessary Bill.
The Opposition is asking for an inquiry. The Government does not
want an inquiry. Therefore, it should
vote directly against the motion
moved by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows. To allow the amendment would be to allow, for the first
time, a debate on a direct negative
to a motion. Therefore, Mr. Speaker,
the amendment should be ruled out
of order.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! rise to
a further point of order. I submit,
Mr. Speaker, that you should examine analytically the motion moved
by the honorable member for Broadmeadows and the amendment moved
by the Minister of Agriculture. Ther.e
are three parts in the two propositions. In the proposition of the honorable member for Broadmeadows,

a
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the first part is that no action be
taken; the second part is that there
should be an inquiry; and the third
part is the implication that there will
be an open-ended result which may
lead to sale or a recommendation
against sale.
The amendment proposed by the
Minister also has three elements.
The first is that no action be taken
-so the first element in each case is
common. The second element is that
no action be taken until legislation
is introduced; therefore, the second
element is legislation. The third
element is sale or lease.
In the two propositions there is
only one term in common-that no
action be taken. The second term
in the two cases is an inquiry in one
and legislation in the other. The
third term in the two cases is the
open-ended result in the proposition
of the honorable member for Broadmeadows; and sale or lease in the
proposition of the Minister of Agriculture. Clearly, the two propositions are not interdivergent but
are completely contradictory. If you,
Mr. Speaker, submit these analytical
tests to the motion and the. amendment, you will be drawn to ~he s~me
conclusion, that they are antithetical.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-1 have heard arguments
from both sides. There was credibility in the arguments put forward
by all honorable members. For that
reason, I shall suspend the sitting for
dinner and resume the chair at 8
p.m. In the meantime I will consider
very carefully the arguments put
forward. I will take time to refer to
May, from which some guidance can
be expected. I will report to the
House at 8 p.m.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-Before you leave the
chair, Mr. Speaker, and on the point
of order, I wish to say that earlier I
said that there was some authority
"in May to support my proposition.
I have been able to find that authority, and with your permission I shaH
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refer to it. At page 365 of the
eighteenth edition of May's Parliamentary Practice, this statement
appearsStated generally, the rule against anticipation (which applies to other proceedings as well as motions) is that a
matter must not be anticipated if . it is
contained in a more effective form of proproceeding than the proceeding by which
it is sought to be anticipated . . . . A
Bill or other order of the day is more
effective than a motion;

This is the particular reference to
which I draw your attention. May
continuesThus a motion (other than a motion for
leave to bring in a Bill) is out of order if
it anticipates a notice of motion for leave
to bring in a Bill that includes the subject
proposed to be dealt with by the motion.

That is directly to the point. The
amendment to the motion before the
House, by its very nature, contemplates the introduction of proposed
legislation. A Bill can be introduced
only if the Minister seeks leave to
bring it in. That is clearly covered
by the statement in May, and the
reference upon which it rests is the
Parliamentary debate decision of 1871.
I suggest that the appropriate procedure is for the Government to vote
against the motion proposed by the
honorable member for Broadmeadows. Then at the appropriate time
the Minister can seek leave to introduce his Bill. However, as the Minister has specifically referred to the
Government's proposed action, the
rule of anticipation is clearly infringed.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. · K. H.
Wheeler).-! have noted the remarks
of the honorable member.
The sitting was suspended at 6·7
p.m. until 8·3 p.m.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Before the sitting
was suspended I undertook to consider carefully the arguments of various members on the point of order. I
greatly appreciate the matters raised
by honorable members on both sides·
of the House.
In summary, the objections raised
cover several grounds. The first is·
lack of notice, the second that it is a.
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negating amendment, the third questions its relevancy, and the next
claims that it infringes the rule
against anticipation.
As to lack of notice I do not uphold
the point of order and would draw
the attention of honorable members
to page 380 of May and the established practice of this House.
As to negation I do not uphold the
point of order. I would draw the
attention of honorable members to
the last paragraph on page 371 and
the last paragraph on page 379 of
May and point out, firstly, that this
is not an amendment to take out all
the words after " That " but simply
offers to some extent an alternative
proposition to the original motion. I
would summarize the points of the
original motion as beingi. to invite the House to call upon
the Government;
2.. for the Government to take no
action in the particular matter until
certain other action is· taken. The
ame~dment is purely concerned with
what that other action should be.
Of the objections raised the most
intricate one is that relating to anticipation. The essence of the rule
against anticipation is set out at the
foot of page 364 of May, namelyA motion must not anticipate a matter
already appointed for consideration by the
House, whether it be a Bill or an adjourned
debate upon a motion.

There is no matter set down for consideration by the House other than
the motion itself which is relevant to
the point of order. Under these
circumstances the rule of anticipation
does not operate so as to prevent the
offering of an alternative to the
original question by way of an amendment to that question. Whereas the
motion proposes that before any
action is taken there should be a com-·
mittee of inquiry by members of this
Parliament, the amendment offers the
alternative that this House itself
should have the opportunity of considering the matter itself by way of
legislation. This, therefore, is a sufficiently related proposition to the
motion to be relevant.
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For all those reasons the point of
order is not upheld.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I give notice of a
motion of dissent from the ruling of
the Speaker, and I indicate that in so
doing I reserve the rights of members
of the Opposition on the matter.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Before the suspension
of the sitting, I moved an amendment to the motion of the honorable
member for Broadmeadows. I now
desire to address you, Mr. Speaker,
on the points raised by the honorable
member for Broadmeadows and to
outline the position of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority and the
reasons leading to the Government's
decision. The first point to be noted
is that the Minister of Agriculture
administers approximately 48 Acts
of Parliament.
While I was
familiarizing myself with the various
Acts and the administration of the
department, the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority certainly carne under
my notice. It was to this time and the
discussions with the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority that I relate the
subsequent events.
On 14th November, 1973, the
management addressed to the board
of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority a memorandum which
indicated that it was running into a
difficult period of trading. This was
almost immediately relayed to myself and on 16th November, 1973, the
General Manager and the Chairman
of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority called and outlined the current
trading position. This was the first
time, to my knowledge, that the
authority had experienced trading
difficulties.
Basically the facts they revealed
to me were that the overdraft limit
of $1·9 million held with the Reserve
Bank of Australia had been exhausted
and that an amount slightly in excess of $250,000 was outstanding in
debts owing to creditors. As honorable members will realize, when
trading at the Newmarket sale-yards,
buyers have to pay for purchases
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within seven days. Because the overdraft had been absorbed and the
creditors were unpaid, the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority was not in a
positioJ.il to trade further with members of the Victorian Stock Agents
Association at the Newmarket
sale-yards.
Mr. CURNOW.-The Victorian Inland Meat Authority had further
borrowing powers.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-At that stage
the authority did not have such
powers, and if the honorable member
for Kara Kara will quieten down and
listen, he may understand. I was
further advised that the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority had outstanding contracts to the extent of approximately $336,000 with Japan for the
delivery of chilled beef. ·The beef had
not been purchased or processed and
it was the opinion of the authority
that it should meet those contractual
obligations. Honorable members will
realize that it was necessary that
additional financial accommodation
be· found at that time so that the
authority could continue to trade in
the market place.
I was further ·advised that the
weekly trading losses were and had
been for a number of weeks something of the order of $60,000. The
loss ·was likely to continue at that
figure and perhaps even increase.
Honorable members will realize that
in the meat trade it is extraordinarily
difficult for predictions to be accurate.
For example, the AmeriCan price
quotations for meat can fluctuate
violently by anything up to 10 cents
a pound within a week. So it is difficult to predict ahead what profits or
losses may be.
The General Manager and the
Chairman of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority informed me that if
they completely shut down the
works, because of administrative
costs and the amount . of meat then
held in cold storage, the weekly
losses would total a minimum of
$25,000. However, on a minimum kill
basis the works would be losing
approximately $40,000.
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· I was advised of the number· of
men employed and the number who
would need to be retrenched if it was
decided to adopt a minimum kill
situation. ·we discussed the seriousness of this ~and the speed with which
this situation had arisen. I resolved
to discuss· the problem with my
Cabinet colleagues at the earliest
opportunity and this was certainly
done. That is what transpired at the
meeting on 16th November, 1973.
Mr. HOLDING.-When did you. discuss the problem with your Cabinet
colleagues?
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! ask the Leader
of the Opposition to wait. I. took
the earliest opportunity of discussing
the matter with the Premier and my
Cabinet colleagues, and on -19th
November, three days after I had met
with the chairman and th,e general
manager, Cabinet, after ·hearing
the gist of the discussions which had
taken place between the General
Man·ager and the Chairman of 'the
Victorian Inland M·eat Authority and
myself, agreed that the .authority, 'on'
its recommendation, should honour
its contractual obligations already
entered into - that is the .Japanese
contract. Further, it was decided that
the authority should provide ·the
Government with a cash flow based
on a minimum kill operat.ion until
1st January, 1974. ·Following the
discussions which had been held~·. it
was agreed that the board· should
proceed forthwith to advise ·the
Government on how best to place
the· works in the hands of private
enterprise with two very important
criteria-Mr. CURNOW.-You did not tell this
to the honorable member for Ballaarat
South.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable
member for Kara Kara should ··be
patient. In advising the Government
on this question the Victorian Inland
Meat Autho·rity was to keep two
important criteria uppermost in ·its
deliberations. The first was that an
additional buyer should trade in the
market place so that maximum. competition could be maintained. ·The
second was that in any lease or sale
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negotiation, the greatest amount of
attention should be given to the
employment opportunities offered and
secured at both works.
Mr. HOLDING.-Was the Premier
present at the Cabinet meeting?
Mr~ I. W. SMITH.-It was a Cabinet meeting.
Mr. HoLDING.----But was the Premier
presel)t?
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The Leader of
the Opposition will get his answer in
time. The Premier will participate
in the debate later.
Mr4 HOLDING.-! am asking you
now.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-And I am not
answering. The Opposition has more
information than it is probably
entitled to have. I am providing the
information, not just to illustrate that
I ani .all heart, but because I desire
the facts to be known so that honorable members will understand the
problem facing the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority, the difficult situation
in which I was placed and the
understanding which the Government
gave· to this problem.
It was decided, in view of the
history of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority, and the discussions which
had taken place at Government level,
that private enterprise would be in
a better position to meet the two
criteria which the Government had
decided should be applied to the
future of the inland killing works.
The Opposition has a philosophy of
nationalizing everybody; the Government has a philosophy that private
enterprise and incentives for individuals in their own right are a much
better means of achieving stability.
Each Government surely has ~a right
to make these decisions. The Opposition has a right to question them,
but the Government makes the decisions.
.Honorable members who understand the meat industry will be
aware that unless killing works
operate as purchasers or retailers on
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a national or even international scale,
extreme difficulty may be experienced.
This has been the case with the Victorian Inland Meat Authority. The
provisions of the Act restrict the
authority to operating within Victoria, and its ·capital structure also
imposes limitations. It is not possible
for the authority to enjoy similar
privileges to those enjoyed by private
enterprise, for example, in lean times.
Very few, if any, killing works
in Victoria are currently making a
profit. Most of the meat works in
Western Australia are making reasonable profits and offsetting operating
losses in Victoria. This is well known
in the meat industry. However, the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority does
not enjoy this flexibility, and the
Government strongly believes that for
this and other reasons the works and
the two criteria which were statednamely, a new buyer in the market
apd the offering of similar or better
employment opportunities-would be
best served by private enterprise.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows referred to the multinational corporations taking over the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Nobody has suggested that this will
occur; the possibility is only conjecture on the part of the honorable
member. His argument is based on
an incorrect press report which
appeared in the Age newspaper. The
honorable member for Broadmeadows
outlined to the House the steps that
he took to secure the press release
which I issued, but he conveniently
refrained from quoting the statement
to find out what the facts were. For
the benefit of honorable members,
I should like to quote from the press
statement. It reads as follows:The Government had seriously considered
the position of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority's meatworks at Ballarat and
Bendigo, and now recognized that it would
be in the best interests of all concerned
if the works were run by private enterprise .
Mr. Smith said that the Government was
anxious to see that the benefit of an
additional buyer was obtained in the market
to stimulate enterprise and competition.
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.. It is the Government's desire that these
two plants should not only continue to
operate and maintain full employment, but
that they should expand to help in the
Government's decentralization programme."
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority was
set up in 1943 to take over various cooperative meat works that were in financial
difficulties. During the years it has closed
or sold all but two works-Ballarat and
Bendigo.
For many years the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority continued these two abattoirs as
a service facility for the meat trade.
During the 1960s there was a very heavy
capital expenditure throughout Australia by
those works which would be able to provide
the standard required by the export trade.
To meet these requirements the Bendigo
plant was updated and a long-term service
arrangement entered into with a substantial
overseas company. This arrangement was
discontinued some five years ago.
It became clear at that stage that if the
works were to be maintained at the high
standard required by the major export
markets a greater output than that available
through service facilities was necessary. To
this end the Victorian Inland Meat Authority proceeded to trade on its own account
by b1,1ying, slaughtering and processing for
the export trade.
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority
commenced export operations in 1969, and
late last year-

that was in 1972-.
the Government decided that the Ballarat
works should be modernized to ensure the
retention of its export licence and a more
efficient operation.
This pro gramme has cost $1· 6 million
and is nearing completion.
It must be borne in mind that to operate
an export licence from Victoria only, the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority was at a
disadvantage to other exporters who operate
over the whole of Australia and have access
to the local market-both wholesale and
retail.

Mr. GINIFER.-The honorable gentleman is beginning to sound like the
former Minister of Lands.
The
material which he is reading should
be incorporated in Hansard.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! am recording
all the facts. The press statement
continuesIn recent months, conditions in the export
trade have been extremely difficult, particularly. in Victoria where there has been a
shortage of meat-particularly sheep, and
the prices of beef cattle high, particularly in
relationship to export prices.
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The result has been that the Victorian Inland Meat Authority has.incurred substantial
losses-during November the .Victorian Inland Meat Authority was losing $60~000 a
week-which has forced the authonty to
cease export from Bendigo and to seriously
consider the continued export operation at
Ballarat.
It is clear that if the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority is to operate both plants, if and
when the export market again becomes
viable for it, then it will need further substantial sums of money-up to $4 million
in working capital to get the plants to
capacity operation.
The Government in considering the future
of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority realizes that it cannot have the direct benefit of
personalized management and ~exible
financing available to private enterpnse and
that the benefits of intra-State operations
with overseas marketing facilities are only
available to it in an indirect way and lead
to a lack of competitive features.
At the moment there are 380· people employed at both plants-210 ·at Bendigo and
170 at Ballarat. Last financial year 700
were e~ployed.
At the end of last month the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority was forced to give
notice to 150 at the Bendigo works, and if
allowed to continue substantial further retrenchment would be necessary on the present export market outlook.
On the other hand, if these plants are
sold to private enterprise with the right sort
of financial backing and with access to the
local wholesale and retail markets, it could
once .again lead to full employment.
It is estimated that following the completion of the Ballarat works, 800 people could
be employed, between the two plants.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of · the
Opposition) .-Mr. Speake~, .I rise to
a point of order. The Mtntster has
quoted extensively from a file and a
document relating to it. I ask him to
lay the file on the table so that it will
be available to honorable members.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Will the Minister
lay the file on the table?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-That is not a point of
order.
The SPEAKER.-Will the Minister
answer the question, " Yes " or
"No "?
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! must answer
" No " at this stage, because I am
using the file.
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Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition).- Parliamentary procedure is quite clear on this point. If
a member quotes extensively from a
document that is on a file and it is
asked for by another honorable member, by the rules of this House he is
bound to lay the document on the
table. I expect the Minister to follow this course at the appropriate
time so that the file will be available
to honorable members.
The SPEAKER.-Order! I quote
from the eighteenth edition of May
at page 421 under the heading" Citing
Documents not before the House "Another rule or principle of debate may
be here added. A Minister of the Crown
is not at liberty to read or quote from a
despatch or other State paJ)er not before
the House, unless he be prepared to lay it
upon the table.

It has been a custom in this place to
permit Ministers to quote extensively
from files. It has also been the custom
to permit Leaders of the Opposition
to quote from files, and that when
files have been quoted from they are
made available to the Leader of the
Opposition or, vice versa, to the
Minister.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I have no objection
to placing this document or the file
on the table but, on his own admission, the honorable member for
Broadmeadows has a copy of the
document from which I am quoting.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-On a point of order,
it is not just a matter of custom but
one of proper procedure which is followed by every Parliament. If the
Minister intends to lay the document
on the table, he should do so.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I quote from page
421 of May, where it is statedA Minister of the Crown is not at liberty
to read or quote from a despatch or other
State paper not before the House unless he
is prepared to lay it upon the table.

That is where the matter ends.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The document from
which I am quoting is already in the
hands of the honorable member for
Broadmeadows.
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The SPEAKER.-The answer need
only be that the file will be laid upon
the table.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! am not sure
whether what I said was understood.
I shall be happy to lay the file on the
table, but the Leader of the Opposition requires that I do so immediately.
When I have finished with the file,
I shall lay it on the table.
Mr. HOLDING.-! did not ask the
Minister to lay the file on the table
immediately.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! quoted the
press release because the honorable
member for Broadmeadows based his
argument on an incorrect press reporting of it. It is important that
honorable members should know
precisely what statement was issued
and that they should have no doubt
about the Government's decision.
Rapid changes occurred in the meat
industry which caused the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority to approach
the Government, indicating the difficulties with which it was confronted
and asking the Government to make
relevant decisions. The alternative
would have been for the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority to go into
liquidation because it had absorbed
all the liquidity to which it was. entitled. The Treasurer made additional
arrangements with the bank so that
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
could continue trading and instructed
the authority not so much to run a
minimum kill but to ensure that as
many employees as could reasonably
be justified were employed. This instruction was not issued with a view
to financial rewards because at the
time the organization was operating
at a loss. The Victorian Inland Meat
Authority promptly advised the Government that in order to perform a
reasonably viable killing operation it
would incur a loss of about $15,000
a week.
The Government considered that,
in the interests of local employment
and decentralization, it would be a
sound investment to incur this loss
and ensure that men were not thrown
out of work. If the meat works had
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been put into liquidation any responsible receiver would have shut them
down and dismissed the men. The
ensuing difficulties would not have
resolved the issue.
The Government has carefully considered the whole philosophy of its
becoming involved in what are
traditionally private enterprise fields.
Mr. BORNSTEIN .-Is that the basis
of the Government's decision?
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-That is one of
the bases. The Government considers
that in the field of local employment,
which it desires to boost by successful operation of both these meat
works, the right sort of private enterprise would be more capable than
any Government authority of maintaining and increasing employment
opportunities.
In view of the necessarily constricted nature of the Victorian Inland
Me~t Authority in its trading, which
has indirect international hook-ups,
from time to time it would be necessary for it to impose additionally on
Government revenue in order to
maintain liquidity. This has not been
a very palatable period for me as the
Minister responsible to the Government.
Mr. CuRNOW.-The Minister has
not lost a night's sleep yet. He is
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The interjection
of the honorable member for Kara
Kara is neither relevant nor
sensible. I ask the honorable member to cease interjecting.

amendment, I urge honorable members to bear in mind that, under my
amendment, before any arrangements
are entered into, proposals will come
to this House for comment and
debate. That is the way it ought to
be. Honorable members should
support the amendment which I have
moved.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I have listened to the
statements of the Minister of Agriculture in answer to the charges
which have been made by the honorable member for Broadmeadows.
The Minister's defence was based
partly on fact and partly on
philosophy. It is a fact that during
this year, because of the financial
by the
difficulties
experienced
Victorian Inland Meat Authority,
the Government decided as a matter
of philosophy that the way to solve
the problem was to sell the author
rity's works to private enterprise.
In essence, that is the answer of the
Minister to the points raised by the
honorable member for Broadmeadows. Some serious considerations
arise from this. I made careful note
of the history of this matter as it was
recounted-accurately, I presumeby the Minister, and I ask the House
to recall the date when it was
brought to the attention of the
Minister. On 14th November, 1973,
the Minister was apprised of the
financial difficul~y of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-No, that was
when the general manager reported
to the board.

Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The Government is confident that with proper
negotiation it can find suitable
people who are capable of leasing or
purchasing both or each of the works,
who can meet the criterion of an
additional buyer in the market, and
who, more importantly, can provide
the maximum employment opportunities and expansion possible in both
Bendigo and Ballarat to complement
the Government's decentralization
policies. Therefore, when they are
considering the motion and the

Mr. HOLDING.-! stand corrected.
On 16th November the Minister had
discussions with the general manager
and the chairman, who indicated the
extent of the financial difficulty. Being a diligent and hardworking Minister he was, of course, immediately
concerned to acquaint both the
Premier and the Cabinet of those
facts. According to the Minister's
own statement, the members of the
Cabinet, these men of :deep philosophical ·Conviction, decided on 19th
November, 1973, that the answer to
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the problems of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority was to seH its undertakings.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Or lease them.
Mr. HOLDING.-Or lease them; in
any case, to dispose of them. I asked
honorable members to recall the date
on which this decision was made by
the Cabinet. In the light of answers to
questions given in this House subsequently by the Minister and the
Premier I am bound to say, with deep
regret-and it must be a matter for
deep concern-that the only conclusion that any reasonable man can
reach is that, being in possession of
that knowledge and in a situation in
which neither was bound to answer,
both the Premier and the Minister
lied to the House. I do not make
that statement lightly and I make it
with real regret. But the record is
there.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have no desire
to interrupt the Leader of the Opposition but I should advise the House
that honorable members now speaking on this rna tter wiU be deemed to
be speaking to both the motion and
the amendment.
Mr. HOLDING.-The House was
first aware of this matter when it was
raised in a question without notice
from me to the Minister for Agriculture on 27th November, 1973. That
was some days after the Cabinet decision. I askedcan the Minister of Agriculture inform
the House of the reasons for the dismissal
of 150 men from the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority and whether it is due to shortages
of stock or shortages of funds with which
to purchase stock?

The Minister answeredThe Victorian Inland Meat Authority is a
commercial undertaking which comes under
the Ministry of Agriculture, but it is almost an autonomous org~anization in
trading commercially. The authority has
had a good deal of meat in stock which it
is unable to sell profitably at present.

That answer was given after the
Minister had taken part in a Cabinet
decision to " flog " the authority.
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The Minister also saidFor some weeks the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority has been trading at considerable
loss because of ·the high purchasing price of
stock in the market place.
·

11here is no argument about that.
This has resulted in a loss on operations
of $60,000 a week.

That is factual; there can be no
doubt about that.
I do not know of any commercial operation, particularly in the meat industry,
where this sort of situation could obtain indefinitely.

No one can dispute that.
The 1authority took these matters Into
account and decided to reduce its activities.
This has been done; the authority has ·reduced the weekly operating. losses, bu't
when conditions change, it is hoped the
situation will improve.
··

I put another
Premier-

question

to

the

In view of the fact that record prices
have been paid for meat in Australia. and
elsewhere throughout the world, can the
Premier inform the House wheth-er he will
order a .top level inquiry into the operations
of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority- to
ascertain why that organization has faHed
in an expanding meat economy in which
record prices have been obtained by private
operators within Victoria?
'

In reply, the Premier saidThe answer is, " No ".

I direct particular attention to what
follows:Nor do I understand that the present
problems which the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority ·are encountering are unusual
in this very competitive industry.

These problems were not· unusual!
The Premier was not worried! The
honorable gentleman may have put
up his hand in Cabinet to vote . to
sell the meat works but there was .no
reason why the Parliament of Victoria should be taken into the lofty
confidence of these entrepreneurs;
not a bit of it!
·
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Mr. Speaker, I raise
a point of order. I have listened with
interest to what has been said by the
honorable member, including the
allegation that I have lied to Parliament. I have waited for him to prove
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that but so far he has been unable to
do so and I ask him to withdraw the
allegation.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I have no intention of
withdrawing. If the honorable member will hear me out, there are
several other matters.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I cannot uphold
the point of order. If the Minister
found the statement alleged to have.
been made by the Leader of the
Opposition offensive, he should have
raised the matter when the statement
was made, not at a later stage.
Mr.. HOLD IN G.-I ask the House
to contemplate the situation. When
the Cabinet was confronted with
the~e problems, the Premier was
party to a decision which was in line
with the private enterprise philosophy
to which all members of the Cabinet
adhere. But, on 27th November,
some many days later, the Premier
said, in answer to the question I
askedAs I understand it, the main problem is
a shortage of stock, particularly sheep in
the sale-yards.

Honorable members interjecting.

Mr. HOLDING.-If the Premier had
referred to sheep on his backbenches, I would have understood
him. If they were moved from the
back benches to the sale-yards, the
lot could be bought very cheaply. By
interjection, I said to the PremierBut the Minister said it was due to a
shortage of funds.

Not to be misled by an unruly interjection, the Premier saidThis has caused the operations which are
still carrying on in the abattoirs to be run
at a loss. The reason why this should be so
will be well known to country members of
the House.

In another disorderly interjection I
saidIt is related to the liquidity of funds.

The Premier went on to sayTo continue with the ·answer to the question, there is a shortage of stock-mainly
sheep-in the sale-yards, as anyone who
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knows anything about stock at present in
Victoria would appreciate. The Victorian
Inland Meat Authority is not the only
operator in the abattoir field which is feeling the pinch of the stock shortage, As I
understand it, as a matter of commercial
prudence the authority did not feel able to
carry on full-scale with the existing staff
at a loss of $60,000 a week. There is no
end in sight to the present shortage until
climatic conditions change or until farmers
return their stock to the market. When that
happens, no doubt the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority will resume full operations, as
other abattoirs have in the past.

The implication at that stage was that
the problem confronting the authority
was a shortage of stock. The Minister of Agriculture said that there were
problems of liquidity. However, it did
not matter which way it was put because the undertaking given by the
Premier was that as soon as these
temporary problems were resolved
the abattoirs would continue to operate as they had in the past.
Any reasonable man, upon examining the statement made to the House
by the Premier, would say that the
honorable gentleman was saying, in
effect, " There are not enough sheep,
there are a few problems, but as soon
as the problems are overcome it will
be business as usual." However,
" business as usual " involves the Victorian Inland Meat Authority running
its own operation. What the House
was not told was that the Premier
had sat in on a Cabinet meeting-if
the honorable gentleman was not
there he can say so --about eight days
earlier when Cabinet made a decision
to sell it.
Mr. BuRGIN.-You did not ask that.
Mr. HOLDING.-The honorable
member for Bendigo may endeavour
to delude his electors but he should
not try to delude the House with the
political expediency that .has been
shown by the Premier and the Minister of Agriculture, because if the
honorable member is going to lie he
must get caught.
Those honorable members who
were interested in the matter were
concerned to pursue it further. On
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29th November, approximately ten
days after the Cabinet decision was
made, I asked the PremierFurther to the answers given by the
Treasurer and the Minister of Agriculture
earlier this week concerning the reason for
the dismissal of 150 men at the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority's works at Bendigo,
has the Treasurer caused any further inquiries to be made into the operation and
management of the authority at Bendigo?
Can the honorable gentleman inform the
House in more detail of the reasons for the
financial failure of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority, which has led to its standing down of 150 men? Can the Treasurer
also inform the House what immediate
action is proposed by the Government to
give employment to the men who have been
affected and what action is proposed to put
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority in
Bendigo on a sound business footing?

The Premier was not bound to answer the question but he did, and that
is his problem. If the Premier has any
problem about telling untruths in this
House, we will hear about it next
week. I ask you, Mr. Speaker, as a
prudent, reasonable man, to contemplate the enormity of the Premier's
answer. I remind the House that, as
a result of the diligence of the Minister of Agriculture, there was a
Cabinet meeting at which these
financial matters were discussed and
a decision made to dispose of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority. At
page 2861 of Hansard of 29th November, when all these matters were
within the knowledge of the Premier,
the honorable gentleman repliedThere is no reason to think that the Victorian Inland Meat Authority is not in a
sound financial position.

In case honorable members have not
understood the gravity of that statement, I shall read it again.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-We heard it before.
Mr. HOLDING.-! will continue to
refer to these matters. This is the
situation in which the Government
has decided to sell out and get out,
and all sorts of. people are approaching the Minister of Agriculture telling
him not to worry; that they will take
it over; that the Government might
have run it at a loss but not to worry
about it.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-No one did that.
Session 1974.-144
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Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister had
them knocking on his door for
months, and he knows it.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! did not.
Mr. HOLDING.-! ask that Hansard
do not record the disorderly answers
of the Minister and of the Premier
because they are already in enough
trouble. Let me go on with the
Liberal way of dealing with the truth
in this situation.
Mr. EDMUNDs.-Some of them are
supposed to be Christian leaders.
Mr. HOLDING.-The honorable
member for Moonee Ponds would
never call the honorable member for
Sandringham a Christian.
Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham).On a point of order, Mr. Speaker, the
honorable member for Sandringham
has been sitting quietly endeavouring
to listen to the Leader of the Opposition. Now I am accused of opening
my mouth.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! There is no point
of order.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-The answer given by
the Premier to the question I asked
him wasThere is no reason to think that the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority is not in
a sound financial position. What it has done
is what occurs from time to time in most
meat works, and since yesterday, I have not
initiated any further investigation into the
management of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority, nor do I propose to do so. There
is an able board in charge and, so far as
I am aware, the management of the authority is on sound lines. The authority has
certainly run into difficulties which have led
to the reduction of its operations but not
to the elimination of them.

The Premier made this statement
when he had been a party to a
Cabinet decision to eliminate the
authority.
Mr. HAMER.-The honorable member should read the complete answer.
Mr. HOLDING.-Perhaps the experienced company lawyer who is
now Premier can explain how, having
made a decision to sell up or to get
rid of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority lock, stock and barrel,
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abattoir by abattoir, ·and hook by
hook-the works-he can then say

only way to answer that is to have
the whole issue examined by an

that there is to be some reduction

appropriate all-party committee.

in its operations but not their elimination. The answer continuedThe real problem, as the Leader of the
Opposition indicates, concerns the men who
have been retrenched.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Leader of the
Opposition should continue his address, address the Chair and ignore
interjections.
Mr. HOLDING.-! will recapitulate the essence of what members of
the Opposition have been told is the
basis of this case. On 19th November
a decision to dispose of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority was made. It
does not matter whether the meat
works were to be leased or sold. In
fairness to the Minister of Agriculture, I point out that he said that a
decision was made in accordance
with the private enterprise philosophy of the Government.
The Premier and the Minister of
Agriculture are now faced with a
real problem. Having been party to
that decision on 19th November how
is it that on 27th November and 28th
November, being apprised of that information, they assured the House
that the problems were only shortterm ones, that there might be financial problems or stock problems,
but the House could be assured that
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
would continue to operate in its present form?
In essence that contradiction is so
manifest that the only reasonable
conclusion thAt can be reached-if
the honorable gentlemen were not
suffering from amnesia-is that they
were misleading the House. That
can be resolved only if the Government is prepared to be honest and
uncover all the facts relating to
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
There is no evidence of the extent
to which both the Premier and the
Minister are prepared to go to misinform the public on this matter. The

Mr. EoMUNDs.-If they were in the
of Commons they would
resign.
Ho~se

Mr. HOLDING.-That is a matter
which is still open to the House and
it is not resolved by anything that
can be decided here tonight. There
are two issues. One goes to the
credibility of the decision that was
made, and a subsequent decision will
be made on the credibility of the
Premier in this matter and I think
also on the credibility of the Minister
of Agriculture. The Minister can use
his numbers but there can be no
more serious allegation made to
Parliament than that it has been deliberately misled in a way which
deserves the strongest censure of the
Parliament.
Under the clearly-established procedures of this House, no Minister is
bound to answer a question, but
when he does so he must answer it
truthfully. It does not matter what
interpretation is placed on the matter; no average, reasonable citizen
confronted with the evidence given
by the Minister tonight could believe
that these questions were answered
truthfully. That is an issue which
can be dealt with separately by the
House; I give notice that it will have
to be dealt with separately by the
House.
For the purposes of this debate I
put it that the arguments of the
honorable
member for
Broadmeadows have not been answered
by the Minister.
The honorable
member for Broadmeadows went
through the history of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, and
pointed out that, over the past
three years of its operations, it had
operated at a profit. He pointed to
its relevance to the meat industry in
general. Nobody doubts that even
if the authority's operations had been
such that it was operating at a
break-even point, its existence in the
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market ensured a fair deal for farmers and a proper deal for consumers.
By its very existence, it kept the industry honest.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Your Government was moaning about meat prices.
Mr. HOLDING.-If that is a fact
which the honorable gentleman wants
to dispute from his own knowledge
of the farming community, let him
dispute it. It is nothing strange to
farming communities that large consortiums· in this country have been
prepared to get together to ensure
that prices were fixed for the commodities they use. Will the honorable
gentleman talk about private-enterprise philosophy?
Never let it be
forgotten that the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority was created to take
over meat works which, for the most
part, had been run by private enterprise structures that had become insolvent.
If the full sorry story is told,
when private enterprise is in trouble
the Government takes over an important asset to keep people at work
and to fulfil an important economic
and social role. It is conceded that
there are certain problems with the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority. It
has always been under-capitalized and
subject to the political pressures of
this Government. No private enterprise operator would have put up with
the pressures that were exerted on
the authority.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-What sort of
pressures?
Mr. HOLDING.-! will tell the honorable gentleman. Is it not a factallegations have been made tonightthat at a time when all other meat
works in Victoria had to retrench
workers because of shortage of stock,
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
continued because, in April and March
of last year, when the State elections
were imminent, its operations happened to be in Bendigo and Ballarat?
The Premier and the Minister of Agriculture should have gone to Portland
to see the workers being stood down
there.
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Mr. WILKES.-The honorable member for Bendigo is a " oncer ".
Mr. HOLDING.-Of course he is a
" oncer ". I will spell it out. That
is one of the reasons why the Government will not have an open inquiry
or an all-party Parliamentary committee inquiry into the Victorian Inland Meat Authority. It would emerge
that the authority was told, "The
State elections are coming up; this
Government is under pressure; the
last thing you do is to let employees
be stood down. So buy stock and keep
working, no matter what prices you
pay".
If the Premier says that this is untrue, and he has shown himself to be
something of an expert on untruths
tonight, let him go before a Parliamentary committee and prove it. The
allegation has been made publicly and
it has not been denied. The Pren1ier
can deny it, but would those who
were responsible for running the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority deny
it, if they were speaking under oath
to a Parliamentary committee? I tell
the Premier that they would not.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-They would.
Mr. HOLDING.-! should like to
have that argument out. They cannot
have it both ways. Perhaps the
people running the authority were extremely inefficient, but the Premier
says he is confident that they were
efficient because at that stage the
authority was conducting the only
meat works that were not retrenching. It was outside the pattern of the
meat industry as a whole. The private enterprise philosophy that could
quite properly have been applied to
meet the market conditions in March
and April did not apply. It was a
different story after the Government
was re-elected; the employees of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority were
disposable commodities.
Every time an industrial stoppage
occurs, the Government-and particularly the former employers' advocate, the Minister of Labour and Industry-moans and complains. Recently the Government briefed counsel to go to court and argue that
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there should be no wage increases,
and that, because of industrial unrest,
any applications by the trade unionists of the State for higher remuneration should not be considered. That
is an interesting argument. On occasions groups of trade unionists have
called wildcat strikes, but there are
two sides to an argument. A Government which is prepared to argue
on that subject should be able to
show the court and the community
that as an employer it cares about
the future of its work force. Some
men had given a lifetime of service
to the Victorian Inland Meat Authority at various levels of the trade.
T_he situation in a country town is
different from that which applies in
the metropolis.
Mr. STEPHEN.-How do you know
that?
Mr. HOLDING.-The honorable
member who has interjected will not
dispute that statement because of the
shortage of employment trades in
many country towns. A man aged
50 to 56 years, who has been employed in one industry for ten or
fifteen years, is in difficulties if he
loses his job. That is what happened
to employees of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority. They were not informed of their economic prospects;
they read about them in the local
newspaper. The employers did not
have the decency to say to these men
who had given a lifetime of service,
" This is the range of the problem. It
is true that you might face some
economic difficulties but that is our
attitude".
No meeting was called by the Minister or by anyone else. There was
no need; the election was over and
men who had to be kept employed
at all costs before May could be
thrown on the industrial scrapheap.
That is one side-effect that could' flow
from this decision.
The Premier,
the Minister of Labour and Industry,
and the Minister of Agriculture have
never called a conference and told
the men on the job that their economic future was assured. The Government's attitude is consistent with
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its private enterprise philosophy and
mentality. Many private employers
would do a much better job than the
Government.
In fairness to the Premier, I
acknowledge that he received a deputation from the employees on the
job and gave them his assurance that
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
would not be sold. That was much
later than 19th November, when the
Cabinet decision was made. I shall
quote from a file which was tabled
by the Minister.
Mr. HAMER.-What are you quoting
from?
Mr. HOLDING.-1 am quoting
from the file which was tabled by
the Minister. One document contains
submissions to the Premier from a
deputation which he received and
which included the Mayor of Bendigo,
the council of the Shire of Marong,
a number of local councillors, and
representatives of the Australasian
Meat Industry Employees Union. The
members of the deputation asked the
Premier whether the State Government would give an assurance
that the Bendigo works of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority
would not be closed or sold to
private enterprise.
Members of
that deputation would swear to
any committee appointed by this
House that that assurance was given
by the Premier to representatives of
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union and to municipal
council representatives. There may
have been a change of heart after the
Government decided to sell the meat
works on 19th November. Honorable
members have not been informed
about that change of heart.
·The inherent contradictions in the
statements made to Parliament by the
Premier and by the Minister of Agriculture are of such dimensions that
any honorable member who realizes
the truth of the situation will support
the motion moved by the honorable
member for Broadmeadows. Assurances have been given to this Parliament and to the people of Bendigo
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and the Government is in the course
of breaking them behind closed doors.
What does the motion moved by the
honorable member for Broadmeadows
stand for? What does it mean? It
means simply that having regard to
the enormous capital investment of
the people of this State in these
works and their significance to the
whole operation of the meat industry
in Victoria, before the works are sold
or disposed of they ought to be the
subject of an independent investigation by an all-party Parliamentary
committee.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-The Government
would have a majority on the- committee.
Mr. HOLDING.-1 take up the
interjection of the honorable member
for Moonee Ponds. There is a
majority of Government members on
the State Development Committee.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has two minutes in which
to conclude his remarks.
Mr. HOLDING.-I shall finish in
two minutes. The honorable member
for Broadmeadows quite properly
pointed out to the House that the
State Development Committee already
investigates important projects for the
Government, in many cases before
they are established and in some cases
when they are in difficulty. Before
the Government sells or disposes of
this important and vital asset there
should be an all-party Parliamentary
inquiry.
That is the simple proposition. The
only answer given by the Minister of
Agriculture is that there can .be no
independent assessment of the matter
by an all-party Parliamentary committee because owing to the political
philosophy of the Government it is
proposed to dispose of this institution. This whole exercise is a sordid
exercise in political cynicism. The
Premier has lied. The Minister of
Agriculture has lied. This House and
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the people of Victoria have been
misled and the only way out of the
situation-Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker. I have listened with
interest to the argument of the Leader
of the Opposition who has twice
accused me of lying to the House.
As I resent it, I ask him to withdraw
the remark.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Minister of
Agriculture believes the statement of
the Leader of the Opposition is
objectionable and he has asked for
its withdrawal.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I am sorry,
Mr.
Speaker, but I have indicated that
this matter will later be dealt with
by way of substantive motion. At
this stage I can see no way in which
I can withdraw.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-I insist on the
Leader of the Opposition withdrawing, as I find his remark offensive.
Mr. HOLDING.-In the normal
course of events honorable members
say things under heat in this House.
However, the statement I made was
not made in the pressure of debate;
it was not made in heat. It was my
own conclusion. Having examined
the case which I presented to the
House, I have indicated that as the
Opposition views the matter seriously
it will be the subject of a substantive
motion. I feel strongly about the
traditions of this place but I am in a
position where there is no way in
which I can come to a decision to
withdraw the statement that I have
made.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I quote to the
House Standing Order No. 94No member shall use ·offensive or
unbecoming words in reference to any
member of the House.

The Minister of Agriculture deems
the statement made by the Leader
of the Opposition to be off.ensive to
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him and I do appeal to the Leader
of the Opposition to withdraw the
remark.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-There is also Parliamentary precedent for tile position
that an allegation that a member has
lied is not an unparliamentary statement as such. The statement which
is unparliamentary is that he has
deliberately lied.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-It is offensive.
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister can
believe it is objectionable to him and
normally if he found a remark offensive I would certainly withdraw it.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! do.
Mr. HOLDING.-! am sorry that
the Minister finds it offensive, but as
I believe it to be the truth I am
therefore bound to maintain my
stand. I give the Minister notice that
the Opposition views this matter
seriously. I have discussed the position with the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition and my colleagues and it
will be the matter of a further motion
in the House. I have taken my stand
and I do not propose to move away
from it. Consequently I shall have
to take whatever decision you make,
Mr. Speaker. If you believe you have
to follow a certain procedure in this
place, I shall be sorry, but I will
have to accept that. In view of the
nature of the case I have presented
to the House, although I would
dearly love a refutation, there is no
way in which I can withdraw. It was
not said in heat or in the pressure of
debate.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-Mr. Speaker, by leave-Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Leave
is refused.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The statement of
the Leader of the Opposition to
which the Minister of Agriculture has
taken exception included the word
" lied ". The dictionary definition of
the word isLie: Speak falsely, tell lie ( s).
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That is the only interpretation that
the Minister of Agriculture has placed
on the expression and I do appeal to
the Leader of the Opposition to withdraw. The Leader of the Opposition
in due time will have an opportunity,
as he has indicated to the House, to
take the matter further.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-1 am sorry, but with
deference to you, Mr. Speaker, I cannot withdraw the statement. I understand the problem I am creating for
you, Sir, but I went through the
Hansard debates and I quoted to the
House the Minister's own answers.
l quoted the decision of Cabinet and
I consider that the way in which I
used the expression was in accord
with the definition as you gave it, Mr.
Speaker. I cannot move away from
that and I believe the appropriate
term was the term I used. I have
never taken this position before! will not say it is the half truth.
Mr. WHITING.-It is not the truth.
Mr. HOLDING.-! am not seeking
some " let out ". I understand the
problem I have caused but the only
conclusion I can reach is that the
honorable gentleman lied and if I have
to accept the consequences for my
statement, that is something I will
have to do.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I rise again to try
to be the arbitrator in this situation.
I quote from May's Parliamentary
Practice where, under the heading
"Allegation against Members", it is
statedGood temper and moderation are the
characteristics of Parliamentary language.
Parliamentary language is never more desirable than when a member is canvassing the
opinions and conduct of his opponents in
debate.

The imputation, as taken by the Minister of Agriculture, is that the word
is false and without motivation. r
again appeal to the Leader of the
Opposition as I do not want to be·
forced into taking certain action but
there is no other alternative available
tome.
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Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-Solely in deference to
the difficulty I am creating for you,
Mr. Speaker, if the honorable gentleman finds the word " lied " in its
context offensive, I give him notice
of other action the Opposition proposes to take and I shall withdraw
the word "lied" and substitute the
term " deliberately misled ".
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! accept the withdrawal
of the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-I support the amendment moved by the Minister of Agriculture. The moderation to which
you referred, Mr. Speaker, and your
request that regard should be paid to
the Standing Orders have not been
observed in debate tonight. I stand
by every word of every answer I gave
to the House. I do not believe I misled the House in any respect. On the
contrary, I gave answers-as the
Leader of the Opposition said, I was
not bound to do so, but I always attempt to answer questions to the best
of my ability-and they were truthful
and accurate. There has been an attempt to distort the whole context in
which the questions were asked and
the answers given.
The two questions put to me related, firstly, to the continuation of
the works at Bendigo at that timeBallarat then did not come into itand, secondly, to the employment of
the people who were affected by a
decision of the Victorian Inland M'eat
Authority board to reduce its operations. The question to which I gave
an answer and which was misquoted
by the Leader of the Opposition
related to the operations of the
Victorian Inland M'eat Authority.
I said that the board of the authority had found it necessary to
reduce its operations, but not
to eliminate them. The operations
have continued and are still continuing, with the support of the Government, and a number of people at both
Ballarat and Bendigo have kept their
employment. The Government will
continue to employ those people until
1
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the future destination and fate of the
works is decided. That was the
answer I gave.
Mr. HoLDING.-No; in his answer
the Premier said the Government did
not propose to-Mr. HAMER.-If the Leader of the
Opposition reads the answer again,
he will find exactly what the context
was and what my answer was.
Throughout this operation the Government has had one objective, which
has been to ensure that the meat
works in Bendigo and Ballarat kept
going, and that so far as possible the
works would be encouraged to expand
their operations, because the Government regards the meat industry as a
large and important decentralized
industry providing a good deal of employment for people in both those
cities. The meat works are an important enterprise in meat trading and
meat operations in Victoria. The
Government intends to ensure that
the works are continued, and they will
be expanded as fast as possible.
I remind the House of the support
which has been given to the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority over a long
period by the present and preceding
Governments. As honorable members heard tonight, the authority goes
back to 1st May, 1943.
Mr. WILTON .-It goes back further
than that to the 1930s.
Mr. HAMER.-In its present form,
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
goes back to 1st May, 1943. I was
not a member of the House at that
time, but this is my information.
Since that time loans have been made
to the authority by successive Victorian Governments for three purposes. Firstly, funds were provided
for working capital, for which
$286,000 was advanced between 1946
and 1954. Secondly, money was provided for capital works, for which
$1·4 million was advanced between
1946 and 1960. Thirdly, finance was
provided for works under arrangements to allow Swifts to take over in
Bendigo, for which $1·4 million was
advanced between 1965 and 1967. At
the end of 1972, the total amount of
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these advances made by the Government in direct support of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority to allow
its works to continue and to expand
stood at $3 · 6 million.
The House will recall that at that
time the Victorian Inland M'eat Authority was finding it difficult to carry
on. Up to that point, over all those
years it had repaid only $140,000
of the total amount advanced
of $3 · 6 million. The balance of the
amount stood as a debt from the
authority to the Government. Early in
1963 in an effort to help the authority, the Government intr?~uced legi~
lation to wipe off $2 ·6 million of capital so that the authority then
owed only $1 million. At that time
the authority believed it could carry
that amount of loan and interest and
would be able to continue its operations. By any comparison this wa~ a
low capitalization. The allegatiOn
made across the House during the
debate that the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority was under capitalized is so
wide of the mark that it is lu:dicrous. Subsequently, it will be recalled in order to give further
suppo~t to the authority, and to bring
the Ballarat works up to export
standard, the Government granted a
loan of $1·6 million. The loan was
made by the Ru~al Finane~ and. Settlement Commission, and IS still outstanding.
Finally, in order to kee~ the Yictorian Inland Meat Authonty gomg,
the Government has consistently
guaranteed its overdraft ~ith the
Reserve Bank of Australia. The
overdraft for which the Government
is ultimately responsible, now st~nds
at $1·6 million. That was the situation as long ago as 1972, and it recurred towards the end of 1973 when the
board of the authority repor~ed to t_he
Minister of Agriculture that It was Incurring losses of $60,000 a week and
would have to reduce its operations.
The answers I gave in the House to
the questions asked about those
operations were accurate and truthful
to the best of my knowledge at the
time and I still stand by them. The
Mr. Hamer.
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main problem, as described by the
Minister of Agriculture, was that
because of the liquidity difficulty
which the Victorian Inland M·eat
Authority was experiencing, it
could not buy stock on the
scale necessary to keep the works
going. In any case, a shortage of
sheep had been developing for some
months. This shortage had reduced
the operations in both Bendigo and
Ballarat to a cattle and pig chain
only, which was not sufficient-as
the honorable member for Kara Kara
knows-to keep the works going.
That was the situation which faced
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
towards the end of the year. At that
stage the board considered it
had no option but to close the
works entirely. They have, however,
been kept going at a reduced
rate with
the Government support and encouragement.
The
losses of $60,000 a week have been
reduced to about $15,000 a week, but
they are continuing.
The question which really fac~s
Parliament and the Government IS
how long this type of loss can be
supported. I expect the losses of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority this
year will be in the neighbourhood of
$1·6 million.
Mr. WILTON.-Why? Other meat
works do not lose that sort of money.
Mr. HAMER.-I should have
thought the honorable member for
Broadmeadows would by now have
understood the reasons for the loss.
Mr. WILTON.-You tell me.
Mr. HAMER.-For some minutes I
have been explaining to the honorable member for Broadmeadows that
there are problems in carrying on a
meat works on such a reduced basis
that the overheads swamp the whole
of the operations. That has been the
fate of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority since the end of last year,
and it is still continuing. As soon as
the position became apparent the
Government discussed the ultimate
fate of the authority, and a decision
was taken to ascertain whether there
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was any prospect of private enterprise taking over the works and
operating them profitably.
Mr. WILKES.-There was a decision
to get rid of them.
Mr. HAMER.-There was not, and
never has been.
fv.lr. HOLDING.-The Minister said
so on 19th November.
Mr. HAMER.-! ask the Leader of
the Opposition, because he has distorted so many things tonight, to be
quite accurate. What the Minister
said was-Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-On a point of order,
the · Premier used the word " distorted ", and I suggest that, having
regard to the Minister's own statement, that is a remark that ought not
to have been made, and I ask the
Premier to withdraw it.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-There is no point of
order. The Premier was advancing
his argument.
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-Cabinet acted responsibly and discussed the position of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority. A
decision was made that the Minister
of Agriculture and the board of the
authority should ascertain whether
private enterprise was interested in
buying or leasing the works. This
decision was confirmed in a press
statement early in January. No decision was made to dispose of the works
and ·none has been made since.
Mr. HoLDING.-That is because a
buyer cannot be found. The Premier
should be accurate. He is saying
that it has not been possible to implement the decision.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! In this debate I
have gone out of my way to give
every protection to honorable members who are addressing the House,
and I appeal to honorable members
to listen to the Premier in silence.
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Mr. HAMER.-No decision has
been made to dispose of these works
to private enterprise by lease or by
a sale. The original decision was to
look around and discuss with private
enterprise operators whether they
would be interested in taking over the
works. That has been done to some
extent. No decision or proposition
has been made, and no proposal has
been accepted by the board or the
Government. The objective is to
keep the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority works going.
The Government believes that its
prospects of keeping these works
going on a viable basis ar~ less than
the prospects of private enterprise
doing it. In order to achieve that aim
and if possible to expand the works
the Government is seeking the best
solution as well as to protect public
revenue. This year the taxpayer must
find $1·6 million to fund the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority deficit and the
only sensible course for the Government to adopt is to seek a suitable
operator who will lease or buy the
works. The Government would prefer to lease them. In the meantime,
at great public expense, the works in
Ballarat and Bendigo have been kept
going and will continue.
The amendment proposes that,
before any arrangements are concluded, the Government will bring to
this House an amendment to the
Act to permit either the leasing or the
s~le of the works if an arrangement
That is the
is tentatively made.
sensible thing to do. If that happens
the House will have the opportunity
of discussing the proposed action, the
economic viability of the works and
any alternatives which may be
offered. What has been missing
from this debate has been, firstly,
any degree of objectivity and, secondly, constructive ideas on how the
works can best be carried on. The
Government believes it is acting in
the best interests of Ballarat and
Bendigo in making the efforts to keep
the works going. It intends to persist with that object.
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A remark was made about an
answer which I gave to the meat
interests in Bendigo, representatives
of which came to see me shortly
before Christmas. The Leader of the
Opposition started to say that I had
given an undertaking, but he corrected himself when he found that he
was reading from a request-Mr. HoLDING.-The Premier gave
an undertaking.
Mr. HAMER.-! was asked-! do
not depart from this-for an
assurance that the works would be
kept going. I gave that assurance and
carried it out.
Once again the context in which
these things have been done is being
completely twisted. The deputation
was concerned, as was the Government, about employment of people in
Bendigo. I was asked for an assurance, and I gave it. I stated that
although the scale of operations
would have to be reduced the
works would not be closed.
This has been done; they have been
kept open at considerable, expense.
If an arrangement is made for the
future operation of these works,
under the amendment it will come
before this House and Parliament can then decide on it. The
only proper thing for honorable members to do is to carry the amendment
and then the amended motion.
. Mr. TREWIN - (Benalla). -The
Country Party supports the motion
moved by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows. It has watched the
position closely in the past few
months and has listened to the questions asked and the answers given
in this House. It accepts the answers
and explanations which have been
given by the Premier.
Mention has been made of the debt
and the encumbrance on the taxpayer
which this project has produced. The
Victorian Inland Meat Authority was
established by a group of co-operatives or limited companies which were
set up by primary producers for the
marketing of stock. In the debate
that has taken place today, this
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fact has been forgotten. The Victorian
Inland Meat Authority has served a
good purpose and there is still room
for this organization.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows nominated the State Development Committee as the suitable
body to conduct an inquiry into the
operation of the meat works. One
or two other committees would be
more suited to perform the task.
The question of the involvement
of public money in the Victorian Inland lVIeat Authority has been discussed. The public has a responsibility to ensure that the welfare of
all sectors of the community is protected. The meat industry consists
of three sectors-the producers, the
processors and the workers or unions.
Unless there is co-operation between
the three groups, an end result which
is reasonable and is acceptable to the
community as a whole will never be
achieved.
The· Government should permit an
inquiry to be held into each sector
of the meat industry. Even if it were
brought about by the motion before
the House, it would be a good exercise for the Government. to engage
in and would be beneficial to the
community in general. It is not only
the producers who would need to
present their case, but producers
form an important . section of .the
industry.
Between the time that the Victorian Inland Meat Authority was
created and now, the number of
stock usually available for sale has
increased tremendously as a result
of producers' efforts to increase production. This increased production
could be in doubt in the future if
Governments fiddle too much with
the interests of producers.
The
Country Party believes those involved in primary industry, particularly,
should be given every opportunity
and encouragement to increase production. They should not be discouraged by such Government
actions as the abolition of the ·superphosphate bounty.
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Mr. CURNOW.-What has that to
do with the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority?
Mr. TREWIN.-It probably has a
lot to do with the authority. Retention of the bounty could bring back
the numbers of stock to the authority and to other meat processors
which we should all like to see.
One of the great difficulties facing
the meat processing industry is the
shortage of sheep. Overseas prices
sank to such a low level that, with
the cost of production rising, many
producers turned to other types of
farming. The beef industry prospered
but the sheep industry was in the
doldrums. Now the pendulum has
swung in favour of the sheep industry and it is to be hoped that, before long, sufficient numbers of sheep
will be coming onto the market.
Mr. CURNOW.-Why did the industry get into the doldrums?
Mr. TREWIN.-Some countries
which had been buying our produce
stopped doing so. But the pendulum
has swung back again. Wool prices
are down to half what they were
mainly as a result of interference
with currency values. As one who
has produced mutton for many years
I am concerned that the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority, which has
been so important to the industry,
may not continue to fulfill its role.
Stock. agents who withdrew · credit
facilities from producers and also
from t~e farmers and graziers cooperative did a great disservice to
the people concerned and to the industry. By putting the screws on
both these groups the agents failed
to give a fair deal to the producers
concerned.
It is easy enough to ask why they
should put their funds at risk, but
these people have been living on
primary industry for so long that it
just does not rna tter. If they are
not prepared to put their funds at
risk for short periods while particular difficulties must be overcome,
there is a poor lookout for the future
if there is a depression in the rural
industry.
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Mr. CURNOW.-But who helped the
farmers and graziers?
Mr. TREWIN.-To a great extent,
they helped themselves.
Mr. CURNOW.-Did the Commonwealth Government not dq anything?
Mr.
'IREWIN.-The Commonwealth Government may have helped
to a certain degree, but it is time it
put its own affairs in order and trimmed its operations. Enough has been
said about the whys and wherefores
of the operations of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority. The Country Party believes the opportunity
should be taken to assist the authority
to become more viable.
I pay tribute to those who form
the authority. They are men who
were selected for their interest and
involvement in various sections of
the industry. No credit can be
taken from them; it is not their
fault that this position has arisen.
It is a result of conditions in
the industry. Other processors would
be in the srune trouble if they did not
have funds available to them from
profits made by other sections of
large organizations to which they belong.
Meat markets are hard to find at
the best of times, and it is difficult
for buyers to nominate a price in a
market under the auction system.
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority
has had to meet the chaHenge which
that presents. That is reasonable. If
prin1ary producers are still prepared
to accept this type of marketing
they must a'lso be prepared to accept
what results from it. Unfortunately,
prices waver from time to time and
they cannot be predicted.
The affairs of the authority 'have
also been . affected by increases in
wages and shorter working hours.
These have been accepted by the
community and, that being so, the
community must be prepared to pay
for them. That is a fact of life. · If
consumers accept high wages and
shorter working 'hours in aU areas of
employment, they must be prepared
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to accept their effects. I am not
referring to primary industry because
the working hours of primary producers are unknown and their returns,
too, are often unknown.
The amendment moved by the Minister of Agriculture does not nearly
fit into what the Country Party wants
to see happen in the industry. Therefore, my party supports the motion
moved by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows.
Because numbers
count, the Country Party realizes
that it will be almost impossible for
the motion to be carried. However,
it suggests to the Premier that if at
any time he considers that an inquiry
into the industry should be necessary
the State Development Committee is
not the organization to conduct it.
Mr.
McCLURE (Bendigo).-In
typical hit and run fashion the Leader
of the Opposition has delivered an
attack and retreated before there
could be a full rebuttal of the accusations he made. He leads other members of the Opposition like lambs to
the slaughter. When the chips are
down, he departs, leaving them to
carry the can. I may have many attributes but being a ventriloquist is not
one of them. Whilst I appreciate the
Leader of the Opposition attributing
to me the comments made by the
honorable member for Polwarth, I
must disclaim any credit for the
interjection.
The Leader of the Opposition suggested that the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority works were kept operating
prior to the State elections in order
to deliver into this House members
of the Government party. Such an
absurd statement could come only
from the other side of the House.
One can only hope the Leader of
the Opposition is giving better advice
than he gives to the Richmond City
Council which he advises on matters
concerning the Richmond abattoirs.
As at 11th December last, Richmond
abattoirs owed some $87,000 in back
rents and fees outstanding from the
operation of the abattoirs. I do not
think there is a great .deal of benefit
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in the advice that the Leader of the
Opposition is meting out to the unfortunate Richmond council.
Whilst I realize that I have many
friends in the employ of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority at Bendigo, I
am surprised to know that there is a
sufficient number to enable members
on this side of the House to be delivered into Parliament. However,
I am now cognizant of the fact and
will be careful in the future. It is interesting that the abattoirs at Richmond are operating so poorly and yet
the Leader of the Opposition manages
to make it time and time again.
I regret that during his remarks the
Leader of the Opposition referred to
my friends who work at the
authority's Bendigo plant as disposable commodities. I do not know
what Mr. Curran, the State Secretary
of the Australasian M'eat Industry
Employees Union, will have to say
about this, but undoubtedly he will
make a comment to the Leader of
the Opposition in due course. The
people of Bendigo do not regard the
employees of the authority as disposable commodities. We are concerned that members of the
authority's work force who are
employed at the Bendigo plant should
be employed as fully as can possibly
be achieved.
Over the past few years, the
authority has had an outstanding
record of stable employment at
both Ballarat and Bendigo plants,
which cannot be matched by any
other abattoirs in the State. This indicates the extent to which the
authority is prepared to go to achieve
regular work for its employees.
The Leader of the Opposition made
great play of the fact that the
Premier had not attended a meeting
in Bendigo or Ballarat to address the
men who were retrenched from the
works late last year.
Mr. STEPHEN.-Holding, the stirrer,
was there.
Mr.
McCLURE.-Unfortunately,
the Leader of the Opposition did not
show up either; he sent some of his
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supporters whom I presume he had
been keeping in cold storage. By
contrast, the Premier agreed to meet
a deputation but unfortunately the
Leader of the Opposition did not see
fit to include in his report the full
list of those who were present. It
is important for honorable members
to know that the Premier met
not only representatives from the
City of Bendigo and the shires of
Marong and Strathfieldsaye, along
with representatives of the meat
workers union, but also present were
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization, the Minister of
Agriculture, the Minister of Water
Supply, the Honorable F. S. Grimwade, l\1.L.C., the honorable member
for Midlands and myself from this
House. Undoubtedly, the Leader of
the Opposition was intent on not
fully informing the House on all matters pertaining to the authority.
In addition to meeting so many
people in his office at short notice,
the Premier arranged for the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization to call a meeting of interested parties in Bendigo.
Mr. WILKEs.-Was this before or
after the decision to get rid of the
works?
Mr. McCLURE.-The Minister for
State Development and Decentralization sent officers of his department to
meet with all interested people. A
meeting at Bendigo was convened
late last year.
Mr. BORNSTEIN.-When was it
held?
Mr. McCLURE.-Earlier this evening, the Opposition made great play
of the fact that it had in its charge
and at its ready disposal news reports
from the Bendigo Advertiser and from
Ballarat newspapers. I am certain
that
Opposition
members
are
only too aware of the date, time and
place of the public meeting. It is
significant that at the meeting
officers of the Department of State
Development and Decentralization
were subjected to one of the most
unruly exhibitions ever seen at the
Bendigo City Hall. This says nothing
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for the attitude of those who are
concerned with the viable operation
of the authority's works at Bendigo.
The people of Bendigo recognize
the effort that has been put into the
authority by this Government and
preceding Governments. We are
indeed pleased that the Government
has consistently arranged sufficient
finance for the works to keep operating at maximum level. We are also
pleased that some years ago the Government made funds available for
substantial extension of the works at
Bendigo in order to accommodate
private enterprise smallgoods and
meat packaging works. That sectio?
is currently operated by Mayfair
Hams and I am certain that all honorable members are aware of the excellent product that is produced by
this company.
The concern of the people of
Bendigo is that in any event, whether
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
continues to operate the works or
whether the works are sold or leased,
we should have in Bendigo a viable
abattoirs. This needs to be looked at
in a common-sense situation. It does
not really matter whether people are
employed by a private enterprise
organization or by a Government
authority. The main concern of my
constituents is that employment
should be available.
On television on Monday evening,
members of the work force of the
authority who were retrenched last
year and subsequently have been reemployed by the Lands Department
in Bendigo re-emphasized their desire
to work for the authority. It is
important to note that at no time has
the Government abrogated its responsibilities to the work force of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. BORNSTEIN.-You are in for a
big surprise.
Mr. McCLURE.-The honorable
member for Brunswick East would not
know what an abattoirs looked like.
He is under the impression that the
unemployment relief that has been
made available to keep in employment
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those who would have been unemployed is coming to an end. He is
the one who is in for a surprise.
It would appear from the remarks
of the Leader of the Opposition that
there will be further ·discussions on
this matter at a later date in the
House. I do not believe it is necessary further to rebut the paltry arguments that have been advanced this
evening. It is important to know that
we have the assurance of the Premier
and the Government that the abattoirs will continue at Bendigo and
Ballarat, whether they are operated
by the authority, by private enterprise that has purchased the works,
or by lease.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-It has
been a sorry day for the Victorian
Parliament and its credibility that
honorable members should hear of
the duplicity by which the Government has attempted to refute the
arguments put forward by the honorable member for Broadmeadows and
the Leader of the Opposition. The
Government has compounded a
wrong, which has been further compounded by the most junior member
of the Government party, the honorable member for Bendigo, who does
not know that the services of
the unfortunate men who were
retrenched by the Victorian Inland
Meat ~uthority and employed
temporanly by another department in
Bendigo have since been dispensed
with. I do not want to labour the
remarks of the honorable member for
Bendigo because, even now, he is not
conversant with the situation. I will
not waste time on him, but I will concentrate my remarks on the Premier
and the Minister of Agriculture.
The Government cannot have it
both ways. The Minister of Agriculture. ~ants to get his signature
and opm10n on record ·about Cabinet
decisions.
The meeting of 19th
November stated clearly and unequivocally what the Government's intentions were. That is evidenced by the
paltry amendment moved by the
honorable gentleman. It is clear
beyond reasonable doubt that, on 19th
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November, the Government made a
decision to dispose of the Victorian
Inland ·Meat Authority's undertakings.
Members of the Opposition do not
know whether it was a unanimous decision of Cabinet because no
other Ministers have expressed their
views on how they voted. We are
not particularly interested in the
views of other Ministers in Cabinet.
Members of the Opposition know beyond reasonable doubt what occurred
in Cabinet; they know what advice
the Minister ,received because it has
been clearly outlined. I will take the
House through the deliberations step
by step. This is unnecessary for you
Mr. Speaker, but is most necessary
for some of the backward Ministers
to know the ramifications of the
debate.
The authority was a going concern.
This w~s. evidenced by a report to
the Minister from the chairman
emphasizing some of the problems
that were as·sociated with the authority but also pointing out its successful operations from the 1960s. As
pointed out by the Minister of
Agriculture and the Premier, some
problems occurred. The authority
was a viable business but there were
some problems that could be overcome, although the Premier agreed
to get rid of it.
The Victorian Inland Meat Authority could still be kept alive at the
behest of the Government. But for
thi.s Government's private enterprise
philosophy, the authority could be
kept going. For the information of
honorable members, I shall refer to
some extracts from the file which the
Minister " trotted " into the House
and from which he quoted. On 1Oth
November, 1973, the honorable member for Ballaarat North said that the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority's
undertakings would not be sold. At
least he was honest enough to get
his statements into the press, unlike
the honorable member for Bendigo,
who said nothing. A press report. of
that date stated that, in replying to
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suggestions that the Government
should dispose of the meat works at
·Ballarat and Bendigo, the honorable
member for Ballaarat North said that
the Government had not considered
any such action and that it was moving in the opposite direction. At least
he must have had information, unless
the Minister of Agriculture was dishonest enough not to tell him of the
decision that was to be made on 19th
November.
Again I note from the file
that after the infamous decision of
19th November, 1973, on 27th November the council supported the request
for an inquiry into the authority. A
press report of that date stated that a
full inquiry into the operations of the
authority was sought and that efforts
would be made to try to gain assistance for the men sacked from the
country works. Now I am anxious to
get to the meat in the sandwich. On
6th December, 1973, the Minister of
Agriculture wrote to Mr. Morton who
is the Chairman of the Rural Finance
and Settlement Commission and, by
virtue of his position, is also on the
board of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority. The Minister of Agriculture wrote to Mr. Morton as
follows:1 write to acknowledge with thanks your
letter· of 3rd December concerning the Victorian Inland Meat Authority. I have discussed the contents of your letter with the
Premier and we are agreed that no good
purpo5e would be achieved in establishing
any form of inquiry to report to the Government on the previous operations of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Cabinet has decided that, in the present
circumstances and considering the future
prospects, the works at both Bendigo and
Ballarat should be disposed of to private
enterp·rise.

The Premier said that no decision
was made. The Minister of Agriculture was most offended and hurt
at any suggestion that either the
Premier or he had misled the House.
The Premier was more prudent. He
did not suggest that he had not misled
the House. It is difficult to understand how the honorable gentleman
could conclude that he did not mislead the House or the Minister when
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the Minister had written a sympathetic letter to Mr. Morton. The Minister continuedThe Government would be pleased if
you could discuss with the Director of
Finance, Sir Ernest Coates, the immediate
and short-term financial needs of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority. The Government would like your recommendations as
to the amount of finance which will be
needed, bearing in mind the possible need
to maintain the works at a level which will
provide some employment opportunity, and
will maintain them as an attractive proposition to any purchaser or lessee.
In seeking a purchaser or lessee, the
Government has two prime requirements in
mind:1. That the maximum employment opportunities be provided so that the two
works are maintained as significant industries in both Ballarat and Bendigo, and if
possible, increased as such.
2. That if possible the benefit of an
additional purchaser in the market place
be retained.
In view of all the circumstances surrounding the present position in relation to
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, the
Government would be pleased if you could
proceed as a matter of extreme urgency.

That is not what the Premier said,
and it is certainly not what the Minister said last week in this Chamber
when he attempted to evade answering the question, which is his prerogative.
The Premier came to
the rescue of the Minister because he
sensed that something was wrong
when the honorable gentleman
did not answer the question directly,
as he could have. I congratulate the
Premier on his alertness. The Minister could have said that Cabinet made
a decision on 19th November. The
Premier could also have made that
statement but he chose not to do so
for fear of embarrassing the Minister.
Even tonight the Government is saying that it does not intend to sell
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable
member is confusing the two steps.
Mr. WILKES.-! hope I am making
it abundantly clear to you, Mr.
Speaker, that the Government made
a pre-decision to sell the Victorian
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Inland Meat Authority. By the answers given to questions by the Premier and the Minister, the Government deliberately misled honorable
members in this House as to its intention. The double duplicity of the
Government does it no credit. In the
past I have been the first to admire
the Premier. I have no regard for
the prowess of the Minister of Labour
and Industry, but it is unfortunate
that the Premier is in this position.
It is a sorry day for the Victorian
Parliament. If the Premier is attempting to upgrade the Victorian Parliament with other State Parliaments,
he is going about it the wrong way.
What has been done does nothing
to upgrade Parliament in the eyes
of the Commonwealth.
It would have made no difference
if the Premier and the Minister had
made a
precise decision because the adverse economic situation at the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority
had
already
arisen.
Certain action had to be taken
by the Government in addition to the
$2 ·6 million that had already been
written off and the $1·6 million that
had been given to the Victorian Inland Meat Authority to carry on. The
Premier could have afforded the
luxury of telling the House exactly
what had happened but, for reasons
that are well known to honorable
members, he chose not to do so.

On 21st January, 1974, Mr. Morton
wrote to the Minister of Agriculture
as follows:Dear Mr. Minister,
For your information I set out hereunder
a brief summary of people or companies
who have expressed an interest in the
Ballarat and/or Bendigo works of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority.

Obviously these people would have
expressed that interest anything up
to two months before 21st January.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-How does the
honorable member draw that conclusion?
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Mr. WILKES.-I am entitled to
draw that conclusion, and I hope that
after I have read out the names of
the many people who were interested
the Premier may draw a similar
conclusion.
Mr. BORNSTEIN .-Maybe he thinks
it is a spontaneous reaction.
Mr. WILKES.-There is no way
in which the Premier or the Minister
can draw a conclusion that on 21st
January of this year-two months
after the Cabinet decision,_.;..these
people decided spontaneously that
they were interested in purchasing
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority,
as suggested by Mr. Morton. Obviously, the sale of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority had been well
canvassed by the Premier or the
Minister prior to that time. In his
·letter to the Minister, Mr. Morton
enumerated the companies which
had inspected the works. He referred
toCanada Packers Limited (Mayfair Hams
and Bacon). Strongly backed overseas
company, never anxious to put in more
cash to a proposition than is absolutely
necessary. Seems very interested in purchase of Bendigo works.
Promised to
submit an early offer.

If this c·ompany is never anxious to
put in more cash than is absolutely
necessary, it augurs well for any
future sale of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority to that organization
and augurs well for the employees
of the authority!
The letter also
refers to Co-operative Farmers and
Graziers Direct Meat Supply Ltd.,
concerning which Mr. Morton advised the MinisterThe co-operative was in a difficult position some years ago, but since the appointment of an administrator has done much
better over the last two years. Wants to
get control of both works-indicated expects Australian Industries Development
Corporation assistance.

I emphasize that it was necessary
for an administrator to be appointed
two years ago. The letter then
names Mercury Meats and, concerning this company, statesRuns a small abattoirs at Camperdown
--experienced operators. Interested in at
least one of the works (Ballarat).
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·rn referring to Thomas Borthwick
and Sons (Australia) Ltd., Mr.
Morton statesWell-known meat operator.
Probably
more interested that a competitor does not
get in too cheaply. However, did send a
top management team on a thorough inspection of both works.
Melbourne
Cold
Storage
Company
(Messrs. Gough and Levins) .-Have inspected both works-originally other principal unknown-later confidentially disclosed as· AMATIL-who, it was claimed,
were backing the Gough and Levins
approach.

Here is a multi-national. I am not
suggesting that there is any indication
here but I shall leave it for honorable
members to draw their own inference. The letter continuesAMATIL (formerly British Tobacco).Representative from AMATIL subsidiary,
Playfair, inspected works in conjunction with
Messrs. Gough and Levins of Melbourne
Cold Storage Company. A representative
of AMATIL later claimed that Messrs.
Gough and Levins had indicated that they
were acting as agents for the Government.

How could they be acting as agents
for the Government when their proposition was put before the Government?
AMATIL seem interested in a direct leasing deal; strength of interest hard to assess.
Plumrose (Australia) Ltd.-Inspectedhave advised very interested but not in any
way committed. Have asked for time to
consult overseas parent company. Interested
in Ballarat.
. T.A. Field Pty. Ltd.-Have. indicated that
not prepared to make an offer. However
prepared to negotiate if a firm price set.
·Believe that the stand being taken indicates
not seriously interested.
Anderson Meat Industries Limited.Suffered a number of bad years and went
into receivership in 1970. However since
then have operated successfully. Believe
strongly interested but this not confirmed
by company as yet.

How would the employees of the
.authority fare under that outfit?
Mr. RAFFERTY.-How would they
fare if the Labor Party came into
power?
Mr. WILKES.-1 take up the interjection of the Minister of Labour and
Industry. A Labor Government would
require more information concerning
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these doubtful and dubious companies
which are interested in purchasing
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The Australian
Industry Development Corporation is
going to back two of them.
Mr. WILKES.-The Premier and
the Minister of Agriculture must be
joking. These dubious companies
have just stated that they expect to
be assisted. The report continuesEdward Sourey and Co. Pty. Ltd.-Mea\
exporter. Has previously carried out some
export work for Victorian Inland Meat
Authority: Seeking to bring in with them
a small Melbourne operator who c~rrently
uses services of the Protean abattoirs. I do
not believe these people have the· backing
for the successful long term running of the
works.

The comments of M:r. Morton about
William Angliss & Co. (Australia)
Pty. Ltd. are very succinct and no
other comment is necessary.
Mr.
Morton statedInterested only at bargain price.
Brooke Bond Monbulk Ltd.-Formerly
Monbulk Preserves Ltd.-taken over and
overseas owned 51 per cent by a subsidiary
of Brooke Bond Liebig Ltd. U.K. Awaiting
confirmation of interest-doubtful prospect.
Consolidated Meat Holdings Ltd.-Indicated does not wish to proceed in the matter-probably facing problems currently as
operates almost exclusively in Victoria and
Riverina.
J. Morgan.-Claims to act on behalf of
Eastralian Securities
Ltd.-confirmation
from that company awaited. Company
stated to be interested from a diversification
point of view. Strength of interest unknown.
Dalgety Australia Ltd.-Inquiry only-not
proceeding in the matter.
·

The reputable companies do not trust
this Government.
The letter continuesE. C. and K. M. Williams Pty. Ltd.-Interested in a lease only-confirmation of interest awaited.
Small meat operatorlimited capital.
R. J. Gilbertson Pty. Ltd.-Carried out
informal inspection.
No formal contact
with me.

Mr. Morton finally went on to say1 recommend that unless unusual circumstances arise we close ~the inspection
arrangements this week.
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How on earth can the Premier stand
up here this evening and say fuat no
decision had been made to dispose of
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority?

through this exercise with Mr. Morton and inviting all these companies
-some of them most dubious and expecting the best of all worlds as expressed by one company, William
Angliss and Co., which said that it
wanted the best possible price it
could get or it was not interested-if
an earlier decision to sell had not been
made by the Government? Of course,
there would not, and even the Minister of Labour and Industry, who is
interjecting, could be expected to
understand this. The Minister of
Labour and Industry would have to
admit that this would have been a
very foolish, costly and expensive
exercise, and would create bad public
relations for the Government, if not
for Mr. Morton and the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, if after having
made a decision to seH and inviting
people to inspect the works, the
Government had informed t'his House
that it had not made a decision to sell
and in fact was not going to sell. Of
course, a decision had been made to
seH and this evening in this Chamber
the Minister of Agriculture exposed
the weakness of the Government on
that argument.

Mr. HAMER.-That is exactly what
that letter indicated.

Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable
member is confusing the two steps.

It is then open to proceed in a number of
ways, the three most promising being:(i) For the Chairman of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority (Mr. Wilson) and myself to continue to seek offers from interested parties. We have received no formal
offers to date and have indicated to serious
contenders that if an offer is made it will
not be used as a lever to force others
higher. We have also kept it open that
price (within strict limits) would not
necessarily be the final determinant as
other criteria are relevant, namely( a) That maximum employment opportunities· be provided so that the two works
are maintained as significant industries in
both Ballarat and Bendigo, and if possible
increased as such.
(b) That, if possible, the benefit of an
additional purchaser in the market place
be retained.
(c) That a purchaser accept a commitment to maintain a continuing local service
kill on fair terms, together with reasonable
regard for existing lessees.

(ii) To call selective tenders from those
who have inspected and who generally are
likely to meet the criteria.
(iii) Draw formal specifications and invite
public tenders.

Mr. WILKES.-The letter does not
Mr. WILKES.-! am not confusing
indicate that. What has been said by any steps. I do not wish to refer
the Leader of the Opposition and the again to the questions contained in
honorable
member for
Broad- Hansard and the waffling of the
meadows this evening clearly indi- Minister as recently as last week in
cate~ that a senior public servant was
refusing to answer them. The Premier
briefed by this Government and after tried to get the Minister of Agriculhaving been written to by the Min- ture off the hook. As recorded at
ister of Agriculture-the 'letter has page 2861 of Hansard of 29th Novbeen quoted to the House-and told ember last, the Premier in his answer
deliberately and precisely that the clearly stated that he had no intenGovernment proposed to sell the Vic- tion of disposing of the Victorian
torian Inland Meat Authority, lock, Inland Meat Authority. Indeed, the
stock and barrel, he proceeded to honorable gentleman said he · .was
invite these people to inspect the encouraging the authority to go on
works, to see how the works were and that it need have no worries.
operating and to inquire whether Furthermore, the Minister of Agriculthey were interested in pur- ture wrote to the Victorian Inland
chasing the operations because Meat Authority and gave an assuron 19th November a decision ance to the union that the authority
'had been made to sell. I put it to would not be disposed of. The
you, Mr. Speaker: Would there be any honorable gentleman cannot deny
purpose in the Government's going that.
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One is not dealing with a small waste of time. It would certainly
Government enterprise but with one not be a waste of time, in keeping
which provides a livelihood, good with the spirit of what the Governconditions of employment and ment would like the Victorian public
to think its attitude is, for the meat
remu~eration for approximately 800
me~ m Ballarat and Bendigo, and
works to be the subject of a public
whtch has a pay-roll of $3 million inquiry by a committee.
a year. It is no small enterprise,
However, the Government's answer
and the Minister for State Development and Decentralization should is the stupid amendment proposed
bow his head in shame at the antics by the Minister that the Government
of the Minister of Agriculture and will introduce legislation to sell or
the Premier during tonight's debate. lease the Victorian Inland Meat
There should be no doubt in the Authority without any inquiry being
mind of any honorable member that held into the authority's viability~ If
the Government intended to deliber- the Government can obtain a buyer
ately mislead not only the House, but who is prepared to squeeze it down
other people, including the union, the tightly enough, the buyer will get
workers and the Victorian Inland the best deal from the Government,
because the Government made up its
Meat Authority.
mind on 19th November last year to
The Premier has said tonight by sell the undertaking. There is no way
interjection that people have been in· which the Minister or the Premier
invited by Mr. Morton to inspect the can convince the people who are
premises and make their bids at the interested in the Victorian Inland
market place. Honorable members Meat Authority that the decision to
heard some of the remarks of Mr. sell the undertaking was not taken on
Morton about the dubious companies that date.
and
multi-nationals
that
were
I urge the honorable members for
interested, and what they were prepared to pay. I suppose they had one Bendigo, Ballaarat South and Ballaarat
look at the Government and said, "If North, if they have a real interest in
we hang on long enough we can beat the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
them down to whatever we want", and in the welfare of its employees,
and apparently that is what can be to support the motion moved by the
honorable member for Broadmeaexpected.
The Opposition is concerned about dows because by doing so they will
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority show their faith. In December last
as a viable proposition and a decen- year the honorable niember for
tralized industry which has proved its Ballaarat North, not being privy to
worth to Victoria. The Government the decision taken by the Cabinet,
must have thought so because it wrote gave his constituents an assurance in
off the authority's debt of $2 ·5 million good faith that the Victorian Inland
and advanced it another $1·6 million Meat Authority would not be sold. He
to continue its operations until pres- still has an opportunity to support
sure was put on the Government by what he has already said. I invite
some of its supporters to hand over those honorable members to support
control of the authority to private the motion moved by the honorable
enterprise. If the Government pro- member for Broadmeadows. I do not
poses to do this, the Opposition expect the Premier or the Minister of
opposes the move and takes strong Agriculture to s·upport it because of
objection to such action being taken the mess they have made between
without an inquiry into the viability• 19th November and the present time.
of the Victorian Inland Meat Autho- I commend the motion.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).rity over the next decade. Many
inquiries have been held into different Honorable members have tonight
matters in Victoria; some have been been subjected for many hours to a
worth while and others have been a considerable witch hunt in which
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Inland Meat Authority, that the works
should be closed on a certain date.
However, the Government did not
agree to that. Again I emphasize the
importance which the Government
placed on the need to continue the
employment of large numbers of
people in both meat works.
The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition referred to 800 men,
but he well knows that this number varies considerably because of
the seasonal nature of the industry.
The honorable member referred to
the top figure in an attempt to support his rather weak case. The Government has a responsibility to the
community to take action to reduce
or obviate the loss of $1·6 million
which the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority is likely to suffer this year.
Some reference has been made to
decentralization. The Victorian Inland Meat Authority works make a
great contribution to decentralization
in both Ballarat and Bendigo. The
Victorian Government has been the
most conscientious and successful of
all State Governments in the field of
decentralization and makes every
endeavour to continue its expansion.
The Government and the members
who represent these areas are greatly
concerned for the employees in these
meat works. The funds which were
made available for the employment
of Victorian Inland Meat Authority
employees under the rural relief
scheme came from the State Government. The Federal Government was
invited to contribute with the State
Government to support the workers
when it appeared that their jobs were
in jeopardy but the appeal fell on
deaf ears. I wonder whether members
Not enough emphasis has been of the Opposition are genuine in half
placed on the seasonal conditions of of what they say in this House about
the meat industry, and how tough it crocodile tears and employees.
can be. People involved in the meat
The
honorable
member
for
industry often speak of how difficult
it is to forecast and plan because of Ballaarat North and I have had many
fluctuations in price and in the num- discussions with employees at the
ber of stock available at different Victorian Inland Meat Authority's
times. If I understood correctly, the works. The Government's actions in
Deputy Leader of the Opposition re- arranging and guaranteeing a loan of
ferred to Mr. M·orton recommending, $1 · 6 million prove that it has a
as a ·board member of the Victorian genuine interest in helping this

members of the Opposition have tried
valiantly to read into statements and
documents which they have now
examined the fact that there is a
divi~ion. of opinio!l and something
lacking In the precise decision of the
Government on the future of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Mr. HOLDING.-What was the decision and when was it made?
Mr. STEPHEN.-! should like to go
o~er a f~w points and relate quietly,
Without mterruption from the Leader
of the Opposition, that over the years,
as the Premier has pointed out, the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority has
lost $3 · 6 million. During that time
var!~us Governments of differing
political colours supported the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, and in
1973 the Victorian Government introduced legislation to write off $2·5
million which was outstanding, leaving the authority with a debt of $1
million. The board of the authority
considered it could cope with this
proposition.
I do not believe honorable members
in this House or anywhere else could
charge the Government with lack of
interest or desire to support the Victorian Inland Meat Authority. On
the contrary, the Government was
acutely conscious of the authority's
value to country areas such as
Bendigo and Ballarat and the wide
advantages that could be gained in
the areas which the two meat works
service. The Government was aware
that farmers, city councillors from
both areas, employees and business
people in the districts were vitally
concerned with the prosperity of the
authority.
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decentralized industry. The money
will be used to bring the works up
to world standard so that the authority can compete with other organizations both in Australia and
overseas.
The Government has the responsibility of being in charge of the public
purse. The Opposition adopts a somewhat irresponsible role on many
occasions. The Minister, in recounting the steps leading to the Government's decision, mentioned that the
management of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority had drawn to the
notice of the Government that it was
losing $60,000 a week. It realized
that such a loss could not be financed
for a long period. The Government
has taken every opportunity of being
honest with this Parliament. The
Minister of Agriculture and the
Premier have stood by their statements in the House. I am confident
that what the Premier said tonight
was in accordance with the facts, as.
I have always found his statements
to be. I am sure that in his remarks
the Leader of the Opposition was trying to make political capital.
From my experience in the interests
of farmers generally I consider that
great benefit would follow and a
great amount of co-operation would
be received if the Government was
able, on a proper financial basis, to
lease or sell these two works to the
farmers and graziers co-operative.
I know its background and realize
the difficulties that organization had
in its early years. Tonight the Opposition has quoted letters supporting
the fact that the farmers and graziers
co-operative has made a remarkable
recovery and may be in a position
to make a suitable offer to the
Government.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition talked glibly about viable
operations. I wonder how in his
wildest dreams he could do so when
the management of the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority was so concerned that it informed the Minister
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that it was losing $60,000 a week and
would probably lose $1·6 million in
this financial year.
As requested by the management of
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority,
the Government had to review the
position. I am confident that the
difficulties which the authority has
encountered will be overcome. However, that will not be achieved easily
because of the difficulties of the industry at all times, not just seasonally. For those reasons, I cannot support the motion moved · by
the honorable member for Broadmeadows. I endorse the Government's action.
Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine) .I support the motion.
Early
in the debate I was surprised at many
of the statements made by the Minister of Agriculture. Perhaps my
surprise originated from the fact that
during the past two or three weeks
the Opposition has been unable to
obtain from the Minister any replies
to questions asked of him.
·
The Minister informed the House
that on 19th November, 1973, Cabinet made a decision to sell the Victorian Inland Meat Authority works.
My recollection of the debate which
took place on 27th November, 1973,
is that members of all parties to a
certain extent, but particularly members of the Opposition, were concerned that many people were being
laid off from the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority plants· at Ballarat
and Bendigo. Discussion and debate
centred around alternative employment for these men. I am amazed
and disgusted to think that while this
debate was going on in good faith,
a decision had already been made by
Cabinet.
I thank the Minister for the file.
Although I am a new chum to Parliament, I do not think I would have
fallen for the five card trick and presented it to be perused and dissected
by the Opposition. I refer to the
letter, dated 6th December, 1973,
from the Minister of Agriculture. to
Mr. Ian Morton, Chairman of the
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Rural Finance and Settlement Commission, Embank House, 325· Collins
Street, Melbourne. It states-

Mr. FOGARTY.-A report in the
Ballarat Courier of 3rd January
stated-

Dear Mr. Morton,
I write to acknovv-Iedge with thanks your
letter of 3rd December concerning the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
I have discussed the contents of your
letter with the Premier, and we agree that
no good purpose would be achieved in
establishing any form of inquiry to report
to the Government upon the previous
operations of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority.
Cabinet has decided that in the present
circumstances, and considering the future
prospects, the works at both Bendigo and
Ballarat should be disposed of to private
enterprise. If this is not possible then the
works should be leased. It is with this in
mind that the Premier feels no good purpose would come from any form of management. inquiry.
The Government would be pleased if you
could discuss with the Director of Finance,
Sir Ernest Coates, the immediate and shortterm financial needs of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority. The Government would
like your recommendations as to the amount
of finance which will be needed, bearing.
in mind the possible need to maintain the
works at a level which provides some employment opportunity, and will maintain
them as an attractive proposition to any
purchaser or lessee.
In seeking a purchaser or lessee, the Government has two primary requirements in
mind:-,.
1. That the maximum employment opportunities be provided so that the two works
are maintained as significant industries in
both Ballarat and Bendigo, and, if possible,
increased as such.
2. That if possible the benefit of an additional purchaser in the market-place be
retained.
In view of all the circumstances surrounding the present position in relation to the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority the Gov·ernment would be pleased if you could proceed
as a ·matter of extreme urgency.·

The Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, Mr. Byrne, said in Lorne
yesterday that he was extremely surprised
that the Ballarat plant should be closed
down and he found it hard to believe. " The
plant had definitely not been sold and there
had been no Cabinet decision to close the
meat works at Ballarat," he said.

That was dated 6th December, but
two ·or three months later the House
is still debating the issue. As has been
stated tonight, in the interim, the
honorable member for Ballaarat North
believed that the works would not be
sold. or leased. Another member of
Cabinet, who has not been mentioned
tonight, was concerned. That is the
Minister for State Development and
Dec en traliza tion.
Mr. ·1. W. SMITH.-He has been
mentioned half a dozen times.
Mr. Fogar-ty.

Only two or three months earlier the
honorable gentleman had been making
great play about establishing a pet
food works at Portland, something
closely related to the meat industry.
While employees of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority at Ballarat were
being told that they would be retrenched, this responsible Minister
was surfing at Lorne. That shows a
sense of responsibility!
The fact that the report appeared
in the Ballarat Courier on 3rd January
is more surprising when it is realized
that on 19th November a decision
was made to dispose of the works.
The letter dated 6th December
which I have just read confirms that
the decision was made then. Yet the
honorable member for Ballaarat
North and a. member of Cabinet were
saying that no decision had been
made.
The present position of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority has
resulted from mismanagement and
over-management. I cast no reflection on the acting manager, Mr.
Somerset} who has had wide experience at Angliss's, Footscray, and at
Geelong. The blame rests with the
Government and, in particular, with
the Minister of Agriculture. It has
been revealed tonight that there has
been much bungling in the authority
and by the Minister.
·
I have had an opportunity of studying some of the annual reports of the
authority. Each of the reports from
1968 on recommended that the Ballarat works be updated. But it was
only in the last two or three years
that any positive action was taken.
On three occasions the annual report
revealed that the works at Bendigo
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were of export standard and were Victorian Inland Meat Authority
making a profit, but that Ballarat was trade lambs. Those figures did not
not making a profit.
include
Victorian
Inland Meat
Authority sheep in which the best
It was stated that slaughtering for quality was picked for trade.
the local trade had eased off in recent
years at both Ballarat and Bendigo.
For the same period in 1973,
The obvious reason for this was the the number of animals processed was
difference in prices charged by the for local butchers 210 head; Heinz
Victorian Inland Meat Authority and 6,500; and no Victorian Inland Meat
other processors. A Victorian Inland Authority trade lambs.
This was
Meat Authority invoice, No. 1162 brought about because of a substanissued at the Bendigo abattoir on the tial increase in service charges for
1st March, 1974, reveals that the killing.
rates for slaughtering were: cattle,
The balance-sheet indicates that
$11.50 per head; sheep, $1.80;
the
va1ue of stock in hand at 30th
lambs, $1. 80; pigs, $2. 90; and calves,
$3. 00. Then there are references to June last year was $1·8 million which
in the main was processed mutton.
offal and so on.
Perhaps I should quote the increased
I requested information from the stock in hand over the years .since
Australasian Meat Employees Union 1968. In 1968, the value of stock
on the cost of killing at other service in hand was $100,389; in 1970,
abattoirs and the union obtained in- $342,542; in 1971, $798,007; in 1972,
formation from Protean Holdings $877,343; and in 1973, $1,836,467.
Ltd., Richmond. The costs there were: The increase of stock in hand
lambs, 68 cents; sheep under 40 lb., between 1972 and 1973 was approxi84 cents; sheep over 40 lb., 79 cents; mately 109 per cent.
cattle under 300 lb., $7 .10; cattle 300
Although the Premier and the
lb. to 350 lb., $5. 90; cattle 350 lb. and
over, $5. 30; and bulls, $7. 70. Retail Minister of Agriculture on .27th
butchers are in the trade for profit November, 1973, possibly had varying
and it is only natural that they views on the cause of the problem,
patronize the organization which will one saying it was absence of stock
process their livestock at the cheaper and the other referring to absence of
rate. There is a great difference in finance, if there were plenty of. stock
the · charges for ki'lling lambs of 68 I do not know what the authority
cents and $1. 80. This is the obvious would pay for it or whether it would
reason why operators around Ballarat use the mutton in store, particularly
.and Bendigo do not patronize the when the balance-sheet discloses an
estimated loss on stock of $80,000 .
.authority.
I have always understood that it was
In the first three weeks of April, good business practice to 'kill and
1967, the Ballarat works was killing process the meat with the idea of
·
for approximately 50 butchers. The making a profit.
numbers killed in that period were
It is rather surprising to find that
4, 750 for local butchers, 8,497 for
Heinz, a wholesale butcher, and 1,027 500 tons of processed 90 per cent
Victorian Inland Meat Authority visual lean mutton was stored at ·the
trade lambs. Those figures did not Crystal Ice Works in Bendigo.
include sheep killed for the Victorian Probably Mr. Allan Guy, the manag~r
Inland Meat Authority or carcasses of Crystal Ice Works, said ·three
for the Melbourne operators, Swifts. "Hail Mary's" for the Minister of
Agriculture and hoped he would reIn the first three weeks in April, main in office for a long time because
1970, the works were killing for only not only were substantial quanfifteen butchers. The numbers of tities of meat stored at the Crystal Ice
animals processed was 1,028 for local Works, but also the Government Cool
butchers, 11,190 for Heinz, and 1,868 Store in West Melbourne had quite
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an amount in store, although this is
probably the next Government utility
that is marked down for disposal.
I should have thought that viable
abattoirs such as those at Bendigo
would have sufficient storage space
to handle the whole of its production,
particularly with containerization
and improved methods of freezing
and packaging of meat which would
mean that the product leaves the
store, goes straight onto the container
and is transported direct to the
wharves. The goods are packaged
at Bendigo, man-handled to the cool
stores approximately 2 miles away
and in some cases almost I 00 miles
distant, kept there and then handled
out of the store by employees of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority. This
matter must be examined.
Another aspect of the local trade
relates to the answer given by the
Minister of Agriculture to a question
asked by the honorable member for
Rodney. The Minister's reply suggested that the export standards
applying to Ballarat and Bendigo
were one reason why the local trade
did not use those works. I remind
the honorable member for Bendigo
that more than 80 per cent of all
meat processed is processed at
export meat works. The main
factor is the cost structure per
head.
Responsible people within the
industry were most interested in re.turning local trade to the authority.
On 22nd November, 1973, Mr. Somerset, of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority, wrote to the Secretary of
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union as follows:-

Following our meeting in Bendigo and
the question of a " local kill " outside the
requirements of the Department of Primary
Industry, we advise you we have spoken
to the department on this matter.
As indicated, we sought the information
as to whether or not the climate was right
for such a proposed change in the regulations. We were given to understand that
it would be as good a time as any to proceed with such an approach for a change
in the regulations. In doing this, however,
. we were ·led to believe that our chances of
Mr. Fogarty.

Meat Authority.

success may be slim as the Commonwealth
are continuing with their policy of one
standard for Australian meats.
In this latter respect, whilst we agree
that it is correct in general terms, we believe it may be practicable to overcome
this declaration of policy by killing on separate days for local needs.
Perhaps after you have had an opportunity of discussing this matter with your
committee you might advise us of what
you believe to be our next course of action.

Mr. Curran, the secretary of the
union, replied to Mr. Somerset on
5th December in the following
terms:Further to your correspondence of 22nd
ult., relative to " local kill " at the
Bendigo and Ballarat works as in relation
to the Department of Primary Industry.
I note the remarks in your correspondence and one can only say as you would
agree they are predictable answers from
the source that you received them from.
I believe that the matter now has to be
taken further, and I would suggest that
yourself and the writer have discussions
relative to forming a deputation. From
having seen the Premier on 29th November
1973, it would seem that there is every
reason to believe that the State Government would also participate in this venture
to Canberra to have the regulations logically looked at.
Also I would seek to have discussions
with you relative to the future of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, following
those discussions with the Premier which
makes it clear in the writer's mind that the
sole responsibility of the problems facing
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority are in
fact those of the board which runs it.

Although the Government was supposedly concerned about the dual
system and the question was asked
of the Minister of Agriculture on 4th
December, 1973, no responsible
Minister or person has conferred
with the Federal Government on the
matter.
One aspect that has not been mentioned during the debate is that, regardless of whether the authority is
closed, in the first week of January,
1974, employees at the Ballarat works
were dismissed. It is obvious from
reports in the local newspapers that
the meat works were to be
put into mothballs. I am amazed
at some statements by representatives of the Government that
from the outset the Government intended to keep the works open. It
was only following intervention by
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the Leader of the Opposition and
other responsible members of the
Opposition, together with the union,
that the meat works were kept open
because the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, who
represents the area, was sunbaking
at Lome.
Mr. STEPHEN.-How do you know?
I suppose you were sunbaking at
Anglesea.
Mr. FOGARTY.-! know that the
honorable member for Ballaarat South
was not in his electorate at the time.
I support the motion moved by
the honorable member for Broadmeadows and hope the House agrees
to it. After listening to the debate
tonight, I believe the Government
has a lot to answer for.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).! should like to amplify the remarks
of the honorable member for Benalla
concerning the attitude of the
Country Party to the motion and its
reasons for supporting it. I invite
honorable members closely to examine the wording of the motion. It
calls not for the retention of the
meat works, as one was led to understand throughout the debate, but for
an inquiry into the works before
action is taken one way or another.
In view of the allegations that have
been made, that is a reasonable
request.
It would appear from the remarks
of the Minister of Agriculture that
the reason for wanting to dispose of
the authority is its sustained losses
over the years. I do not deny that
substantial losses have been sustained
on occasions and I shall examine
why tnese losses were incurred. From
time to time the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority has been used as a
rescue operation. Its original concept
from the 1940s was to give relief to
a number of farmer-operated works
that were in difficulties. Not many
years ago it took over the Shepparton
abattoirs which were then in difficulties. I was not a party to the then
protracted negotiations, but the
Leader of my party and Mr. McDonald
in another place were involved with
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senior members of the Government.
The authority took over the works,
got them on their feet again and
ultimately they were sold to Donga
Meats, now known as Consolidated
Meat Holdings.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Were you happy
about that?
Mr. BAXTER.-Yes, I was happy,
but I am saying that the authority
gets works of this nature under way
and when they become profit-making
so that some of the earlier outlay can
be recouped, they are sold. That
was a reasonable operation. I wholeheartedly support the use of the authority for this purpose, because
from time to time there are slumps
in the meat industry, as in other
industries. For the protection of the
producers and the consumers, it has
been necessary to engage in this type
of operation.
Political interference in the management of the authority has been
alleged.
I do not say that
there has been interference, but there
is a strong suspicion that it has taken
place. The Leader of the Opposition
remarked that prior to the State elections last year the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority was employing men
and buying up large when other abattoirs were taking opposite action. The
honorable member for Bendigo, who
is not even in the House at present
although this issue vitally affects his
electorate, made no attempt to
refute those allegations. I suggest
that reference to an inquiry would
enable these allegations to be
tested. At least, there has been no
positive political interference in the
management of the authority but
there has been a degree of indecision
by the Government which could do
nothing but upset its efficient management. From time to time there
has been procrastination as to the
direction in which the authority was
going.
I can understand why the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority has had difficulty in attracting top flight management. No one would want to work
for an authority whose future was
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under a cloud. That is why, at times,
management might have left something to be desired. The amendment
moved by the Minister of Agriculture
acknowledges that the authority has
had difficulties, with which we all
agree. The a_mendment also provides
that the House should call on the Government to take no action in relation
to the sale or leasing of any meat
works controlled by the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority until such
time as the Governmentintroduces legislation to permit the sale or
leasing of the auth0rity's meat works on
the basis that the meat works will continue to operate at the present locations
with a view to their future expansion.

I ask honorable members: If a business is sold, how can its continued
operations and its expansion be
assured?
If it is leased, perhaps
that string can be attached, but if
it is sold it cannot provide for
expansion. Members of the Country
Party believe that an open decision
should be made and that everyone
should have an opportunity of stating
whether the authority should be sold
to private enterprise. If it were
sold, it would be no longer
available as an instrument for the
Government to use as a rescue operation and as a valuable adjunct in
assisting processors, producers and
consumers. All honorable members
know how consumers complain about
rising prices.
The Country Party believes there
should be an inquiry, and if the
evidence points to the necessity of the
works being sold, they should be sold.
The Government should not say that
just because the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority is in difficulties it
should be sold.
Mr. BURGIN (Polwarth).-1 support the amendment moved by the
Minister of Agriculture.
I have
listened to the debate carefully and
I have noted that various speakers
from the Opposition and the Country
Party-1 class members of that party
as in opposition on this rna tterhave given different points of view.
On the one hand it has been suggested
that the Government has done wrong
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and that it should ensure that men's
jobs are kept going. On the other
hand, it has been agreed that it is
right to use the authority for rescue
operations, particularly in the case
of Shepparton. I can understand
that, because Shepparton is within
the electorate of the Leader of the
Country Party.
There must be political interference
in these matters. As a Government
institution it is right that it should be
used when workers' jobs are at stake
or when operations such as those
which took place at Shepparton are
necessary. That requires Government
involvement so we should not beat
about the bush and twist this type of
proposal. It is normal for a facility
under Government control to look
after the workers in the area or
help another institution that, for one
reason or another, is in trouble. In
his opening remarks, the. honor-.
able member for Broadmeadows
said that he was amazed that
a meat company could once
again get into trouble so quickly.
Approximately eighteen months
previously Parliament considered that
with the restructuring of finance the
Victorian Inland M;eat Authority
would be a viable proposition. However, if the honorable member for
Broadmeadows had had any experience with the meat industry he would
be aware that fluctuations in it occur
very rapidly. At present the most
efficient meat companies are probably
incurring losses. This is one of the
problems of the industry. The honorable member did not appear to understand why the Victorian Inland M'eat
Authority had difficulty in obtaining
stock in October and November.
Anyone who understands what has
been occurring in the rural community knows what led to this situation.
There was a severe revaluation by
the Federal Government which made
it difficult for our meats to com~
pete on overseas markets; the Federal
Government put a levy on our export
meat; and at the same time there was
a big rise in stock prices which made
it difficult for a meat company to
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operate at a high profit level. These matter will be investigated and that
factors rapidly altered the position, if an offer is made by a suitable buyer
and by December the Victorian Inland -one who would continue the
Meat Authority was losing a con- workers' jobs and expand the plants
siderable amount of money every -proposed legislation to deal with
week.
the situation may be introduced and
The Opposition is asking for an fully debated in the House.
inquiry into the operations of any
I believe the Government has acted
meat works controlled by the auth- responsibly. In past weeks I have
ority. Over the years the authority listened to the questions that have
has been subject to numerous in- been asked and I have read items in
quiries and restructuring, but for the newspapers that were certainly
various reasons it has not been a not true. Tonight answers have been
viable organization. The authority given that have quashed the press
has done an excellent job in Bendigo reports. No decision has been made
and Ballarat. It has not been so to sell or lease the works. If the right
successful in the Western District, buyer can be found who will ensure
and has not contributed greatly to that the workers' employment conthe farming community in those tinues and who is in a position to
areas.
expand the works so that they can
During the debate there appears to operate successfully throughout the
have been a slight play on words by Western District, I believe the Govmembers of the Opposition. The ernment should either sell or lease
Leader of the Opposition said that the the works, or lease with the option
Premier and the M'inister of Agri- to purchase, whichever proposition
culture had stated untruths in ans- seems preferable.
wers to questions. The problem of
Many statements have been made
the Leader of the Opposition was that
that the management of the
implying
he did not ask the right questions.
Inland Meat Authority has
He received truthful answers to the Victorian
not
been
good.
I dispute that proposiquestions that he did ask. It is not
the fault of the Government that he tion. The management has been good,
but many problems have been enasked the wrong questions.
countered from outside sources which
Mr. WILKES.-The Minister of Ag- have affected the situation. The
riculture wrote a letter in which he original Act under which the
said that Cabinet ·made a decision.
authority was established may have
Mr. BURGIN.-The House heard contributed to this problem.
tonight of the decisions made by
The problems of the workers at
Cabinet. Any reasonable honorable the plants have not been mentioned
member will realize that decisions in the debate today. Many strikes
must be taken in a serious matter such have occurred in the works. Howas this in which public money is being ever, we should not place all the
lost at a fast rate. Apparently a blame on the employees as perhaps
decision in principle was taken by there have been faults on the part
Cabinet that an investigation be made of management. The fact remains
into the advisability of selling or leas- that more industrial strikes have
ing the works. From information occurred in the works than there
that has emerged, a member of the should have been, whatever the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority reason, and this has been a conboard has investigated the availability tributing factor to the high operating
of buyers to purchase or lease the cost of the works.
plants at Ballarat and Bendigo. The
I hope the Government wiH confact that a decision in principle was
made does not mean that if the right tinue to investigate the sale or lease
buyer is not available the plants must of the works. I also believe the
be sold. It simply means that the works can :be handled better and more
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efficiently by private enterprise. When
a final decision is made, I hope both
works go to the one operator because
it is important to cut costs, and the
management of the works can best
be handled if they are under the one
management.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).I support the motion moved by
the honorable member for Broadmeadows. I believe in the debate
the House should have the benefit of
the contents of the file with which
members of the Opposition have
been so kindly presented by the
Minister of Agriculture. It is a
shame that some of the Government
supporters have not had a chance to
examine the file because it is clear
from some of the attitudes expressed
by members of the Government party
that they were not in a position to
know what was going on.
· Some of the contents of the file
have been quoted. From. an examination of the file, it is obvious that the
first that the Minister of Agriculture
knew anything about this matter was
on 14th November, 1973. No doubt
there is another file which pre-dated
the file which was laid on the table,
but it is appparent from the file that
on 19th November, according to the
Minister of Agriculture, an unprincipled decision had been made. One
does not make unprincipled decisions
involving millions of dollars worth of
revenue over a five-day period. It is
quite clear that there is a file which
predates the file which was tabled.
I am sure that file would be most
useful if it were in the House to
enable honorable members to examine
what it contains.
The file which I have examined
indicates that Cabinet made a snap
decision but I am of the belief that
Cabinet would not have done that
within five days of receiving information on the affrairs of the Victorian
Inland M·eat Authority by deciding
to dispose of the authority.
I invite honorable members to consider the letter sent by the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority to the Minister
of Agriculture. The letter which is
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dated 14th November, 1973 contains
no mention of the closing' down or
sale of the works. Yet, in a press
release issued by the Premier on 8th
January, 1974, the honorable gentlemran statedThe board of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority has reached the conclusion that
t!te best prospect for the continued operatio~ and expansion of the two works would
be 1f they were sold or leased to industry
and some discussions have taken place with
firms which might be interested.

Nothing in the file suggests that it
was the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority board which decided it
would be advisable for the works and
the business to be sold or leased. It
was Cabinet which made that decision. However, on 8th January the
Premier was hiding behind the board
of the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority as an excuse-as a let-out.
Time and time again the House has
been told by Government supporters
that the Government has not reached
a firm decision. However from
perusing the file one gains the impression that there was never any doubt
on the matter. The file is riddled with
correspondence between the Minister
of Agriculture and various private
persons and companies who were
interested in buying or leasing the
works. The correspondence would
not have taken place if the works of
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
were not definitely to be sold.
I invite honor-able members to consider some of the letters on the file.
A letter da~ed 22nd January, 1974,
from the M1nister of Agriculture to
Mr. Thompson, Acting Premier
clearly states that the Government
will sell the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority undertakings and in fact
sets out the procedures which the
Government was following.
The
letter forwarded to the Acting
Premier contains a copy · of a
·letter received from the Chairman of the Rural Finance and
Settlement Commission who had
been instructed to negotiate the sale
or lease of the two meat killing works
on behalf of the Government. The
commission was not · instructed ·to
investigate; ·it was ·instructed to
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negotiate, and there can be no doubt
about what that word means. The
first part of the letter outlined the
progress which had been made
towards this objective. There could
be no doubt in the minds of the Minister of Agriculture and the Acting
Premier about what was happening
and the procedures that were being
adopted.
On 29th January, 1974, a letter sent
by the Minister of Agriculture to the
A!ttorney-General statedDear Mr. Wilcox,
As you know, Cabinet has decided that
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority be sold
or leased.
I was wondering if you would be good
enough to have the Crown Solicitor examine
the legal factors which might need to be
put in train in order to satisfactorily effect
Cabinet's decision.
I have in mind that it may be necessary
for a special Act or some similar thing to
clean up the matter, depending upon the
negotiations. Your advice on the factors
involved in both possibilities as soon as
possible would be very much appreciated.

On 4th February, 1974, the AttorneyGeneral replied! acknowledge your letter dated 29th
January, 1974, concerning the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority.
I have referred the matter to the Crown
Solicitor, and will advise you further as
soon as possible.

Mr. STEPHEN .-When does the
next reading lesson take place?
ROPER.-The
honorable
Mr.
member for Ballaarat South should be
delighted to see how his correspondence permeates this file and occasionally comes to grips with the
situation. During that time, and
while the Crown Solicitor was busily
considering the matter, the Minister
of Agriculture wrote to the Honorable F. S. Grimwade, M.L.C. "Glenaroua" Homestead, Box 26, Broadford, Victoria In the letter the ~iinis
ter of Agriculture answered a number
of points appparently raised by Mr.
Grimwade, and stated, inte,r alia2. The Government's decision is to se!l
or to lease the two works, and the possibility of a co-operative scheme of management and ownership of the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority was considered in full at
the time the decision was taken.
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In other words the decision taken in
November was a carefully planned
decision, before which a variety of
alternatives were discussed. It was
not a question of someone inquiring
of a firm whether it was interested
or of a proposition being offered to
other abattoirs and killing firms. A
number of options were considered,
including the possibility of a cooperative scheme of management of
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
This should be noted because a decision had been taken to sell or lease
the two works. All this happened
long before even the honorable member for Ballaarat South knew about
it. On 13th February, 1974, the Attorney-General wrote to the Minister
of Agriculture stating! refer again to your letter dated 29th
January, 1974, in which you requested theadvice of the Crown Solicitor in relation
to the decision to sell or lease the Victorian
Inland Meat Authority.

Again there is not a shadow or
skerrick of evidence to show what
the decision of the Government had
been.
The advice of the Crown Solicitor has
now been received and I enclose a copy of
the advice.

This is a letter from the Crown
Solicitor's Office dated 12th January,
1974, addressed to Mr. R. Glenister.
It begins with the heading " Victorian
Inland Meat Authority "-one should
add the words "dearly departed".
The letter reads! refer .to your letter of 1st February,
1974, forwarding me a letter received by
the Attorney-General from the Minister of
Agriculture requesting that my advice be
obtained as to the ·action that will be necessary to implement Cabinet's decision_ that
the works of the authority be sold or
leased.

That letter was written-Mr.
JONA
(Hawthorn).-Mr.
Speaker, I rise to a point of order.
The honorable member for Brunswick
West has been speaking for some
time, 90 per cent of which has been
spent in making direct quotations
from a correspondence file. I believe
he is abusing the right of quotation.
He is not developing any argument
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but is simply quoting factual references from a correspondence file
which has been made available.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order! There is no point
of order. The file has been freely
distributed and can be quoted from.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This letter
is another example of the firm
decision which was taken by the
Cabinet in November. At that stage
the Government had not looked into
the pros and cons of the matter and
the difficulties involved. Some of
these matters were considered afterwards and various possibilities were
stated. I shall not go into this
because the letter comprises two
typewritten pages. However, it has
been most useful to read the file,
and one hopes it will become publicly
available so that when the debate on
the proposed legislation is resumed,
honorable members will have these
alternatives to consider( a) the winding up of the affairs of the
authority;
(b) the repeal of the provisions of the
Victorian Inland Meat Authority Act 1958
other than such as will be necessary for
the purposes of the winding up;
(c) the conferring on the authority of
such additional powers as are necessary f.or
the purposes of the winding up and dealing
in particular, either by the conferring of
powers or by validation of any conditional
contracts or leases, with the selling or
leasing of works of the authority;
(d) the dissolution of :the authority when
its affairs have been wound up; and
(e) the disposal of any property ( including the reversion expectant on the term
of any lease) vested in the authority .at the
time of its dissolution.

The letter referred to protection of
the rights of the officers and
employees of the authority and safeguarding of any contracts that have
not yet been completed. The file is
full of references to firm decisionsnot references to tes*:.ing the wind to
see how the situation is, but to
negotiations on the actual sale. The
various people mentioned in the
correspondence contained in this file
believed they were actually offering
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to buy or lease the works. There
has not been any doubt that the
works would be sold or leased, and
it has been a question only of
method. Gradually the number of
firms has been winnowed down.
One of the last letters in the file
was from the Rural Finance
and Settlement Commission and
it named one of the main front
groups which had been mentioned in previous letters as possibly representing overseas interests.
So it is still quite likely that
this enterprise, to which the people
of Victoria have contributed so
dearly, as honorable members heard
tonight, will be " flogged off " to overseas interests. Nothing contained in
this file suggests that a condition
of the sale or lease of these works
was that they should be sold or
leased to an Australian-owned or controlled company.
One might imagine that if such a condition were
imposed, it should be different. It
would be reasonable to stipulate that
valuable resources in primary production should not be sold to overseas
companies. The selling off of farms
has gone on for too long, as has the
selling off of the people who convey
the produce to the market.
The contents of the file and statements made during the debate have
clearly shown that there is a need
for a public inquiry into what will
happen with the Victorian Inland
Meat Authority, what its future
should be, how Cabinet made its decision. what is contained in the file
whiCh pre-dates this file, and whether
the. Cabinet decision was as Ministers have stated or as it appears
on this file. These things must be
known by the public, and adoption of
the motion moved by the honorable
member for Broadmeadows would
allow the House and the people of
Victoria to get down to the nuts and
bolts of the matter and perhaps prevent an important Victorian industry,
to which Parliament has devoted a
good deal of time and effort, from
being sold at a bargain price to an
overseas-controlled corporation.
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The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. I. W.
Smith to be omitted stand part of the
motion (the Hon. K. H. Wheeler in
the chair)25
Ayes
38
Noes
Majority
for
amendment
Amos
Baxter
Bornstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

13
Mcinnes
Mitchell
Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Trewin
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Fogarty
Mr. Stirling.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

( Bellarine)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

Meagher
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith

(Bellarine)

Mr. Smith

(Warrnambool)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLaren
Mr. Maclellan

Mr. Stephen
Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Vale
Mr. Wiltshire
Mr. Wood.
Tellers:

Mr. Chamberlain.
Mr. Williams
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Baxter
Bornstein
Curnow
Edmunds
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mcinnes
Mitchell
Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Trewin
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Fogarty.
Mr. Stirling

( Warrnambool)

Mr. Stephen
Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Vale
Mr. Wiltshire
Mr. Wood.
Tellers:

Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Williams.
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Mr. Doube
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Gippsland East)

Meagher
Plowman
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Ramsay
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
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(Ballaarat North)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLaren
Mr. Maclellan
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(Ballaarat North)
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Mr. Rossiter
Mr. Reese.

The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. I. W.
Smith to be inserted be so inserted
(the Hon. K. H. Wheeler in the
chair)Ayes
38
Noes
25
Majority
for
amendment

the
13

PAIRS.

Mr. Reese
Mr. Rossiter

Mr. Trezise.
Mr. Doube

The motion,
agreed to.

as

amended,

was

PETITION.
SUNSHINE WEST HIGH SCHOOL.

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).Mr. Speaker, the House is still discussing General Business and I intend to
speak to 1the next Order of the Day, a
petition I presented relating to Sunshine West High School.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! At the moment
there is no motion before the Chair.
The motion which was carried
earlier today was that Orders of the
Day, Government Business, be postponed until after consideration of the
Notice of Motion, General Business

Adjournment.
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ADJOURNMENT.
SEIZURE OF MILK-RAILWAY CATERING
CHARGES-WARNINGS
ON
LOW
1

CALORIE

Mr.

DRINK

CONTAINERS.

THOM·PSON

(Minister

of

Education) .-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
·
Tuesday, April 2.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-I move-

of

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).At question time yesterday I asked
the Minister of Health whether it was
a practice of his depafitment to have
investigations carried out into the
actions of responsible, qualified
officers of municipalities who, in the
course of their duties, took certain
actions. I also asked the honorable
gentleman whether any complaints
had been made to his department
about the actions of a certain
municipal officer and, if so, who made
the complaints. In answering t~e
question, the Minister merely said
that it had always been competent
for his department to carry out an
investigation. I suggested that the
Minister was evading the question. I
had asked him whether it was common practice for his department. to
investigate actions of a responsible
qualified municipal officer, not
whether it was able to do so.
Mr. BALFOUR.-It is; it has been
going on for years.
Mr. WILTON.-! accept the interjection of the Minister for Fuel and
Power, who seems to know more
about the operations of the Department of HealJth than does the Minister of ·Health. The ·Minister of Health
was not able to answer me. I thought
he was deliberately avoiding giving
an answer but, from the interjection
of the Minister for ·Fuel and Power,
it is now obvious that the Minister of
Health did not know the answer.
I •am indebted to the Minister for
Fuel and Power. This position makes
something of a sham of all the carryings-on of !Ministers about so-called
interference into areas of Government
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administration by another Government. As I understand the situation,

the Department of Health received a
complaint and an officer of the department made a report to the Senior
Health Officer on certain actions taken
by a responsible officer of a municipality. I now ask the Minister of
Health whether he is prepared to
inform the House who made the complaint to his department.
Mr. BALFOUR-This is the question
you asked at question time.
Mr. WILTON.-The Minister was
not prepared to answer the question,
and I now ask him who made the
complaint. If the honorable gentleman is not prepared to make the
name available to the House, I ask
him why not.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-Mr. Speaker, I raise a
point of order. The honorable nlember for Broadmeadows, who probably understands Standing Orders as
well as any honorable member does,
will appreciate the point.
When
question time was introduced twelve
or eighteen months ago, it was clearly
laid down that that was the time for
questions. The motion for the adjournment of the sitting provides an
opportunity for honorable members
to raise matters concerning Government administration. The honorabl~
member for Broadmeadows is asking
a question which he asked during
question time. With due respect, 1
suggest, Mr. Speaker, that there is
strong ground for you to uphold the
point of order.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Mr. Speaker, I submit that there .is
no point of order. Yesterday, m
answer to my question, the Minister
of Health clearly indicated that an
inquiry was being conducted. Th~t
is an administrative action by his
department. I am asking the Minister who made the complaint to his
department to cause an inquiry to
be made. If the honorable gentleman
is not prepared to provide that information I ask him why not.
This is 'clearly an administrative
matter.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member for Broadmeadows has
directed a matter of Government administration to the attention of the
Minister of Health. There is no
point of order.
Mr. WILTON.-! have completed
what I wanted to say, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).I raise a matter of Government policy
with regard to allegations of false
pretences by the catering service of
the Victorian Railways. I have received a letter dated 14th March,
1974, from Mr. E. Scott Rogers, of
Woodside, Deniliquin, which I direct
to the attention of the Minister of
Transport. The letter states! read the report of the somewhat lighthearted altercation between you and the
Minister of Transport, in the Age of"
13th March, 1974. However I would like
to draw your attention at a much higher
level, to a far more serious state of affairs
in the catering by the Victorian Railways.

On the 5th March, 1974, I travelled from
Melbourne to Sydney on the Southern
Aurora, picking up my ticket at Spencer
Street station. I received with my ticket
the enclosed invitation and took advantage
of the invitation. I had a quite satisfactory
dinner on the train but was dismayed to
ascertain the disparity in prices shown on
the invitation and those quoted on .the
menu.
This is false pretences at its worst, the
prices being 25-33 per cent above those
quoted. The actual prices charged were
copied from the menu and are shown on the
invitation in ink.
The prices actually charged were not
unreasonable on present day standards and
the meal was quite satisfactory but at
least the date of printing on the invitation
should be shown so due allowance could
be made for increase. Alternatively the
prices shown on the invitation, if this is
going to be presented with the ticket
should be kept up to date.
Is this a breach of contract and could
an application for refund be made?

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).1 direct a matter to the attention of
the Minister of Health, but it could
also be of concern to the Minister of
Consumer Affairs. It relates to the
can I have in my hand. A product
called " Tresca " is widely available
Session 1974.-145
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in supermarkets and other stores
throughout Victoria. It is produced
by Coca-Cola Bottlers, Melbourne.
I raise the matter not because of the
unpalatable taste of the contents,
but because the can carries the
warning " Take on medical advice
only ", which is clearly a substantial
warning, particularly when the product is marketed in the broadest
possible manner.
There is no way in which Woolworths supermarket can dispense
the product according to medical
advice. The reason for producing
the can in the Chamber is so that I
may read what the product contains.
The label on the ·can states, inter
aliaThis food contains carbonated water,
permitted flavours, calcium cyclamate and
saccharin (a non-nutritive sweetening mixture) no added sugar, benzoic acid.

It is a low-calorie beverage which,

I suppose, is to refresh without
adding substantial weight. I raise
the matter particularly as it is either
a dangerous substance which should
not be publicly available or the
warning on the container is quite
useless and should not be there. I
ask the Minister of Health to
request his . department to investigate the contents of a full can to
determine whether it is harmful and
if not to request Coca-Cola Bottlers
to discontinue the warning.
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) . - A number of low calorie
drinks are available on the market
and generally a warning similar to
that referred to by the honorable
member appears on the container.
The inclusion of such warnings
results from recommendations by the
National Health and Medical Research Council. I am rather curious
and I shall ask the Department of
Health to seek the guidance of the
National Health and Medical Research Council on the reasons for
the warning. I doubt whether any
danger is involved.
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The honorable member for Broadmeadows seemed to imply that the
Department of Health has taken
unreasonable action against the
health inspector of the City of
Broadmeadows, who, by his own
actions, deprived mothers and children in the northern parts of the city
of milk, which action the Government
deplores. Because of the inference
that could be drawn from the media
reports regarding the action taken in
seizing the milk and preventing it
from being taken from Metropolitan
Dairies Pty. Ltd. allegedly by the
Department of Health and the fact
that a number of people telephoned
the department expressing their concern at this arbitrary action,
the department became involved in
the activities of the local municipality. The health inspector must
take responsibility on behalf of the
municipality for his action which
did nothing to alleviate the problem
confronting people in the northern
suburbs. His action directly deprived
people from obtaining milk which
they could have expected to obtain
from the dairy and which they
required in their moment of need.
Mr. WILTON.-Would the Minister
make that statement outside Parliament?
SCANLAN.-Of course I
Mr.
would.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler). - Before calling on the
Minister of Transport, I suggest that

honorable members should not raise
matters which are almost frivolous,
particularly when they take up the
time of the House at this late hour.
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-Mr. Speaker, you took
the words right out of my mouth. I
can only inform the honorable
member for Benambra that the
sudden escalation of prices in the
dining car on the Southern Aurora
is probably due to the inordinate
quantity of scrambled eggs and the
number of staff necessary to cope
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with the problem. I will provide
the honorable member with a more
detailed reply by letter.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.25 a.m.
(Thursday) until Tuesday, April 2.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
The following answers to questions
on notice were distributed: -

CORIO BAY POLLUTION.
{Question No. 715)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister for Conservation!. What steps have been taken over the
past two years in measuring pollution in
Corio Bay, indicating-( a) the dates and
situation of such inspections; (b) the respective measurements; (c) the main
causes of Corio Bay pollution; and (d) what
steps, if any, have been taken to minimize
such pollution?
2. Whether bathing beaches in Corio Bay
have been specifically checked for safety
purposes; if so, which beaches and what
are the detailed results?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The answer is1. The Environment Protection Authority
has been conducting surveys at approximately monthly intervals in Corio Bay since
November, 1973.
At the present time, the authority is
preparing a preliminary report on discharges
to Corio Bay and when completed, a copy
will be supplied to the honorable member.
The report, Phase One of the Environmental Study of Port Phillip Bay, sponsored
by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and the Fisheries and Wildlife
Division includes information concerning
Corio Bay.
To minimize pollution in Corio Bay licence
conditions are being assessed by the Environment Protection Authority for particular
discharges and for municipal drains.
2. No bathing beaches in Corio Bay have
been specifically checked for safety purposes.

NATURAL GAS.
(Question No. 739)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and Power1. What producing costs are taken into
account in assessing the well head price of
natural gas for royalty purposes?
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2. Whether the methods so used are
uniform with other Australian states?
3. At which point the Gas and Fuel Corporation buys the gas and what price is
paid at that point?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-The answer is1. The costs to the procedure of transporting gas from the off-shore wells to the
processing plant and the cost of processing.
2. No other State has at present similar
off-shore facilities; therefore no comparison
can be made.
3. The Gas and Fuel Corporation purchases gas at Longford. The average price
per therm in January, 1974, on which royalty
was paid was $0 · 02875.

MEAT STORAGE.
(Question No. 756)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of AgricultureWhether meat and allied products from
the Victorian Inland Meat Authority works
at Ballarat and Bendigo are being stored at
utility cold stores outside the control of the
authority; if so-(a) what is the name and
address of each of the utility cold stores
so involved; (b) what quantity of goods
was stored at each of the stores during each
of the past twelve months; (c) what was
the storage cost of goods from the authority now being stored at each of the stores
for each of the past twelve months; (d)
what were the handling costs including
labour and transport of goods transported
to and from each of the authority's works
for storage purposes during each of the
past twelve months; and (e) what was the
estimated percentage wastage of goods
stored at each of the-(i) authority's
works; and (ii) each of the utility cold
stores, due to deterioration resulting from
age, frostbite and other factors?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer isThe following information has been provided by the Victorian Inland Meat Authority.
Cool storage space outside the control
of the authority has been regularly used
over the past four years because the
facilities at Ballarat· and Bendigo were insufficient for an average kill.
Storage of export goods in Melbourne
has been necessary because to have to
return these goods to a country centre
following any delay on the wharves by
rain or industrial disputes either by waterside workers or the authority's employees
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invites rejection by the inspection service
as partially thawed meat is not permitted
to be refrozen for export.
(a) Currently products are being stored
at Crystal Ice and Cool Store Co., Bendigo.
(b) Crystal Ice and Cool Store Co.,
BendigoMarch, 1973
392,903 lb.
April, 1973
415,361 lb.
1,068,983 lb.
May, 1973
June, 1973
1,068,992 lb.
July, 1973
990,512 lb.
990,512 lb.
August, 1973
990,512 lb.
September, 1973
855,840 lb.
October, 1973
788,640 lb.
November, 1973
December, 1973
605,760 lb.
January, 1974
438,540 lb.
293,820 lb.
February, 1974
Government Cool Stores, West MelbourneMarch, 1973
772,641 lb.
April, 1973
451,367 lb.
May, 1973
160,343 lb.
June, 1973
160,343 lb.
July, 1973
160,343 lb.
160,343 lb.
August, 1973
September, 1973
160,343 lb.
160,343 lb.
October, 1973
November, 1973
36,000 lb.
Mayne Nickless Ltd., FlemingtonMarch, 1973
801,450 lb.
April, 1973
385,569 lb.
May, 1973
254,780 lb.
217,141 lb.
June, 1973
July, 1973
217,141 lb.
August, 1973
217,201 lb.
217,201 lb.
September, 1973
October, 1973
217,141 lb.
(c) Crystal Ice and Cool Store Co.,
Bendigo$

March, 1973
459
April, 1973
1,728
May, 1973
6,261
June, 1973
4,678
July, 1973
5,275
August, 1973
3,809
September, 1973
3,737
October, 1973
3,698
November, 1973 .. 5,291
December, 1973
3,154
January, 1974
2,805
1,611
February, 1974
Government Cool Stores, West
bourneMarch, 1973
April, 1973
May, 1973
June, 1973
July, 1973
August, 1973
September, 1973
October, 1973
November, 1973
December, 1973
1974

$

3,264
2,111
983
729
962
770
873
922
299

196

57

Mel-
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Mayne Nickless Ltd., Flemington$
March, 1973
5,106
April, 1973
3,235
994
May, 1973
June, 1973
1,367
July, 1973
1,400
August, 1973
1,121
September, 1973
753
October, 1973
1,036
November, 1973
1,036
(d) These figures are not readily available, as it would call for dissection from
many mixed shipments. The costs involved
form part of the normal charges for export.
(e) Nil.

ALGAE IN GIPPSLAND LAKES.
(Question No. 759)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister for Conservation!. What investigations are being made
into the heavy growth of algae at present
affecting parts of the Gippsland lakes?
2. Which Government agency is conducting the investigation and when it is expected
that the results of the investigation will be
available?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The answer is1 and 2. Investigations into this matter
are being made by the Environment Protection Authority and the Fisheries and Wildlife Division. An analysis of samples of the
algae indicates that the present bloom in the
lakes is mainly a blue-green algae called
nodularia. I understand that the bloom is
currently present in lakes King and Victoria
and also extends out to sea.
The progress of the bloom has been followed by the stationing of an officer of the
Environment Protection Authority on the
lakes with an officer and boat from the
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Board.
Observations of algal growth, and water
analysis are made daily, and will be continued until after the algal bloom dies. A
report will be produced by the authority
within three months of the algal bloom dying
off.

LIQUID TRADE WASTE.
(Question No. 769)

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Minister for Conservation!. What estimated quantity of liquid trade
waste is disposed of in Victoria each week?
2. How this volume of liquid trade waste
is disposed of and what locations?
3. What is the division of responsibility
for the control of the disposal of liquid trade
waste?
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4. Why the Government continues to
resist the proposal for the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works to build a
liquid trade waste plant at Brooklyn?

5. When it is expected that the Government will make a decision on who will handle
liquid trade waste in this State?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The answer is1. No reliable estimate of the quantity of
liquid trade waste disposed in Victoria each
week is available at this stage but an
accurate figure should be available in approximately twelve months time when the
information contained on the Environment
Protection Authority waste licence applications can be extracted by computer.

2. Industries dispose of their liquid trade
wastes as follows:(a) Discharges to sewerage authorities
sewer drains.
(b) Pending and irrigating on their own
land or the ponding of wastes for initial
treatment with final liquid discharge to a
watercourse or drain providing the quality
meets the requirements of the Environment
Protection Authority or its delegated
agencies.
(c) Disposal in tips.
3. Trade waste discharged to the environment is the responsibility of the Environment
Protection Authority. If the discharge is
only to sewer, the responsibility lies with
the appropriate sewerage a'l:lthority.
4. I am advised by my colleague, the
Minister for Local Government, that it has
never been the intention of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works to construct a liquid trade waste plant at Brooklyn
but rather to make available 20 acres of
land to an acceptable tenderer to construct
and operate a suitable plant to supplement
the existing operation at Tullamarine and
to ensure competition in the liquid waste
disposal industry.
On this basis, the ·consultant appointed by
the Government to report to it independently
upon the tenders and tender documents
advised the Minister that there was need
for supplementary negotiations by the
board with tenderers on specified matters
raised by the consultanlt before acceptance
of any tender. This recommendation was
agreed to by the Government and subsequently by the board.
Further investigation has indicated that
there have been major changes in the liquid
waste disposal pattern over the past year,
that the proposal for which tenders were
called is no longer most ·appropriate, and
that provision should now be made to enable
any qualified and suitable operator to enter
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the field of liquid waste disposal in Victoria
subject to Environment Protection Authority
and town planning requirements.
5. The Government has already determined that private enterprise will continue
to handle liquid trade waste in ,this State,
under the control and regulations of the
Environment Protection Authority as provided for under sections of that Act.

WORKERS COMPENSATION.
(Question No. 779)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Chief SecretaryWhether existing rates of workers compensation in respect of weekly payments,
payment to dependants in the case of death,
and scheduled injuries, respectively, are to
be increased; if so, when, and to what
extent?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Se'cretary).
-The answer isThe matter of a further increase in the
benefits prescribed by the Workers Compensation Act is under consideration and
I expect to make a decision in the near
future.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY FOR GLEN
VALLEY.
(Question No. 787)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
PowerWhether any discussions have taken place
with residents of Glen Valley concerning
the supply of electric power to that community; if so-(a) when; and (b) what
subsequent steps have been taken to provide an electricity supply?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power).-The answer isThe question of extending electricity
supply to the Glen Valley area has been
the subject of extensive investigation by the
State Electricity Commission for some time
and in fact I visited the area on 9th August
last year in company with the Hon. R. J.
Long, M.L.C., the commission's acting
assistant general manager (marketing and
distribution) and the manager of its Gippsland electricity supply branch. During the
visit we had discussions with representatives
of ,the Omeo Shire Council and a group of
local residents interested in securing electricity supply to their properties.
The problem, of course, is that the area
is very sparsely settled, the country is
mountainous and heavily timbered, and the
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proposition is most uneconomic to the commission. The extension would involve the
reconductoring of 7! miles of existing line
and erection of 24 miles of new high voltage
line and 14 rural sub-stations to serve a
possible 17 customers, including 3 holiday
homes, a hall, school, 2 pensioners and 10
other permanent residents.
The capital cost of the extension is
estimated at $165,000 and under the commission's self-help plan for financing extensions, the residents would need to arrange
finance to this amount less $5,330, which
the commission would contribute towards
the cost of supplying the hall, school and
pensioners. Because of the small number
of prospective customers who could be
supplied, non-refundable contributions totalling $132,000 would be required, and when
this was explained to the residents they
agreed that it was not a practicable proposition.
The annual revenue which the commission
could expect to receive from the extension
would be approximately $1,800, and even if
finance on the above basis was forthcoming
the commission would incur a loss of at
least $10,000 a year on this extension.
Clearly on this basis the proposal cannot
be justified and I regret to say that at the
present stage of development in the Glen
Valley area an extension of transmitted
supply is out of the question.
It is further considered that reasonably
satisfactory and far more economical alternatives to transmitted electricity are available.

QUARRY HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 807)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationWhether the Education Department has
received a request from the committee of
the Quarry Hill Primary School. to undertake
urgent improvement works in the school
playground; if so-( a) whether the department has agreed to support the works programme and, if so, when; and (b) whether
the school committee is required to partly
finance these works and, if so, why?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

( a) and (b).
Correspondence between the Quarry Hill
Primary School and the department in regard to development of playing fields has
been conducted for some time. A grant
on the $2 for $1 basis was offered to the
school on 17th August, 1972, towards the
development of the area adjacent to main
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school site. Following further representations and after taking into account the lack
of playing space presently available, the
high cost of developing the new area and
the escalation of costs since this project
was initiated, the school's contribution was
set, on 1st August, 1973, at $2,000. Tenders
for the work submitted by the school committee on 8th February, 1974, are currently
under consideration.
The department does not have the resources to assume full responsibility for
the complete development of school sites
generally and a local contribution is required towards the cost of improvements to
playing fields etc. at schools.
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course of-(a) the three Victorian universities; and (b) those colleges affiliated
with the Victoria Institute of Colleges participating in the system of selection conducted by the Victorian Universities Admissions Committee?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1 have written to the Chairman of the
Victorian Universities Admissions Committee
requesting the required information. The
honorable member will be advised by letter
as soon as the reply comes to hand.

BAKERY AT HEATHCOTE.

TERTIARY INSTITUTION
FOR BENDIGO.

(Question No. 818')

(Question No. 831)-

Mr. CURNOW {Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Lands-

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Education-

Whether money was made available to
the Home Pride Bakery through the Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission to
establish a bakery at Heathcote; if so,
whether he is aware that this bakery is not
now operative?

Whether, as the Australian Universities
Commission has recommended that there
should be only one tertiary institution in
Bendigo, he will inform the House-(a)
what form the proposed new institution
will take; (b) how it is to be administered;
(c) how the transition is to take place;
(d) who is to be co-ordinating authority;
(e)- what safeguards will be available to
staff; and (f) whether the State College
of Victoria, Bendigo, will have any rights
in this matter?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of
Lands).-The answer isNo money has been made available to the
Home Pride Bakery through the Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission to
establish a bakery at Heathcote.

KEON PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 821)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Minister of EducationWhen improvements to unsatisfactory
artificial lighting in class-rooms at Keon
Park Primary School will be attended to?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1 have been advised that quotations for
the installation of improved lighting at the
Keon Park Primary School will be invited
by the Public Works Department within
the next month.

ADMISSIONS TO TERTIARY
INSTITUTIONS.
(Question No. 827)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of EducationIn respect of entry to tertiary institutions
in 1974, what was the lowest selection score
of the first year intake in each respective

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

The day following my receipt of an
advance copy of the Australian Universities
Commission report I requested the Chairman of the Australian Commission on
Advanced Education to convene a meeting
with Dr. P. Law, Vice-President of the
Victoria Institute of Colleges and Mr. D.
McDonell, Vice-President of the State
College, to consider ways and means of
implementing the recommendations of the
Australian Universities Commission report.
When that report has been received and
considered, a decision will be announced
on the above matter.

PORTABLE CLASS-ROOMS.
(Question No. 835)

Mr. FORDHAM {Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationIn view of the oppressive conditions in
portable class-rooms during the summer,
whether the Education Department will
take steps to provide adequate insulation
and external blinds for the windows of
these buildings?
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer isThe matter
sideration.

is

currently

under
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of

2. How many of such applicants have
been waiting longer than six months?

con-

Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transport).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is-

JUNIOR GOVERNMENT
SCHOLARSHIPS
(Question No. 840)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. When junior Government scholarships
were first made available in Victoria?
2. How many such scholarships were
given in each of the past five years?
3. What benefits accrue to a beneficiary
of a scholarship?
4. What are the criteria in determining
the award of the scholarship?
5. What has been the cost to the Government of these scholarships for each of the
past five years?
6. What was the basis of the decision
to absorb the forms 3 to 6 book allowances
into current scholarships benefits?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

1974.]

of

1. 1910.

2. 1974-21,642; 1973-22,293; 197221,715; 1971-21,311; 1970-20,921.
3. Requisites allowance $14 forms III. and
IV.; $16 form V.; $34 form VI. and in registered schools a tuition allowance of $50.
4. They are awarded to one third of the
pupils enrolled in form II. in each school
and selection by the principal is based
solely on the work done by the form II.
pupils within the normal school programme.
5. 1972-73, $1,894,000; 1971-72, $1,914,400;
1970-71, $1,834,413; 1969-70, $1,816,718;
1968-69, $1,814,836.
6. Scholarship allowances are unchanged.
Book allowances of $10 to forms Ill., IV.
and V. and $20 to form VI. were introduced
to provide assistance to parents who formerly received none.

HOUSING COMMISSION HOMES
IN COBRAM AND YARRAWONGA.
(Question No. 845)

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Housing!. How many applicants are awaiting
allocation of Housing Commission homes
in Cobram and Yarrawonga, respectively?

1. Current applications for these estates
are as follows:Cob ram Yarrawonga
Lone person
6
5
Low rental
2
2
Childless couples Nil
4
Families
25
17

Totals

33

28

2. Applications of more than six months'
standingCobram
23
Yarrawonga
17

ANTHRAX AT BOARD OF WORKS
FARM.
(Question No. 846)

Mr. HANN (Rodney) asked the
Minister of AgricultureFollowing the announcement of an outbreak of anthrax on the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works farm at
Werribee1. How many cattle have been affected
by the disease?
2. Whether these cattle have been
destroyed and precautions taken to stop the
spread of the disease?
3. Whether any human beings have been
affected?
4. What portion of the farm has been
declared under quarantine?
5. Whether the remaining animals on the
farm have been vaccinated against anthrax?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture).-The answer is1. Two head of cattle.
2. Anthrax was confirmed in the two
animals found dead on 14th March.
Standard precautions, including disposal by
burning of carcasses, disinfection of areas
and vaccination of contact animals, were
taken to prevent the spread of disease. No
further cases have occurred.
3. No human beings have been affected.
4. The area of 'the farm at present under
quarantine is that bounded by 29-Mile Road,
Beach Road, Lodge Road, Paradise Road,
Chirnside Road, English Road, River Road
and Port Phillip Bay.
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5. To date 1,942 cattle plus 800 sheep
in the quarantine area have been vaccinated.
The vaccination programme is continuing
and, at the completion of the programme
the total stock in the quarantine area2,505 cattle and 800 sheep will have been
vaccinated.

HOUSING COMMISSION HOUSE
SALES.
(Question No. 849)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingHow many Housing Commission house
sales were arranged during the years ending
30th June, 1972 and 30th June, 1973,
respectively, indicating the number in(a) the metropolitan area; and (b) country
areas?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Housing isMetropolitan
Country
Totals

1971-72
729
951

1972-73
597
764

1,680

1,361

HOUSING COMMISSION
APPLICATIONS.
(Question No. 848)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Housing!. What was the total number of applica-

tions for all types of Housing Commission
accommodation in the years ended 30th
June, 1972 and 30th June, 1973, respectively,
indicating how many were for housing in
country areas?
2. How many tenancies were granted
during each year in both metropolitan and
country areas?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Housing is1. As at the dates mentioned the total
numbers of outstanding applications were30th June, 30th June,
1972
1973
Metropolitan
9,122
10,089
Country
4,541
5,777
2. Total tenancies granted were1971-72
1972-73
3,172
3,332
Metropolitan
1,811
1,811
Country
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CONSTRUCTION OF PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 850)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingHow many primary schools are expected
to be completed and erected by the Holmesglen concrete housing factory for the commencement of the 1975 school year and in
what areas these schools will be erected?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing isTen. Debneys Meadow, Richmond West,
Yarraville, Footscray, Waverley Park, Waverley Meadows,
Yarraleen, Rosewood
Downs, Spring Valley, and a site to be
determined within the next week.

MOTOR CAR REPAIRS.
(Question No. 867)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Consumer Affairs1. Whether he is aware of any exploitation
of motor panel repair shops by insurance
companies who issue comprehensive policies
and set hourly rates of charge for repairs;
if so, what are the details?
2. What is the hourly rate set by the State
Motor Car Insurance Office, the Victorian
Automobile Chamber of Commerce Insurance Company and Automobile Fire and
General Insurances Ltd. respectively?
3. What system of financial adjustment to
the hourly rate is applied by these particular
insurance companies and what time factor?
4. Whether he is aware that the methods
used by the insurance companies per
medium of the hourly rate charge have been
instrumental in encouraging backyard business resulting in inferior work by unskilled
tradesmen?
5. What authority the insurance companies
have to set this rate?
6. What is the hourly rate set by the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce
and notified by formal notice to its members?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs).-The answer isThe matter raised is not one that comes
within my administration. I suggest that
the honorable member should direct his
question to the Chief Secretary.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.49 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
LAND TAX
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This BHl was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
(MinHon. MURRAY BYRNE
ister for State Development and Decentral~zation) , was read a first time.
PRINTERS AND NEWSPAPERS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) , was r~ad a first
time.
MORWELL AND MIRBOO
RAILWAY REMOVAL BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. · W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister for Social Welfare) , was read a
first time.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
NEWSPAPER REPORT.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I desire, by
leave, to make a personal explanation
about remarks quite erroneously
attributed to me in the Melbourne
newspapers. I suppose it has been
the fate of most honorable members
at some stage or another, despite
their satisfaction with the press generally, to feel that they have been
misreported, directly or indirectly. It
is seldom their fate, however, to have
attributed to them remarks exactly
the opposite to what they were saying; yet, that was my fate yesterday.
I was aghast when yesterday afternoon I read in the press that
I was quoted as saying that the Yarra
Valley Advisory Committee wanted
too much power. I said no such
Session 1974.-146
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thing either yesterday or at any time.
There is no basis for my saying that
and I have not said so or suggested it.
The statement does not arise from
any statement which I made nor is
it a fair inference to draw from anything which I have said at any time.
Those who have been following the
issue in the press will recognize that
the claim made in one Melbourne
daily paper was in complete contradiction to that which was made in
three other papers which indicated
that I proposed methods to give the
Yarra Valley Advisory Committee
more power.
Today I took steps to ascertain
how such a complete misstatement
could have occurred. I am satisfied,
the superiors of the reporter in question are satisfied and the reporter
himself is satisfied that he made an
honest mistake. The facts are as
follows: I was reported in morning
papers yesterday-and this was repeated in the afternoon papers-as
expressing my regret at the resignation of the chairman of the Government's Yarra Valley Advisory Committee. I told the press that the
Government placed great value upon
the work of that committee, that it
represented a wide range of views
and expertise, and that it was doing
a valuable job in the interests of the
community as a whole and of the
protection of the Yarra Valley on a
long-term basis.
I told all reporters who inquired
of me that I had attended the last
meeting of that committee and understood that the committee was dissatisfied and frustrated in that it had
been bypassed on a number of occasions. I told reporters that I had
put four proposals to that committee
with a view to remedying this situation and giving it effective teeth. The
first was that I would table the committee's reports by leave in this
House to ensure that the recommendations were available here where
they could be de'bated and where
effective action could be taken if
necessary. I told reporters that I
would advise the committee that I
was prepared, when its members
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defined the nature of the proposals
which they desired to ·come before
them, to circularize all Government
departments and that I would also
take steps to ensure that the Board
of Works referred to that committee
all major proposals affecting the
future of the Yarra Valley. I have
already taken those steps. I furthermore told reporters I would advise
the committee that I would convene
a public symposium on management
of the Yarra Valley when the committee had clarified its own ideas.
Thereafter, in reply to a ques·
tion by the reporter concerned,
I spoke-as I understood. and I
believed he understood-off the
record, expla1ining the reasoris why
the Government had not adopted a
particular recommendation of the
Yarra Valley Advisory Committee
that a regional authority for. the area
be· constituted. I explained that such
a regional authority would either be
superimposed over all existing
authorities and, hence, be duplicatory, confusing and delaying or,
alternatively, that it would take
away power from othe·r authorities
which already had expertise in the
field. These constitute the Environment Protection Authority, planning
authorities and ·municipalities. Such
a course, I told the reporter, would
not be in the interests of the valley
nor would it be publicly or politically
acceptable. The rep<>rtef chose to
infer from that remark that this
authority would have too much
power. He furthermore made a
second assumption, which was quite
unjustified, that the Yarra Valley
Advisory Committee was asking
to be this authority. The committee
has never so sought; it merely
recommended the creation of an
authority.
From that completely incorrect
assumption the reporter drew the
unwarranted inference that I was
saying that the Yarra Valley
Advisory Committee wanted too
much power. I said nothing of the
sort and nothing which could
reasonably be so construed. I have
received expressions of regret from
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.

Explanation.

the .newsp~per. conc'emed. an<f ·from
the reporter. I accepf'that it was an
honest error.
GROUNDWATER (AMENDMENT)

BILL•
. The Hon. F., J. GRANTER (M.in:ister
of Water Supply), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Groundwater Act 1969.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
CLUSTER TITLES BILL.
·The Hon. A. J. HUNT ·(Minister for
Local. Government) , by leave, moved
for leave to bring in. a Bill to
facilitate the subdivision· of land in
cluster form, the issue of titleS· to
lots shown on plans of .cluster ·sub·division and the administration of
land . subdi.vided . in cluster fonn, to
amend the Local Government ,Act
1958, the Town and Country
Planning ·Act 1961, the Sale of Land
Act 1962 and ·the Strata -Titles Act
1967, and for other. purposes ..
The motion was agreed to ..
· The Bill was· brought in and read a
first time. ·
·.
·
·
.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (HOUSE
BUILDERS' UABILITY .
AMENDMENT) BILL.
· The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government), by leave,
moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend the Local Government
(House Builders' Liability) Act 1973,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
.:
PETITION.
FLUORIDATION.

The Hon. V. T. HAUSER (Boronia
Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the House take the most urgent
steps to ensure that sodium fluoride
is not placed in our public water supplies until a referendum is held to
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determine the wishes of those who
pay for the water. He stated that the
petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 62 signatures.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER (Boronia
Province) .-1 am presenting this
petition as a duty to my constituents
within my province of Boronia and
on behalf of some other citizens of
the State of Victoria. I do not personally agree with the subject-matter of
this petition.
It was ordered that the petition be
laid ·on the table. ·
STA1UTE LAW REVISION .
COMMITTEE.
CRIMES (SENTENCES)

BILL.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) presented a
report from the Statute Law Revision
Committee · upon clause 4 ··of the
Crimes
(Sentences) . Bill 1971,
together with minutes of evidence, an
appendix, and extracts from the proceedings of the committee.
It was ordered that they be laid on
the table, and that · the report,
appendix, and extracts from the proceedings . of the committee be
printed.
PAPERS.

The following papers, pursuant to
the ..directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid on the table by
the Clerk:Education Act 1958-Resumption of land at
Bulleen-Certificate of the Minister of
Education.
Forests Act 19ss-:.Forests (William Ricketts
Sanctuary Amendment) Regulations 1974
(S.R. No. 91).
Land Tax Act 1958-Land Tax Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 94).
Marketing of Primary Products Act 1958Proclamation declaring that onions shall
become the property of the Onion Marketing Board for a further period of two
years.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-Metric Conversion (Pipelines Act) Regulations 1974
(S.R. No. 93).
Milk .and Dairy Supervision Act 1958-Mil.k
and Dairy Supervision (Fees) Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 92).
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Ministry for the Arts Act 1972-Ministry
for ·the Arts (Victorian Council of the
Arts-Fees and Allowances) Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 99).
Nurses Act 1958-Nursing Council (Examiners' Fees) Regulations 1974 ·(S.R. No.
100).
.
Probate Duty Act 1962-Probate Duty
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 95).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 730 to 745)
·
(sixteen papers).
Social Welfare Act 197()-.Social Welfare
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 97).
State Savings Bank Act 1958-State
Savings Bank {Interest Rates Amendment
No. 4) General Order 1974 (S.R. No. 98).
Town and Country Planning Act 1961City of Croydon Planning SchemeAmendment No. 58, 1972.
·shire of Flinders Planning Scheme 1962Amendment No. 59, 1973.
Shire of Momington Planning Scheme
1959-A.mendment No. 73, 1971.
Victorian Inland Meat Authority-statement of guarantee given to the Reserve
Bank of Australia by the Treasurer of
Victoria.
Weights and Measures Act 1958-Weights
and Measures (Amendment No. 14)
Regulations 1973 (S.R. No. 96).

LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL.
· The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill which tidies up
two technical matters relating to land
tax. Section 90 of the Land Tax Act
1958 contains a provision which enables a refund to be made of an overpayment of land tax. However, subsection (3) of section 90 limits the
time for the application by a taxpayer
to the commissioner for a refund to
within three years after the overpayment was made. The time limit has
on occasions led to the unfortunate
situation in which a taxpayer had
overpaid land tax, not discovered the
overpayment until sometime afterwards,
and been subsequently
debarred by sub-section (3) of section 90 from obtaining a refund.
The Government believes this is. an
entirely unsatisfactory result. There
is at the moment a case before the
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(Amendment) Bill.

Government involving overpayment provide that any stipendiary magisof land tax, the refund of which trate may take the recognizances
would be debarred by sub-section therein required from a printer or
(3) of section 90, even though the publisher of a newspaper; by increas.overpayment arises from an error in ing the maximum sum of the fee
the Land Tax Office. Accordingly, it which the Governor in Council may
has been decided to clarify the situa- prescribe in respect of matters under
tion once and for all, and the Bill the Act, and by giving power to· the
repeals sub-section (3) of section 90 Governor in Council to prescribe
as well as two related sub-sections. forms for the purposes of the Act.
The Bill replaces them with a proUnder the definition contained in
vision based on section 19 of the Payroll Tax Act which enables the com- the principal Act, a paper or pamphlet
missioner to refund tax overpaid with- to be defined a " newspaper " must
out any time limit. This provision is contain public news, intelligence or
occurrences, any remarks or observain clause 2 of the Bill.
tions thereon or upon political
The Bill also overcomes a technical matters; be published for sale periodproblem that has arisen in. relation to ically or be sold in parts or be sold at
the Land Tax Act 1973 and the Land a price of 5 cents or any lesser
Tax Act 1970. The 1973 Land Tax amount. Of course, the reference to 5
Act amended both the principal Act cents dates back many years-in fact,
and the 1970 Act. It provided that to 1890. One of the results of the
all provisions other than those for the outmoded limit is that there are now
enactment of the rates of land tax no daily or Sunday newspapers which
were to come into operation on pro- fall within the definition set out in the
clamation. Because of the amend- principal Act and clearly this needs to
ments to the 1970 Act contained in ·be amended. The Government bethe 1973 Act, the order of procla- lieves the best way to achieve that is
mation should have been first the to remove the reference to price.
1973 Act and then the 1970 Act. UnDuring the debate in the Legislative
fortunately, the proclamations were
made in the reverse order. Clause 3 Assembly, it was suggested tliat the
of the Bill does nothing more than amendments proposed by clause 3 to
correct that error-an error which, section 11 of the principal Act did not
apparently having been made, can be go far enough and that in addition to
corrected only by legislation. I com- the repeal of the provision relating to
mend the Bill to the House.
5 cents, the qualification of 26-day
On the ·motion of the Hon. J. M. periodic publication should be reWALTON (Melbourne North Pro- moved. My colleague, the · Chief
Secretary, has considered the proposal
.vince), the debate was adjourned.
and, for reasons which I will give, has
It was ordered that the debate be rejected it.
adjourned until the next day of meetGenerally, the meaning of "newsing.
paper " is taken to be the dictionary
meaning of the word. However, in
PRINTERS AND NEWSPAPERS
order to clarify . the meaning in
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
marginal cases the existing definition
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for in the principal Act states that in
Local Government) .-1 moveaddition to what is already normally
That this Bill be now read a second time. understood to be a newspaper,. it also
It amends the Printers and News- includes the two criteria of a price
papers Act 1958 by repealing the price level of 5 cents and periodic issue not
restriction placed upon the interpre- exceeding 26 days. As I have extation of "newspapers"; by widen- plained, the criterion of "price " is
ing the application of section 21 to being repealed by this Bil'l. However,
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it seems desira·ble to retain the criterion in the interests of printers, publishers and law enforcement agencies
when marginal cases are being
considered.
Section 21 of the Act requires
printers and publishers, respectively,
of newspapers together with two
sufficient sureties to-enter before and to the satisfaction of a
judge of the Supreme Court or of the
Stipendiary Magistrate of the district in
. which such newspaper is or is intended to
be printed and published . . . into a
recognizance himself in the sum of
$600 ....
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MORWELL AND MIRBOO
RAILWAY REMOVAL BILL.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to authorize the removal of the Morwell and Mirboo
railway. The State Electricity Commission's plans for the utilization of
the State's brown coal deposits provide for the open cut to extend across
the existing railway line between
Morwell and Mirboo North. If railway service was to be maintained to
the area, the line would have to be
rebuilt on a new location.

Reference to the words " of the district in which such newspaper is or is
intended to be printed and published "
creates a serious difficulty. For .exThe Mirboo North line has not been
·ample, it will mean that in areas
where a stipendiary magistrate is not operated for passenger service since
readily available, one will need to go September, 1968. The line at present
to the Supreme Court to enter into a provides a twice-weekly goods· serrecognizance. The change envisaged vice, the major com.modity · carried
in the Bill will mean that any stipen- being superphosphate. The line cardiary magistrate may fix and take a ries a low volume of traffic and. has
recognizance, which remains the same been operating unprofitably for a
at $600. When amendments to section number of years.
21 were proposed, it was noted that
there is no provision in the principal
Preliminary investigations ·underAct for the form of recognizance, and taken by the railways indicated that
.clause 5 of the Bi'll enables this to be the cost of providing a new rail link
prescribed.
between Morwell and Mirboo ·North
Section 32 of the principal Act pro- would have been in excess of $2 · 6
vides a head of power to enable the million. The traffic available to this
Governor in Council to prescribe fees line would not justify expenditure of
.to a maximum in any case of $4, pay- this magnitude.
able to the Registrar General. These
In accordance with undertakings
maximum levels of fees were last
fixed in 1956 and in view of the in- given by the Government regarding
crease in costs since that time the the closure of rail lines following the
Government considers a further in- report of the Board of Inquiry into
crease is warranted. It is therefore the Victorian Land Transport System,
proposed to increase from $4 to $20 Sir Henry Bland was appointed as an
the maximum level at which fees for investigating authority. The investithe purposes of the Act may be pre- gating authority carried out a
scribed. Sub-clause (2) of clause 5 thorough examination of the transmakes the appropriate . amendment.
This is a small measure and I com- port situation in the region served by
the line and spoke to a large number
mend it to the House.
of people representing many interests
On the motion of the Hon. I. B. in the area. The report concluded
TRAYLING (Melbourne Province), with the recommendation that there
the debate was adjourned.
was no justification for the expendiIt ·was ordered that the debate be ture which would be required to rebuild the Mirboo railway line.
adjourned until Tuesday, April 9.
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In October, 1973, the Minister of

Railway Removal Bill.

unalienated Crown ·lands especially
in the matter of requirement to main-

Transport announced that the line tain fences.
would not be rebuilt and gave the

following undertakings:That the Mountain Hut road would
be upgraded to improve road transport facilities to the areas between
Morwell and Mirboo North; and
that alternative handling facilities
for. superphosphate carried by rail
would be built in the Morwel'l area;
and that special consideration would
be given to local needs in regard to
the future ·use of land now used for
·railway purposes.
· I am pleased to report that construction of the superphosphate depot
is well advanced and should be completed soon.
The Bill authorizes the removal of
railway and makes provision for
the sale and disposal of materials and
property. The net proceeds of any
sale of materials and property will
be paid into the Railways Renewals
and Replacements Fund and be used
to supplement loan fund allocations.
· The Bill also authorizes the sale
.of lands which the railways acquired
for the line. A number of shire
.councils have indicated a wish to
acquire sections of railway land to be
developed for the benefit of their
communities. As indicated, special
consideration is being given to these
requests.
The net proceeds from the sale of
land will be paid into the Consolidated Fund. I am pleased to say that,
under an agreement which came into
operation some years ago, the
TreaSury will add to the railways
loan fund allocations amounts equal
to the proceeds from the sale of
land.
The Bill contains provisions as to
the liability of the Victorian Railways
Board regarding the structures and
fences of this line. Clause 5 extends
the provisions of the Fences Act 1968
so that lands owned by the Railways
Board and awaiting disposal will be
treated as though they · were

the

The Hon. W. V. Houghton.

Clause 6 contains provisions as to
the removal of bridges. It is often
the case that rail bridges are in positions where complete removal is
difficult and, where this is not required
for the purpose of an authority controlling a river or stream, it seems
sensible that complete removal .at
some considerable cost should not be
·
·
required.
Clause -8 exempts the Railways
Board from the provisions of the Sale
of Land Act 1962. The exemption
is provided to overcome the difficulties that could arise in providing plans
of subdivisions before entering into
negotiations · with adjoining land.holders-in many cases for such
small areas of land that these provisions would require expenditure
which would hold back sensible .disposal of the land.
By authorizing the removal· of the
Morwell and Mirboo line, the Bill will
allow ·the State Electricity· Commission to go ahead with the utilization
of the State's brown coal resources
and allow more appropriate transport
services in this area. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. E.
KENT (Gippsland Province), the
debate was adjourned.
.
It was ordered that the debate
adjourned until Tuesday, April 9.

be

RIGHTS OF LIVING CREATURES.
The debate (adjourned from March
19) was resumed on the motion of
the Hon. J.· W. Galbally (Melbourne
North Province)That this House of Parliament expresses
grave concern at the increasingly callous
disregard of modem man for the rights of
all living creatures and calls upon the
Victori-an Government to institute moves to
educate all peoples to the end that the
environment is preserved and dignity
accorded to all creatures.

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Boronia
Province) .-1 support the motion
that the Victorian · Government
should educate people· to respect
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their environment and all living
creatures. I do so because it contains no implied rebuke of the Government but urges it. to redouble its
efforts in the direction in which it is
already headed, to . bring about
greater respect for the environment
and for living creatures.
I have the support of a number of
my colleagues in this regard. This is
one of the motions that draw support
and flow easily across party political
lines; it is completely removed from
party politics. I commend Mr. Ga·lbally on the motion. I often find myself in agreement with the honorable
member on measures which he
brings before this House. It follows
that a man who has stood for the
abolition of capital punishment and
of inhumane punishments wiH also
strive to have dignity accorded to aU
living creatures.
When it was first suggested to me
by my Leader that I might Hke to reply ·to this ·motion, my first reaction
was that I would just say perhaps a
few whimsical words and niight even
quote back to Mr. Ga'lbally a few lines
of poetry and resume my seat. But on
thinking about the motion I found
that there· was something seriously I
could say on this matter, something
which had concerned me for a long
time. I sha11 spend a few minutes on
it and perhaps burden the House ·with
these thoughts.
Every member knows that in the
treatment of animals-this is the area
which Mr. GalbaUy specific~Hy referred to in his remarks-there is a
great deal of ambivalence, and I might
even say hypocrisy, in the way in
which human beings treat other living
creatures. On the one hand, we accord
household pets and a few other
privileged animals a respect and a
love which demand that they be treated with kindness and concern. Sometimes the dog, the horse and the cat
are treated by human beings with almost maudlin sentimentality.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-No
one treated. them better than the
LegiSlative Council of 100 years ago.
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The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-:'That
point is well worth making. · At
times one reads in the newspapers
that these · animals have been
left large fortunes, that they have
been endowed with houses and the
prospect of living in comfort for the
rest of their natural lives. Sometimes
they have been made to look ridiculous by the over-affection which has
been afforded to them by ttheir
owners.
On the other hand, man is a practical creature. He has a need for
cheap food and clothing. Certain
animals cater for these needs. Three
which spring readily to my mind are
the sheep, the cow, and the pig. These
animals are treated by human beings
differently from privileged animals. They are raised for the purpose of providing food; they are fed
for a certain time and then herded together and forced into large trucks
with one tier on top of the ·other in
situations of extreme cruelty; they
are then driven long distances .to their
final destination.
I suppose it is possible to become
inured to this aspect, and many
people have. However, as I i drive
around and see 'large trucks on the
road with legs sticking out of the side
and animals heaped upon animals, I
find myself reflecting upon the extreme cruelty · of man to other
creatures.
The Hon. S. R. tMcDONALD.-I bet
that you do not see it very often.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-1 see it
frequently. I know that the economics of food production · demand cheap transport of these
anima'ls.
I often wonder .. why
we shed tears over one sort of animal
and are prepared to inflict the
grossest cruelty on another sort. A
great deal of cruelty occurs. I call
attention only to What I have seen as
I have driven around Melbourne, and
I am sure that honorable members
wiH agree with me that cruelty is
often evident. I know that one inust
be practicat about these matters, and
I am practical about them. Like a lot of
other people I also turn away and do
nothing. However I often wonder
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where the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is
when these trucks are being driven
along a road in observable convoy.
Without pressing this irony too far
because I, as is everyone else in this
Chamber, am a beneficiary of the·
economies brought about by this mode
of transport and tr~atment, I would
lift the veil a little on our treatment
of some animals compared with the
privileged treatment given to others.
The abattoir is a place that most of
us prefer not to think about. Things
happen there which are better left
unimagined. One just notices the
stench as one speeds past in a car.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN·-Has the
honorable member ever been inside an
abattoir?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-Yes,
when I was a young lad. It was an
experience I would not want to repeat. Animals are dispatched quickly·
and painlessly, and we believe that
because they have no capacity to
reason, they have no premonition of
the fate that awaits them, that the
bleating and braying in fear, the pawing of the ground and the smell of terror in the air emanate from unimaginative, unintelligent beasts. Whom are
we fooling! We need the skins and
meat, so animals must be slaughtered.
The economy demands that this be
done without over-elaborate benevolence. Let us do it if we must but let
us not be hypocritical about it. Let us
not shed tears about a certain sort of
animal and then inflict the grossest
cruelty on another.
Man is a practical, merciless
master-species and sometimes likes to
disguise his fundamental nature behind a fa~ade of sentimentality. He
uses little tricks to help him do this.
For those animals that he needs to
destroy he introduces little pejorative associations of the mind.
For instance, he refers to " a
dirty pig " or a " silly cow " or
a " mindless sheep ". No such derogatory appellation is needed for the
animals which he treats with kindness
or uses as household pets. I advance
the possibility that at some future

Living Creatures.

time man will need to accord those
animals less respect than at present.
To help him do this I put forward for
consideration the expressions " fawning dog," "cringing cat" and" craven
horse." This will help man overcome any difficulties he may have in
the future in the way he treats these
animals.
Although I commend Mr. Galbally's
motion and the thought behind itMr. Galbally- is a great humanitarian
- I am a little cynical about its potential application. By all means let us be
kinder to animals, but I think we will
read that as: "Let us be kind to those
animals which appeal to us "-perhaps the donkey, because it reminds
us of the horse. Man is not capable
of denying himself access to cheap
food and cheap clothing and has never
been capable of doing so.
Whilst it is possible to pick up the
daily newspaper, as I did this morning, and see on the front page of the
Age a photograph of women with
children on their backs scrambling
around the desert of Mali in Africa
searching for grain; whilst it is possible to tum on a radio, as I did
the other day, to the programme
A.M. and hear that 60,000 men,
women and children have been
slaughtered in Vietnam in the past
fourteen months since the cessation
of hostilities there; whilst it is
possible for one human being, as
happened in Mai Lai, to look down a
rifle barrel at a two-month old ~aby
and see an enemy; whilst I observe
amongst my own species abject
poverty in certain places and deprivation in others, I will reserve the main
thrust of my energy and emotion towards bettering the lot of my fellow
creatures.
When we have won that battle,
I should like then to turn my attention to other living creatures. In the
meantime, I must defer to people with
greater capacities than I have, and I
commend Mr. Galbally for his motion.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-Mr. Galbally's
motion relates to the ·humane treatment of animals and calls upon the
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Government to institute moves to
achieve this end. Mr. Block has made
the point, with which I agree, that
every member of this House or this
Parliament would accept the concept
that all animals, whether they
are domesticated or wild, are entitled
to be treated in a humane manner.
Accordingly, the motion will be
agreed to by honorable members.
However, I take issue with some
of the viewpoints expressed by Mr.
Galbally. The first area with which I
disagree is the terms of the motion.
In the preamble, the motion refers to
" the increasingly callous disregard of
modern man for the rights of all
living creatures". I do not believe
that callous disregard of modern man
for animals is increasing. In Victoria,
and indeed in Australia, there is a
more enlightened and compassionate
attitude towards animals at present
than has ever existed before. Therefore, Mr. Galbally is not on sound
ground in referring to the " increasingly callous disregard of modern
man".
Victorian statutes provide for the
protection of fauna and laws exist
relating to the prevention of cruelty
to animals. By and large these laws
are effectively implemented, or at
least as well as the resources which
the State makes available to the
organizations concerned will allow.
One could infer from Mr. Galbally's
remarks that the societies and associations which are responsible for the
prevention of cruelty to animals in
Victoria are not effective and are not
doing their job. I have the greatest
respect for the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. I
have spoken to some of the senior
members of the society and, unfortunately, that is the inference they
have drawn from Mr. Galbally's remarks.
When controversial issues are debated in this House or anywhere else,
they should be debated and considered in an unemotional atmosphere,
which, unfortunately, is not always
the case. At times, almost hysterical
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arguments are used in support of
opposing arguments. Issues of this
nature should be considered on logical and factual grounds. Mr. Galbally
referred to the treatment accorded by
the Romans to the lions in North
Africa and to practices in other
parts of the. world. However, those
arguments are not relevant to Australia. Mr. Galbally's only reference
to matters relating to Victoria or
Australia was to the consignment of
wild donkeys from north-western
Australia to Victoria late last year.
I checked with the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in Victoria on the circumstances
under which the donkeys were
brought into Victoria. I have been
advised that, after the consignment
left Alice Springs, it was supervised
in Victoria by the Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
and by the society's counterpart in
South Australia. After leaving ·Murray
Bridge the periods of travelling
and feeding and watering of the
animals were supervised by the
society which considered that there
were no grounds for prosecution
whilst the consignment was in Victoria. A senior official of the society
expressed the view that the newspaper reports of the episode were
grossly exaggerated.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.- In
other words, 61 donkeys did not die?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-!
said that whilst the consignment was
in Victoria the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals did
not consider that there were any
grounds for prosecution. Three further consignments of donkeys have
been sent into Victoria since then
and neither the press nor any person
has been sufficiently interested to
comment on this fact. I assume
that the further consignments indicate
that the operation is not considered
to be cruel.
Mr. Swinburne has pointed out to
me one interesting aspect of the
"donkey deal", if I may use that
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term; Most of the donkeys were
transported into the North-Eastern
Province and they are far better off
in Victoria than they were in northwestern Australia. The donkeys are
affording a great deal of pleasure and
entertainment to their present
owners.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What are
they being used for?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-They
are ·being used mainly as children's
pets. When the consignment was
receiving publicity, the implication
was that they were being consigned
to UnCle Ben's pet food establishment
in Wodonga, but this was not the
case.
Another aspect of Mr. Galbally's
remarks on which I wish to comment
is his attitude towards the use of
animals to provide furs and clothing
materials for luxury or utilitarian
purposes. Mr. Block has ably outlined the view that society depends
upon
domestic
animals-mainly
sheep, cattle and pigs-for the provision of food as well as other materials
for clothing. I know of no reason· why
the community should not use animals
as a source of clothing rna terials irt
the same way that it uses them to
provide protein. I can · see no real
difference in using wild animals for
this purpose provided that they are
accorded the same standard of treatment in animal husbandry as domestic
animals· receive.
Mr. Galbally's
argument on this was as illogical as
the · arguments used ·by· Senator
Murphy in justification of a ban on the
export of kangaroo skins·.
· Victoria has adopted the policy that
if kangaroos have to be destroyed
under permit, the persons responsible
for· destroying them are not permitted
to use the kangaroo skin for profit,
whilst in other States they are not
permitted to export the skins. It
seems wasteful that kangaroos are
permitted to be destroyed but the
.
skins. cannot be utiliz~.d.
Mr.. Block referred to what he
termed. the hypocritical attitu~e of
our society to one group of animals
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as against another. In this· context,
almost every day on the racecourse or
on the trotting track the whip is used
to urge the animal on to greater performances. Admittedly, the racing
clubs and organizations responsible
for the control of racing have instituted regulations concerning the use of
the whip, but we could well do without the use of the whip in these cases.
All honorable members accept Mr.
Gal bally's motives in moving the
motion. As I said earlier, I do not
believe any member of this Parliament will argue against the concept
that all animals are entitled to be
humanely treated.
However, Mr.
Galbally could equally well have
brought forward a motion expressing
concern at the increasingly callous
disregard of man for his fellow man.
Today, we see many examples of
violence and anti-social behaviour.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY ....:....Like
hanging and flogging, for instance?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-! am
not referring to either hanging or
flogging.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Mr. Mcponald should not
allow himself to be side-tracked by
Mr. Gal bally on this issue.·
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-!
willingly accept your advice,. Mr.
President. The Country Party supports the motion,. but. I do not accept
all of the arguments submitted. in
support of it. Any decision on
these matters should ·he based on
logic and fact, and not on the type of
hysterical or emotional arguments we
hear at times on this type of issue.
The Hon .. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne ·North Province) .-1 also· suppor.t the. moti~n. Mr.· Galbally ·~a·s
stro·ng feelings towards both· man and
beast and on numerous occasion·s he
has introduced motions to prevent
actions against human beings... . On
this· occasion he has iptro~uced a
motion to ·prevent cruelty to ani~~~!?·
Every. day, there is evidence . of-' an
increasing disregard · . for · animals.
Probably this has been ~rought ·abol:lt
by 'the. 'increase in the number· of
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human beings. It worries me to think being done to prevent this action from
that, ultimately, Australia could be- being taken. A by-law is passed and
come like some of the over-populated the Government states its intentions
countries of the world where the only but does nothing more. Irrespective
animals to be seen are the scavengers of whether thousands more trees are
and beasts of burden. All that is left being planted in particular areas-are those animals which live on offal
The Hon. W. G. FRv.-There are
and the beast of burden which is re- plenty in the Grampians.
quired to carry out some form of
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That
work. Inevitably this will be the ultimay
be so, but daily the number of
mate result as our population contrees in the Macedon Ranges is being
tinues to increase.
reduced and because of the lack of
Although Australia is under-popul- food the koalas, the numbers of
ated at the moment, cruelty is occur- which have been increasing in that
ring to many animals. One of the area, will gradually diminish.
most lovable and inoffensive animals
This inoffensive animal deserves
in Australia is the koala. Many hon- the sympathy of every member of
orable members will recall what hap- the community. It is one of the bestpened to that animal in Queensland in loved animals both inside and outside
1927 when more than 500,000 were
country. Tourists sometimes
shot for their pelts. Similar happen- this
come
here
just to see the koala in its
ings occurred in other States. As a native state.
want to see it
result, today the species of the koala not in a zoo butThey
in
a
gum
in the
which used to be seen in Queensland bush, as it can be seen intree
Victoria.
is no longer to be found there.
Ultimately, if the population conVictoria had a koala population of tinues to increase, it will be difficult
about 1,000, which it jealously to conserve these animals in great
guarded. At least, action started in numbers. They may be in the various
Victoria to preserve these wonderful reserves of which Mr. Fry speaks
creatures. Unfortunately, Victoria but they will not be seen roaming
made the mistake of congregating around the bush as they do at the
them all in the one area-at Phillip present time, 20 or 30 miles from
Island-and when the inevitable bush Melbourne.
fire occured, the population was alOne reads in the daily papers from
most wiped out. Having in mind time to time complaints about the
that this could happen, the Govern- unscrupulous kiUing o.f kangaroos.
ment arranged for many koalas One also sees answers from people
to be moved to other parts of who say that the kangaroos must be
the State and I am pleased that killed because they are eating crops
quite a few are to be found in the and taking food which should be
area surrounding my residence.· Un- available for human beings. There
fortunately, after that has been done, must surely be an alternative. There
certain authorities proceed to cut must be a means of keeping animals
down the trees on which they feed. away from crops-if farmers seriously
The surrounding areas are sprayed want to do so. The first thing
with insecticides.
country people do when their children
The Hon. W. G. FRY.-Manna gums reach the age of about eight years
are planted in thousands to ensure is to give them shot-guns. Evidence
that they have food.
to this effect was given before the
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-I could Statute Law Revision Committee
take Mr. Fry to supposedly restricted when people fought for their children
areas in the Macedon Ranges where to have the right to use shot-guns.
trees are being bulldozed, notwith- What do they want shot-guns for?
standing the fact that this action is Of course, they are not used to shoot
contrary to council by-laws and stated at the ground! The result is that birds,
Government policy. Insufficient is including parrots, are shot at. That is
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not an unfair statement because
within the past twelve months, I have
seen parrots being shot for dog food.
The Han. W. G. FRv.-Mr. Walton
should have reported it.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-!
should like to do so.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL-What
action did you take?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! shall
not answer that question; I will
explain to Mr. Campbell later why
I cannot do so. Nevertheless, I have
seen that occur, and I am distraught
that such a practice should be
carried on.
I suppose the argument will be
advanced that many animals kill each
other in order to survive. As Mr.
Galbally rightly said, the only difference between human beings and
animals is that animals cannot speak
for themselves. This is where my
view differs from that of Mr.
McDonald. No animal-not ·even
another human being-is safe within
the range of a gun fired by a human
being. A missile can still kill
although it may be fired from a great
distance. Even the largest animal
on earth today,· the elephant, can be
safely shot at from a distance of
100 yards without danger to the
human being. using the gun. These
beautiful large animals are often shot
for their ivory tusks.
The sitting was suspended at 6.6
p.m. until 8.3 p.m.

The Hon. J. M. ·WALTON.-Before
the suspension of the sitting I was
speaking about the indiscriminate
shooting of birds which I believe
is continuing.
There are many·
ways in which, because of the
progress of bumanity, people continue to slaughter native animals.
Many native birds are killed by
motorists who tear along the roads
at excessive speeds. There would
be hardly a person in this House
who, when driving in excess of 60
miles ·an hour at some time has not
killed ·a bird along the way. This
occurs almost daily. This morning
I noticed two pink and grey galahs
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which had been hit by a car and
were lying dead on the road. Magpies by the thousands are killed every
day by motorists travelling at excessive speeds. I am not suggesting
there is any way in which this can
be prevented, but it is another way
in which human beings kill native
birds and animals.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-They
are killed mostly in the country.
The Hon. J. M. wALTON.-That
is so. One of the greatest killers
of native life is the bush fire. Some
animals which 1 have already mentioned, such as koalas, have no protection when a bush fire occurs. They
must stay in the trees until the heat
reaches them and they suffocate and
die. Many bush fires are man made,
frequently because people wander
around the bushlands lighting fires
for" kicks". Every time this occurs,
hundreds of native animals are killed.
The Hon. s. R. McDoNALD.-How
does Mr. Walton think the Government should try to stop people from
doing this?
The Hon. J. M. wALTON .-I do not
know. I was unhappy to read in a
report of the debate on this motion
that members were laughing in the
House. I do not consider this topic
to be humorous. I am sure that
honorable members who were laughing at that time were not amused by
the subject-matter before the House
but by a humorous incident that happened at the time. I make that explanation on behalf of the House.
The Hon. W. · V. HouGHTON.That is right.
The Hon. J. M. wALTON .-It was
··something funny that had been said.
Therefore I do not intend to answer
the interjection of Mr. McDonald.
Mr. Block has spoken about the
courage of animals.
In 1963 the
Statute Law Revision Committee
considered this matter and issued a
report on the Police Offences (Further
Amendment) Bill, together with minutes of evidence. The report dealt with
the way in which ·~nimals are tronsported around Victoria · by · rail
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and public transport without consideration for their well-being. It
is only a means of getting them
from one point to another. Recommendations were made by the
committee, and I hope and believe .
that many of them were carried out.
Some animals were given a rest after
a certain number of miles or a certain
time in the trucks, and given water
to drink. At least if they could not
eat, they. could drink and did not
have to suffer a journey of two
or three days without water.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-Most
of the animals are fed.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That
is so, but before the Statute Law Revision Committee considered the subject this was not always the case.
Invariably at the end of a trip a
large number of carcasses had to be
unloaded because the animals did
not survive the trip. Even today
there are bound to be accidents. I
often see transport drivers who have
not taken care with their loads and
travel around at fast speeds so that
a large number of animals are lying
at the bottom of the truck, knowing
that before they reach their des tination they will be trampled to death
by the other animals. Occasionally
one sees the hoof of a cow hanging
out of the side of a truck. I do .not
blame anybody in particular, but the
drivers should pull up occasionally
and check their loads to ensure that
even if the animals are meant for
slaughter for eventual human consumption, at least while they are in
the transport they are not suffering.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Those
operators rarely survive.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That
is probably true, because if the
drivers lose cattle or sheep along the
way, they will have to find another
job, because the farmers and slaughtermen will not be happy about the
loss. However, incidents of this type
still occur and one can see them from
day to day. Sometimes it is not intentional but caused by bad packing.
Strangely enough, people complain
that the animals are packed in too
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tightly, but it appears that the best
way of transporting stock is to pack
them in tightly so that they will not
be thrown around and fall on the
floor to be trampled on by other
animals' hooves.
Unfortunately, many people who
profess to be animal ~overs and who
try to do what they think is right for
their domestic pets are not always
·acting in the best interests of the
animals. Honorable members may
recall a recent case of a lady who had
a large number of animals herded up
in her property. Some of them were
emaciated and could hardly stand up.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-It
happens -~o children sometimes.
The ~Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That is
so, and that subject has been discussed by this House on a number of
occasions. I believe Mr. Galbally
raised the question of cruelty in regard to human beings as well as
animal life. However, on this occasion the treatment of animals by
human beings is being discussed.
Overcrowding is often oaused by
animal lovers. Some people do not
feed their pets properly-do not give
them the correct type of food-and.
others chain animals up or leave them
with what they consider to be :a sufficient amount of food while they go
away on holidays for anything up to
three weeks. The owners may leave
only water •and a heap of food in· the
hope that the animal will survive
until they return. Other people buy
animals · for thei·r ·children, believing
the children will enjoy the advantage
of having a pet. Some people buy
chickens and kittens for children to
play with. -Mr. McDonald mentioned
that some people buy donkeys as
pets. Children can be cruel with
anim·als, and parents ought to watch
closely the way in which their children handle pets. It is not always
wise to buy an :animal for a child as
a plaything.
I cannot say much more on the
motion because already Government
supporters and members of the
Country Party, somewhat reluctantly,
have· stated that· they will support it.
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The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-Not
at all.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-1 shall
read the motion to the House because
I think it is important. Mr. Galbally
has movedThat this House of Parliament expresses
grave concern at the increasingly callous
disregard of modern man for the rights of
all living creatures and calls upon the
Victorian Government to institute moves
to educate all peoples to the end that
the environment is preserved and dignity
accorded to all creatures.

I support the motion.
The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higinbotham Piiovince) .-I wish to speak
briefly on the motion. Some statements that have been made in the
Chamber tonight are not in accordance with the facts. One cannot
violently oppose the motion because
it is phrased so widely. Who would
not wish to look after living creatures
and see them tended and cared for
as they should be?
I shall refer to kangaroos because
I am interested in the subject, having
lived on a farm in the Mallee for
some years. At that time the farmer
with whom I lived had approximately
340 acres of wheat. Most nights the
kangaroos came on to the prpperty
and devastated the crop, and at the
end of the year the .farmer obtained
80 bags of wheat from what had
appeared to be an excellent crop.
Honorable members must look at the
farmers who are trying to gain a
living-! gave the House an example
of ·a bad case involving kangaroosbefore passing judgment on those.
who have permits to kill a certain
number of kangaroos which interfere with the livelihood of farmers.
As I well recall; that farmer had .a
wife and two children and they lived
almost on the smell of an oil rag.
I found it in my heart to pity them.
However, I have found other aspects concerning kangaroos. People
in the area which I represent
very much doubted that Victorians
were taking a responsible attitude to
their preservation. I told them that
they could see hundreds of kangaroos,
in -mobs, within a:. couple of hours'
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drive of Melbourne and I took them
only 40 miles to the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works property and showed them not one but
several mobs of 50 to 100 kangaroos
in · excellent condition. They were
surprised that kangaroos were so
carefully tended at such a short distance from Melbourne.
·
I cannot go along entirely with the
motion when it refers tothe increasingly callous disregard of
modern· man for the rights of all living
creatures.

There has never been a time in the
history of Victoria when people have
been more conscious of the need for
the preservation of wildlife. That is
not a wild statement. Everyone is
now conscious of our wildlife and
the need to preserve it. Because
people do not see kangaroos does
not mean that there are none. A book
by Cyril Pearl, Morrison of Peking,
refers to Morrison, a young man from
Geelong-his father had something to
do with the founding of Geelong
College-who in 1892 walked alone
from the Gulf of Carpentaria to
Geelong. The journey covered a distance of 2,034 miles. In his diary,
Morrison made the interesting note
that he walked 1,700 miles through
the interior of Australia without
seeing a kangaroo. I repeat that that
was in 1892.
I point · this out because so many
people believe that, because they do
not see kangaroos, they have . been
killed off in modem times. Kangaroos
are not seen during the day unless
they are · searched for. They are
sensible anhnals and rest in the shade
of gum trees until they emerge to
feed at night. Kangaroos are certainly
being looked after.
Mr. Walton said a lot about koalas.
I interrupted him on odd occasions
and I have taken the bother to check
up on the story of the koala. From
about 1928 to 1934, koalas were just
about wiped out in Victoria by a virus
disease to which they are very susceptible. Indeed, the whole population of koalas of Victoria could be
wiped· out tomorrow. Charles Clift,
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an inspector of the Fisheries and
Wildlife Branch, as it was ·then, took
what koalas the branch was able to
collect to Phillip Island. They were
established there to such good effect
that later it was possible to move
koalas to oth~r pl~ces throughout
Victoria.
About fifteen years ago there were
about 3.0,000 koalas in Victoria. So
well h~ve they been looked after by
the Fisheries and Wildlife Division
and the people of Victoria-they are
not callous people-that these lovely
creatures now number about 50,000.,
Mr. Walton spoke about the koalas
fading out. That is poppycock. It is
not true and it is a pity that it was
Said.
If there is trouble in the Macedon
area, Mr. Walton should speak to the
Fisheries and Wildlife Division~ I am
sure i.ts officers would plant some of
the 23 varieties of eucalypts of this
country which are suitable for
koalas. Of them the manria gum is
the one that koalas like best of aliin effect, it is their fruit salad
supreme. I am .also sure that the
division would make arrangements
to have koalas transported to the
area. The division has just had to
remove 750 koalas from ·Phillip Island
because the koala population there
has increased so much that there is
not ·enough food on the island to
keep them alive. These -lovely little
creatures, which Mr. Walton said
are dying out because of the way
they ·are treated, ·are increasing in
number. I do not like to hear that
sort of nonsense. ·
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-It i~ true
in certain areas.
. The~ Hon .. W. · G; FRY.-The total
population has. increased from 30,000
to-50,000. I love these wild creatures
and I do not like to hear anyone
deprecate the way in which they are
treated, particularly by the· Fisheries
and Wildlife Division, which is to be
commended on its care of these
anim~Is ..
I :agree 100 per cent with the condemnation
of · those · inhuman
creatures who .:take an oposst:tm , or
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someone's domestic cat to blood
greyhounds on live animals, to keep
the dogs active and interested in
racing. That sort of action turns my
stomach and it is a shocking indictment of som.e people. I would have.
been glad to see a reference of this
included in Mr. Galbally's motion. I
would have agreed with him if he
had referred to, " the increasingly
callous disregard of sorrie modern
men for the rights of living
creatures ".
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-It is
only a small minority of people who
act in that way.
The Hon. ·W. G. FRY.-There are
not many of them, and I know that
the proper action will be taken.
The «on. D. G. ELLIOT.--'IS it not
being taken now?
The ·Hon. W. G. FRY.-Action has
been taken. Not a great deal of what
I have spoken about goes on but what
does should be stopped.
However, at no time in the history
of Victoria have people been more
conscious of the value of wildlife or
more interested in its preservation.
If, as some say, there are instances
of cruelty in the transport of animals,
they are to be deplored. I am sure
that inspectors on the road, at stockyards, and·· StO on are active when
domestic .animals are transported for
sale and that they will bring down
punishment .that is richly deserved
on anyone who ·maUreats •animals. ·
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-I thank the
House for the way in which it has
dealt with this subject, both tonight
and on a previous occasion. Mr.
Block, who led for the Government,
made a most interesting speech fulJ
of novel thoughts, as I would have
expected from him. · I thank Mr.
McDonald who spoke · on behalf of
the Country Party. The · subject of
animals is always a sensitive one for
members of that party who have to
deal with them on a day-to-day basis
and see mo.re. of them than many other
p_eople. do. .They quite right~y reject
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any suggestion that the farmer is a
cruel man. I thank my colleague,
Mr. Walton, whose love for animals
is well known, and also Mr. Fry for
letting us know, confidently, that the
koala will not become extinct.
However, I am unable to share
Mr. Fry's view that we are looking
after the animal kingdom as well as
it ought to be looked after. The use
of the gun in our community is to be
deplored. It is unfortunately true
that many people take out a gun just
with the thought of shooting something. The House has heard me
speak on guns on other occasions.
They are a terrible invention and a
cowardly instrument. Mr. Storey
asked me on a ·previous occasion
whether the RtOmans had a jus animalium, a law to protect animals. My
researches, aided by a scholarly
department of the University of
Melbourne, reveal that the Roman
law did not protect animals. The
expression " jus animalium " is
probably an invention of a scholar
of the Middle Ages. '
Quite rightly, some reference was
made to the fear that animals are
not properly cared for when being
transported. I made no charges
against drivers of transport trucks
any more than I inferred anything
unworthy in relation to the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals. 11 did not even mention
them. I applaud the work of all
voluntary organizations concerned
with the welfare of animals.
But I make this grave charge, that
there is no law in Victoria governing
the carriage or transportatipn of livestock-none at all. The Protection
of Animals Act says not a word
about that except this-if it may be
regarded as a refuge fpr the poor
animals-that ruminants can be left
for 36 hours without feed or water
and that other animals may be left for
24 hours. That is no protection at all.
The statute ought to be amended
immediately.
I invite the House to compare
with this situation the law's meticulous care for commercial vehicles.
The Hon. J. W. Galbally.
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There are inspectors on the road,
weighbridges, and so on. The transport driver must have rest periods
and he must keep a log book. But
what of the animals? Apparently
they can be left in the transport at
the will of the driver.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Not
if he wants to keep his job.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
is a good point, but it is not good
enough. The law should protect the
animals. To take a fanciful case, the
driver may leave them in the sun
until they die, While he is taking a
rest. According to Mr. Houghton, ·all
that would happen is that he would
lose his job. The law should say that
he must not do that. I believe there
should be a division of the Victoria
Police Force concerned with animal
welfare. The law provides no relief
for animals that are transported;
they are at the mercy of the driver.
I would be the first to concede that
he may be an animal lover just as
we all are. But the law should go
further and not leave it to the discretion of the driv.er.
Many municipalities still have
facilities for yarding livestock. They
are relics of the olden days when
stock used the roads. Why should
not the stock be let out into a small
yard for feed and water during the
driver's rest period? Is it now necessary for animals to be transported by
road and rail and then shipped overseas for slaughter? Why can they not
be-it is a terrible word-slaughtered
here? Is not refrigeration the answer,
and is it not cheaper? I have read
about some poor animals which are
now waiting to be shipped to Japan.
Where have they come from? In what
condition are they and how will they
be treated at sea? Is that transportation overseas necessary?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER.-They
will get a beer massage at the other
end.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Mr. Crozier can have a beer
massage, if that is his attitude. Who
among us has not seen cattle or sheep
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at Flemington or elsewhere, waiting
for slaughter, and nobody knows
whether they have had a drink and
how long they have been there. All
is not well in the animal kingdom.
Animals
are
constantly
being
dumped; cats are tied in a bag and
thrown away. These cases are constantly reported in the newspapers.
In some European countries, the
breeding of cats and dogs is controlled. At the moment that would
be unacceptable in Australia.
Do we still have to put up with
lions and tigers penned in small
cages and being dragg.ed around the
countryside? It may be said that
children like the animals and they
should see these wild animals. But
today wildlife can be brought to the
attention of every child in his
nursery; through the television cameras, children can see those magnificent episodes about Africa and so
on. Children do not like seeing a
horse being whipped or a performing
animal being goaded. Many children
at circuses cry if a monkey or a bear
that is slow to perform a trick is
goaded or pushed.
I acknowledge with gratitude the
attitude of this House to my motion;
but it is to the children of this community that I make my appeal to
protect the animal kingdom. The
children can help. I am speaking not
only of children from the wealthy.
homes, but those who live in the
alleys and lanes of Melbourne. When
they see cruelty to an animal they
ought to be encouraged to go ·to the
local police station. The Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals is a voluntary organization and many people may not know
where to make a report, but everybody knows where the local police
station is; everyone can telephone
the local police station. Just as the
Police Force is charged in a wide
sense with the welfare of the community, its responsibilities ought to
extend to the animal kingdom. That
does not mean that an officer at every
police station should be trained in
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animal welfare. That would be impossible, however desirable it may be.
But at least when a cat or a dog has
been hurt, a person could telephone
a police station and an officer could
contact the welfare officer of the
animal welfare division, and subsequent action could follow. Just as
there are consorting, licensing and
gaming squads, why should there not
be an animal welfare division in the
Police Force?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Every
policeman is charged with those
duties now; he is the only person who
can do something about it.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Many people believe that it is· the job
of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. That
organization has not the necessary
resources. There should be an animal
welfare division in every suburb, in
every police station, and the children
-I make my appeal to the childrenought to be encouraged to go to the
local police officer and tell him when
they see an animal in distress.
That leads me to another matter.
I suspect that many greyhounds in
the community are trained with live
bait. In New South Wales, the
Premier is patron of the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals. Two Archbishops of the
Roman Catholic Church and the
Church of England, form a committee
under the chairmanship of the Chief
Secretary. By law a greyhound cannot
be kept on premises with any other
animal. It is feared that the animal
would be used as live bait. I cannot
establish this; I do not want to make
any misleading charges, but we
ought to be able to run to earth the
people who train greyhounds with
live bait.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-lt is
illegal in Victoria.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.What has been done? Very rarely has
a prosecution been heard. I -should
like to see the whole dirty practice
stamped out.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-So
would. everyone else.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Let
something be done about it. That is
why I am suggesting that an animal
welfare division be established
within the Victoria Police Force. It
is . a State responsibility and should
not be left to a voluntary organization.
I anticipate the endorsement of
my motion by the House. It is the
end of the beginning. We have to
start in these areas. It was said by
som·e· friends of mine that I was too
gentle in opening this debate. I
have contributed some thoughts
tonight. I have not attempted to
traverse the whole field but I hope I
have convinced the House that the
law on the transportation of animals
is shockingly and wilfully deficient,
and it is up to the people in the State
of yictoria to give a lead in this area.
I have the support of the Government.
The Protection of Animals
Act should be examined. It is a short
Act and it has not been amended
since 1966. Provisions should be
inserted in the Act which would
achieve the objects that I know are
the will of every member of this
Ho.use--to ensure that animals are
trea~ed with humanity and with .a
m_ini~um of cruelty.
Th.~- motion was a·greed to.

· SWAN HILL' PIONEER
SETILEMENT BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for Tourism) .~1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second

t~me.

It is with considerable pleasure that

I introduce a Bill into this House
which has been carefully drafted and
designed. to ration~lize and perpetuate the operations of what must
surely be the best known folk
museum· in 'Australia. It is· best known
not · only ·for its · ·imaginative. conception and functioning, but also for
the. ·effect which it has had upon the
city and Shire of Swan Hill. . The
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names Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement
and Swan Hill have become synony-:
mous, as well they might. The pioneer
settlement has placed Swan Hill on
the map of Australia as the Mecca
of all those students and citizens
who have even the remotest interest
in the activities of the past upon
which the present and the future of
this land is based. . The settlement
encourages many thousands of
tourists to the area annually and, as
a result, business is booming and
accommodation in the area is very
much at a premium. There has been
a growth in the hotel and motel
industry in recent years.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT .-It is not
going so well at the moment.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE ..:_I
deliberately omitted that reference
because all honorable members know
the adverse publicity that has been
given to encephalitis. This has had
an adverse effect in these areas, as
honorable members are aware. It has
cost people in the district millions of
dollars, and most of these areas are
able to evaluate what the bad publicity has cost them. To see the result of this honorable members
should look at Swan Hill, Echuca and
Mil dura.
The ·Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.~And
Yarrawonga.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I
have not the figures ·for Yarrawonga
but it .is a good ·motto that if ·one
wants to sell one's community one
should talk about the good things
and not about the bad things. The
Swan Hill· Pioneer · Settlement has
encouraged business, and it has been
an outstanding and wondrous -tourist
attraction, not only for the State but
for the whole of Australia. All this
is proof positive that the tourist
industry, run on btisiness-lik~ terms,
is undoubtedly the greatest· single
mor:tey spinner which we have in this
State.·
..
Swan Hill has been .the leader: in
this field · and, because of; its
proven successJ . it has led to· ·the
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establishment of similar projectsmany with somewhat different concepts, but nevertheless all contributing to our awareness of the part
which history has played in creating
our present and future environment.
This heritage should never be lost to
current generations, to be stumbled
upon accidentally by some future
generations; but it should be living
with us and be continuously supplemented to provide an atmosphere
through which we can momentarily
become part of our history and therefore be better equipped to appreciate
the goals for which we should be
striving in times to come.
What has been accomplished at
Swan Hill by a city and a shire council with considerable foresight and by
a group of private citizens with infinite enthusiasm has not been an easy
task. In the early stages of any
business enterprise there are many
problems and traumas which must be
overcome before success is ultimately
achieved. In order to ensure that the
degree of success which has been
achieved to date is not diminished
but may grow to ever greater heights,
I am introducing this Bill which I sincerely believe will provide a firm
foundation upon which the Swan Hill
Pioneer Settlement may rest and
become even more of a nationally and
internationally known feature than it
is already.
As I have said, any business is not
without its early problems and these
are almost invariably of a financial
nature. Over the years the Government and the local councils have seen
fit to make substantial help available
in this direction but there is a limit
to what may be expected of either
-particularly the extent of local
government financial involvement.
Local government finances, being of
a more limited nature, are probably
more. critical than those of the State,
but in both cases priority must be
determined and the limited funds
available.spent in such a manner that
.the greatest benefit devolves upon the
greatest number. ·
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Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement has,
happily, reached that stage where
it is undoubtedly ·a viable business
proposition, and therefpre the Government has deemed this to be the
appropriate time to introduce this
Bill which should, if it receives the
support of Parliament, enable . the
control and management of the project to be placed in the hands of a
body of persons who possess not only
enthusiasm and foresight but also a
high degree of business acumen so
that the pioneer settlement may be
further developed along the lines of
a normal, healthy and ever-growing
business enterprise, not as a mendicant dependent upon the generosity
of any level of government or upon
the enthusiasm of local people who
are prepared to sacrifice other much
needed facilities so that the settlement may survive and prosper.
For clarity and ease of reference
the Bill is divided into five parts:
Establishment; prpcedure of organization; officers; financial; and miscellaneous. Although I do not propose
to speak on each clause I will cover
their import by discussing each part
separately.
Part I.-Establishment: The new
body will be described as an authority
and this part provides for the manner
and purposes of its establishment and
also refers to how it may be wound
up. It is felt that the administration
of the authority should have a strong
local representation. After all, as
I said on the adjournment of the
sitting some time ago, it was the
brain-child of the local citizens and
they should have the major say in its
operations. We have therefore provided for the authority to have 10
directors. Of that number 5 will
be the nominations of the Swan Hill
City Council; 3 will be nominated
from life members and those subscribing t;o the contributors' roll: and
2 will be appointed bv the Governor in Council. The authority, as will
be seen from a perusal of clause 7,
will be enabled to do all those things
which are necessary and desirable if
it is to achieve its ahns as a legal
entity.·
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Part H.-Procedure of Organization: This part mainly refers to
directors, their manner of appointment, terminatipn of office, reimbursement of expenses, and the general
conduct of their meetings. The attention of honorable members is drawn
to the provision contained in subclause (2) of clause 19 which enables
directors to employ consultants and
technical advisers. This is most important because it is obvious that,
without the vision and enterprise of
persons of this nature, the Swan Hill
Pioneer.Settlement would never have
achieved the success it has. It is a
major business enterprise.
I am sure that members who represent that area will not be offended
if I say that the business has largely
outgrown the people originally associated with it. The general income
to the area is greater than the total
revenue of the shire. It is big business, and it is certainly going to be
bigger business.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Perhaps
that is why the Government should
assume liability for the loans.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I am
sure Mr. Wright will raise that point
at the appropriate stage. I do not
want to take any . kudos from Mr.
Wright for raising the matter on behalf of his constituents.
Part 111.-0fficers: This part authorizes the directors to appoint a
manager on such terms and conditions
as they decide, the employment of
staff, and empowers the directors to
provide appropriate office accommodation.
Part IV.-Financial: This· is the
part in which Mr. Wright is so
interested. The Swan Hill Pioneer
Settlement has to date been financed
by Government grants totalling
$337,000, loans· guaranteed by the
Swan Hill City Council, and a bank
overdraft also guaranteed by the
council.
The Bill does not provide for any
variation in the commitments which
have already been entered into, but it ·.
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does allow for future financia! assi~t
ance by way of either loans or grants
from State Government sources, and
I hope also from Federal Government
sources. In fact, I have recommended
that the project should be entitled to
Federal assistance as it is of n1ajor
historic benefit and has attracted
international tourists to Australia.
Provision is also made to ensure
that Parliament is kept fully informed
at least annually of the financial position of the authority by the submission of audited accounts. There
must be a proper accounting and reporting back to Parliament. As I have
indicated, this is big business. It has
already obtained considerable State
and local government financial support. I hope it will obtain Federal
Government support and will continue
for many years because I assure
honorable members that the State
Government has been repaid 1,000
times. Nevertheless, it is fair to argue
that such a body should account to
the community for the manner in
which it spends finance.
Part V.-Miscellaneous: This part
deals with such matters as default in
financial agreements and consequential matters. It also provides for
the making of appropriate regulations
and for the exempting of the authority
from the payment of municipal rates.
As was done in another place, ·I
desire to go on record as paying the
highest possible tribute to those who
have been involved with this outstanding project to date and am entirely sincere in my congratulations to
them all for the splendid contribution
which they have made to the wellbeing of Swan Hill and their enrichment of the lives of all who have had
the good fortune to see and to learn
by the .results of their efforts.
I have had a fairly close association with this project during the eighteen months that I have beP.n privileged to be Minister for Tourism.
I have been proud that, as with other
major tourist projects, this State has
led Australia and in many· ways· is ·
leading the world.
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The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-There you
go again; you cannot help yourself.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-1
should have thought Mr. Elliot would
support me.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Let us
stay in Swan Hill. The Minister has a
compulsive weakness.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-It
was a passing reference only. I
should. not have thought anybody
would object to it, particularly anyone interested in tourism. Swan Hill
Pioneer Settlement has led the way;
it has attracted thousands of people
to Victoria. It has been a tremendous
boon from the tourist point of view,
not only for that portion of Victoria
but f0r the whole State. I do not
quite understand Mr. Elliot's interjection. We should be proud of this
project because in the past-and
probably even today-Victoria has
been behind other States in tourism
at a State level. Victoria has not
been as conscious of tourism as have
other States, but supporting and backing a major tourist project, which
was originally a courageous step
taken by a local municipality, has
paid the State and the nation handsomely. The other States and the
Commonwealth have supported . the
action taken by Victoria over the past
few. years. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 16.
G~OUNDWATER

(AMENDMENT)

BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister

of Water Supply) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It amends the Groundwater Act and
is mainly concerned with rectifying
fundamental weaknesses in the provisions of the Act which have been
brought to light by experience over
the years since the Act first came into
operation in 1970.
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The responsibilities of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
under the Act include the registration
of bores used for domestic and stock
water supply and the licensing of
bores used for the extraction of
groundwater for other purposes. The
primary weakness that has been
brought out by experience in the administration of groundwater licences
has been that the Groundwater Act
treats groundwater as an independent resource and does not recognize
that groundwater and surface water
resources are complementary in both
their occurrence and use.
Under existing provisions of the
Act, the only stated grounds on which
the commission can specify limitations on extractions under a licence
or refuse to issue a licence are to
protect the entitlements of existing
groundwater users. Aggrieved applicants can appeal to the Groundwater
Appeal Board which, having regard
to the existing provisions, cannot be
expected to recognize any other
grounds for refusal or limitation of a
licence. Different situations have
developed, however, when other
grounds should be recognized in the
interests of proper management of
total water resources.
Firstly, representations have recently been made to the commission
on behalf of a landowner who is
authorized under the Water Act to
divert water from a creek which depends for its summer flow on groundwater emerging as springs in the bed.
Another landholder, by sinking a
bore on his property nearby, has
tapped the groundwater source of the
spring thereby seriously diminishing
the flow in the creek.
Secondly, in· many areas adjacent
to watercourses, the aquifers from
which water is extracted by bores
are prior river courses or are directly
connected to and fed by the flow in
the watercourse.
Indirectly, and
sometimes very directly, the extraction of water from a bore in these
circumstances results in an equivalent diminution of the flow in a
stream. Authorized diverters under
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the Water Act may thus be deprived
of their entitlement to the available
surface waters.
The amendment now proposed in
clause 4 of the Bill will allow the
commission to take into its consideration of new applications for groundwater licences the adverse effects on
the entitlement of other persons
under the Water Act or any other
Act and also the volumes of water
to which the applicant is entitled
from sources other .than the proposed
bore. The amendment will not apply
to a groundwater licence once it has
been issued. The existing right of
appeal will also apply to any applicant for a new licence where the commission has either refused the licence
or attached restrictive conditions to
its issue.
The second significant amendment
to the Act is contained in clause 5 of
the Bill. Groundwater licences contain a standard condition, providing
for the restriction of groundwater
extractions, on notice from the commission, when extractions under the
licence might adversely affect other
groundwater users owing to a shortage or anticipated shortage of groundwater. The proposed amendment will
enable the commission to impose
temporary restrictions in a particular
district by notice published in a newspaper ci.rculating generally throughout the district. This will enable
the rapid imposition of restrictions
at times when conditions necessitate
this being done. The Water Commis~ion at present advises all affected
groundwater users by letter and will
continue to do so. However, in cases
of prosecution it is sometimes difficult
to prove in court that proper notice
has been given. Publication of a notice
in a newspaper, or newspapers, will
put the issue beyond doubt.
Clause 6 of the Bill permits conditions in a new licence to depart
from those notified to the Minister of
Mines if the tested capability of the
bore is not consistent with the conditions originally imposed.
The Hon. F. J. Granter.
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· As the Act now stands when an
applicant desires to const~ct a new
bore for other than domestic and
stock purposes he must first obtain
~ construction permit from the .Min~ster of ~ines .. Be!ore the permit is
Issued h1s applicatiOn is referred to
the. commission which is required to
n?~Ify t~e said Minister of· the con~ItiOns It would attach to a· licence
In respect of the proposed bore. If
construction proceeds the commissio~ is bound on application to issue
a hcence with conditions no less
favourable than those originally notified. Cases arise, however where
pump tests carried out on the bore
prior to the issue of the licence indicate that the yield is less than expected,. and less than the yield allowed
for IJ? the commission's original notification of proposed conditions. In
such cases it is pointless to adhere
to the original notification.
One . further amendment designed
to re_ctify a weakness in the administration of groundwater licences is
proposed in clause 7 of the Bill. The
Groundwater Act presently provides
f?r the cancellation or revocation of
licences but does not provide for
amendment of licences except collectively in declared groundwater conservation areas. Licences contain a
standard condition that the licensee
shall achieve full development a:llowed by the licence within four
years. Where the licensee fails to
ach~eve such development it may be
desirable for his entitlement to be
reduced to avoid the locking-up of a
usable resource that could be reallocated to other users. However, the
Act does not at present permit
amendment of a licence where conditions are contravened; it permits
only the revocation of the whole
licence. T~e amendment now proposed provides that the commission
vary a licence after four years, in
acc?rdance with. the development
achieved to that time by the licensee,
where the development is less than
that required by the conditions of the
licence.
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A similar provision is incorporated
in all diversion authorities issued
under the Water Act, but there is
this significant difference: the proposed amendment to the Groundwater Act will give groundwater
users a right of appeal to the Groundwater Appeal Board if they are aggrieved by any proposed variation of
the licence.
However, the commission's practice in the case of surface water users
is to discuss the matter with the landholder concerned and, if he has sound
reasons for failing to achieve the
re.quired development, he is given an
extension of time to do so. This prac:tice will also be followed in the case
of groundwater users.
Two further machinery amendments have been included in the Bill,
both of which were requested by the
Mines Department. The first, contained in clause 2 of the Bill, is an
amendment resulting from the Well
Drillers Association changing its
name ·to the Victorian Branch of the
National Water Well Association of
Australia. · The second amendment,
contained· in clause 3 of the Bill,
allows drillers' licences issued. in
other Australian States and Territo·ries to be recognized. I commend
the Bill to the House.
· On the motion of the Hon. J. W.
Galbally, for the Hon. D. E. KENT
(Gippsland .Province)'· .the debate was
adjourned~
· .
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the ne~t day of
.m~eting.

. LABOUR ·.AND INDUSTRY (~RT
AND. HANDICRAFTS GALLERIES)
BILL.
·The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister. for State Development and
Dec.entralization) .-1 move.That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is· ·a simple Bill to amend the
Labour and Industry Act 1958 by
addi'ng "Art ·and handicraft galleries " to the list of classes of shops
contained . in the Fifth . Schedule to
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the Act. The Fifth Schedule lists
classes of shops which are not subject
to restrictions as to trading hours
which apply to the generality ofshops
under Division 2 of Part VI. of the
Act.
In recent times, the public has
shown a growing interest in the
purchase of works of art and crafts
and a considerable number of galleries
and shops have sprung up to cater for
this demand. Apparently, a large
amount of trade of some of the businesses is done at week-ends. The arts
review page of the Age on Saturdays
regularly carries advertisements for
the galleries indicating that they will
be open on. Saturday afternoons and
Sundays. Trading at these times is
in contravention of the present law.
There is also a growing interest in
the community in the handcrafting
of jewellery, pottery, leather work
and the weaving of cloth by individuals as a hobby or outlet for creative
talent. These people seek a market
for their products which is not
normally. available through retail
stores. They are finding that market
through " galleries ", some of which
also open at week-ends. The attention of the department has been
drawn te the fact that these shops
are opening illegally. A specific
complaint against a particular shop
was investigated and a prosecution
resulted in the occupier being convicted and fined.
The coriununity has become used
to the idea· that these shops, which
are described ·as galleries, are open
at week-ends.
Many people visit
. the galleries, not necessarily to buy
the works exhibited for sale but to
enjoy viewing. the ·exhibits.
The
Government considers that the sensible thing .to do would be to amend
the law so as to allow these shops
to open lawfully. There. would, of
course, be no· compulsion for shops
of this type to open on Saturday
afternoons or Sundays. If the Act
were amended, . th~y · waul~ be free
to choose whether to open. This
is a bad law not respected ·or obeyed
by many members of the community
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and I suggest that this is certainly
a case where there is need for an
amendment to it. I commend the Bill
to the House.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-1 see no reason
to delay the passage of this Bill
through the House. To be quite
frank, I have derived pleasure from
visiting galleries situated not only
throughout the Melbourne area but
more particularly in the Dandenong
Ranges where many enjoyable
galleries are located. I am thinking
of Fern Tree Gully, Olinda and
Belgrave. Just to browse around
them and to see the efforts of artists,
sculptors · and exponents in other
areas of art and pottery is a delightful way to spend an hour or two,
particularly when there are also fine
restaurants in that area-we seem to
be blessed with many of them in the
Dandenong Ranges.
However, my comments apply generally and the Labor Party hopes
the passing of this Bill will not only
create business for young artists but
will also provide greater encouragement from the community of Australia. These galleries give pleasure to
people who like to go into these
places, browse around and take their
leave with a large number of
pleasant thoughts in their minds.
The Labor Party commends the
measure.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The Country Party is
thoroughly in support of the
measure. When one visits tourist
areas at week-ends, one finds the
shops are closed and when one has
money in one's pocket and on overwhelming desire to purchase a
souvenir in remembrance of the
locality visited, one finds that
the art and handicraft gallery which
is -attached to a souvenir shop is
closed or perhaps open for exhibition
but cannot legally sell anything. It
is a great disappointment which I
· have experienced on more than one
occasion.

(Art and Handicrafts

Not only will the Bill encourage
some of our tourist developmentsthere are a number of galleries, as the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization knows, attached
to these tourist developmentsbut it will also encourage our culture and our artists in both art and
handicraft galleries. Going through
the countryside of Wales one comes
across quite a number of small shops
in which locally made handicrafts are
on sale. The standard of those
handicrafts is very high and the
prices are reasonable.
The only thing I can really say
against this measure is that it is unfortunate that the class of shop "art
and handicraft galleries " will appear
" Undertakers'
directly
under
establishments "
in
the
Fifth
Schedule-perhaps the Government
could have been kinder! The
Country Party encourages this type
of legislation. It will not, we hope,
meet with the wrath of the unions
and it will definitely be to the advantage of the public, the art galleries
and the handicraft shops. The
Country Party supports the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second· time
and committed.
Clause 1 was verbally amended,
and, as. amended, was adopted.
Clause 2, providing for an amendment to the Fifth Schedule.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-I should like to
make a suggestion to the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization. Over the past week or
two I have been travelling around
Victoria and recently I found myself
in Beechworth and Corryong. The
week before that I was in Maldon.
I found that there is a unique opportunity for the Minister, while films
are being made to sell Victoria to
Victorians, to commission a film on
the many galleries which have been
established in these localities. This
would provide a wonderful means of
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capturing the atmosphere of the
town and its galleries because they
are unique.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I wish to thank
honorable members for the support
that they have given this Bill; it
restores my faith in human nature.
This is a sensible amendment of a
bad law which is not respected or
obeyed by the community. There is
no question that these galleries are
attracting people who are interested
in handicrafts. There are thousands
of people involved throughout the
countryside and from the tourist
point of view, as Mr. Clarke said, the
galleries have rejuvenated the little
communities. They are wonderful
institutes and there is no reason why
the public should not legitimately
visit them and make purchases.
I thank Mr. Elliot for his comments.
The Victorian Government Tourist
Bureau leaves much of this promotion to the regions.
In the
Benalla area the local tourist
committee, which promotes that
region, gave publicity to some of
their galleries and art and craft
centres. It was a good promotion.
The committee invited people representing the press and the travel
agencies to visit the area. On one
occasion when I was listening to
the radio I heard a radio commentator who had been to the area
make a point of giving a little interview at each of the galleries and art
and craft centres in the country areas
which he visited. It was a good
programme.
I will take Mr. Elliot's suggestion
into consideration and ensure that
the people concerned are given the
information. The Government will
certainly see that these areas receive·
as much publicity as possible because
without doubt they have tremendous
tourist potential. People want to go
somewhere and unless these areas
are advertised and promoted people
will not go near them. I agree with
Mr. Elliot's comments.
The clause was agreed to.
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The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION -COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS METROPOLITAN
FREEWAYS-TENDERS FOR MIL LEW A PIPELINEKERANG HIGH SCHOOL.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-1 :moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-On lith
December, i 973, the following headline appeared in the Herald newspaper:Government carves up the M.M.B.W.

The Premier was reported to have
saidThe board's powers for design and construction of freeways, arterial roads and
bridges will be taken away.
They will be given to the Country Roads
Board.

The Premier stated that he could not
say whether this would mean that
Melbourne people would receive
lower rates bills from the Board of
Works.
He also said that the
switching of responsibility for metropolitan roads to the Country Roads
Board would not reduce money
available to country councils for
main and unclassified roads.
This announcement has caused
concern to country municipalities
and country people. For many years
there has been talk of the possibility
of renaming the Country Roads
Board the Main Roads Board to
take over the whole of road construction within Victoria. Members of
the Country Party wonder whether
this is the thin end of the wedge in
making the Country Roads Board the
main constructing authority of freeways and bridges within the metropolitan area. The inference to be
drawn from the statement of the
Premier, that he could not say
whether this would mean that
Melbourne
people
would
get
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lower rates bills from the board, is
that.there is a possibility, because of
the transfer of powers from the Board
of Works to the Country Roads
Board, that there will be a saving.
Country municipalities and country
people are concerned that this will
interfere with and take away some
of the present financial allocation to
the Country Roads Board to enable
it to carry out its function in highways, main roads, and unclassified
roads in country municipalities. The
Premier indicated in. his statement
that he intended the transfer to
come into effect by 1st July, 1974.
This is a major change so far as
road construction and road responsibilities in Victoria are concerned.
As this sessional period of Parliament
will end early next month, with Easter
intervening, the Country Party
believes the Government. should
introduce the Bill at the earliest possible .opportunity.
I give full credit to ·the Minister
for Local Government. When he and
his predecessors have· introduced
amendments to the Local Government Act, they have allowed them
to be held over until the next session
of Parliament so that municipalities
which may be vitally affected might
have the opportunity and the time
to comment on the proposals. We
feel that a Bill relating to the powers
of the Country Roads Board could
be intrOduced in this sessional period
and held over until the next sessional
period to enable country municipalities which are affected the opportunity to ascertain what is to happen,
how it will affect them and how
they may comment upon the particular Bill.
The Premier also· indicated
that
the
superannuation
and
other rights of Board of Works
staff involved in the change would
be protected. Does this imply that
a stream of officers will be transferred from the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works to the
Country Roads Board? If the
Country Roads Board undertakes this
added work and responsibility, it will
The Hon. A. K. Bradbury.
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require additional money, engineers,
surveyors, draftsmen and so forth· to
cope with them. Unless these are
·received, the Country Roads Board,
which at present and in the pas.t has
had its hands full coping with work
in country areas, will have to make
some sacrifices. Honorable members
are aware of the difficulties which
exist today in obtaining qualified
engineers, surveyors and draftsmen.
If the specialists who are presently
employed by the Melb~urne and
Metropolitan Board of Works are not
transferred, the Country Roads Board
will be dealt a very big blow in th~s
regard.
This matter of grave importance was announced in December,
1973.
Surely the Government
has had time to introduce ~ · :the
Bill so that members of this. House
and the municipalities within their
provinces particularly in the country,
and
also in the metropolitan
area, have adequate time to
learn what is in the minds of the
members of the Government,· ·what
responsibility· will be placed upon
the Country Roads Board, whether
it will have adequate funds, and
where these funds will come from:
I have in my possession a statement
by Mr. Croxford that he is not very
happy with the proposal. ·Many
metropolitan
municipalities
will
not be happy with it either. · The
article implies that there is a ·possibility of reduction of metropolitan
rates which go· towards paying for
freeways which feed · country areas.
Where will funds be obtained to meet
the extra costs imposed on the
Country Roads Board? The Country
Party asks the Governme~t to ~ake
a statement on this matter to clarify
the position and also' to introduce the
Bill as early as possible so that a
reasonable period of adjournment
may be allowed for its consideration.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) ,___;_I raise a
matter of importance which concerns
the Government, this House and, in
particular, the Minister for State.
Development and Decentralization.
Over recent years it has become
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evident to me and other country
residents that many country newspapers, particularly in smalfer rural
towns, are being forced to close down
and that many others are on the
brink of having to cease their operations because of certain difficulties
which they are facing. Last week
the Hopetoun Courier, the paper of
the premier town of this period,
clos_ed down.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-1
·understand that it has not done so.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-It closed
down and, because of the tremendous
involvement of the local community
there and its activities, it was
decided to print another two .issues
until . something clearer could be
worked out regarding the future.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Is the honorable member
going to tie this to a question of
Government administration?
Hon. B. P. DUNN.-It is
Government administration at the
high~st level. This problem relates
to one of the keys to decentralization and development . in
country Victoria. To take a newspaper out of a town is to take the
heart of that town. In the local
newspaper the news of the town is
printed and its interests are promoted. I am sure that the Minister
would agree that a town without a
newspaper faces much greater
developmental difficulties than a
town with a newspaper.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Is it
not lack of advertising?

the

The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-1 am
coming to the reasons for the situation.
The Dunmunkle Standard,
which covers the area of Minyip and
Murtoa, closed down a number of
weeks ago. Admittedly a number
of factors have forced country
newspapers to cease their operations. The wages bill of newspapers ·is something that perhaps
the Government cannot do a
·gr~at deal about, but this has a
marked· effect on the country press.
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Telephone and postal charges have
been increased by the Australian
Government, or the Commonwealth
Government as we used to know it.
These increases have had a serious
effect on country newspapers in that
many country people are cancelling
their local paper because they receive
it by pOSt.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE.-It
arrives too late anyway.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-This may
happen.
However, it is becoming
too expensive.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! stiil fail to see how this
is a matter of Government administration.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-I am
tying it in as I move along. The
Government has a responsibility and
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization is trying to
establish industries in the country.
Newspapers are an industry and the
Minister issues decentralization certificates to hang on the walls of the
buildings of decentralized industries.
Whilst the Minister would like to
see. industries move to the country,
country people desire existing industries to remain, and one such industry
is the country newspaper. The Minister promotes country Victoria but
what happens in country areas if
the local newspaper dies? In the
past, these· papers have been kind to
the Minister.
The honorable gentleman should
ask officers of his department
to inquire into . the problems
confronting
country
newspapers
and to ascertain how, within
his responsibility as Minister for
State Development and Decentralization, he can assist them to stay in
business. I trust that the Government will be prepared_ to stand up
against the moves by the Commonwealth Government to increase posta]
and telephone charges which, admittedly, do not affect only country
newspapers but a whole range of
'industry in country areas. ·
·· ·
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As newsprint is predomipantly imported into the State, perhaps the
Minister can examine ways in which
the price to country newspapers
can be reduced. I raise the rna tter
tonight so that the Government
and the Minister can undertake the
necessary inquiries into the problems
of country newspapers and be prepared to do something about them.
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER (Higinbotham Province) .-In the Herald
newspaper of Saturday, 30th March,
the Minister of Transport was reported as commenting that he considered freeways were necessary, a
statement with which all honorable
members undoubtedly agree. The
newspaper report went on to comment on the Minister's statement and
contended that this indicated that the
Fl4 Mulgrave Freeway might well
continue from Warrigal Road, Chadstone, to the Lower Yarra Crossing.
I ask the Minister for Planning,
as it is clearly a matter within his
jurisdiction, to comment on the article
and to indicate whether the statement of the Minister of Transport
'is in line with the Government's
previously stated policy on freeways
which was announced in the House
on 28th March, 1973, and which indicated .quite clearly that emphasis
would be on outer suburban freeways,
whilst inner suburban ..freeways, in
most cases, would be cancelled. A
broad plan which was issued showed
that the Fl4 freeway from Warrigal
Road to the Lower Yarra Crossing
would be cancelled and that that section would not be proceeded with.
I have no doubt that the Government's policy on freeways has not
changed, that it will continue to develop freeways where necessary and
that environmental and various sociological aspects will be considered and
community disruption will be avoided.
I should like the matter to be clarified
in view of the confusing newspaper
report.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-1 understand
that a contract is about to be let for
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the supply and installation of a pipeline for the Millewa scheme. The
specification provides that P.V.C.
piping shall be used and an acceptable
alternative is fibrous cement. I believe it has been decided that
a particular tender will be accepted.
To my dismay, the tender has been
submitted by an Adelaide firm,
Macmahon Construction Pty. Ltd.,
and the tender price is in the vicinity
of $280,000. This means that a large
amount of money will be going out
of the State.
I am informed that a local tenderer,
Mr. Len Brastrup and his son, tendered and that their price was only
$700 above the conforming tender
and $3,000 above the alternative
tender. Mr Brastrup and his son
have had considerable experience in
the industry, particularly in the
Robinvale area. They have a large
sum of money available- as a deposit
on the venture as well as considerable
financial backing. I have discussed
the matter with Mr. Bromfield, Deputy
Chairman of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, who has
been courteous in explaining to me
some of the background to the selection of a successful tenderer.
When the Government is endeavouring to promote decentralization
in Victoria, and a local fi'rm tenders
for a job and the price difference is
only $700 in a total of $280,000, it is
wrong for the job to be given to an
interstate firm. I may be too 'late in
raising the matter because I understand that the Governor in Council
approval of the contract is imminent.
If a final decision has not been made,
I urge the Government to re-examine
the matter. If it is too late in this
instance I urge the Government to
consider the introduction of a 5 per
cent differential in order to assist
Victoria's decentralized industries.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-It has been
brought to my notice by the advisory
council of the Kerang High School
that Mr. PhHlip Hicks, who is classified as a metal work teacher, has
been transferred from the school on
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compassionate grounds. All honor-able members are familiar with staff..
ing deficiencies at the beginning of
each school year. The Kerang High
School has lost the services of the
teacher and I am advised by the Technical Division of the Education Department that it is not possible to provide a replacement.

community activities are carried on
through the local paper. The paper
may be a good or a bad influence. If the paper has an irresponsible editor it can do a lot of harm,
but on the whole, because the editor
lives and works in the local community, the local newspaper is
usually fairly responsible.

One aspect of the matter which
concerns me, and which indicates a
weakness in the administration of the
department, is that in December of
last year the teacher applied for a
transfer on compassionate grounds,
Which application was refused. If the
transfer had been granted at that
time, the schoo1 would have had a
new appointment for the 1974 year.
The school needs an immediate replacement because, if none is available on a short-term basis, there will
have to be a rearranging of staffing
procedures and, in the long run, it will
mean that the technical classes which
were taken by this teacher will have
to be abandoned.

The problems facing country newspapers today are large'ly outside the
State
Government's
jurisdiction.
Some time ago, representations were
made to me and the Government on
behalf of country newspapers seeking some sort of assistance from the
Government. They had not previously
been recognized as decentralized industries. In the past I suppose they
were recognized as service industries
from the point of view that the
material came from outside the State
and the process of printing was merely the processing of the matefial.
When the matter was brought before
Cabinet it was obvious that country
newspapers were facing hardship.
They do make a contribution to
balanced development of country
centres. Representations were made
to me by aU parties and for the first
time they were approved as decentralized industries.
Some of these newspapers may not
know that they are entitled ·to be
approved and to receive some ·assistance. I do not know whether the
assistance avai1able makes up for
some of the disabilities that they
suffer. I am making this statement
publicly so that honorable members may know, and I hope
some of the newspapers may
know, that they can be approved
as decentralized industries and become entitled to receive financial help
and 1loans from the Victorian Development Corporation. To my knowledge,
a number of applications for
assistance have been made by
country newspapers. In this way
they can obtain long-term loans
at reasonable interest rates for extension works ~and also for other
purposes. 'For the first time they are
receiving pay-roll tax rebates, which

I ask the Minister to bring the
matter to the attention of the Minister of Education because this sort
of situation confronts many schools
at the beginning of the school year. It
is even more tragic when a sc'hool
starts off with a certain teacher, the
time-table is organized on the assumption that he will be at the school
throughout the year, and he is then
transferred with no possibility of areplacement. The schoO'l and the pupils
have been unjustly treated in this instance, and I seek immediate action
by the Minister of Education.
1

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-A number of
matters have been raised concerning
my responsibHities in this House. The
subject raised by Mr. Dunn created
some humour, but I emphasize at the
outset that it is a serious matter. It
is not unexpected that I should support country newspapers. It would be
tragic if country newspapers ceased
to exist. Anyone who lives in a
country town knows that many
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on the whole are worth about $150
an employee, and they are now able
to claim land tax rebates. For the
first time they are able to obtain
assistance, and to my knowledge
have received such assistance, through
my colleague the Minister of Housing,
for housing their employees. They
are able to obtain assist~nce to bring
employees from Melbourne.

.Adjournment.

Mr. Wright directed to -the attention
of the Minister of Water Supply the
question of preference to country
industries, and no doubt he had in
mind preference to Victorian country
industries over South Australian contractors. ·I am happy to say that a
committee is examining the whole
aspect of giving preference tp decentralized industries in respect of contracting by Government departments
This has meant a lot to these or semi-Government instrumentalities.
organizations because most country The position is being examined from
newspapers are either family-owned the point of view of each Government
or proprietary companies and have department. Guidelines have not
not the necessary finance.
been set. I speak on behalf of the
The .Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-They Minister ,of Water Supply, and 'I know
that he and all the other Ministers
hav:e not the employees, either.
are anxious that, all things being
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Mr. equal, some preference should be
Tripovich might be surprised. I had given to country industries for the
a list of every newspaper in Victoria obvious ·reasons mentioned· by Mr.
and how many people they employed. W-right. Although guidelines have
That endorsed my view.
not been proclaimed, the Government
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVIcH.-How is committed to a preference. · I shall
certainly discuss this matter with the
many did they employ?
Minister of Water Supply. I do not
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.- know whether it is too late to do
More than 100 persons.
anything at this stage, . but it will
.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-At certainly be examined.
Hopetoun?
Mr. McDonald raised the question
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-1-am of staffing at Kerang High School, of
sorry; I thought .Mr. Tripovich meant which I have no personal knowledge.
the Ballarat Courier.
As I have said previously on a number
The Hon. J. 'M. TRIPOVICH.-No, I of ~occasions, there are problems in the
staffing of many schools throughout
referred to Hopetoun.
the country.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-And
shall cpme to that. They a·re able to
obtain assistance to provide housing the city.
for their employees, which they
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.certainly could not do from their own Quite so. It is a fair comment that
resources. They ~are able to obtain in a community such as Kerang a
finance to bring em-ployees from staffing -problem ~at the high school is
metroiJIOlitan areas to country areas. highlighted a little more _than a
They are able to obtain _financial similar shortage would be ip the
assistance to train people in country metropolitan area. I repeat the underareas. All of these measures have taking which I gave when the House
been of assistance. I assure Mr. last met that I shall bring this matter
Dunn that I am conscious of the to the attention of- the Minister of
problems. I should be happy to join Education tomorrow mo~ing.
with, Mr. Dunn or anyone else with a
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-More
view to examining any pther problems which come within the ambit promises!
The ~Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.of State administration and in which
the State can be of assistance at What else would Mr. Eddy like me
present.
to do?
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officer will be forced to transfer, :but
the ·opportunity will be given to them
·
to do so.
The Premier expressed somP doubt
about what the effect will be on the
rate because clearly the reorganization will relieve the Board of Works
of the cost of foreshore maintenance
improvement works. That, in
'The Hon. A.. J. HUNT (Minister for and
turn,
will be a relief to metropolitan
Local Government) .-Mr. Bradbury ratepayers
impositions which
raised· certain. important issues they would against
otherwise
called .upon
regarding the reorganization pf the to bear. But in days be
of
continuing
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board inflation, over which unfortunately
·of Works. Since the Government's this Government has little control,
decision, which. dealt with a . major that does not mean a rate reduction;
proposition, was made and announced it may· mean that a rate increase. wiJI
in December last, officers' committees be
or avoided or of a magnihave been working ,on the resolution tudesuffered
that might not ·otherwise have
of . .details.· Where the officers' com-- been the case. _
mittees were unable to ·resolve those
The final point was whether the
details, conferences have been held
between the respective Ministers con- Government would be prepared to
cerned in the reorganization. Bills delay the measure. I recognize Mr.
have been prepared. These have been Bradbury's point and understand his
argued out at various levels, the motives perfectly well. The Governobjective being to en·sure that the ment would meet his request if that
undertaking of the Premier is carried were possible. It is not possible beout in fact and in detail. · This is a cause it is vital, for the sake of .all
difficult matter, particularly in view the officers affected arid for the sake
of the difference between -the super- of continuity of projects, to put an-end
-annuation rights ·under the Board of to uncertainty at the earliest possible
Works scheme on the one hand and moment, and that is the Govern·
the State scheme on the other hand. ment's intention.
I believe those difficulties have now
Mr. Hider raised questions in relabeen satisfactorily resolved, and Bills
will be introduced in another place at tion to freeways, and Freeway F 14 in
particular. In February of last year,
an early date.
with the full concurrence of Cabiriet,
T:wo other issues arise from what I made a detailed statement about that
Mr. Bradbury said. He wanted to freeway. That statement represented
know whether there would be an and represents the policy of th~ Govextra b1,1rden upon the Country Roads ernment. On 28th March last year,
Board. That will not be the position. the Premier made a detailed statement
Some years ago, the Board of Works with respect to freeways g~nerally.
was relieved of its contribution to That statement also represented. and
roadworks from the metropolitan im- represents the policy of the Governprovement rate in view of the con- ment.
tribution it was called upon to make
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minto the Melbourne Underground Rail ister of Water Supply) .-I shall reply
Loop Authority. In other words, briefly to Mr. Wright, although my
finance from the Commonwealth Aid Leader has answered his question to
Roads Fund and State road funds met a certain extent. I am prepared to
in full the cost of Board of Works have a look tomorrow morning at
roadworks. Thus, the Country Roads the $280,000 tender submitted by
Board will neither gain nor lose. by Macmahon Construction Pty. Ltd.
undertaking those projects.
No to: ascertain whether anything
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! There can be no
debate on matters raised on the
adjournment.
·. The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-!
will bring this matter to the attention
of the Mini~ter who, I am sure, will
give it sympathetic consideration.
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can be done to satisfy the tenderer from ·Mildura. I shall talk with
the commissioners of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission about
local tenderers where the difference in
tenders is not great because I believe
the Government should support local
industry. As the Leader of the
House has said, a decentralized industry provides local employment and
local money.
The Millewa project is a great
scheme, and I hope the Premier will
visit the Mildura area and open the
scheme later this year. I assure Mr.
Wright that I will have a close look
at this matter tomorrow morning.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.56 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
NATURAL GAS.
(Question No. 213)

The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister tfor Social Welfare for the
Minister for Fuel and Power.:_
In view of the Government statement of
intention of 25th February, 1974, to supply
natural gas to the new growth centre of
Wodonga and supply natural gas to the
towns along 1h.e route (Seymour, Benalla,
Wangaratta and Shepparton), is it intended
to supply natural gas to the township of
Euroa?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fuel and Power isAt present there is no firm intention to
supply na.tur.al gas to the township of Euroa.
Seymour, Benalla, Wangaratta and
Shepparton already have reticulated gas
supplies ~and when the Melbourne-Wodonga
pipeline is constructed conversion to· natural
gas will be the most economic way for the
Gas and Fuel Corporation to maintain its
commitments in these towns.
After these commitments have been met
the corporation will keep under review the
potential gas load in other towns in the
vicinity of the pipeline route-such as Euroa
-and will commence reticulated supply in
those cases where the potential load provides economic justification for the cost of
establishing a branch feed line and the other
necessary supply facilities.

on Notice.

PORTABLE CLASS-ROOMS.
(Question No. 223)

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) asked the Minister for
State Development and DecentraHzation, for the Minister of Education(a) How many po1.1table class-rooms are
now in use in Victoria?
(b) What is ~the present cost of a portable class-room?
(c) What is the present average cost of
removing a portable class-room from one
school to another?
(d) What is •the present average cost of
a permanent cLass-room in brick, light timber
construction, and any other materials of a
permanent nature, respectively?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-The answer
supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) As at 19th March, 1974, the total
number of portable class-rooms in use at
primary and post-primary schools is 1,829.
(b) The average cost to construct and
service a portable class-room on site is
approxim~ely $7,000.
(c) $300 set up on site.
(d) The presen t average cost to provide
a 10-class-room brick veneer primary
school containing all facilities is approximately $340,000.
1

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.There is something wrong with the
answer to the last part of the question, which re'lates to class-rooms
constructed of three different types of
materials.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.The prepared answer that has been
supplied does not seem to answer part
(d) of the question. I shall see that
the answer is supplied as soon as
possible.
PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS ON
DANDENONG ROAD.
(Question No. 227)

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister
for Social Wellfare, for the Minister
of TransportWhat 1acrtion has been taken in regard to
the building of a safetY. crossing on Dandenong Road, East St. Kilda, between Hornby
and Westbury streets?
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The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isOn 26th October, 1973, the Country Roads
Board forwarded to the St. :Kilda City
Council and the Prahran City Council two
alternative proposals for a pedestrian overpass west of Hornby Street.
A public meeting, arranged by the councils, was held on 12th February, 1974, to
discuss the location of the overpass. Until
agreement is reached with both city councils on the location the Country! Roads
Board is not in a position to proceed with
the detailed design of the overpass.

,1974.]
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Mr. T. Lyn·ch, secretary of regional
council.
(ii) November, 1973.
(iii) Long-range planning for student
accommodation in technical schools.
(iv) I believe the regional council proposed to direct ·the findings to the Director
of Technical Education and to the Staff
I!lspector, Western Region.
Communication to members of Parliament in the region
has not been discussed at this stage.

GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
SITES.
(Question No. 241)

TECHNICAL SCHOOL
ACCOMMODATION.
(Question No. 237)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
EducationHas a special committee been set up to
investigate technical school education
accommodation in the western suburbs; if
so-( i) who are the members of the committee; (ii) when was the committee
formed; (iii) what are its terms of reference; and ( iv) will the committee's findings
and report be made available to members
of Parliament who represent the areas
covered by the inquiry; if not, why?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
isThere are two sub-committees of the
Western Regional Council Executive.
(i) (a) The northern sector sub-committee consists ofMr. V. Barberis, principal, Essendon
Technical School.
Mr. C. Vereker, principal, Niddrie
Technical School.
Mr. T. Lynch, secretary of regional
council.
(b) The Sunshine sector sub-committee
consists ofMr. 0. Roberts, principal, Sunshine
Technical School.
Mr. R. Calder, principal, Tottenham
Technical School.
Mr. J. Hennessy, principal, St. Albans
Technical School.
Session 1974.-147

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) asked the Minister
for Social Welfare, for the Minister
for Fuel and PowerWhat .are the intentions of the Government in connection with the Gas and Fuel
Corporation sites in Port Melbourne and
South Melbourne?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fuel and Power isTo provide funds for the construction
of a natural gas pipeline to Wodonga the
corporation proposes to dispose of land at
Port Melbourne and South Melbourne not
required for future use.
Approximately 2 · 4 acres, or just over 1
hectare, on the west side of Pickles Street
in the municipality of Port Melbourne will
be offered to the Port Melbourne City
Council for the sum of $650,000.
Approximately 8·3 acres in the City of
South Melbourne and 1·4 acres in the City
of Port Melbourne will be offered for sale
by public auction or public tender.

CONTAINER LOADING AT
WILLIAMSTOWN.
(Question No. 244)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport( a) What are the reasons for loading
containers at Morris Street railway yards,
\Villiamstown, and from what areas do these
·containers come?
(b) Why are they loaded from the hour
of 7 p.m. onwards?
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· (c) What consideration (if any) has been
given to residents in the Morris Street area
who are suffering noise problems caused
by the hours of operation?
(d) Has any consideration been given to
shifting these operations to another area;
if so, where?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isThere is a considerable backlog in handling overseas. shipping containers to and
from the shipping berths at Swanson Dock.
This difficulty has oeen accentuated by a
shortage of shunting staff in the Melbourne
Goods Yards limiting the shunting pilots
which service the waterfront area.
To provide additional areas where the
containers can be handled, the railways are
temporarily utilizing their public goods
siding areas at Williamstown, from where
the ·container transfer to and from Adelaide
and Victorian country areas ·and the shipping points are made by. road.
The movement of shipping containers is
always on a 24-hour basis. The railways
believe that the use of the two sidings
for containers will not be prolonged-in
the meantime every effort will be made to
keep the noise from. night-time operations
to a minimum.

The

on Notice.
Hon.

MURRAY

BYRNE

(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization).-The answer
isThe control and responsibility for air
transportation is a matter which primarily
comes under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Government. It is unfortunate that the
Federal taxes and air charges make air
travel more expensive in Australia than in
most other countries.
At the recent Ministerial tourist conference, strong arguments were put up by myself and Ministers of other States for a new
approach by the Commonwealth to this
matter. This would not only be of assistance to country centres but obviously
would be of tremendous value to tourism
within the nation.

SUNSHINE TECHNICAL SCHOOL.
(Question No. 247.)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) At what stage are the .plans and
designs for the new buildings· at· the Sunshine Technical School? . ·

HOUSING COMMISSION LAND IN
MELTON.

(b) When will tenders be called for these
·extensions?

(Question No. 245)

The · Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization).~The answer
.supplied by the Minister of Education
is-

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne .West Province) asked the
Minister of ·HousingWhat land has the Housing Commission
purchased in the Shire of Melton, and where
is it situated?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housi.ng).-The answer isThe commission has purchased 1263 acres
3 roods 5 perches of land situated in Harkness Road and Bulmans Road, Melton.

AIR SERVICES TO COUNTRY
AREAS.

( a) The planning for the new buildings
is at the design development stage that
precedes the first estimate of costs upon
which requisitions for finance and Ministerial approvals to proceed to tender are
sought.
(b) Not precisely known. The Public
Works Department and the consultants
responsible for the preparation of design
and contractual documents have been requested to prepare for tender as rapidly as
possible.

(Question No. 246)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern
Province)
asked
the
Minister for State Development and
DecentralizationIn view of the Government's expressed
aim of encouraging development of country
Victoria, will the Government subsidize air
services to selected country centres of Victoria deemed in need of an air link with
Melbourne?

AUSTRALIAN TRANSPORT
ADVISORY COUNCIL.
(Question No. 248")

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport(a) How many persons constitute the
sub-committee of the Australian Transport
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Advisory Council inquiring into a code for
the secure loading of vehicles, and who
are they?
(b) What progress has been made with
the inquiry?
(c) When will the report and recommendations be finalized?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare).-The
answer .supplied by the Minister of
Transport is( a) The committee responsible for this
matter is the Advisory Committee on Vehicle Performance and there are seventeen
members. They areMr. R. J. Barling
Mr. N. J. Owen
Mr. R. J. Pollard
Mr. C. A. Paterson
Mr. R. Sorrell
Mr. R. L. Youds
Mr. E. J. Harris
Mr. R. Ryan
Mr. R. A. French
Mr. L. G. Anderson
Mr. G. Yule
Mr. A. G. Flint
Mr. A. T. Monck
Mr. T. County
Mr. L. Crowe
Mr. V. Wyatt
Mr. R. T. Underwood.

(b) and (c). The committee is proceeding with its investigation and it is planned
to present the code of practice to the July,
1975, meeting of the Australian Transport
Advisory Council.

SWAN HILL HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 249)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of EducationIn view of the urgent need for Commonwealth library facilities at the Swan Hill
High School, when will such facilities be
provided?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
isThe Public Works Department is in the
process of completing documentation for
the Commonwealth library at Swan Hill
High School.
It is expected that this project will go
to tender in June, 1974.

1974.]

on Notice.
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CONTAINER LOADING AT
YARRAVILLE~
(Question No. 2·50)

The Hon. A. W. KN.GHT.:· (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport( a) What are the reasons for loading
containers at the Yarraville railway siding,
and from what areas do these containers
come?
(b) Why are these containers loaded
during the early hours of the morning?

(c) What consideration (if any) has been
given to the residents in the vicinity of
the Yarraville railway station who are
suffering noise problems caused by the
hours of operation?
(d) Has any consideration been given
to shifting these operations to another
area; if so, where?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare).-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isThere is a considerable backlog in handling overseas shipping containers to and
from the shippin·g berths at Swanson Dock.
This difficulty has been accentuated by a
shortage of shunting staff in the Melbourne
Goods Yard limiting the shunting pilots
which service the waterfront area.
To provide additional areas where the
containers can be handled, the railways
are temporarily utilizing their public goods
siding areas at Yarraville, from where the
container transfers to and from Adelaide
and Victorian country areas and the shipping
points are made by road.
The movement of shipping containers is
always on a 24-hour basis.
The railways believe that the use of the
two sidings for containers will not be
prolonged-in the meantime every effort
will be made to keep the noise from nighttime operations to a minimum.

TOURIST PROMOTION.
(Question No. 252)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for TourismHas a decision been reached on a request
by the Swan Hill city and shire, the Kerang

borough and shire and the Wycheproof
shire to join the Mallee region for tourist
promotion; if not, when is such a decision
expected?
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The
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for Tourism).-The answer
isI, and my department, have had discussions with regard to changes in the tourist
regions involving Swan Hill and the Mallee.
I have asked for the opinions of representative groups and am also co-operating
with the committee representative of Government departments within the State on
regionalism.
As there appears to be unanimous agreement, unless I have any further representa.tions during the next week, I will
recommend, for tourist purposes, a change
in the Mallee region to include the areas
mentioned.
'

MUNICIPAL RATE DEFERMENTS.
(Question No. 254)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Local ·GovernmentHow many pensioners in the. Doutta Galla
Province have been accepted for municipal
rate deferment since the passage of the
Municipalities Assistance Act 1973, indicating which councils and shires are involved,
and the number of applicants in each case?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Loca l Government) .-As the answer
is detailed, I suggest that, by leave of
the House, it be incorporated in
Hansard without my reading it.
·Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:1

The municipalities concerned have advised
the Minister as follows:Broadmeadows City.720 applications received. No deferments granted because council has
excused $21 . 50 of the rate otherwise
payable by each of 690 pension
applicants.
Brunswick City.200 applications received. No deferments as applications have yet to be
considered by council.
Coburg City.40 applications received, 30 deferments
granted. (Council policy is to· grant
deferments)
Essendon City.4 applications received, yet to be considered by council.
Melbourne City.No applications received.
Bullta Shire.3 applications received, yet to be considered by council.

on Notice.

Gisbome Shire.No applications received.
Kilmore Shire.4 applications received, yet to be considered by council.
Whittlesea Shire.No applications received.

YOUTH FUND AND SPORTS AND
RECREATION FUND.
(Question No. 256)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister of
Housing, f.or the Minister for Youth,
Sport and RecreationIn respect of organizations within the
Doutta Galla Province, what finance has
been and will be 1allocated this financial
year, from the Youth Fund and the Sports
and Recreation Fund, respectively, naming
the organization and the amount in each
case?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation is in the form of a· detaHed
list and I suggest that, by leave of the
House, it be incorporated in ·Hansard
without my reading it.
Leave was granted, ·and the answer
was as follows:YouTH FuND.-

General grants have been made to the
following organizations:City of Broadmeadows.$
Glenroy Citizens Youth
$
280
Club
130
7th Glenroy Boy Scouts
Inn Folke-Broad240
meadows
320
Oak Park Youth Club
City of Brunswick.Brunswick and Coburg
Boys' and Girls' Club 900
Brunswick Salvation Army
Youth Group
220
City o-f Essendon.15th Essendon Sea Scouts
Essendon Toe. ·H. Youth
Centre
120
Essendon Y.M.C.A.
1,500
North Essendon P.B.A.
75
St. Therese's Youth Club 250
City of Fitzroy.All Saints Youth Club
500
St. Brigid's North Fitzroy
100 .
Youth Club
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City of Melbourne.Carlton Community
Centre
Shire of Whittlesea.Craigieburn Community
Youth Club
Lalor-Thomastown
Community Youth Club
Special Grant.Geoghean College

$
400

APRIL,

$

200
5,620

SPORTS AND RECREATION FUND.-

77,500

BROADMEADOWS NORTH
PRIMARY SCHOOL.
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The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
State
Development
and
for
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education-

500

The following subsidies have
approved:Shire of Whittlesea.Thomastown Recreation
$
Reserve
7,500
City of Essendon.Aberfeldie Park
70,000
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(Question No. 260)

110

5,620

1974.]

been

$

77,500
83,120

When is it proposed to commence building the Broadmeadows North West Primary
School, and what type of building is
envisaged?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
isIt is not known at this time when permanent buildings at Broadmeadows North
West Primary School will be constructed.
Reports submitted by the Environment
Protection Authority and the Public Works
Department and information obtained from
the Department of Civil Aviation in regard
to aircraft noise are being assessed. The
type of building to be constructed has not
y·et been determined.

LODDON-CAMPASPE REGIONAL
AUTHORITY.

SALE OF GOVERNMENT LAND.

(Question No. 259)

(Question No. 261)

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister for Local Government-

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister of Housing-

( a) ·Which municipalities are associated
with
the
Loddon-C:ampaspe
Regional
Authori:ty?

Has the Government sold any land to
persons on low incomes desirous of building their own home thereon; if so, where,
and how many blocks?

(b) What assistance is being made available to the authority during the early years
of its operation?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer is -.

(c) What is the estimated annual cost of
operating the authority, and how will this
finance be I'laised?

No. However, the commission is currently
negotiating with eligible applicants for ·the
sale of residential allotments at Mornington,
Bacchus Marsh and Broadmeadows.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
is( a) The cities of Bendigo, Castlemaine
and Maryborough; th·e Borough of Eaglehawk; the shires of Bet Bet, Huntly, Korong,
Marong, Metcalfe, Strathfieldsaye, Tullaroop
and Waranga.
(b) The technical and administrative services to the authority are being provided by
staff of the Town and Country Planning
Board.
(e) The operating costs of the authority
are being borne by the Town and Countty
Pla,nning Board except 1the personal expenses
of the chairman and members which are
under- consideration by the authority.

WAITCHIE PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 262)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
State
Development
and
for
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Public Works( a) Is the Minister aware that the Public
Works Department has removed the only
shelter-shed from :the Waitchie Primary
School and that the children must, when
necessary, seek shelter in the class-room
during recess periods?
(b) Why was the shelter-shed removed?

